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INTRODUCTION 

 

This study examines how the two strands which made up Presbyterianism in Scotland 

in the years between 1830 and 1914 coped with the challenges presented to them by 

the urban crisis which arose in the 1830s and 1840s. The huge increase in the urban 

population which experienced the effects of cyclical trade depressions and consequent 

unemployment posed an unprecedented problem to a system of poor relief unable to 

cope.  That system of poor relief was initially provided through voluntary 

contributions made by the Kirk Session and Heritors of the Church of Scotland.  Even 

after poor relief became the responsibility of Parochial Boards, these Boards were 

largely composed of office-bearers in the Church. 

 

The study covers the years from around 1830 to the outbreak of the First World War.  

1830 was chosen because by then the effect of industrial change was beginning to be 

felt and from then onwards accelerated considerably, most especially in Paisley where 

traditional weaving soon began to decline.  The immigrant population, drawn to 

Glasgow by the prospect of work, had settled into the subdivided tenements and 

partitioned town houses which were to cause social problems for the rest of the 

century.   The population of Glasgow grew from around 274,000 in 1830 to 761,000 

by the turn of the century, and the Churches found themselves having to address the 

social problems which grew along with the size of the city.  This study ends with the 

outbreak of the First World War, by which time the beginnings of the welfare state 

had been established and the energies of the Church of Scotland and the United free 

Church of Scotland began to be focussed on the process which was to lead to their 

union in 1929. 
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The study concentrates largely on the west of Scotland because most of the larger 

studies of the ecclesiastical history of the period have concentrated on Edinburgh and 

made use of Edinburgh sources.  This study is an attempt to redress the balance, but 

also to recognise that it was in the west of Scotland, first in Paisley with the collapse 

of the weaving industry and then in Glasgow with the housing crisis which the 

increase in population through immigration brought about.   

 

This study follows two methods.  Because its central argument is that Robert Flint’s 

book Christ’s Kingdom upon Earth, published in 1865, was of crucial importance in 

the development of a social theology in the Presbyterian Churches of the 19th century, 

this is an example of historical theology within the history of ideas, and so the 

research which reflects this aspect of the study has been based on the examination and 

critical assessment of theological publications, pamphlets, sermons and speeches of 

the period, all of which provide a rich vein of material on which the conclusions can 

be based.   Because the effect of Robert Flint’s understanding of the Kingdom of God 

was found initially in the work of those most closely influenced by him, and then later 

on the context which the theological matrix of the Kingdom of God provided for 

debates within particularly the United Free Church, this study examines the narrative 

of the Church’s engagement with society over the period under review, and has 

involved the study of original church and municipal sources. 

 

The Scottish Churches addressed the question of poverty during the period under 

review in two ways.   At a practical level, churches attempted to adapt their systems 

of territorial ministry to provide support for those experiencing urban deprivation.  
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The attitude towards the urban social crisis and the work of four churchmen in the 

years immediately following the Disruption, Patrick Brewster in the Abbey and 

Robert Burns in St George’s Church in Paisley, and Robert Buchanan in the Tron and 

Norman Macleod in the Barony in Glasgow will be examined.   Donald Macleod’s 

widely accepted judgment of Patrick Brewster and of the mid-nineteenth century 

clergy will be questioned.  Where there were people of the calibre of Brewster, Burns, 

Buchanan and Macleod the use of a territorial ministry was still, but only just 

sustainable.  As the scale of the urban problem became clear, and the capacity of the 

traditional poor law system based on territorial parishes proved incapable of coping 

with it, the Churches tried to adapt, first, through the provision through church 

congregations of voluntary methods of support.  Second, the Church began to 

question the conviction of Thomas Chalmers, which largely dictated its attitude to 

social questions at the time, that it was the character of individuals and the 

communities they made up which shaped the environment around them.  Encouraged 

by Flint, progressive ministers began to recognise the effect of the environment on the 

individual’s character and potential.  As the Corporation of the city of Glasgow 

increasingly took over responsibility for the environment of the city, becoming 

involved in housing conditions and the provision of a whole range of practical and 

social services, the insight of Flint that the Church must co-operate with other 

agencies in improving the environment was vital in encouraging progressive ministers 

to involve the Church with municipal agencies which grew rapidly during the period 

under review.  Increasingly this involved the Churches in developing a social 

theology which expressed the Christian faith in terms which reflected the increasing 

obligation felt within the churches to regard what was described as “the social 
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question as of as much importance for the Church as its missionary and evangelical 

responsibilities.   

 

Other studies have addressed the challenge the urban crisis presented to the churches.   

Donald Smith’s 1963 PhD thesis1subsequently published in 19872  is a detailed 

examination of the history of social criticism in the Scottish Presbyterian Churches 

which examines the evidence from the standpoint of Smith’s basic thesis: that with 

the exception of Patrick Brewster’s ministry in Paisley Abbey from 1828 to 1856 the 

Presbyterian churches made little protest about social conditions until the early 1880s, 

and produced little by way of social theology until reports presented to the United 

Free Church General assembly towards the end of the first decade of the twentieth 

century. 

 

Professor A.C. Cheyne’s 1987 study of The Transforming of the Kirk shares much of 

Smith’s criticism of the nineteenth century’s complacency in the face of urban 

deprivation, though it is expressed with less anger, and places the eventual revolution 

in the Churches’ attitude towards social issues within a larger context of reform 

including the Churches’ reaction to biblical criticism, its response to the questioning 

of theological certainty and the review of its forms and patterns of worship. 

 

In the 1970s, two pioneering articles by Donald Withrington explored the crisis facing 

the Churches and the development of a new social conscience.3  The earlier article 

                                                
1   SMITH, D.C., “The Failure and Recovery of Social Criticism in the Scottish Church”, Edinburgh 
University PhD thesis, 1963 
2   SMITH, D.C., 1987, Passive Obedience and Prophetic Protest, Social Criticism in the Scottish 
Church, 1830-1954,  (SMITH, Passive Obedience) 
3  WITHRINGTON, D.J., , “The Churches in Scotland: c 1870 – c 1900: Towards a New Social 
Conscience, Records of the Scottish Church History Society, vol,XIX, 1977 
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paid tribute to Donald Macleod and John Marshall Lang for leading a crusade to 

improve the housing of the urban poor, first through the Presbytery of Glasgow’s 

Housing Commission and later through the General Assembly’s Home Mission 

Committee chaired by Macleod, and the Commission to Enquire into the Religious 

Condition of the People, chaired by Marshall Lang.  This article also  noted reports on 

social policy presented to the United Free Church of Scotland towards the end of the 

first decade of the twentieth century.  In his second article Withrington describes the 

established Presbytery of Glasgow “led by” Lang and Macleod taking the housing 

issue to the Church of Scotland General Assembly, and refers to books published at 

the time by Marshall Lang, the United Presbyterian minister Scott Matheson, and 

others, as evidence of the development of a new social conscience within the 

Presbyterian Churches, 

 

The nineteen nineties saw the work of D.C. Smith, A.C. Cheyne and D. Withrington 

carried forward in closer examination of the theme of the church’s engagement with 

social issues in the nineteen and early twentieth centuries by S.J. Brown and C.G. 

Brown  In an article in 1990, S.J. Brown examined the effect of the negotiations for 

the union of the Church of Scotland and the United Free Church in 1929 on the social 

vision of Scottish Presbyterianism.4   Brown points out that following the post war 

election of 1918, which enabled the Conservative Party to dominate a Coalition 

Government “which withdrew from its promises of social reconstruction, leaders of 

the Church of Scotland and the United Free Church also began to silence the Church’s 

                                                                                                                                       
   WITHRINGTON, D.J., “Non-Churchgoing, c1750-c1850, A Preliminary Study”, Records of the 
Scottish Church History Society, Vol XVII, 1972 
4   BROWN, S.J., 1990, “The Social Vision of Scottish Presbyterianism and the union of 1929” in 
Records of the Scottish Church History Society, 1990, Vol xx, pp 77-96 
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call for a new Christian social order.”5   Although in the United Free Church calls for 

social reconstruction continued to be made, “the United Free Church Assembly, 

however, was no longer prepared to countenance criticisms of industrial capitalism or 

calls for a new economic order”.6  In a later article ,7 S J Brown surveyed in more 

detail the social vision of Scottish Presbyterianism in the century from 1830 to 1930 

and identified in the Victorian era three fundamental assumptions which defined, and 

to a large extent restricted the social ideal of the Presbyterian Churches: the primacy 

of personal conversion and moral improvement, that society no less than the natural 

world was governed by inexorable laws, and the continued validity of the communal 

ideal of Thomas Chalmers expressed through a parochial system.  Brown concludes 

that “mid Victorian Presbyterians did  much to aid the inevitable social wreckage of 

industrial capitalism”.8  Brown draws attention to the work of Donald Macleod and 

John Marshall Lang as late Victorian progressives committed to social justice in 

Glasgow and to a growing commitment to the realisation of the Kingdom of God 

within the United Free Church to which hostile reaction grew following the end of the 

war in 1918. 

 

In 1997, C.G. Brown published his  survey of religion and society in Scotland since 

1707.9  which stressed the positive impact of secularisation rather than the negative 

concentration on the decline of the Church in urban society.   Brown argued that the 

Presbyterian Churches, faced with an increasingly secular urban society abandoned 

their commitment to parochial missionary and social work and instead concentrated 

                                                
5  .Ibid., p 87 
6   Ibid., p 88 
7   BROWN, S.J., 1991, “Reform, Reconstruction, Reaction:  The Social Vision of Scottish 
Presbyterianism c1830-c1930” in Scottish Journal of Theology, Vol 44, pp 489-517 
8   Ibid., p 495 
9   BROWN, C.G., 1997, Religion and Society in Scotland since 1707, Edinburgh 
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on congregational life and social organisations.   An article by C.G. Brown in 199610 

C.G. Brown argued that in what he calls “the heyday of municipal collectivism”, the 

Presbyterian Churches produced a civic gospel to match civic pride.  Brown finds 

early evidence of this in the views of the Glasgow Free Church minister Robert 

Buchanan in the years following the Disruption and also in “the new breed of 

Established Church clergy including John Marshall Lang, Donald Macleod and David 

Watson, and a number of leading lay figures”. 

 

From the literature on the developing role of the Presbyterian Churches in the west of 

Scotland between 1830 and the outbreak of Work War 1, a consensus has emerged 

which pictures an accelerating expression of social concern and a developing 

formulation of a social theology.   With what D.C. Smith calls “the unique exception” 

of Patrick Brewster of Paisley Abbey the middle years of the nineteenth century were 

marked not only by the Church’s complacency towards social conditions but a 

determination on the part of the Church to regard the evangelical work of the Church 

and the formation of worshipping communities as the only contribution which the 

Church could make to the alleviation of social problems.   Housing conditions in 

Glasgow provided a focus for the expression of social concern by the Presbyter of 

Glasgow and so, gradually, due to the work of Donald Macleod and John Marshall 

Lang in the Presbytery and then in General Assembly, the Church of Scotland the 

Church of Scotland became committed to the reform of society, and began to work 

out a social theology.  The United Free Church, however, went further and produced 

reports of social criticism which subjected social conditions to more rigorous 

                                                
10 BROWN,  C.G., “To be aglow with civic ardours”: the ‘Godly Commowealth’ in Glasgow, 1843-
1914 in Records of the Scottish Church History Society, XXVI, 1996 
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examination.  The main argument of this study is that until the late 1860s, the only 

theological model which the Churches in Scotland possessed to handle both changes 

in society and the clamant need for social reform was one which regarded social 

conditions, first, as less important than eternal salvation, and, second as capable of 

improvement only through the evangelical conversion and resulting moral 

improvement of the individual.  It is illegitimate to criticise the Church for advocating 

the only response to deprivation which was available to it at the time.  It is equally 

unfair to regard the Church’s evangelical commitment as complacency when it was 

firmly believed that evangelical commitment would reduce social ills.   However, 

with the publication of Robert Flint’s Kingdom of Christ upon Earth in 1865 the 

Church was given an entirely new model for its involvement with society and the 

expression of a social theology.  Flint’s entirely novel interpretation of the Kingdom 

of God, and in particular his insistence that the Kingdom of God and the Church of 

Christ were not identical offered a paradigm shift which stimulated the practical 

involvement and social theology of progressives within the Church in the final years 

of the nineteenth century.   The originality of Flint’s views will be examined in the 

context of contemporary ecclesiological writing.  The personal and literary 

connections between Flint, Donald Macleod and Marshall Lang  will be explored. 

 

Thus the place of the Kingdom of God in the thinking of Donald Macleod and John 

Marshall Lang will be examined.   The significance of the Kingdom of God for those 

who followed them, David Watson in the Church of Scotland and William Clow, 

Scott Matheson, William Dickie and Robert Drummond within the United Free 

Church will be examined, because it provides the important context within which 

debates on social policy within the United Free Church were conducted 
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Against the background of the vital importance of the concept of the Kingdom of 

God, this study  will challenge the accepted view of the Church’s developing social 

conscience at a number of critical points.   It will suggest that the evidence indicates a 

less favourable judgment on Patrick Brewster and a more sympathetic assessment of 

his contemporaries’ involvement in social reform.   It will suggest that the consistent 

linking of the names of Donald Macleod and John Marshall Lang risks ignoring 

serious differences between the two men, but, more importantly, denies the equally 

important part played in the Presbytery of Glasgow’s involvement with housing 

conditions and policy of Glasgow minister Frederick Lockhart Robertson.   It will 

indicate that the Presbytery of Glasgow as a whole was less supportive of, committed 

to and involved in the much-praised Housing Commission than the accepted picture 

would imply.   It will take account of significant differences between the attitude of 

the Church of Scotland and that of the United Free Church to social issues and the 

tendency of the Church of Scotland to be more sympathetic to landlords of urban 

housing than was the United Free Church.  It will show how the tensions which 

emerged within the United Free Church were expressed in terms not simply of 

support for and opposition to social engagement but of differing attitudes to the 

Kingdom of God.  And it will suggest that support for a critical social theology was 

unravelling in the United Free Church in the years before the outbreak of war in 1914. 
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Chapter 1 

 

THE LURE OF THE CHURCH AND ITS TERRITORIAL IDEAL 

 

Introduction 

The work of four ministers of religion, Patrick Brewster and Robert Burns, working 

within half a mile of each other in Paisley, and Robert Buchanan and Norman 

MacLeod not much further apart in Glasgow provides contrasting approaches to 

different aspects of the urban crisis.  An examination of their work, practical and 

published, also presents a challenge to some of the widely accepted judgments about 

the Church’s role in the urban crisis. 

 

Patrick Brewster was minister of the second charge of Paisley Abbey from 1818 till 

his death in 1859. He was a charismatic preacher, a moral force Chartist, of whom it 

was said by a contemporary that “it was his infirmity to provoke opposition; and like 

a salamander, he enjoyed the furnace of controversy just the more that it was seven 

times heated, even to whiteness”.11  That judgment, however, can only be applied to 

Brewster after 1835.  There is no evidence before then, in local press or his early 

published sermons, of a controversialist’s disposition. 

 

Donald Smith’s now widely accepted thesis,  that the mid-nineteenth century social 

criticism of the Scottish Church was marked by “prophetic failure and social 

conformity”, identifies Brewster as “the unique exception” to this judgment.12  An 

examination of Brewster’s work will raise the question of whether a combination of 
                                                
11     AITON, J., 1859, A Tribute to the Memory of the Poor Man’s Champion, Paisley, p 15 
12     SMITH, D.C., 1987, Passive Obedience and Prophetic Protest, New York, p 175  (Passive  
Obedience) 
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his personal intransigence and lack of political judgment, and his inability to work 

with others in using his pastoral experience along with local political pressure to 

improve social conditions, did not significantly detract from the undoubted 

significance of his prophetic preaching.  His sermons have considerable significance 

in that they frequently ally the Gospel and the Church to the struggle of the poor in a 

class war, and recognise that the structural causes of poverty were more important 

than individual moral failure.  The sort of language he used, however, raises the 

likelihood that Brewster’s  sermons were designed more to shock and offend than to 

convince and persuade, and they reflect his strongly held political convictions more 

than profound theological insight. 

 

Robert Burns was minister first of St George’s and then of Free St George’s from 

1811 until he left to be minister of Knox Church Toronto and then Professor of 

Christian Evidences and Church History in Knox College.  Unlike Brewster, he was a 

great admirer of Chalmers.  Burns’ published work indicates a concern for social 

justice and the improvement of social conditions which was as seriously, though not 

as controversially held as Brewster’s.  His determination to research evidence and 

publish balanced conclusions contrasts with Brewster’s approach, as does his 

willingness to allow that evidence to alter his opinions.  Donald Smith’s relegation of 

Burns’ social criticism to three short footnotes does not do justice to his contribution 

in the field.  Burns’ regular public disagreements with Brewster may have led to the 

assumption that he was indifferent to social conditions, and to an underestimation of 

his work in comparison to Brewster’s public career. 
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Although expressing, in their different ways, concern for the poor and for social 

justice, both Burns and Brewster shared a common belief that a system of parochial 

poor relief based on a territorial ministry was the best way to tackle the serious 

problem of widespread poverty raised by the collapse of Paisley’s economy.  They 

also shared a conviction that the Church was not only the ideal provider of social 

welfare but the ideal agent to promote necessary social change.  Both of these 

assumptions were highly questionable. 

 

They were shared, however, by Robert Buchanan and Norman MacLeod.  Robert 

Buchanan was inducted in 1833 to the Tron Parish in Glasgow, where Thomas 

Chalmers had been minister, after pastorates in Gargunnock and Saltoun.  He joined 

the Free Church in 1843 and was to write the history of the Ten Year’s Conflict13 from 

the Free Church perspective.  He was also the dynamic convener of the Free Church’s 

Sustentation Fund and Moderator of its General Assembly in 1860, by which time he 

had moved from Tron Free Church to Free College Church, where he remained until 

his death in 1875.  Buchanan is often characterised, and perhaps caricatured,  as 

representing the typical Free Church response to poverty and deprivation which 

assumed that they would be eradicated through evangelism and education, and he was 

certainly committed to both.  But an account of his speeches, particularly in the early 

1850s, and of the work he undertook in the Tron area will show that underlying the 

practical concern for Church extension and the provision of schools there was a 

commitment to social welfare and improvement which should not be lightly 

dismissed.  Donald Smith quotes Buchanan, speaking in the General Assembly of 

1851, in support of his (Smith’s) contention that the Church appealed to the wealthy 

                                                
13     BUCHANAN, R., 1876, The Ten Year’s Conflict, London 2 Vols 
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classes on the basis of their self interest, but Buchanan will be shown to be far more 

critical of the emerging middle classes.  He was very critical of their complacency in 

the face of the squalor he had encountered in the Wynds of the old city centre. 

 

Norman Macleod came to the Barony Parish in Glasgow with a considerable 

ecclesiastical pedigree and a reputation as a preacher and writer.  His ministry in the 

Barony, and his reflections on it in the magazine, Good Words, which he edited from 

1860 until his death  in 1872 has led one social historian to describe Macleod as 

providing “a new social theology”.14   Although Macleod possessed a very strong 

social conscience, his reforming reputation depends on his opposition, for example, to 

sabbatarianism and on the administrative organisation of his congregation which he 

undertook. There is little evidence to be found in his published work to suggest an 

innovative theological approach to poverty.  His life-long Tory sympathies led his a 

social vision to amount to little more than a kinder, more tolerant reflection of the 

divisions which existed in society. 

 

Although Brewster was a stern critic of Thomas Chalmers’ political and economic 

thinking, he was, along with Burns, Buchanan and Macleod an uncritical supporter of 

the parochial system and territorial ministry which Chalmers had pioneered in 

Glasgow.  All four accepted the assumption on which Chalmers’ parochial reforms 

were based, that it was in and through the work of the Church that society would be 

reformed, and it would be through involvement in the Church’s life and acceptance of 

Christian faith that those living in poverty would be helped either to overcome it or to 

avoid its worst effects.  However the Church at the time had at its  disposal no other 

                                                
14     HILLIS, P., Towards a new social theology; the contribution of Norman Macleod, Records of the 
Scottish Church History Society, 1992 pp 263-285 
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model to enable it to envisage social reform, and there was a fear among Churchmen 

that if the Church was not at the centre of any social progress, it would find itself 

marginalised. 

 

Patrick Brewster 

 

There were three aspects to Brewster’s involvement with the urban crisis in Paisley: 

the sermons he preached in which social conditions and the issues surrounding 

poverty were frequently addressed15, his active involvement in the Chartist 

movement, and his pastoral work with the poor of the Abbey Parish 

 

Brewster’s Sermons and Writings 

Three political themes emerge from the sermons, particularly those which led to 

Brewster facing a libel in the Presbytery and General Assembly.  A decade before 

Marx and Engels produced The Communist Manifesto, Brewster interpreted his 

country’s history and its economic condition in terms of a class struggle.  He 

describes the aristocracy as having taken away land which rightly belonged to the 

people, and having used the hereditary principle to deny to all what they gave to their 

descendants.16  Proprietors have claimed an exclusive possession of the land to which 

they were not entitled, and driven away those who worked it.  The rights which the 

law gave to proprietors would not have been questioned had the proprietors not used 

their influence to create a legalised monopoly through the Corn Laws.17   All wealth is 

                                                
15     BREWSTER, P., 1842, The Seven Chartist and Military Discourses Ordered by the General 
Assembly to be Libelled by the Presbytery of Paisley, Paisley.     Quotations cited are from an edition 
published and introduced by the Editor of Forward and later Secretary of State for Scotland, Thomas 
Johnston.  (JOHNSTON; T., The Rev Patrick Brewster, His Chartist and Socialist Sermons, Glasgow)  
(Discourses) 
16     Discourses p 16 
17     Ibid.,pp 75,76 
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the product of man’s labour and those who create the wealth have a right to expect 

that it will be used to provide for their subsistence.  The owners of industry, however,  

use the profits for themselves.18  Mechanisation has increased production forty times 

over, which ought to result in cheaper food and clothing for those involved in 

production, but in fact it has led to workers having to accept lower wages, the 

equivalent of the slave-owners whip.19  In exactly the same way, landed proprietors 

have taken the profits of agricultural improvements and passed none of the benefits on 

to labourers.20  Brewster foresees an inevitable conflict between freedom and 

oppression21 which will be violent unless “the right-minded among us who 

sympathise with the people, will come fearlessly forward and stand on the right 

side”.22 

 

Brewster ultimately derives his understanding of the class struggle from his theology. 

God has filled the earth with his goodness, he has blessed our nation………… 

with an abundant supply of food for man.  He has destined it for the use  

of all.  But his bounty is intercepted and turned aside by  

counteracting agencies, and they, by whose toil, with the blessing of  

God, it has been produced, have received the smallest share of it, and  

many of them hardly any share at all; and many more – not the idle  

but the industrious, not the wasteful and profligate, but the careful and  

thrifty – not refusing to labour, but vainly supplicating for leave to toil,  

are thus deprived of the bounty of heaven by the intervention and  

operation of unequal laws, which take the bread out of the mouth of  
                                                
18     Ibid., p 37, 50 
19    Ibid. p 32 
20    Ibid., p 57 
21    Ibid., p 18 
22    Ibid., p 56 
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famishing industry, and transfer it back into the hands of wasteful idleness  

and thankless profligacy – laws by means of which, the people are stripped  

of their rights and robbed of their property, and deprived of their liberty,  

and as effectually reduced to servitude and crushed under the yoke of a  

Master Class, as if they were actually the property of that class, and  

were subjected to the will of individual owners.23 

 

The “unequal laws” were the Corn Laws, and Brewster’s condemnation of them is the 

second political theme to Ewhich emerges from his sermons.  The Corn Laws rob the 

poor of a third of their earnings and give it to rapacious landlords.24  Frequently in his 

sermons, both to the chartists and to the military, Brewster spells out his view of the 

operation of the Corn Laws: that when production exceeded the demand of home 

consumption, premiums at home and trade barriers abroad led to both unemployment 

and higher prices.25     The Corn Laws’  

             most offensive and revolting feature is its pressure on the poor man, 

in proportion to his poverty, and its exemption of the rich man in the  

ratio of his wealth.  The perfection of just and equitable taxation is to  

make the subject pay in proportion to his means.  But the operation  

of this unrighteous law is the reverse of that honest principle – taking  

the most, in proportion, from the poorest and most helpless, and the least  

in proportion from the wealthiest and most powerful……Many of  

the most rare and luxurious kinds of food are not taxed, but are  

received into the country without any duty, because within the reach only  

of the wealthy and favoured class, and not likely, under any circumstances,  
                                                
23    Ibid., p 31 
24    Ibid., p 62 
25    Eg Ibid.,  pp 31, 32, 76, 77 
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to become the food of the people; and therefore not likely to come  

into collision with the landholder’s interests, in keeping up the price of  

their own produce.26 

 

The third area of political controversy which Brewster’s sermons frequently addressed 

was the operation of the Poor Law.    Brewster was born and brought up in Jedburgh, 

where his father was a schoolmaster, from whom, he said he “inherited” his radical 

opinions, love of freedom and hatred of oppression.27    In most areas of Scotland, 

provision for the poor was made by means of voluntary collections and resources 

provided by Heritors and Kirk Sessions.  Parishes in the Borders frequently adopted a 

policy of imposing legal assessments on Heritors.  Brewster was a strong supporter of 

making assessments on Heritors and Kirk Sessions legally enforceable.  This put him 

at odds with the view expressed by a General Assembly Committee which gave 

evidence to a parliamentary Commission of Enquiry that assessment should be free of 

legal compulsion, and also brought him into conflict with Church and civil authorities.   

 

Brewster says that the legal provision for poor relief is “the property of the poor 

man”.28  He accepts the case put forward by William Allison for the superiority of “a 

fixed and legal over a voluntary and uncertain provision for the poor”29  At a meeting 

of Paisley Presbytery on 4 May 1842, Brewster persuaded the Presbytery 

unanimously to approve an overture to the General Assembly, supporting legal 

assessments.30  One of the arguments used against legal assessments was that it would 

                                                
26    Ibid., p 78 
27    Report of a Soiree in Honour of the Rev Patrick Brewster, November 12, ( Paisley, 1838) 
28    Discourses p 44   
29    Ibid., p 42 
30    Press cutting in Brewster’s uncatalogued scrapbook kept in Paisley Abbey.  The pages in the 
scrapbook are not numbered.   (Brewster’s Scrapbook) 
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be encourage indolence.  Brewster argues that if this were the case, then those 

countries which provided for the poor through legal assessments would be expected to 

show the highest levels of poverty and immorality, but, he claims, Ireland with no 

fixed levels of poor relief is considerably less prosperous than England, which does.31  

Brewster fears that the failure to provide legally enforceable assessments could, in 

turn, undermine the rule of law itself, because the evasion of voluntary contributions 

brings the law into contempt.32    He does not accept the widely held view that poor 

relief was intended to be given only occasionally, and to those who were physically 

unable to work.  He maintains it was intended to assist any who are unemployed 

otherwise the law which prohibited begging would clearly be evidence of a flagrantly 

callous legislature.33  By refusing a man the right to beg, the law deprives a man of 

the right to ask relief from a fellow human being34  Brewster caustically points out to 

his congregation “Year after year have we invited your attention to this subject.  Year 

after year have we demanded justice to the poor, but we had not the voice of the 

charmer in our appeals; for we could only tell you of the claims of humanity, the 

rights of justice, the command of God.  But you will now listen to us, when we can 

add to these the more powerful motives of self security, and self interest”.35 

 

Brewster’s invocation of God was more than rhetorical.  His political convictions 

stemmed from three significant theological convictions which his sermons contain.  

First, Brewster’s demand that the Church take seriously the condition of the poor was 

based on a conviction which has a remarkably contemporary reference: that God is on 

the side of the poor.  In the first of the Chartist Sermons, Brewster says, “The Son of 
                                                
31    Discourses, p 40 
32    Ibid., p 44 
33    Ibid., p 34 
34    Ibid., p 35 
35    Ibid., p 47 
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God came, especially, to the poor.  He came to preach the Gospel to the poor. He 

came emphatically – literally as well as figuratively, temporally as well as spiritually 

– to ‘loose the bands of wickedness and to undo heavy burdens’.  And the whole of 

his life on earth corresponds with this character, and the whole of his blessed Gospel 

tends to this effect”. 36  It is this which has led William Storrar to write that behind 

Brewster’s political views there was a developed incarnational theology.37   Certainly 

Brewster’s theology was incarnational, but it can hardly be described as “developed”.  

The passage quoted is the only one in Brewster’s published sermons which deals with 

the essence of the incarnation.  His early sermons imply an incarnational theology but 

are more concerned about the consequences of the Incarnation for the Christian life in 

the secular world, and how it informs Brewster’s growing interest in Chartism.    

Jesus’ humility and condescension is the approach of a spiritual guide and teacher, so 

“when Christians would imitate the humility of their great pattern, they will be bowed 

to the dust for their unworthiness before God….but in their intercourse with the world 

they will not be required to abase themselves before the proud and the worthless”.38  

In  other early works,  Brewster describes the humility of Jesus  but does not describe 

it as incarnational but rather sees as exemplary, and strategic.  Brewster argues that 

had Jesus criticised government he and his disciples would either have been 

destroyed, or would have provoked a demonstration of divine power, which would 

have been inconsistent with God’s decision to convert the nations by “the feeblest and 

most unlikely instruments”.39   It would therefore be more accurate to describe 

Brewster as having a strong incarnational  conviction, whose implications developed 

                                                
36    Ibid., p 5 
37    STORRAR W, 1990,  Scottish Identity, Edinburgh, p108 
38    BREWSTER, P., 1833, Heroism of the Christian Spirit, Paisley,  pp 18-19 (Heroism) 
39    BREWSTER, P., 1836, An Essay on Passive Obedience, Paisley p 15 (Essay) 
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considerably from the days of his early works, than to say that he had a developed 

incarnational theology. 

 

It is from his incarnational conviction that Brewster derives his second fundamental 

belief,  that Christian faith and ministry are to be expressed politically.  There are no 

grounds, he says, for assuming that the biblical understanding of oppression and 

deliverance is spiritual.40  The prophets are cited to show that political involvement is 

part of the profession of religion.41  Thomas Chalmers is criticised for saying on his 

1838 Church Extension tour that politics should be left  “to the potsherds of the 

earth”.42   Brewster shrewdly observes that when a preacher commends obedience to 

rulers, that is not considered to be political but if he raises the question of rulers’ 

obligations to their subjects that is considered politics.43   In an open letter to 

Chalmers, published in The Glasgow Chronicle, and dated October 3 1838, Brewster 

accuses Chalmers of being more interested in stressing the duties of the governed than 

in pointing out the obligations of those who govern, and claims that had John Knox 

adhered to Chalmers’ maxim about the potsherds of the earth, there would have been 

no reformation.44  Those who imagine they are teaching religion without politics are 

actually encouraging acceptance of what Chalmers was later to call “the existing order 

of things”.45 

 

Brewster, thirdly, views the Church as an institution which has amongst its primary 

functions the protection of the poor and the weak against the rich and the powerful.  

                                                
40    Discourses p 1 
41    Ibid., p 9 
42    Ibid.,  p 26 
43    Ibid.,  pp 6,7 
44    The letter is preserved in Patrick Brewster’s scrapbook.  A note written by Brewster indicates the 
letter also appeared in the Edinburgh Mercury 
45    Ibid.,  p 28 
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From his earliest published works Brewster analysed the Church’s history in terms of 

what he saw as its support for the poor and its aligning itself with the rich, and for 

freedom from oppression. 

 

In a sermon published in 1835,46Brewster introduces a theme which he is frequently 

to return to: that Israel, God’s chosen people proved unworthy, and so had to be 

replaced by the Christian Church, which, in its Roman form also proved itself 

unworthy and so there had to be a reformation.  And though the Church of Scotland 

has not always been “blameless………it is to her and her alone, we owe the assertion 

of those grand fundamental principles of liberty, religious and civil, which, by the 

blessing of Heaven, have at length wrought out our deliverance – we trust for ever – 

from spiritual and temporal oppression”.47    

 

In his Essay in Passive Obedience, Brewster again asserts that the Gospel, properly 

understood, undermines civil and religious bondage.   He criticises the priesthood of 

the Roman Catholic Church not only for  being “corrupters of revealed truth” but also  

for becoming “the basest and most successful tools of political and spiritual 

oppression”, while the reformation is praised for securing “the inestimable blessings 

of civil and religious liberty”.48   So even in his less contentious period, Brewster’s 

view of the Church stressed its duty to support the rights of the weak and resist the 

encroaching on these rights by either the rich or those with political power.  It is an 

ecclesiology based on function rather than doctrine.  By the time he comes to preach 

the sort of sermons which resulted in him being libelled, this approach to the Church 

                                                
46    BREWSTER, P., 1835, The Claims of the Church of Scotland on the Support and Affection of the 
People, Paisley, p 16,17 (Claims of the Church) 
47    BREWSTER, Essay,   pp 16,17 
48    Ibid., p 26 
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has become much more strident.  He describes the Church as having frequently 

become an engine of the state49 or a tool of the state,50 and when that has happened 

and the priesthood has supported those in power, the doctrine of the Church and the 

faith of the people has been shaped not by the Gospel but by political 

considerations.51  There is no mystery about the Church and the Christian’s practical 

duty.52  It is to seek deliverance for the oppressed. 53  Brewster considers that although 

it is socially acceptable to belong to the Church few take seriously the Church’s duty 

to relieve the oppressed and the destitute, 54  He attributes this to the fact that “in the 

great towns especially, a large proportion of the Established and Dissenting Churches 

are mainly occupied by the middle or wealthier ranks of society.55  These, with their 

teachers make an outwardly and regularly decent profession of Christianity....It is an 

important question for our consideration whether the men who now fill our Churches 

are helping to deliver the poor and needy, and to break in pieces the oppressor”.56 

 

It would be wrong to imply that Brewster defines the Church only in terms of its 

commitment to social justice.  In an early sermon he takes considerable time to stress 

the nature of the Church as a worshipping community, and the duty of each person to 

attend worship.  Those who do not are called to “humiliation and penitence”.  But, 

typically, Brewster goes on to balance that judgment with implied criticism of those 

who have not included provision for the poor.57  A corollary of Brewster’s view that 

                                                
49    Discourses p 2 
50    Ibid.,  p 81 
51    Ibid.,  pp 3,4 
52    Ibid.,  p 66 
53    Ibid.,  p 51 
54    Ibid.,  p 64 
55  A suspicion which has been confirmed by contemporary research.  See  HILLIS, P., 1981. 
“Presbyterianism and Social Class in Mid-Nineteenth Century Glasgow: a Study of Nine Churches”. 
Journal of Ecclesiastical History, 32, pp 47 - 64 
56    Discourses, pp 52-53 
57    BREWSTER, Claims of the Church pp25-6 
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the Church is an institution committed to social and economic justice is his 

understanding that a person is not obliged to be content with his lot nor to accept it as 

the will of God.  Again his early works hint at what was later to be developed. 

Brewster rejects the conclusion drawn from the humility of Jesus that following him 

involves submission to oppression.  Before Mrs Alexander wrote in 1848 about “the 

rich man in his castle, the poor man at his gate”, Brewster was condemning the belief 

that God had established the orders of society.58   In his Essay on Passive Obedience, 

in answer to those who claim that obedience to all authority, irrespective of the way it 

is exercised, is implied by the Pauline statement that “the powers that be are ordained 

of God”, Brewster says that this rests on a false understanding of Providence, which 

assumes that God’s permission of tyranny to exist implied approval of it.59   Thus 

Brewster argues that no one is obliged to be content with an oppressed lot. 

 

Brewster’s refusal to accept that people should be content with their conditions is 

most vividly expressed in his Military Sermons.  It is not the will of God that 

someone should be content with poverty.  The poor are not required to accept their 

poverty any more than the rich are required to risk the perils inherent in wealth. 60  In 

what Brewster says about resistance to oppressive regimes, where there is no means 

of legitimate redress, the implication is clear that the oppressed are not obliged to 

accept their oppression.61   Although human sinfulness results in unavoidable 

suffering to which people must be resigned, there is suffering which is caused in 

defiance of God’s will62 such as famine caused by bad government in India or the 

destruction of agriculture and manufacture by unjust wars in Afghanistan and China.  
                                                
58    BREWSTER, Heroism, p 13 
59    Brewster, Essay, pp 21,22 
60    Discourses p 73,74 
61    Ibid.,  p 20 
62    Ibid.,  p 69 
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Resignation in the face of injustice is not expected of the Christian, and Brewster 

urges against being misled by exhortations to resignation in such cases.  “Be resigned, 

indeed to whatever you may regard as the will of God.  But beware of being cheated 

into a base and sinful submission to human tyranny, when it is your commanded duty 

to claim the redress of your own and your brother’s wrongs”.63  Similarly it is not the 

will of God that people in this country, suffering under iniquitous legislation, should 

continue to suffer without redress.64 

 

Brewster’s Involvement with Chartism 

In 1838, Scotland was not only the focus for its own growing Chartist activity, but it 

attracted the attention of Chartists south of the border.  The Birmingham Political 

Union planned a “holy and peaceful pilgrimage” round the country, beginning in 

Scotland,  to rally support for a petition embodying the Chartist principles of universal 

manhood suffrage, vote by ballot, annual parliaments, payment for MPs, equal 

electoral districts and the abolition of the property qualification for members of 

parliament.65 Signatures were to be obtained at great rallies.  When the petition had 

been sent to parliament there was to be a day of protest when supporters would be 

asked to boycott taxes and excisable goods.  It was envisaged that the pilgrimage 

should start in Glasgow”. The Glasgow reformers approved the Birmingham plan and 

Thomas Attwood, the Birmingham radical,  was invited to what was anticipated 

would be a demonstration of Chartist strength on Glasgow Green on  21 May  1838.  

                                                
63    Ibid.,  p 71 
64    Ibid.,  p 72 
65    As this grand pilgrimage was being planned, the Court of Session decision in the Auchterarder case 
was announced.  It is interesting to note that in central Scotland the number who left the Church of 
Scotland at the Disruption was significantly greater where there had been Chartist activity and Chartist 
Churches.  See McKAY J.R.,   1969, “The Disruption: An examination of some statistics”,  The 
Philosophical Journal, Vol 6 No 2,  
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In his  acceptance Attwood  made  clear his commitment to moral force as the means 

of achieving Chartist aims.   

 

Despite atrocious weather on 21 May the huge demonstration took place66, and by 

June 1838 the national petition had been adopted in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee, 

Perth, Dunfermline, and at county meetings in Renfrewshire, Ayrshire and Fife.  But 

by later in the summer tension had grown between advocates of moral force such as 

Thomas Attwood and the supporters of physical force, particularly Feargus O’Connor 

and the Scottish radical leader Dr John Taylor who toured the west of Scotland 

advocating their cause.  When, in October preparations were being made to elect 

delegates to a “General Convention of the Industrious Classes”,  Dr John Taylor 

warned people to elect only those prepared “to risk everything, even life itself”. 

 

The moment had come for Brewster to intervene.  In November 1838 in “Mr Braid’s 

Church”,  Patrick Brewster addressed the Renfrewshire Political Union in support of  

moral force, and in the same month the Union held a soiree in Brewster’s honour. 67  

A repeated refrain in all the speeches praising Brewster at the soiree is the surprise 

that a Church of Scotland minister should side with the reformers.  As the  opening 

speaker, John Galt put it  “It is highly encouraging to find a minister of the Church of 

Scotland, possessed of such splendid talents as those with which you are endowed, 

generously coming forward to aid the friends of freedom in their honourable and 

patriotic enterprise, connected with a Church whose ministers in general, have 

                                                
66    A crowd, estimated at 30,000 to 100,000 by the Whig and Tory press, and 200,000 by the radical 
press, attended the rally.  70 Trade Unions took part in a two mile procession to Glasgow Green and 
there were 43 bands involved.  All public works were at a standstill.    WILSON, A., 1970, The 
Chartist Movement in Scotland, Manchester, p 50 (Chartist Movement) 
67    Report of a Soiree in honour of the Rev Patrick Brewster, one of the ministers of the Abbey 
Church, Paisley, for his exertions in the cause of freedom,( Paisley, 1838) p  3 
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uniformly, in violation of those holy principles which they profess to each, leagued 

themselves with the people’s oppressors, and aided and abetted them in their 

iniquitous attacks on  upon the liberties of mankind”. 

 

Alexander Wilson68 says of Brewster’s open commitment to the reformers’ cause: 

“The accession of this clergyman was considered the most important event since the 

visit of Thomas Attwood”.  Undoubtedly Brewster saw himself occupying a leading 

place in the movement for reform, and along with Abram Duncan, a pirn maker, and  

John Fraser, a former schoolmaster he formed the leadership of those who opposed 

what they saw as the dangerous appeal to violence of the physical force Chartists, led 

by Fergus O’Connor, Chartism’s most influential leader and MP for County Cork. 

 

On December 5 1838, a conference of Scottish local Political Associations was held 

in Edinburgh and that evening Brewster chaired a public meeting on Calton Hill 

which adopted resolutions supporting moral force over physical violence.  Brewster 

immediately published a personal Address to the Chartists which secretaries of local 

associations were asked to read at the first meeting thereafter: clear evidence that 

Brewster saw himself as the leading Chartist in Scotland.  The Ayrshire Examiner, a 

Chartist newspaper, hailed “the accession of Mr Brewster to be an active agent in the 

cause as another good man”.69  It is open to question, however, whether Brewster’s 

active involvement with the Chartist movement was an unqualified blessing.  The 

resolutions which Brewster steered through at Calton Hill forced Fergus O’Connor to 

come to Scotland on a rhetorical tour, and both men used language which has been 
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described as “virulent”70 though O’Connor’s language was more in keeping with his 

demands for physical force than was Brewster’s in support of moral force.. “Listen 

now, my friends,” Brewster says,  “to the insolent contempt with which your enemies 

are assailing you.  Hear the paeans they are chanting over the discomfiture and 

humiliation of the poor Physicals…..The folly of those who have forced themselves 

into the front of the Radical movement has been long apparent to the great bulk of the 

people……You must either convert the misleaders of the movement by a determined 

expression of opinion and an unequivocal avowal of principle, or you must get rid of 

them by the formation of new unions”.71  Brewster’s support for  the establishment of 

new, rival unions, further divided the Chartist movement.  His language drove 

moderate Chartists away from the moral force cause, which, of course, had a great 

deal politically as well as ethically to commend it.  The Chartists were in no position 

to match the military strength at the government’s disposal, which Brewster and 

Paisley had witnessed in 1819. 

 

Brewster was someone who was unable to make the compromises necessary in 

politics.    At a time when there were suggestions that Chartists might make common 

cause with others who supported some of their aims, Brewster wrote a second 

Address to the Radicals of Scotland, refusing to countenance combining with any 

other movement.   

             I have opinions of my own, which I will neither will neither alter  

nor modify……I wish success to the Corn-law agitation, because I desire  

to get possession of the provision wagons and to see the people better fed.   

But I will not join the promoters of that agitation, much as I respect many  
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of them.  Nor would I join a Household Suffrage agitation with Lord  

Durham; nor a five pound suffrage agitation with Lord Brougham; nor  

the greatest possible suffrage agitation with Mr O’Connell.  I will not  

consent to  stop the Radical movement one hour, for any of these  

claims, urgent as they may be.  I will not descend from our high position, 

which commands the whole territory of reform, into any of the quagmires  

of Whiggery, lest we should there stick fast, till our enemies had bound us 

with new chains.  I will demand the People’s Charter and nothing less”.72   

 

It is likely that Brewster’s demand for the People’s Charter and nothing less owed 

more to his stubborn determination always to have his own way than to a conviction 

that only the full demands of the Charter would stem potential agitation for 

revolution. 

 

By the time Brewster wrote that second open letter, his influence had begun to wane, 

largely because his temperament aroused opposition. A convention of radical 

associations and political unions was planned for early 1839.   Each county could  

elect a representative.  Brewster persuaded the Renfrewshire Political Union yet again 

to adopt moral force resolutions, and, although the first choice to oppose the militant 

Dr John Taylor as the county’s representative to the convention  was Bailie John  

Henderson, the Editor of the Glasgow Saturday Post and Paisley and Renfrewshire 

Reformer,  Brewster succeeded in having himself substituted for Henderson, with 

whom he was later to clash over assessments for poor relief when Henderson was 

Provost of Paisley.  The election of the Renfrewshire representative was held on a 
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stormy January 1 1839.  Brewster failed to carry his moral force resolution, lost his 

temper and angrily left the rally with his supporters.  The following day a meeting at 

Glasgow Green took great pleasure at Brewster’s defeat.   Brewster responded by 

writing the second Address to the radicals of Scotland referred to above, demanding 

that  a meeting of delegates of every association in Scotland should be held in 

Edinburgh to reassert Scotland’s commitment to moral force.  “The eyes of the men 

of England may yet be opened in time to see the delusion which has been practised 

upon them”.   Brewster rebuts allegations made by Fergus O’Connor that he had been 

in communication with the Whigs and Daniel O’Connell who had suggested diluting 

the demand for universal suffrage by proposing a household suffrage.  He rejects the 

charge of pacifism which had been made against him,  saying that he had always 

supported the right to self-defence.  He points out that even the more cautious 

supporters of moral force have spoken of resorting to arms, admittedly as a last resort, 

while claiming that the leading proponent of physical force,  Stephens,  had shown 

that he believed that time had come by saying that all available means of promoting 

reform short of armed force had already been exhausted.   Support for physical force, 

says Brewster,  can only be interpreted as a conspiracy to take what the Legislature 

had refused to give.   “It is quite evident that the most guarded language of the 

physical force party, stripped of the sophistry which surrounds it, just amounts to this, 

that they may commence an armed attack upon the government, whenever they 

themselves shall be pleased to decide that they have exhausted all other means - that 

is, that they may do so next year, next month, next week, tomorrow, if it shall so 

please them”.73    
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Brewster continued to address meetings where attendances were poor while O’Connor 

who had expressed his intention of “dealing with Brewster” spoke to huge rallies.  

Brewster was reduced to asking for public debates with O’Connor which O’Connor 

declined.  He knew he had won.  Alexander Wilson comments “A few more soirees 

were yet to be given in (Brewster’s)  honour, but his spell was broken and there was 

an increasing tendency to discount him as an uncompromising priest who drew £300 a 

year from the Church of whose principles he disapproved but was ready to sacrifice 

the unity of the movement for the sake of his dogmatism”.74  

 

Donald Smith points out that Brewster was the only minister of the Church to give 

support to the Chartist movement,75 and of course that gives substance to Brewster’s 

radical reputation.  However, the lack of political judgment which Brewster showed, 

his obsessive concern with his own position, the impression he gave of dogmatic 

infallibility all raise the question of whether Brewster’s involvement achieved much 

more than personal gratification.  It certainly bears out the judgment of his obituarist, 

that “the pertinacity with which he embraced the most extreme views on public 

questions, and the stubbornness with which he maintained his own particular crotchets 

materially diminished the influence which he might have commanded, not merely in 

his own immediate neighbourhood but throughout the Kingdom”.76 

 

Brewster’s parochial work 

Brewster’s pastoral involvement with the poor of the Abbey Parish provides a third 

area in which his concern for the poor found expression  There is no doubt that 

Brewster had a deep concern for the conditions in which the poor lived, and was 
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completely convinced that only legally enforceable assessments on the Heritors would 

ensure adequate provision for them.  Reports in the Renfrewshire Advertiser of 

meetings of the Kirk Session’s Committee on Poor Relief77 as well as the evidence of 

the cases he cites in sermons and speeches, show him to be well aware of the squalor 

in his parish.  Brewster lost no opportunity to attempt to provide evidence to support 

his frequently expressed conviction that those who were liable for providing for the 

poor were attempting to avoid their responsibility. 

 

Two public controversies in which he became involved illustrate how Brewster lost 

support for a good case and cause by allowing reasonable criticisms of what he 

encountered to be undermined by his extravagant language, personal abuse and 

habitual intolerance.   

 

Tension between the Heritors of the Abbey parish became a recurring issue and first 

arose, perhaps significantly, when Brewster’s direct involvement with Chartism began 

to decline.  It is difficult to avoid the suspicion that Brewster publicised particular 

cases in the Abbey parish which he believed illustrated a neglect of the poor, only 

after he no longer had access to Chartism’s public campaign.  On 31 December 1839, 

the Abbey Kirk Session78 received a petition from the unemployed, complaining that 

the overseers of poor relief had refused to pay the sum awarded by a recent meeting of 

the Heritors and Kirk Session. Brewster and an elder were appointed a committee of 

inquiry to discover how to obtain the necessary relief. Six months later the attention 

of the Kirk Session was again drawn to the alleged failure of the Overseers and  the 

Superintendent of Poor Relief to meet cases of extreme destitution, and again a 
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committee of inquiry was appointed.79  On 18 May, the Kirk Session recorded that 

“there does appear to have been neglect, as well as want of sympathy, on the part of 

the Overseers of the district,” though it did not attach any blame to the Superintendent 

of Poor Relief, Walter Millar.  Millar, in addition to being Superintendent of Poor 

Relief, was a member of the Kirk Session of Paisley Abbey.  The following month, on 

13 June, a petition was received by the Abbey Kirk Session “from twenty four heads 

of families in  a state of great destitution”.  The Kirk Session agreed to call a meeting 

of the Managers of Poor Relief to consider making an allowance to the families of the 

destitute unemployed of two shillings per week for each child under fourteen, to 

consider the level of relief generally.  The Kirk Session also decided to ask for a 

meeting of the Heritors and Kirk Session to dispose of the petition.   Kirk Session 

meetings on 13, 16 and 20 June all recorded complaints that the Heritors had not 

agreed to a meeting, and on 20 June a deputation was appointed to ask Robert 

Macnair, minister of the first charge, to intimate a meeting of Heritors and Kirk 

Session from the pulpit.  All of these meetings were chaired by Brewster.  On 19 

October 1840, at a Kirk Session meeting chaired by Macnair, Brewster, while  calling 

the Kirk Session’s attention to alleged cases of neglect of the poor at considerable 

length, drew attention to a letter, written by Walter Millar and published in the Paisley 

Advertiser. 80  Brewster alleged that this letter accused him of “spite and malignity 

towards Mr Macnair and his family”.  Millar’s letter referred to a speech of 

Brewster’s, critical of Millar, in the Presbytery of Paisley, where Millar was not able 

to defend himself.   Millar therefore resorted to writing a public letter to Brewster 

which he sent to the local paper.  “I believe”, he wrote, “if the public knew of the 

difficult and delicate and troublesome nature of my duties….there are few who would 
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speak of me as scornfully and treat me so contemptuously as my own minister”.  

There is no doubt that, despite his denials of “spite and malignity”, Brewster 

demonstrated considerable hostility to his colleague Macnair after the Heritors had 

agreed to Macnair’s request for a new manse, shortly after his induction in 1924. They 

had refused a similar request from Brewster when he was offered presentation to the 

first charge of Paisley Abbey only a few months earlier.  However once Macnair had 

been inducted,  the Heritors reported to the Presbytery in May 1824 that “part of the 

manse of the Abbey Parish being much decayed, the Heritors had voluntarily come to 

the resolution o building a new manse”.81     

 

Brewster clashed frequently with Macnair in public, accusing him in 1836 of allowing 

partiality to overcome his judgment, and including fallacies and misstatements in a 

pamphlet which Macnair had published about new Church buildings in Paisley, and in 

which he disagreed with Brewster about which areas of the town were most in need of 

a new church building.   “It is curious”, Brewster wrote to the Paisley Advertiser,  “to 

see how the fervour of a strong desire to accomplish a favourite design, finds food for 

its ingenuity in setting aside the plainest facts and most palpable conclusions”.82   

 

The Abbey Kirk Session minute of the 19 October 1840  records that there is “not the 

slightest ground” for the charges contained in Millar’s letter, and “part of the Session 

being of the opinion that Mr Millar should not remain a member of their body, a 

motion was made and carried that he be required to resign”.  At  Kirk Session 

meetings on 24 October, and again on 30 October  Brewster and Macnair again 
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clashed on the issue.83  Macnair proposed that the Presbytery of Paisley be asked to 

review proceedings in the case of Walter Millar.  Brewster successfully moved that 

any reference to the Presbytery was unnecessary.   On 2 November the Kirk Session 

of Paisley Abbey found Walter Millar guilty of “gross neglect” in the cases of two 

paupers.  

 

Brewster then, rather typically, made public the disgreements between himself and the 

Abbey Kirk Session on the one hand, and the Heritors of the Abbey parish on the 

other in an open letter published on Christmas Day 1840.84  In this letter Brewster 

refers to the Kirk Session’s decision on 2 November to find Superintendent Millar 

guilty of gross neglect.  At a meeting of Heritors, Brewster maintains, Millar did not 

deny that in the case of an old widow, confined to bed for fourteen weeks, covered 

only by an old packsheet,  with an incurable disease, with no fire nor light in the 

house even in January and looked after by a daughter who had sold everything she 

had before asking for parish aid,  the assistance granted was a shilling a week for two 

months, which only paid the rent, and that for nine months no additional bedding was 

provided.  “Neither was it denied” Brewster continues,   

             that the old woman was left alone to struggle with disease and want  

for a whole month by the negligence of the superintendent; and when  

his attendance was forcibly and touchingly drawn to her miserable  

condition by herself - her burning sores resting upon boards and straw,  

and with hardly as much aliment, after deducting rent and fire, as would  

give her a single meal in the week - he left her again without any help  

for other six days and shocked the public by the horrible spectacle, of a  
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human creature, in the last stage of a fatal disease, creeping across the  

street for aid to save her from the jaws of famine and to prolong her wretched 

existence a few weeks more.    

 

 Brewster adds that when the superintendent’s negligence was reported to the 

Heritors, “as if rejoicing that they had got one that would save their money, even by 

such means, they immediately proceeded to pass a vote of confidence in him”.    

 

The treatment of this old woman clearly inspired some of Brewster’s most powerful 

oratory, and when he refers to it in his fourth Chartist Sermon he is not unaware that 

when he adopts biblical language to condemn such cruelty - “Ye serpents - ye 

generation of vipers - How can ye escape the damnation of Hell”. - he is using 

extreme language.   

             I make no apology, and, to those who best understand the subject,  

I need make none, for the language I have used, in speaking of the  

advocates, or the instruments, of the horrid system of injustice and  

fraud, which has caused so much misery among the poor and such  

disgrace to our country………when you have seen the daughter driven  

from the bedside of her dying mother, and that mother left alone to  

struggle with disease and want, a spectacle which human heart could  

not contemplate without demanding instant relief, - so shattering, scathed  

and torn by a fierce disease, resting her burning sores on boards and  

straw - and yet, with a meekness, endurance and gratitude, even to the  

authors of her suffering, that would soften a heart of stone - when it is  

made clear to you that the men who have received your encouragement  
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and countenance have done all this and more than this - when such things  

as these are proved to be the result of your own supineness and negligence,  

in handing over the poor to be thus tortured to their last agonies – is it  

not wonderful that you should shrink from the heavy responsibility which  

you have incurred and should deprecate the language in which such conduct 

is, and ought to be denounced.85 

 

However accurate Brewster’s criticism of Walter Millar was, Brewster himself was to 

be severely criticised by the Presbytery of Paisley the following year.  The Presbytery 

expressed regret at the language used in the correspondence between a minister and 

an elder of the Church   Most of the Kirk Session meetings which dealt with Walter 

Millar had been chaired by Brewster, and the Presbytery reached the unanimous 

conclusion that the Abbey Kirk Session had erred in confusing its roles in the 

management of the poor and as a spiritual court; that Millar’s responsibilities as 

Superintendent were not to the Kirk Session (but to the Kirk Session and Heritors) 

and should not have been reviewed by the Kirk Session alone but in a joint meeting 

with the Heritors.   that the Session should not have voted that Millar should resign 

because there was no evidence to warrant that judgment, and had there been then 

proceedings should have been taken against Millar in terms of the law of the Church; 

and that the minutes referring to the case against Millar should be erased by the 

Presbytery Clerk.86  It is a damning judgment on Brewster which he attributed to the 

Presbytery’s constant opposition to anything he proposed.  However, Brewster 

persuaded the Presbytery of Paisley to overture the General Assemblies of 1841 and 

1842 on the subject of improving the provision of poor relief.  The Presbytery, which 
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was severely critical of Brewster earlier in 1841, and the previous year had refused to 

elect Brewster a commissioner to the General Assembly, yet passed these overtures 

unanimously.  This suggests that there was considerably more support for the 

principle of improved poor relief within the Church than sometimes Brewster implies, 

and that the vehemence of some of Brewster’s language was indeed detrimental to his 

cause.  

 

Brewster had another public, acrimonious disagreement with John Henderson, the 

Provost of Paisley.  Brewster believed that a Court of Session judgment in a case in 

Ceres had given the poor an absolute right to support and that consequently Paisley 

Town Council was obliged to draw up a list of all those who required support.   

Brewster himself published a pamphlet containing  the increasingly acrimonious 

letters he sent to the Glasgow Post and Renfrewshire Reformer, which Henderson 

edited.   Brewster says that he was “desirous to avoid unnecessary personalities,”  yet 

in one of them he tells Henderson: “Small as is the opinion I have long held of your 

political integrity, I could hardly imagine even you capable of anything so utterly base 

and knavish – so wilfully – so disgustingly deceitful, as your misquotation and total 

perversion of the words of my letter”.87  In the same pamphlet, Brewster quotes a 

letter he sent to Walter Millar, which illustrates once more how he personalised 

issues.    

Nerve yourself once more, Mr Walter.  You have given me an  

opportunity of rebutting a very malignant statement which the parish  

harpies have for some time been very busy in propagating, namely  

that in taking the part of the poor I have been influenced solely by a  
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desire to punish the Heritors for not granting me an augmentation of 

 stipend….every one connected with the business of the parish knows  

well, that for upwards of twenty years I have advocated the claims of  

the poor; demanding larger aliments for paupers, and exemption from 

 assessment for the labouring classes; and in order to obtain my object,  

making a voluntary offer to pay the proportion of my own income,  

though exempted by law; which offer, however, was refused by the  

meeting under the absurd pretence that they would be obliged to 

 assess other ministers.88  

 

Brewster goes on to argue that his renewed attendance at meetings with the Heritors 

to complain about poor relief was at precisely the time when he was seeking an 

augmentation of stipend.   

At this very time, when most men might have stood aloof,  

I had been so successful at the meetings, both before and during  

that period, in obtaining an increase of allowance, that I  

was tainted with having greatly augmented the expenses of the  

parish.  So far from being justly chargeable with a desire to  

punish the Heritors for giving me no augmentation of stipend,  

it is greatly more probably that they were influenced by motives  

of hostility to me, in most unjustly opposing that augmentation,  

since I only asked to be made equal with my colleague.89 

 

                                                
88    Ibid., p 14 
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It would be wrong to deny that Patrick Brewster has an important place in the history 

of the history of the Church of Scotland and social development.  As Stewart Mechie 

said, “one may hail him as a modern representative of a tradition…..which asserted 

the right of the Christian minister to comment on public affairs and apply the law of 

God as he learned it from Scripture to the laws of the land and custom in every sphere 

of the national life”.90   It is to his credit that he was a powerful opponent of slavery 

and a strong supporter of Catholic emancipation, which, however, he did not extend to 

the freedom of his daughter to marry a Roman Catholic.  His passionate concern for 

the poor is clear.  However it is not as clear that he deserves the exclusive significance 

which Donald Smith has given him.  His preaching, though powerful and popular, 

was not enhanced by the extreme language he often used or the personalised attacks in 

which he indulged.   His social theology was expressed in slogans rather than 

thoughtfully developed.  His effect on the administration of support for the poor was 

adversely affected by the controversies which he seemed to relish.  His contribution to 

Chartism was not great,  and, largely due to his arrogance, short-lived. 

 

His career, however, illustrates how even someone as committed to social reform as 

Brewster was still could not see any alternative to support for the poor being 

administered through and within a territorial and parochial system.  Although 

extremely critical of the Church he still regarded the Church as the only vehicle 

through whose structures  the condition of the poor could be improved.  His concern 

was always to extract more resources for the sustenance of the poor.  He did not 

realise that the resources provided even by a legalised system of assessments, which 

he advocated, were insufficient to cope with the scale of poverty there was in the 
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Paisley of his day, nor did he recognise the need to look beyond the established 

system of poor relief  in order to match resources to need. 

Robert Burns 

 

Robert Burns of St George’s in Paisley was a friend and great admirer of Thomas 

Chalmers.   He had been a minister in Paisley for seven years before Brewster was 

appointed to Paisley Abbey, and during the early years of Brewster’s ministry there is 

little evidence that the two men had any contact. But almost as soon as Brewster’s 

public profile was raised, the two men’s public opposition began, yet Burns’ public 

concern for the poor predates that of Brewster by almost twenty years.  In 1835, 

Burns clashed with Brewster, who attended a public dinner in honour of a visit to 

Paisley by the Irish leader Daniel O’Connell.  He initially disagreed profoundly with 

Brewster over the Abbey minister’s political involvement, his belief that assessments 

for poor relief should be made legally enforceable, and over patronage which, until 

late in his life, Brewster unswervingly supported.  The two men disagreed, sometimes 

very fiercely, at meetings of Paisley Presbytery.  As we have seen Brewster’s 

relationship with his Abbey colleague Robert Macnair was poor.  Burns, however, 

was close to Macnair.  The two men collaborated on producing the section on Paisley 

in the 1842 Statistical Account.   

 

Burns on the Poor Law 

In 1819 Robert Burns published a volume of Dissertations on a variety of aspects of 

the administration of poor relief, ranging from a discussion of the legislation on the 

subject to an analysis of the administration of poor relief in different areas of the 

country.  The Dissertations also included Burns’ own views on poor relief, 
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illustrations of poor relief on the continent, and detailed criticism of a report on poor 

relief submitted to both houses of parliament by the General Assembly of the Church 

of Scotland.91 

 

The General Assembly of 1817 was asked for information about the administration of 

poor relief in Scotland by Lord Hardwicke, and William S Bourne, who chaired 

committees of the House of Lords and House of Commons examining provision for 

the poor.  The Assembly appointed a committee to draw up an answer,   One of the 

members was Thomas Kennedy of Dunure who had, since 1815, been undertaking an 

enquiry himself into poor relief in Scotland and in particular into whether assessments 

were likely to increase to what would be regarded as an oppressive level.  Kennedy 

provided the committee with two hundred returns which he had received from 

parishes and districts.  The committee, which was chaired by one of the leading 

Evangelical minister, Henry Moncrieff Wellwood, produced an Interim Report for  

the two Houses of Parliament in July 1817.   This  concluded that the Scots had based 

their poor relief system on the principle that  individuals should fend for themselves, 

and that a parish is only bound to provide such of the necessities of life as a man 

cannot earn for himself.   It defended the importance of distinguishing between 

regular poor and the industrious in need of occasional help.  It was extremely critical 

of legal assessments, and in areas of expanding population, it supported the division 

of parishes and the erection of new ones so that a structure existed which allowed the 

system of voluntary contributions, administered by the Church, to continue. 
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Following the production of this Interim Report  a new, enlarged committee was  

instructed to draw up a questionnaire and,  from the returns, produce a more 

comprehensive report.  A questionnaire was issued to all parish ministers, and the 

Committee’s  final report was submitted to both houses of parliament, and copies of 

the report were sent to presbyteries following the General Assembly of May 1818. 

The report greatly disappointed Robert Burns.  In his Dissertations, he  maintains that 

the questions put to ministers were so imprecise that the answers to them could not 

sustain uniform compilation, that the returns made by ministers had not been 

accurately copied, that the arithmetic “in numberless instances” is incorrect,  with the 

result that “the foundation of the whole is insecure, the premises in the argument are 

fallacious, and the conclusions must necessarily be inaccurate”92   Burns therefore 

produced his volume of Dissertations which he inscribes to William Bourne, the 

Chairman of the House of Commons Committee on the Poor Laws”.My object in this 

work is, not so much to exhibit systematic views of my own, as to furnish some 

slender additions to the stock of materials on which the practical philosopher and 

economist may successfully operate.  The larger our collection of well authenticated 

facts, the surer must be the foundation of our reasonings”.93 

 

Burns may have lacked Brewster’s vivid oratorical style, and been unwilling to 

indulge in Brewster’s fondness for personal abuse and involvement in partisan 

politics.  The virtue of careful attention to detailed facts is, perhaps, a somewhat 

pedestrian trait when set alongside Brewster’s gifts as a popular preacher, his political 

instincts, however flawed, as a moral force Chartist, his tendency to personalise all 

differences, political and theological,  and his fondness for sweeping historical 
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generalisation.  But Burns’ commitment to the cause of the poor was as firm as 

Brewster’s, though it was expressed with considerably less venom, and his 

painstaking work to argue for  a clear poor relief policy should not be overlooked. 

 

Just how painstaking that work was can be seen from his examination, in the 

Dissertations, of the General Assembly’s final report on Poor Relief as it referred to 

Paisley. 94  For example, Burns quotes the General Assembly’s Report showing the 

population as 19,937, according to the Parliamentary record of 1811.  But he 

questions whether a census of 1811 can be used to assess the level of pauperism in 

1817, and points out that a recent census in Paisley shows a population of 24,849, an 

increase of 20% since 1811, That figure referred only to the area of the royal burgh of 

Paisley and ignored both the expansion of the town beyond that and the Abbey parish 

beyond the boundaries of the town of Paisley.  On Burns’ estimation, the total 

population should be put closer to 45,000, a difference of 25,000.Clearly Burns has 

particular knowledge of Paisley, but he uses information from other towns and cities 

similarly to subject the returns for the parishes of the Barony, Gorbals and Govan in 

Glasgow, Ayr, Kirriemuir and Edinburgh.  Burns concludes this analysis by proposing 

that there should be a new census of Scotland ordered by Parliament; that a new 

questionnaire should be drawn up, sent to the Moderators of all Kirk Sessions, and the 

results examined by the series of Church courts: Presbytery, Synod and General 

Assembly. 

  

Six years after the publication of what became known as “Burns on the Poor Law”, 

the young lawyer,  Alexander Murray Dunlop, who later became a central figure in 
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the Evangelical Party, and who drew up the Claim of Right which preceded the 

Disruption, sent Burns a copy of a short work he had written on the same subject “in 

testimony of the respect I entertain for the learned author of the admirable 

dissertations”95  As late as 1870, the Westminster Review carried an article “On the 

Scottish Poor Law”, and the writer says that “the principal works consulted in this 

part of our enquiry are ‘The Scottish Poor Laws’ by Scotus, Edinburgh 1870, and a 

work by the Rev. Robert Burns, ‘Historical Dissertations on the Law and Practice of 

Great Britain, and particularly of Scotland with regard to the Poor’” 

 

Although Burns says in his Inscription to the M.P. William Bourne that his aim is not 

to express his own view, they do intrude.  He introduces his quotation in full of the 

report of Moncrieff Wellwood’s Committee with the sentence “The report is inserted 

as follows without any comment, as there is hardly a sentiment in it with which I do 

not cordially agree”.96 

 

One of Burns’ Dissertations (IX) deals with voluntary private charity, which he 

applauds, but he maintains that private benevolence is often insufficient and 

indiscriminate   He writes that it is recommended and enforced by natural feelings and 

the nature of society.   “So long as one man possesses greater endowments than 

another; and so long as human life is subject to endless casualties, so long must one 

part of society be dependent on another”.97And of course he believes that private 

charity is commended by scripture.  But he insists that the poor cannot be left entirely 

to “the exertions of private benevolence”.     Those who seek private charity are the 
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most indolent, “the most worthless of the vile”.   In the following Dissertation (XI) he 

says that  Benevolent Associations are best equipped to deal with specific and 

identifiable needs, for example, assisting the blind, educating the deaf and dumb 

Burns is unwilling to follow Chalmers in rejecting legislative support for the poor in 

principle.  He argues that if a legislature may legitimately  provide for the education 

and the religious education of a community there is no logical reason to object in 

principle to its providing for the relief of the poor.  He recognises that assessments  

equalise the burden of supporting the poor, which is otherwise is shouldered by 

regular attenders of the Church of Scotland and is avoided by those who do not attend.  

He concedes that assessments are necessary in large towns which lack sufficient 

accommodation in Churches for the population, or in rural areas where the rich stay 

for only a small part of the year, or where the gentry are irregular at worship or 

attached to the Episcopal Church.  However, Burns believes assessments have 

inherently detrimental consequences.  Legal assessments encourage dependence.  Any 

system of compulsory beneficence tends to undermine the virtue of charity, although 

in Scotland that effect is minimised by the law enjoining a general duty to provide 

sufficient support for the poor, but leaving room for the principle of voluntary charity 

through the collections at the Church door.  In this way the worst features of a 

compulsory system, which Burns sees in the English Poor Law, has been avoided in 

Scotland..   Legal assessments, Burns claims, discourage work and encourage reliance 

on charity, and although he believes the Scottish system attempts to avoid this, in the 

borders where, Burns says the “contagion” of the English system has spread, the 

discouragement of industry is clear.  Finally, Burns believes, assessments make it 

extremely difficult to discriminate between poverty caused by circumstances beyond a 

person’s control and laziness or fecklessness. 
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In addition to these general criticisms of assessments, Burns makes a number of 

specific complaints about the practice of assessments as he has encountered it.  He 

says that wherever assessments have been introduced,  the effect has been a reduction 

in the amount of weekly collections, or, in some cases the abandonment of them.  He 

quotes the General Assembly report: “The practice of weekly contributions at the 

Church tends to bless both those who give and those who receive the charity”.  Where 

assessments have been introduced there has been a tendency to elide what Burns 

believes is the important distinction between regular and occasional relief of poverty.  

Many who occasionally receive a few shillings  help with the payment of rent, fuel or 

clothes are industrious people who should not be classed as paupers.  Burns describes 

special collections taken at services in connection with the Sacrament of the Lord’s 

Supper as being devoted specifically to those who require occasional assistance.  

Assessments, in Burns’ experience, have undermined this practice.   A third specific 

criticism of assessments Burns makes is that it undermines the role of the eldership 

and diminishes its authority and influence.  Burns concludes “I have no doubt that the 

primitive mode of providing for the poor in Scotland, by means of voluntary 

collections and other resources at the charge of  the members of Kirk Sessions, is by 

far the best, and ought in all cases to be adopted where necessity does not imperiously 

dictate a different plan”.98 

 

In comparing the English system of poor relief with the Scottish, Burns  points out 

that the English system obliges overseers of the poor to provide work for the 

unemployed.  Burns insists that in Scotland,  so long as a man is able to work, even if 

he cannot find any, he is excluded from the provisions of poor laws, even if no work 
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is available.  “He may be in need from want of work, and he may obtain a little 

temporary relief; but he cannot be viewed as an ordinary recipient; and it is very 

questionable whether the existing law allows of an assessment being levied for the 

express benefit of such cases” 99  

 

Burns Dissertations on the Poor Law provide evidence of his real concern for the 

poor.  His writing is clearly informed the debate which the developing urban crisis 

inspired among concerned Churchmen.  The thoroughness of Burns’ research, the 

strength of his arguments and the passion of his concern do not suggest any 

complacency about the problem of poverty.   The style of his ministry in Paisley 

confirms that.  

 

Burns’ Paisley Ministry 

According to the biography of him written by his son,   Burns was “all the time in the 

streets and lanes of the town on missions of  benevolence…….All the charitable 

institutions enjoyed his advocacy and felt his care.  Connexion with their boards was 

to him no mere sinecure.  He was chairman of emigration societies to facilitate the 

exodus of the deserving poor to those lands of promise which Britain’s colonies 

supplied”.100 There may be a hint of filial piety in the description of “long rows of 

poverty-stricken people reaching from his study desk out into the street, eager to pour 

into his ready ear the story of their woes” but Burns’ commitment to the poor was 

confirmed by one of the town’s provosts during his ministry: 

             Dr Burns was something more than an eminent clergyman  – he was  

in the truest and best sense of the word, a citizen of the town.  He  
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shrank from no labour, but threw himself with the whole force of his  

character into every good work.  During his long residence among us  

there was no public question, no movement or organisation having for  

its object the social and political amelioration of the people, or the  

material, moral or spiritual wellbeing of the community which did  

not command and receive his eloquent advocacy and indefatigable 

 working……..There is one sphere of his labours on behalf of this  

community in connection with which I was perhaps more than any  

other brought into contact with him………..My first connection with  

efforts for the relief of unemployed operatives was in 1837, and I well 

 recollect the active labours of Dr Burns on that occasion; and on a  

similar state of matters in 1841 and 1842, it was my fortune to be associated  

with the Doctor as members of a deputation to London, to press the  

state of matters on the attention of the government, and to endeavour,  

by subscription, to raise money to relieve the starving population of this  

town, and I can never forget the herculaean exertions which our friend  

put forth on that occasion.101 

 

In fact Burns went on four deputations to London to raise the plight of the poor with 

the ministries of the day, and by the 1840s he had abandoned his stern view that 

support should be denied to the able-bodied.  He wrote rather harshly of himself in the 

autobiographical notes which his son quotes that there had been a time when he 

thought of the Church of Scotland as  “the Church, not of the people but of the 

constitution”.   
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             In perfect harmony with this, stood, side by side with it a disinclination  

to do anything at all, ecclesiastically, for benefiting the temporal interests  

of the working classes.    Often have I thought of the words of Paul in 

reference to an apostolic commission, “only they would that we should 

remember the poor” as in striking contrast to the apathy of so many modern 

Churchmen.  When I first published my volume on the poor in 1818 I had  

by no means got above the dominant prejudice.  Circumstances connected  

with the depression of trade and with the civil disabilities which impeded  

the prosperity of Scotland gradually enlarged and liberalised my views, and 

during the second half of the period of my ministry in Scotland, I not only  

felt and acted on the principle that the Church ought to do more than she  

had done for relief of the humbler classes, but I pleaded occasionally from the 

platform and from the press in behalf of the removal of iniquitous and 

oppressive laws, such as those which affected the importation of corn and  

provisions from foreign ports.  With great difficulty did I obtain a scrimp 

majority of votes in our Presbytery for a searching enquiry into the causes of 

prevailing distress among the working classes of our community”.102 

 

Burns’ Change of Mind 

The weaving industry, which had been the basis of Paisley’s economy since the first 

half of the eighteenth century, collapsed in the 1840s and 1850s.    In 1837, 850 

weavers and 60 dyers were made unemployed. Between 1841 and 1843 the number 

receiving poor relief rose from 2,180 to 11,885, and in the same period 67 out of 112 

manufacturing firms failed and half of the 40 merchants went bankrupt.  Alexander 

Wilson considers that during these years, “Paisley was probably the worst affected 
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town in the Kingdom.  With its heavy dependence on the market for fancy cloth, it 

was chronically affected by every recession in trade”.103 

 

The extent of Burns’ change of mind is seen in three lectures clearly influenced by 

Paisley’s depression which he delivered in Paisley in 1841 and 1842. 104  . He is now 

as persuaded as Patrick Brewster that the Christian minister must be involved in 

politics, though at the level of principle rather than party.105  He recognises the 

limitations of political involvement which, he says, cannot regenerate humanity 

“without the religious and moral means which God has been pleased to appoint”, but 

the form of civil administration will dictate the extent to which these moral and 

religious influences will influence society, and so Christian ministers are bound to be 

concerned with civil administration.106  He describes ministers who proudly claim to 

be “no politicians” as “a disgrace”107and he believes the reason that ministers and 

congregations of the Church of Scotland are so seldom seen to support political rights 

is that patronage and what he regarded as its corrosive effect had diminished political 

radicalism in the Church. 

 

He continues to promote the need for an investigation into the causes of a nation’s 

prosperity108  as well as into the degree of distress there is among the poor, and its 

causes109 and when there is such widespread poverty “the inference is that there is 
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something wrong in the structure of society, and in the laws which regulate the 

intercourse of nations”.110 

 

He is now convinced that there must be public, legislative provision for the poor 

whose needs cannot be met by private charity alone, though the public provision 

should not be seen as removing the need for private charity.111  Without legislative 

provision for the poor there will be an inevitable and regrettable increase in 

begging112  Public provision for the poor should not be restricted to the provision of 

food, but of clothing and education also.113   Burns supports the establishment of a 

widespread programme of public works114 though, there is perhaps a degree of 

inconsistency between his support for public works and his belief that “collecting the 

paupers in gangs for the performance of parish work is found to be more immediately 

injurious to their conduct than even allowance or relief without requiring work”.115# 

 

Perhaps because they clashed openly and disagreed on important areas of church and 

public policy, there has been a temptation to assume that Burns’ concern for the poor 

was somehow less than Brewster’s.  This is not so.  It should not be overlooked that 

Burns’ Dissertations were published in 1819, the year after Patrick Brewster was 

inducted to Paisley Abbey.  While they may reflect a different attitude from the one 

Brewster was to take, and indeed from the one the author took subsequently, they 

provide evidence of a concern for the poor which is not found in any published work 
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or statements of Patrick Brewter’s or in references to Brewster in the local Paisley 

press before the mid 1830s.   

 

In  the years immediately before his emigration to Canada, when he was more 

convinced of a minister’s need to become involved in politics than he had been in his 

earlier years,   Burns still placed individual regeneration inspired by the Gospel as 

essential in bringing about social improvement, but he was not alone in that, and it is 

significant that as an evangelical, he saw a place for public funding to provide work.  

He accepts without question the territorial parish as the appropriate vehicle for the 

provision of support for the poor, but in his 1841 and 1842 lectures he introduces a 

theme which was to become dominant in the later thinking of the theologian Robert 

Flint, who, as we shall discover, proposed the concept of  the Kingdom of God as an 

alternative paradigm or model for Christianity’s engagement with society.  .  Robert 

Flint’s conviction was that the first duty of the Church was to find out the causes of 

poverty, and then, on the basis of what the Church discovers work for its elimination 

as a contribution to the Kingdom of God,  Robert Burns insisted too that it was the 

Church’s duty to investigate the causes of poverty.   The decline of Paisley’s economy 

and the consequent widespread  distress had taught Burns that there was more to the 

causes of poverty than the moral failure of individuals. 

 
Robert Buchanan 

 

The Glasgow of Robert Buchanan’s ministry was growing rapidly from around 

275,000 in 1833, when he came to the city to 360,000 in 1851.  The cotton industry, 

in which, it was estimated, over one third of the working working population was 

employed in 1841 was declining and from then onwards the city’s industrial strength 
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increasingly lay in shipbuilding and engineering.  According to James Cleland’s 

survey of Glasgow, quoted by T.D. Devine,  at the time when Buchanan started his 

ministry, almost a quarter of the labour force in the city were casual workers, with 

low wages and no continuity of employment.  “People like these” comments T.D. 

Devine, “had little economic power to create market demand for decent housing.  

Instead, they eked out a living in grossly overcrowded, subdividied tenements in the 

decaying heart of the booming cities”. 116 

 

The city’s working class, and in particular those who had made their living in the 

weaving industry, was concentrated in the east end of the city where the Tron parish 

was, around Trongate, Bridgegate, the Saltmarket and the Old Wynd.    According to 

the Checklands, the average population per acre in Glasgow was around 65.  In the 

Wynds area it was 583.117  Robert Buchanan estimated the figure to be almost twice 

that size.11813% of the city’s population were paupers. 

 

In a speech to the Free Church’s Presbytery of Glasgow, Buchanan said “Social 

questions are now recognised on all hands to be the question of the day”.119    The 

previous year, in a public lecture which argued for an increase in funds for 

educational provision, and making use of evidence from his own parish, Buchanan 

said that conditions “which abound in the lanes and alleys of our great metropolis 

have been compelling men to open their ears to the loud and gathering cry of those 

social evils which have been growing up unheeded around us”.120 
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Although Donald Smith admits that it would be “wrong to suggest that the Church in 

Scotland in the 1830s and 40s was unaware of the social evils and problems which 

were manifesting themselves in industrial society” he levels a serious charge against 

the Church in Scotland in the middle years of the nineteenth century.  “Being 

insufficiently alive to the radical nature of the changes taking place in the whole 

fabric of social life, whereby a simple, agrarian, paternalistic society was being 

rapidly transformed into a complex, competitive, industrial one, the Church merely 

stressed with renewed emphasis in these decades the traditional moral virtues and 

values which were largely meaningless in the industrial context.  It simply tried to 

moralise all the new social and economic relations by treating each transaction as a 

case of personal conduct, involving personal responsibility.  In this way even the most 

complex social evils of industrial society were reduced to a matter of personal 

morality”.121  There is an element of truth in the charge, but not a sufficiently serious 

element to justify Smith’s outright dismissal.  The Church was not alone in 

interpreting social ills in terms of individual morality, or the lack of it, and the 

approach of Robert Buchanan illustrates how difficult it is to make sweeping 

judgments even about the attitude of one particular Churchman.  Undoubtedly 

Buchanan made the typical contemporary judgment that poverty could be attributed to 

a failure in personal morality.  “Let anyone examine the rank and file of that huge 

army (of paupers) more than 70,000 strong, which has come like a cloud of locusts 

upon the city;” he wrote, “ and when he has told off all those whose pauperism can be 

traced, without effort, to idleness, improvidence and intemperance, there will be little 

more than the mere skeleton of the army left behind”.122   In his speech to the Free 

Church’s Glasgow Presbytery in January 1851, however, intemperance, pauperism 
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and crime receive only a passing mention, though their extent is described as a “flood-

tide”; and in a subsequent pamphlet,  they are referred to only to introduce the statistic 

that Glasgow spends £186,000 on pauperism and crime and only £36,000 on ministry 

and education.123   As a result of Buchanan’s speech in the Free Presbytery of 

Glasgow, the Presbytery overtured the General Assembly on the issue of spiritual 

destitution, and in presenting the overture Buchanan described his parish area, which, 

he said, included the statistic that 115 places for the sale of alcohol, 63 pawn shops 

and 33 brothels.  He criticised those in other areas of the city, who neither know nor 

care how the poorer population live.  He asked how the city benefits if its commercial 

success masks such widespread poverty?  He recognised that the conditions in his 

parish were exactly those which fuelled revolutionary flames on the continent, and as 

a solution, proposed “the old specific of well-wrought territorial Churches and 

schools” but at the same time stated forcefully the case for the provision of day 

schools, libraries and savings banks.124  Although Buchanan subscribed to the 

common view which attributed poverty to moral failure, he was much more 

concerned to stress to the Church the consequences of poverty, and to accept that to a 

certain extent society has acquiesced in these.  “We have refused to spend money on 

reforming society” he writes.125   Unless society takes measures to prevent poverty 

and pauperism, “any thing like a real and lasting amelioration of the conditions of the 

poorer and most destitute classes of society may be regarded as hopeless”.126   In his 

parish, Buchanan was the driving force behind putting a schoolmaster in the Wynds.  

He raised funds to buy a candle factory, set up a system of educational visitors based 

on Chalmers’parochial restructuring a generation earlier, to provide schooling, 
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encouraging parents who could to pay for it, and relying on the support of patrons to 

provide for those who could not. “The men I especially plead for” he told the General 

Assembly of 1851, “are the decent hard working men who live (in the Wynds) and yet 

are still uncontaminated.  I plead for the men who, with every disadvantage, are 

endeavouring to prevent themselves and their families from sinking lower in the scale.  

I plead for the men, numbers of whom may, ere another session passes, be elevated to 

the position of electors for the position of members of Parliament, and who need to be 

qualified for their trust”.127  Buchanan acknowledges that what he saw in the Wynds 

forced him to see beyond ecclesiastical concerns:  “Providence often assigns to an 

individual a particular work in such a way as leaves him no room to escape from 

doing it…..When I entered on the efforts which are now in progress in the Wynds, I 

had no thought of meddling with any further field.  It was the discoveries made there 

that gradually forced upon me the general question of the state of the masses in the 

city at large”.128   Buchanan believed that the moral condition of society determines 

its economic prosperity,129 but that should not be construed as implying a lack of 

interest in improving the social conditions of the poorest in his parish.  

 

In the context of his claim that Churchmen saw religion as a force of social control, 

Donald Smith quotes Buchanan saying to the General Assembly of 1851 that it is 

“infinitely cheaper to govern society by the Bible than by the sword.  Churches cost 

far less than jails; and schools than poor law workhouses”  which Smith regards as 

evidence of the Church’s appealing to the wealthy on the basis of their self interest.130   

Buchanan does occasionally employ that argument, but that fact should be seen within 
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a  wider context.   Buchanan drew a very unfavourable comparison between 

conditions in the Wynds, and those of the area of Blythswood and Garnethill which he 

describes as “socially as well as geographically one of the higher parts of the city”,131 

and he goes on in the same passage to quote a  survey undertaken by the Town 

Council showed that in 1841 the population of the Tron Parish was just over 10,000, 

1586 of whom were aged between 6 and 16, of whom only 567 attended school, 

whereas in Blythwood and Garnethill, with a similar size of population, there were 

1606 children between the ages of 6 and 16, 1508 of whom attended school.   It is fair 

to say the Buchanan regards education has having a moral and spiritual purpose but he 

consistently recognises that it also has a vital social function.  The uneducated, he 

realises,  are the first to experience unemployment in time of recession. 

 

In considering the better off, Buchanan moves beyond comparison to criticism.  In 

introducing the Presbytery’s overture to the General Assembly of 1851, he contrasted 

conditions of profligacy, filth and crime which result in wives and children who 

“starve in rags and wretchedness in their miserable dwelling” with “the amount of 

heartless selfishness and unthinking gaiety that peoples, in others quarters of the city, 

its splendid streets and terraces and squares, and that neither knows nor cares how its 

poorer population lives”.132   This is not the language of someone uncritically 

acquiescing in the upward social mobility of those who had moved their homes west 

from the Tron parish, nor is it pandering to middle class self-interest. 

 

Robert Buchanan’s approach to social improvement was conditioned by two 

axiomatic convictions, which were widely shared.  The first was that the  political 
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involvement which aimed at social improvement was not the business of the courts or 

the pulpits of the Church.  As we have seen, Patrick Brewster’s belief that it was 

placed him well ahead of his time in terms of social theology, and Brewster was a 

solitary supporter of that cause throughout Buchanan’s years in the Tron parish.  In 

his January 1851 speech to his Presbytery, Buchanan said  

             I am the friend and cordial advocate of all those sanitary and lodging  

house schemes by which cleanliness and comfort may be promoted in 

the dwellings of the people.  I am, moreover, the relentless enemy of  

those countless dram-shops and pawn-shops which are the curse of  

the community, and am ready to come with heart and hand to the help  

of those who, like the Magistrates and Justices of this city, are labouring  

so zealously and so zealously to abate a class of nuisances which are  

among the chiefest nurseries both of our city’s pauperism and our city’s  

crime.  With my whole soul I bid them God-speed.  I do not enter,  

however, on the consideration of these and such-like measures here –  

not merely because they do not lie so properly within our province as a  

Church court – but because I am thoroughly persuaded that they will  

totally and utterly fail to effect what they are aiming at, unless they  

be accompanied at every step with those higher influences which flow  

from the Christian school and the house of God”.133 

 

Later judgments may assess Buchanan to have been wrong both practically and 

politically, practically in that the Church was no longer able itself to meet the needs of 

the growing urban poor, and politically in that Buchanandid not give sufficient weight 
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to the possibilities contained in the growing municipalisation of services in the city, 

but it is wrong to accuse churchmen like him of neglecting social conditions or failing 

to attempt to improve them because the methods they believed would improve social 

conditions were not those of subsequent times. 

 

Second, Buchanan not only followed Thomas Chalmers in the succession of ministers 

of Glasgow’s Tron parish, he was convinced that Chalmers’ aggressive territorial 

ministry provided the best framework not only for evangelism but for the improving 

of social conditions.   “I know of nothing that will do” he said in January 1851, “but 

the scheme which Knox devised at the Reformation, and which Chalmers laboured to 

restore in our own day.  Churches and schools upon the parochial or territorial system 

will, by God’s blessing, give us back a humanised and Christianised population in the 

outfields of our city, and nothing else will.  In saying this I am not to be understood as 

undervaluing these other means which have a more direct bearing upon the outward 

and physical conditions of the degraded masses whom we desire to benefit”.134 

 

Mary Furnol has argued that Chalmers’ attitude to poor relief has to be seen in the 

light of the conviction which grew during his ministry in Glasgow that unless he dealt 

with the issue of poor relief, and organised it in such a way that it did not monopolise 

his time and effort, he would never be able to concentrate on what by then he believed 

was his first task: the salvation of souls.  If that is so, then,  for Chalmers the revival 

of the parish system was required to tackle poverty for the sake of evangelism.135  

Although Buchanan was a disciple of Chalmers, his attitude to poverty and social 
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conditions was significantly different: he regarded evangelism as important for the 

sake of tackling poverty. 

 
This is clear from the closing words of a speech Buchanan made at a banquet in 1859 

to mark Queen Victoria’s opening of the Loch Katrine Water works which he 

described as “perhaps the greatest public work of which any city in the Empire can 

boast.   “I say, my Lord Provost, God-speed to your new Police Bill, with its sanitary 

improvements, and its regulations for preventing human cupidity from crowding our 

working-class population together like pigs of cattle without distinction of age or 

sex”. 

            Only let not the other and still greater things be undervalued or  

undone.  Let not those who, like myself, have striven for years to  

introduce education and religion into such localities as our vennels or  

winds, be told, as I have publicly been told, that we are beginning at  

the wrong end – that we must first wash, and clothe, and comfortably  

house, and feed the denizens of these neglected districts, and then  

try and make them religious.  I say No; we are not beginning at the  

wrong end.  Our Saviour did not first seize the poor demoniac  

who was dwelling in filth and misery among the tombs, and begin by 

washing and clothing his poor defiled and naked body.  No; he began  

by casting out the evil spirit, by restoring him to his right mind, by healing  

his soul; and immediately the man washed and clothed himself, and  

came down and sat at the Saviour’s feet.136 
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Buchanan was an Evangelical.  He naturally stressed importance of preaching and 

conversion, but that does not imply that he lacked a social conscience.  It is possible 

to fault Buchanan for failing to recognise that, with the migration of the successful 

from the old city centre westwards, and with the consequent result that people no 

longer lived where they worked, the basis of the territorial system which he advocated 

was becoming less tenable, just as it is possible he did not recognise the change in the 

Church which would come about when congregations were based where people spent 

their leisure time.  However C.G. Brown has argued that Buchanan went beyond 

seeing the territorial area as the focus for social reform and became “the key 

inspiration to the mid-Victorian civic Gospel in Glasgow”137.  Brown regards 

Buchanan as  “inspiring the beginnings of mass-scale slum clearance in Britain” 

through a Building Society which would first buy and then demolish property, a move 

which eventually saw the passing of the 1866 City Improvement Act.138 

Buchanan’s promotion of the Glasgow Free Church Building Society provoked 

criticism which led him to deliver and publish his second lecture of 1851 on spiritual 

destitution.   In answer to the charge that it was not Churches which were required but 

schools and mission stations, Buchanan insists that the congregations which will 

gather in the Churches built will become involved in the social reforms required.  

They will “set on foot the schools and other subsidiary agencies which the work 

required”.  It would be unjust not to recognise the extent to which Buchanan’s Church 

building and educational programmes had a social purpose, as is clear from what he 

says towards the end of his description of schooling in the wynds.   

             The reformation of the masses is a subject that branches out into  

many wide and important details.  Better dwellings for the working  
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classes, the opening of new streets in dense and overcrowded districts,  

sanitary improvements, the state and working of the poor laws, and  

beyond and above all, these measures for ameliorating the physical  

condition of the people the educating of the young and the bringing of  

the hallowing influences and ordinances of religion to bear on even the  

poorest and most destitute of people.  Here is one thing – a thing  

tangible and definite and definite – and lying at the same time at the  

very bottom of the whole question of social improvement.  Let this be  

taken up and grappled with on an adequate scale, grappled with by the 

 Christian liberality and the Christian agency of the evangelical  

denominations of Glasgow, and it will draw a thousand other reformatory 

measures in its train”.139 

 

While Buchanan still saw involvement in religion as the route to social reform, his 

ministry in Glasgow reflects a further development in the Church’s engagement with 

civil society.   In his speech at the Loch Katrine Banquet, he specifically applauds the 

early steps towards municipalisation in the early Police Act, and his recognition of the 

necessity to provide libraries and schooling in his parish anticipates municipalisation 

in these areas.   Buchanan’s ministry had an important social dimension to it.  He was 

one of the most active members of the Glasgow Relief Fund Committee, set up in 

1847 to respond to potato famine in Ireland and the highlands and islands of Scotland.  

He was involved in visiting the model lodging houses of the east end.  He was a 

Trustee both of Anderson’s University and Hutcheson’s Hospital, institutions which 

were specifically for the poor.  He was also instrumental in establishing the first 
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Savings’ Bank which accepted deposits as low as one penny.  Like others he saw 

poverty through an evangelical prism, but one which encouraged rather than obscured 

a keen social conscience.   In insisting that the principal question of the day was the 

social question, he was anticipating a slogan taken up by men like Robert Flint, to 

direct further the Church’s attention to the urgent need for social reform. 

 

Norman Macleod 

 

Norman Macleod was inducted to the Barony Parish in Glasgow in 1851, the year 

Robert Buchanan raised the issue of spiritual destitution in the Free Presbytery of 

Glasgow, and he was to remain there until his death.   He had previously been 

minister in Loudoun and Dalkeith where his Tory convictions had made him 

unsympathetic to the weavers’ political ambitions as expressed in support 

forChartism.  “The Chartists are put down. Good!” he wrote in his journal in April 

1848.  140   He organised his congregation to share with him visits to the poorest parts 

of the parish.  He established sewing and evening classes to increase the chances of 

employment.  He formed a loan-fund to provide funds for those who wanted better 

housing or personal improvement.  While at Dalkeith he founded the Edinburgh 

Christian Magazine, which never reached a great circulation, unlike its successor, 

Good Words, which Macleod edited from 1860 until his death in 1872. 

 

AC Cheyne,141 and later Peter Hillis,  quote a passage Macleod wrote in the 

Edinburgh Christian Magazine the year after he was inducted to the Barony, which 
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Hillis claims  “directly contradicted the prevailing social theology”.142   Macleod had 

written  

             The common idea at present is that the whole function of the Church  

is to preach and teach the gospel; while it is left to other organisations,  

infidel ones they may be, to meet all the other varied wants of our  

suffering people.  And what is this but virtually to say to them, the Church  

of Christ has nothing to do as a society with your bodies, only with your 

souls,and that too, but in the way of teaching.  Let infidels, then, give you 

 better housing or better clothing,and seek to gratify your tastes and  

improve your social state; with all this, and thousand other things needful  

for you as men, we have nothing to do.  What is this, too, but to give  

these men the impression that Christ gives them truth merely on Sabbath  

through ministers, but that He has nothing to do with what is given them  

every day of the week through other channels.143 

 

It is doubtful whether this is as clear a departure from the prevailing social theology 

as Hillis makes it out to be.  Norman Macleod is certainly articulating the need for the 

Church to be concerned with social conditions, but that concern was part of the 

prevailing social theology, which held that the most effective way to improve social 

conditions was through the Church’s missionary, evangelistic and educational work.  

Norman Macleod, like Robert Buchanan, accepted that without question.   He wrote 

“If ever society is to be regenerated, it is by the agency of living brothers and sisters 

in the Lord; and every plan, however apparently wise, for recovering mankind from 

their degradation, and which does not make use of the personal ministrations of 
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Christian men and women as an essential part of it, its very life is doomed, we think, 

to perish”. 144 

 

Norman Macleod consistently urged on the Church the need to be concerned for those 

in poverty.   Hillis quotes a journal entry for March 27 1846 in which Macleod 

expresses support for improved sanitation, reading rooms and leisure facilities as 

evidence that Macleod foreshadowed the later recognition of the importance of 

environmental factors in social deprivation.145  The conclusion of the passage, 

however,  makes it clear that Macleod firmly adheres to the view that there is no 

social salvation outside the Church and to the prevailing orthodoxy that people’s 

moral natures dictate their economic conditions: “The axiom ‘give the people always 

something to do’ deals with (man’s) active powers; the gospel and all the means of 

grace, with his moral nature; and as this is the mainspring of all he thinks and does, it 

is the most important of all; but it alone, as a system of truth separated from a system 

of action, which includes all reform, will not do.  To preach a sermon, and refuse meat 

to the starving hearers, is mockery; and so says St James.  To this I add, the necessity 

of a living, wise and Christian agency coming constantly into contact with men”.146  

 

None of this is to deny that Norman Macleod himself possessed a clear social 

conscience, and sought to develop one within the Church at large and within the 

Barony congregation.  But it is clear from a very significant sermon, which has been 

neglected by historians,147 published shortly after his death, that Macleod, doubtless 

because of his Tory principles, envisaged no fundamental change in the structured 
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order of society.  It is a sermon which can be safely assumed to reflect Macleod’s 

mature social theology.  In it,  Macleod asks what results there would be if God’s will 

were to be established on earth?    Society would remain, with relationships 

continuing as they were, but purged of envy and jealousy.  Commerce would remain, 

but without any deception.  The arts would remain, but only to beautify human 

existence.  Amusement and leisure would remain, but devoid of dissipating 

temptation.  Sickness and suffering would remain but they would be accepted as the 

opportunity to display meekness and faith.  “And rich and poor would remain: but 

who can measure to what extent their relative position would be affected by the love 

and righteousness now possessed by both – by prudence, industry and sobriety, on the 

one hand; and by considerate  kindness and liberality and sympathy on the other?  If 

alms were needed, the poor would become richer in the love that supplied them; and 

the rich would also be made richer, by giving with the knowledge that it was more 

blessed to give than to receive”.  Bearing in mind Hillis’ description of Norman 

Macleod as an exponent of a new social theology, it is tempting to compare that 

sermon with Patrick Brewster’s attack referred to above 148on complacency based on 

the Pauline advice “to be content”.  

 

For Macleod, God’s will being done on earth basically involves a change in the 

human heart.  “I wish you to see how responsible you are for the coming Kingdom of 

God, and for the doing of his will on earth as it is in heaven.  You are not responsible 

for directly changing ‘the world without’ nor ‘the world within’ in your fellows.  Your 

responsibility is confined to yourself, to the state of your own inner being, in regards 

to the coming of God’s Kingdom there, and the doing of God’s will there,…………the 
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world of nature, of society, of commerce, are not altered to you, but you are to them”. 

[my emphasis] 

 

That support for a solution to social ills by individual piety and commitment is to be 

found in entries in Macleod’s journal.  Writing significantly in 1848, he says that 

changes in taxation, the suffrage, or education are in themselves sufficient, though 

when taken together they can be beneficial.  “Yet there is to me a more excellent way, 

and that is love!  The true and only cure seems to me to lie in the personal and regular 

communion of the better with the worse – man with man – until each Christian, like 

his Saviour, becomes one with those who are to be saved; until he can be bone of their 

bone, sympathise, teach, weep, rejoice, eat and drink with them as one with them in 

the flesh.  The world will not believe because it cannot see that Christianity is true, by 

seeing its reality in the marvellous oneness of Christ and people……Neither money 

nor schools nor tracts nor Churches can ever be substituted for living men.  It is this 

we want.  It is this the lanes and closes want”.149 

 

In 1866 Macleod wrote an article for Good Words, “How can we best relieve our 

deserving poor?”150  In it, making good use of his skills as a story teller,  he gives an 

example of the sort of individual commitment of “living men” which he believes is 

what is needed.  A man was encountered sitting on a stone by the roadside in old 

fustian clothes “on the coldest of cold days”.  He told the man who encountered him 

that he had been looking for work for three weeks.  The passing Samaritan took the 

man home where he found there was no food in the house for the man or his wife or 

his five children, no fire in the grate, hardly any bedclothes, and shortly afterwards the 
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man attempted to hang himself but was cut down by his wife in time to save his life.  

“As an able bodied man” he said, “I could get nae relief from the parish; but I kent if I 

were deid they wid be obliged tae help my widow and orphans”.   Thanks to help 

from the passing Samaritan, Macleod comments, “two pounds judiciously laid out 

restored him to comparative comfort; a note to an employer obtained him work, and 

he has never wanted since”.151   Macleod uses that story to introduce three of his firm 

principles with regard to parochial, palliative social work: just a little money can 

make a big difference, the absolute importance of personal contact and visitation, and 

“while legal charity spends its hundreds of pounds, Christian charity, if its dispensers 

are properly organised, would with its tens attain, in every respect, higher results”.152  

Further on in the same article he looked back to the working, through the Church, of 

the old Scottish Poor Law, “by which, whether the money for the poor was raised by a 

self-imposed tax authorised by law, or by voluntary contributions on the part of the 

Heritors, or at the Church door every Sunday, its disposal was entrusted to the 

ministers and elders of each parish.  Personal knowledge and home visitation were its 

very life and blood, and made it, in our humble opinion, at once the most economical 

and most Christian that ever existed in our country”. 

 

Norman Macleod’s social vision, therefore, still harked back to the rural model, by his 

time in the Barony no longer remotely relevant.  Nor did his social vision envisage  

the transformation of society.  The theologian Robert Flint, who was close to him in 

the years when he was an assistant in the Barony, describes him as being “fully alive 

to the importance of Churches keeping aloof, as far as possible, from the struggles in 
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the arena of politics”.153  In the same article, Flint describes Macleod as “the greatest 

pastor which any Scottish parish had possessed since Chalmers left St John’s, 

Glasgow”.154  This in part explains why Macleod did not develop his social concern 

into a coherent social theology.  His concern was for the pastoral care of those 

entrusted to him and his congregation.  Inevitably the size of the social problems in 

the Barony parish of 87,000 souls made him turn instinctively to the palliative 

measures which were so obviously and urgently needed, rather than a rigorous 

critique of structural poverty which he was intellectually and temperamentally 

unsuited.  Flint’s wrote that Macleod “was not in distinctive sense a theologian”. .  He 

lacked creative originality, but “although not a great theologian, (he)  exerted, a great, 

and I believe most beneficial influence on our theology…..If he reproduced and 

popularised – if he transfused into the religious consciousness of his countrymen, as 

no one else had equal power to do – the thoughts of men like Arnold and Campbell, 

who will venture to maintain that this was not, on the whole, a much needed and 

valuable service”.155 

 

Norman Macleod was as conscientious a disciple of Thomas Chalmers in his 

approach to the territorial structure of the Church’s activity and the congregational 

organisation required to service it as was Robert Buchanan.  In 1866, in How Can we 

Best Relieve our Deserving Poor?  Macleod wrote that whatever Chalmers’ reputation 

as a theologian or as a Church leader “he is destined to tell on the future more even 

than he has done in the past, by his wise and sagacious plans – the growth of a 

thoughtful mind, a Christian spirit and great experience – for elevating the masses 
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economically and spiritually”.156  In an earlier article, Macleod had described 

enthusiastically what he had seen of  the application of Chalmers’ parochial system in 

the German town of Elberfeldt: “In 1852 the town was in embarrassment, pauperism 

was advancing with the hugest strides, the poor rates were enormous, the income fell 

far below the expenditure, the number of poor was upwards of 4000 or 1 in 12.  In 

1857 the town breathed freely, the poor rates were trifling, the reduced assessments 

much more than covered the need, and the number of poor had fallen to 1400, or 1 in 

38, and was still falling”.157   In his article on poor relief, he described in considerable 

detail the New York Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor which was 

organised on Chalmersian lines, with the city divided into 22 districts each one 

supervised by a committee of five, and the districts further divided into 25 sections.  

He glimpses the need for municipal or political action when he says that “one of the 

benefits conferred by such a society is its influence in creating a right public opinion, 

“which must precede any legislation required to effect sanitary reforms on a large 

scale”.158 

 

Conclusion 

These four Churchman, in their different ways, cast doubts on the judgment, 

frequently made, that the Church of Scotland in the middle years of the nineteenth 

century showed no interest in the social conditions of the poor or in tackling the 

problems presented by the rapidly increasing urban population. 

Brewster and Burns on the one hand, and Buchanan and Macleod on the other do not 

simply represent the response of the Church in different locations, they reflect the 

response of the Church to different periods and different economic situations.  
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Brewster and Burns were at work during the “hungry forties”, when Paisley faced the 

worst depression of the century.  Buchanan and Macleod reflect, to a considerable 

extent, the much more optimistic outlook of the period of Glasgow’s growing 

commercial success, when the city benefited from Free Trade and industrial change.   

As they both point out, however, the benefits of success were not shared throughout 

the city.  Buchanan and Macleod also belong to a time when it was beginning  to be 

recognised that urban poverty would be neither manageable nor containable. 

 

As has been shown, all four of these Churchmen, in different ways, made social 

improvement dependent on the Church.  Patrick Brewster saw the Church as having a 

God-given role throughout history to support the weak and powerless, and in his own 

day to be the engine of social reform.  Robert Burns, in his Dissertations, makes clear 

that in his view at that time, support for the poor through the Kirk Session is 

preferable, although later he saw the need for legal assessments, but he still saw the 

Church playing an important part.  Robert Buchanan was convinced that it was 

through evangelism and Church extension that movements for social reform would be 

inspired, and Norman Macleod energised and restructured the congregational life of 

the Barony precisely because he believed it was only through the ministrations of 

Christian people that poverty would be alleviated. 

 

All four were not only convinced of the central place which the Church had to occupy 

in social reform and the alleviation of poverty, they all accepted that Thomas 

Chalmers’ experiment in a revitalised territorial system still was the ideal vehicle for 

the expression of the Church’s social concern. 
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Industrialisation and urbanisation had, however, brought social and political changes 

which made it no longer possible or desirable for the Church to be the agent of social 

welfare, but the Church of Brewster and Burns, Buchanan and Macleod had no model 

which enabled these concerned churchmen, in their outlook, to retain a significant 

place for the Church while recognising the limitations on its activity in a rapidly 

changing urban context.   

 

Caution has to be exercised in accepting some of the judgments which have been 

made about all four ministers.  Patrick Brewster’s personal abrasiveness and political 

ineptness need to be placed alongside his reputation as a radical reformer.  Robert 

Burns’ early analysis of provision for the poor and later insistence on the church’s 

involvement in social issues must be seen as much part of the picture as his early 

conservatism and caution.   Robert Buchanan’s practical social concern, espousing of 

a gospel for the city and criticism of middle-class complacency are as significant as 

his passionate evangelicalism,while Norman Macleod’s innate conservatism and what 

his brother Donald was later to call “ecclesiasticism” suggest that Flint’s view that 

Norman MacLeod lacked intellectual creativity can be applied to his attitude to social 

reform as well as to his theological viewpoint.   

 

However, most important of all, these four churchmen all lacked a model which 

would allow them to regard the church as part of the solution to social problems and 

capable of making a contribution towards social reform without making the 

instituitional church central to any view of or proposals for social improvement.  

Norman Macleod’s sometime assistant and friend, Robert Flint, was to provide a 
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model which created a paradigm shift in the church’s attitude to social issues in the 

later years of the 19th and early years of the 20th century. 
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Chapter 2 

 

FROM GODLY COMMONWEALTH TO KINGDOM OF GOD 

 

Introduction 

Owen Chadwick draws attention to a lecture which Matthew Arnold gave to the 

London clergy on 22 February 1876, 159  in which Arnold spoke about the realisation 

of the Kingdom of God on earth.  Arnold said that contemporary teaching, preaching 

and creeds stressed matters very different from the primitive gospel preached by 

Jesus.  “This Gospel was the ideal of popular hope and longing, and immense 

renovation and transformation of things: the Kingdom of God”.160  He continued 

“This was the idea of Jesus: the establishment on earth of God’s Kingdom, of felicity, 

not by the violent processes of our Fifth Monarchy men, or of the German 

Anabaptists, or of the French Communists, but by the establishment on earth of God’s 

righteousness”161  According to Chadwick, the Bishop of Colombo, Piers Claughton 

attacked Arnold’s interpretation of the Kingdom of God, but the clergy 

overwhelmingly gave Arnold their support, which leads Chadwick to observe that “in 

the (eighteen) eighties, the theologians started writing books on the social impact of 

Christianity, but the scene at Arnold’s lecture shows that before that time the younger 

clergy of London moved towards what would later be described as the social 

gospel”.162 
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In 1859, seventeen years before Arnold delivered his Sion College lecture, and in the 

year when Charles Darwin published The Origin of Species,  Robert Flint,  a young 

Church of Scotland minister in his first parish, preached a series of sermons in which 

he developed in far greater depth than Arnold did, the same thesis about the Kingdom 

of God.   He was the first writer in Britain to explore the extent to which the teaching 

of Jesus envisaged a divine realm which would be realised on earth when his sermons 

were published in 1865.163  It is clear that by then Flint had read Darwin and accepted 

a number of his ideas.   In the following fifty years, the understanding of the Kingdom 

of God on earth was to become a key concept for the theological and practical 

expression of social Christianity, and Flint’s introduction of it marks a paradigm shift 

in social theology.  Flint died in 1910, and he continued to express his views on the 

Kingdom of God throughout his subsequent career, and the expression of these views 

changed little, if at all. 

 

Robert Flint was born in 1834 in Dumfriesshire, the son of a tenant sheep farmer.  The 

family moved to Glasgow, where Robert spent five years in the faculty of arts and 

five in the faculty of divinity though,  he did not graduate.  He was a contemporary, 

though not an exact one, of Norman Macleod’s brother Donald.  During Flint’s final 

year as a Glasgow student, in 1857, he was appointed the missionary of the recently 

formed Glasgow Elders’ Association.  The area where he was sent to work was 

around the foot of the High Street, in between the parishes of Norman Macleod and 

Robert Buchanan.  The following year he became first missionary and then assistant 

to Norman Macleod in the Barony, succeeding Norman’s brother Donald who had 

just been inducted to his first charge in Lauder.  One year later he succeeded John 
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Marshall Lang as minister of the East Church in Aberdeen.  Unlike Donald Macleod 

and Marshall Lang, Flint’s career was not to take him back to Glasgow, but his 

influence on the work of these men was considerable. 

 

In the winter of 1859-60 in the East Church of Aberdeen, , and again after he had 

moved to the parish of Kilconquhar in the East Neuk of Fife in 1862, , Flint preached 

the series of sermons on the Kingdom of God, which were later included in his first 

volume of sermons and addresses.  Flint had only been minister of Kilconquhar for 

only two years when he applied for and was appointed to the chair of moral 

philosophy in the University of St Andrews, a post he held until he became Professor 

of Divinity in the University of Edinburgh in 1876. 

 

The Kingdom of Christ upon Earth 

In this work, Flint outlines in eight sermons his understanding of the Kingdom of 

God.  The first of these sermons, (The nature of God’s Kingdom on earth) is on the 

text from the Lord’s Prayer in Matthew chapter six, “Thy Kingdom come” and the 

remainder on the parables of the Kingdom contained in Matthew  chapter thirteen: the 

parables of the sower, the wheat and the tares, the mustard seed, the leaven, the 

treasure hidden in a field, the pearl of great price and the dragnet. 

 

In his introductory sermon on the nature of the Kingdom of God, Flint uses what he 

sees as the process of historical development to suggest that it represents a gradual 

progression towards the Kingdom of God through the overcoming of evil “so that 

wherever it is there, (God’s) Kingdom has not yet come and He is robbed of that 
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sovereignty which he is most jealous of”.164    Quoting a few Old Testament 

references, and what he understands to be the  messages of John the Baptist and Jesus, 

Flint goes on to insist that the Kingdom does not occupy the central place in modern 

thought which it does in the Bible.165  Our understanding of that Kingdom must be 

based on the biblical revelation and the product of human reason.166 

 

Several themes run through the subsequent sermons.  First, Flint sees the emergence 

of God’s Kingdom against the background and within the context of a continuing 

struggle between God and Satan, good and evil.  Where evil exists, God’s Kingdom 

has not yet been realised.  Although this is made clear in the opening sermon of the 

series,167 it is, understandably, in his treatment of the parable of the wheat and the 

tares that it is more clearly outlined.  Within the boundaries of the Kingdom, the 

conflict between God and Satan is traced through biblical examples from Cain and 

Abel, through Judas and Ananaias and Sapphira, to the Churches of the Book of 

Revelation.  Flint concludes that since all good comes from God and all evil from 

Satan, then not only human history and society as a whole will reflect this tension, but  

the Kingdom of God will do so also.  “The fact is this: Within the outward or visible 

limits of the Kingdom of God there are many who are not truly of it; many who bear 

the name while they have not the nature of Christian disciples; many who pass for 

children of the light while children of the darkness.  This perplexing fact is 

permanent”.168 
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Second, and as a corollary to the struggle between good and evil, Flint believes that 

God brings order out of the conflict of innumerable human wills. He expands a theme 

which he outlines in the introductory sermon, that the Kingdom of divine power, 

initiated by Christ, has been advancing, despite opposition, since Christ’s departure 

from earth. He recognises, therefore, that the Kingdom of God is not a pattern or 

structure to be applied, still less to be imposed, but rather an ideal which emerges, 

develops, grows, and for this reason particularly he believes nature parables are 

appropriate in describing it.  The Kingdom emerged from the germ of Christ’s life and 

death, 169and when human labour and effort is added to it, there is continuous growth 

over time.  Just as plant life provides for mutation, so theology reflects a diversity of 

insights.170  In his sermon on the parable of the sower, Flint argues that although the 

different types of soil represent varieties of the human character, they are not to be 

regarded as exclusive of each other.  Each person is made up of different responses to 

the Kingdom.171  Because the Kingdom grows and develops, it is not possible to 

envisage a return to some primitive simplicity.  Thus force and persecution are never 

justified in the cause of the Kingdom of God, and any attempt to make sectarian or 

denominational principles a condition of Church privileges or Church membership is 

sinful.172  Flint recognises that his conviction that the Kingdom is realised through the 

gradual overcoming of evil, and growth towards the emerging reign of God, has 

several consequences.  He writes that the parable of the tares, which are left in the 

farmer’s field alongside the wheat until harvest, as well as indicating that growth 
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implies divergence,  suggest that tolerance, even of error, is necessary as the Kingdom 

develops.173   

 

Flint points out that the growth of a plant is an inadequate symbol for the Kingdom of 

God because the Gospel, unlike an individual plant, must relate to and have an effect 

on “surrounding elements”. 174 So the parable of the leaven, which spreads through 

the dough and alters its nature and properties is a more appropriate symbol to describe 

the effect of the Kingdom of God on society.  The Kingdom pervades society, and 

even where the Gospel is not accepted, it nevertheless so infiltrates the structures of 

society that it changes them.   

 

The Gospel is not without influence even where it is not closed with 

as the power of God until salvation.  It so far imbues, or at least 

modifies, by its spirit all the laws, institutions and usages of society, 

that none, not even those most hostile to it, live as they would have 

done if it had not been.  It improves the characters and conduct of men 

in every case, although it may be only seldom that it works a genuine 

conversion in them. 175  

 

It is against that background that Flint makes his most specific comments with regard 

to the Kingdom of God and the Church.  He uses the strongest of language to reject 

any identification of the Kingdom of God and with the Church, which he describes as 

“the most common and not the least pernicious” of the erroneous views of the 
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Kingdom of God.176  Since the arts, literature and science, and indeed the state itself,  

have separated themselves from the Church, they have been able independently to 

contribute towards the Kingdom of God.   

             Are we to conclude that all these things have become atheistical,  

 irreligious, unchristian, because they have separated themselves  

 from the Church, asserted rights of their own, and jealously guard  

 these rights?  Assuredly no.  The Church is not the Kingdom of God,  

 and these elements of social life, in separating themselves from the  

 Church, have not separated themselves from the Kingdom of God; 

 nay, by the very act of rejecting the control of the Church they set  

aside the mediation of the Church between them and the Kingdom of  

God, and secured for themselves, as a portion of their independence,  

the right of standing in immediate contact with the Word and the  

Kingdom of God.  Before their independence they were related to the 

Kingdom of God only through their connection with the Church; now,  

since their independence, they may justly claim to be portions of the  

Kingdom of God, each one of them as much a portion of  

it as the Church itself.177 

 

That is a crucial passage for the development of social theology the Scottish Church.  

By the 1890s, when the Presbyterian Churches were ready to accept that they had a 

role in social development and were beginning to develop a social theology, the 

conviction that the Church and the Kingdom of God were separate was regarded as 

axiomatic.  Those who disagreed strongly over whether, or to what extent the Church 
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should advance the Kingdom of God by being socially engaged were in complete 

agreement that the Church and the Kingdom of God were not one and the same.  Both 

sides in the argument which developed accepted what Flint went on to conclude from 

the separation of the Church and the Kingdom, namely that agencies other than the 

Church could contribute towards the realisation of the Kingdom, and, as we shall 

see,178 that was of crucial importance in the development of the Church’s social 

theology. 

 

There are those, Flint points out,  who may bemoan that the power of the Church is 

diminished by what Flint calls “elements in social life” separating themselves from 

the Church but what is lost to the Church is not lost to the Kingdom of God.179  The 

conflict between the Kingdom of God and the power of evil is not the same as the 

tension between the Church and the world180 because the Church is a means to an end, 

and if that had been recognised, then less time would have been spent on 

controversies, and the Church would have avoided being used as an instrument ofstate 

persecution on religious grounds.181  When the Church’s power was at its highest, the 

Kingdom of God virtually disappeared.  As the Church’s control over society has 

declined, society has been included within the Kingdom of God.182  This is a view of 

the Church’s history which Patrick Brewster also held very strongly, although he does 

not make use of the term “Kingdom of God”. 

 

In his sermons on the parables of the treasure hidden in the field and the pearl of great 

price, Flint’s language is at its most evangelical.  He believes these parables were 
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addressed to disciples, because they describe the effects of the Kingdom of God on 

those who have embraced it totally.  So he talks of Christ as saviour and the absolute 

necessity of salvation183 and the enrichment of those who have found Christ, 

184stressing that the Kingdom of God is a personal possession as well as a power in 

society.185 

 

Flint notes a number of consequences of the separation of Church and Kingdom.  It is 

the Kingdom of God which is in conflict with the world of evil, and so any attempt to 

keep the Church undefiled by contact with the world is false.  If the Church is 

recognised as a means to an end, energy spent on ecclesiastical controversies is seen 

to be wasted.  The Church can accommodate itself to other agencies in society, 

knowing what its own, inviolable sphere is.  The Church would not be distracted from 

its true work of preaching the Gospel by directly interfering in aspects of society 

which do not directly concern it.186   As well as enabling the Church to include other 

elements in society in the advancement of the Kingdom of God, Flint’s encouraging 

of the Church to have sufficient confidence in itself and its own “inviolable sphere” 

enabled the Church to escape from the view that the Church itself, and the evangelical 

enterprise were essential to social progress, precisely the view from which men like 

Brewster and Burns, Buchanan and Macleod were unable to escape. 

 

It is another dominant theme in Flint’s understanding of the Kingdom of God,  that it 

becomes a power in society when and because it becomes a personal possession.  It 
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“begins within”, 187 by replacing an individual’s unpredictable conduct and  

wickedness with surrender to God’s will and holiness.188   When the Gospel works on 

the heart of a person then it persuades that person to work to change society,189and if 

the Gospel does not produce that determination to change society, then it has not been 

fully effective.190 Individuals who have understood the Gospel are committed  to 

hasten in the Kingdom of God where they are.191  In this connection, there is what 

may be a significant change between what appears in Christ’s Kingdom upon Earth 

and his Edinburgh University lecture notes.  In the former Flint says that “the doctrine 

of the cross is indeed hidden in a heart as leaven”, 192 whereas in his lecture notes on 

the parable of the leaven, he says it is “the Christian life” which is hidden as leaven.193 

 

In a separate sermon on Christian Citizenship, Flint says that Jesus paid very little 

attention to people’s relationship to society because he knew that when someone was 

in a right relationship with God, then his relationship to society will be right also.194 

            When we have proved that the Gospel produces a complete change on  

the human heart, we have really proved that it produces a complete  

change on human society.  Society is made up of individuals.  A society     

cannot be bad if the individuals that compose it are good.  If we have 

succeeded, then, in showing that, like leaven changing meal into bread,  

the Gospel working on the carnal heart of the natural man changes it into  

the new heart of the spiritual man, we have necessarily in and by that  
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very proof shown that the Gospel is a power to effect an entire  

change for the better on society, a power to convert it from carnal  

into spiritual.195 

 

The significance of Flint’s views on the Kingdom of God, however, does not lie in his 

view of the individual Christian’s commitment to improving conditions in society, 

and on the effect on society of a committed Christian person.  In that he is saying 

nothing more or less than Norman Macleod or Robert Buchanan did.  What was of 

great significance, as a consequence of his conviction that Church and Kingdom were 

not identical,  was his understanding that through forms of public service outside the 

work of the Church, and by the commitment of those who might not have a personal 

faith, the Kingdom of God nevertheless advances. 

             The Kingdom of God is not to be established among us in this country  

solely by the services of the sanctuary, or directly religious exercises and 

instruction.  A legislator by obtaining good laws, a poet by writing  

ennobling verses, a country gentleman by an active interest in the  

wellbeing of those who are on his estates and in his neighbourhood, and  

every class of men by the faithful discharge of their duties in commerce or 

 trade, science or art, may help and hasten on the coming of the Kingdom  

of God without entering into the ecclesiastical sphere of action 196 

 

Flint’s successor as Professor of Divinity in Edinburgh, William P. Paterson, 

contributed a chapter on Flint’s theology to his biography.  Strangely. However, for 

one who himself embraced Flint’s views on the Kingdom of God, Paterson does not 
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mention his predecessor’s views on the Kingdom, but Flint’s biographer, Donald 

MacMillan describes Christ’s Kingdom upon Earth as “full of sound and original 

teaching” which Flint issued “as a manifesto of his teaching to the more thoughtful 

public, and at the same time as a proof of his powers and qualifications for a 

professorial chair,” 197 Two more recent studies of Flint’s thought also pay little 

attention to Flint’s view of the Kingdom, which he was to continue to express 

throughout his life. A. P. F. Sell only mentions The Kingdom of Christ upon Earth in 

a footnote, to cite a reference for Flint’s belief in human depravity.198  S. R. Obitt 

devotes six pages to Flint’s understanding of the Kingdom of God, discussing it 

within the context of Flint’s philosophy of history and his belief that it was 

Christianity which introduced the concept of history as the working of a divine 

plan.199  It may be that in comparison with the rationalistic philosophy which Flint 

was to use in arguing for the existence of God, or with his support for advances in the 

physical sciences and biblical criticism, Flint’s views on the Kingdom of God are less 

significant, but as will be shown200 they were crucial in providing a context in which 

the Glasgow ministers Donald Macleod, John Marshall Lang and others were able to 

outline a religious critique of the conditions of deprivation which prevailed in the city 

and to endorse, from a religious perspective, the work of secular agencies in 

attempting to meet these conditions.  What Flint’s work on the Kingdom of God did 

was to provide the critical apparatus which men like Norman Macleod and Robert 

Buchanan lacked in their examination of the Church’s role in the developing social 

crisis in the west of Scotland.  That significance apart, Flint’s views were remarkably 
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original, especially when it is considered that he was not yet thirty when he first 

expounded them. 

 

The Kingdom and Ecclesiology in Flint 

Flint’s papers are held in Edinburgh University Library in fifty eight boxes,201 and in 

New College Library in three boxes.202  Five of the boxes in Edinburgh University 

Library contain his lectures on the Kingdom of God and on Ecclesiology.   There are 

four notebooks which contain lecture notes on ecclesiology.  One can be dated to 

1883,203 another two to around 1898, 204 and a fourth is housed along with other 

material from the same period.     One of the boxes in New College Library contains 

lecture material on the Kingdom of God.205 

 

As would be expected from what he had written in The Kingdom of Christ upon 

Earth, Flint insists in his lectures that any doctrine of the Church must be dependent 

on the doctrine of the Kingdom.  “There is a theology which puts the doctrine of the 

Church in the foreground – which finds in this doctrine a rule and test by which to 

measure and judge all other doctrines.  But such a theory is a profound contradiction 

to the spirit and character of the teaching of our Lord”.  However Flint is adamant that 

this should not be understood as indicating either that the Church itself, or the 
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doctrine of the Church are unimportant.206  He believes that to hold a low view of the 

Church is false and unscriptural.207.   The Church has been instituted to bring the 

saving power of the Gospel to bear on the individual, the family, the state and on all 

humanity, and is the principal agent and instrument to “arrest the sway of evil, purify 

social principle and practice, restore the civil order, and, in a word, renew the state as 

well as the family”.208   Flint believed that in instituting the Church, Christ said very 

little about it except to provide for it a ministry and sacraments, but he contrasts the 

Roman Catholic ecclesiology which sees the Church as the visible continuation of 

what Christ was on earth (Where the Church is, there is Christ) with the Reformed 

doctrine which believes that where Christ is, there is the Church. “The Church, then, 

is to be regarded as a society which owes its origin not merely to the will of its 

members, but also to the will of Christ exhibited in Scripture.  The notion that it is 

simply a human and voluntary association of Christians is an inadequate one”.209  

 

In a notebook entitled “Christian Ecclesiology Notes” Flint says that ecclesiology 

must  be related to eschatology.  “No small part of the error into which men have 

fallen respecting the future of humanity on earth, the ultimate issues of the Kingdom 

of God, the resurrection, the final judgment and eternal state has had its origin in the 

failure to appreciate the truths involved in a correct Ecclesiology.  The Church is not 

confined to earth.  The Kingdom of God extends over heaven as well as earth.  The 

life which animates the Church is of a celestial and eternal nature”.210  
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Flint therefore accepts that there is a visible and an invisible Church and he enlarged 

on this in a lecture on Chapter XXV of the Westminster Confession of Faith “on the 

catholic or universal invisible Church and the catholic or universal visible Church”..  

In this lecture he says that an invisible Church comprising all the elect is closer to the 

New Testament’s teaching on the Church than is any visible Church.211  Elsewhere he 

claims that when the New Testament describes the Church, as a rule it idealises it as 

“the individual and stainless body of Christ in which there are no unredeemed or 

unelected members”.  And so although sometimes the New Testament appears to be 

referring to the visible Church, it does so in terms which are actually applicable only 

to the invisible Church. 212  The invisible Church is not only distinct from the world, it 

is also distinct from the visible Church, which is largely the world, and often the most 

worldly part of the world.213  The visible Church is an ekklesia in the original sense of 

being “called out”, , not “from the world”, but called “out of their houses”.  There is 

no separation of the Church visible from the world, 214  because “the salvation which 

Christ has wrought out for man is not an individualistic salvation.  It is personal 

redemption indeed, but it is also a social one”, and the role of the visible Church is to 

continue on earth the work of Christ. 215   The invisible Church is not only an ekklesia, 

it  also represents a special aspect of the Kingdom of God.  “Christ’s Headship of 

Kingship over the invisible Church is no merely ecclesiastical matter, but one which 

extends over states and nations as much as over visible Churches.  His Kingdom is not 

of this world in Church and state, yet it is over this world in both.  He is the one 

rightful supreme Head and King alike in Church and State; in the latter not less than 
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in the former”.216   When Flint here says that Christ’s Kingdom is “not of this world”, 

he is clearly does not mean that the Kingdom of Christ does not pertain to mundane 

things, but rather that the values and standards, principles and practice of the 

Kingdom are those of the Sermon on the Mount, “other-worldly” in the sense of not 

being considered of worldly importance.  He says that Christ “clearly taught that his 

Kingdom is an essential present power and life in the heart of the religious man.  It is 

primarily internal – what the spirit has in itself when it possesses certain graces”, a 

truth taught in the Beatitudes.217 

 

In 1882, Flint gave a lecture in Newington Parish Church in which he defended the 

establishment of the Church of Scotland against attack from the Voluntaries of the 

United Presbyterian Church, and those whom he regarded as quite illegitimately and 

inconsistently attempting to convert the Free Church to an anti-establishment stance.  

He used his understanding of the Church (of Scotland) as an agent of God’s Kingdom 

to argue that the nation was under God’s sovereignty and therefore the civil is no less 

an aspect of the Kingdom of God than the ecclesiastical, and so “the Church of 

Scotland is by her very existence a testimony to the State’s recognition of its duty to 

provide for the religious instruction of its people”.218 

 

Flint’s views of the Kingdom of God in their contemporary context 

Two names are associated with the Kingdom of God in the middle years of the 

nineteenth century: on the continent, Albrecht Ritschl (1822-1889), and in England 

Frederick Denison Maurice (1805-1872).  Ritschl’s understanding of the Kingdom of 
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God was outlined in a three-volume work, the first part of which was  translated into 

English as The Christian Doctrine of Justification and Reconciliation in 1872, while 

the three volumes where originally published in German between 1870 and 1874.  

Flint’s work predates this.  Ritschl had been teaching and lecturing in systematic 

theology from 1852 onwards219.  Flint may have encountered Ritschl’s work prior to 

preaching his sermons on the Kingdom of God in 1859 or their publication in 1865.  

His biographer records that he once said “he could master a German book….of a 

couple of hundred pages, in a night or two”,220  and that he regularly travelled in 

Germany.  However, according to William P Paterson, Flint “had little respect” for 

Ritschlian theology, 221and would not have accepted Ritschl’s view that “the 

realisation of the Kingdom of God is clearly shown as a result and a product of a 

common human ethical activity”,222  or that “the Kingdom of God consists of those 

who believe in Christ, inasmuch as they treat one another with love without regard to 

differences of sex, rank or race, thereby bringing about a fellowship of moral 

rectitude”223 though he did  share Ritschl’s view that “the Church could never be 

wholly identified with the Kingdom of God but rather was a means to an end”224 

 

It is extremely unlikely that Flint, who was a voracious reader, had not encountered F. 

W.  Maurice’s Kingdom of Christ, first published in 1838 and revised in 1842. Flint 

would have agreed with Maurice that Christianity cannot be separated from the world 

of secular politics, but he would not have accepted Maurice’s contention that “there 
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are two principles, one Christian, one secular, and that the two can never be brought 

into agreement together; therefore let Christianity claim dominion over all the 

ordinary, civil affairs of men, and deny the right of the secular principle over any of 

them”.225 Flint again would have agreed with Maurice, that “Christ came to establish 

a Kingdom, not to proclaim a set of opinions”, and that “every man entering this 

Kingdom becomes interested in all its relations,, circumstances; he cannot separate 

himself in any wise from them”. 226  He would have emphatically denied Maurice’s 

fundamental conviction that the Kingdom Christ came to establish was identical with 

the Church and its signs were the ordinances of religion.  “If you ask us”,  Maurice 

wrote, ‘Where are the signs of this Kingdom? What are the proofs of its establishment 

on the earth?’  We answer you boldly, every Church that you see around you – every 

baptism to which you bring your children – every sacrament by which you bind 

yourself, and by which you see others bind themselves to the Head and Lord of the 

whole body, is a witness of its establishment”.227 

 

The theme of Christ’s Kingdom on earth was one which inspired the Social Gospel as 

it developed in the United States.  Charles Grandison Finney (1792-1875) developed a 

theme of “disinterested benevolence” whereby a person’s conversion from self to God 

would result through each person’s involvement in the regeneration of social life in 

the community, and that has echoes in Flint’s conviction that it was through the 

involvement of Christians in areas of life other than the Church that the Kingdom of 

God would be brought closer.  However,  H. Richard Niebuhr concludes that it was 

the lectures by Samuel Harris – significantly given the same title as Flint’s book on 
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the parables – that first expressed and systematised the hopes of the evangelical 

movement in America for a transformation of social life,228 and Flint’s book predates 

Harris’ by a decade. 

 

There is no evidence that Flint encountered an understanding of a Kingdom of God, 

realisable on earth, in the theological tradition in which he was brought up.  At the 

time when he was studying divinity, the two standard theological textbooks were 

those by George Hill and Charles Hodge.  Alexander Hill was Professor of Divinity at 

Glasgow when Flint was a student.  Hill edited his father George’s Lectures in 

Divinity in 1821 which provided the staple diet of theological training in Glasgow.    

Hill wrote of the Kingdom in terms very different from those later used by Flint who 

envisaged the Kingdom of God having an influence “even where it is not closed with 

as the power of God unto salvation,”229 “The dispensation of the Gospel is often 

represented in Scripture under the notion of a Kingdom” Hill wrote,  “the Kingdom of 

Christ; a Kingdom given to him by the Father, in which all power is committed to him 

and all nations are appointed to do him homage.  Those who refuse to submit to him 

are his enemies, who shall illustrate his glory by the punishment which he will 

inflict”.230 

 

The year after Flint delivered his sermons in Aberdeen, the other source of  Reformed 

theological ‘wisdom’, Princeton’s Charles Hodge’s The True Idea of the Church,  was 

published in this country, which stated clearly that “The Kingdom of Christ….is not 

the Church,”  though, confusingly, he considers it possible occasionally to regard the 

two as the same.  But Hodge insists, nevertheless, that it is “purely spiritual”.  “It was 
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to have its seat in the heart – its sovereign being the invisible God in Christ – its laws 

such as relate to the conscience – its service the obedience of faith – its rewards 

eternal life….If baptism regenerates, imparts a new spiritual nature, and makes men 

the children of God, and thus secures for them admission to the Kingdom of God or 

Church, then of course that Kingdom, in consisting of the baptised, consists of the 

regenerate”.231 

 

There is a sermon contained in the twenty five volume collected works of Thomas 

Chalmers  “On the Nature of the Kingdom of God”.  Chalmers is at pains to point out 

that the Kingdom of heaven does not only refer to “that place where God sits in 

visible glory, and where, surrounded by the family of the blessed, he presides in full 

and spiritual authority”232but that “it is often made to attach personally to a human 

creature on earth”233 while the only earthly connection or link which Chalmers 

envisages is in the intimation or anticipation of the heavenly Kingdom beyond death 

in the life of the believer. 

 

At the same time as Robert Flint was preaching his sermons on the Kingdom to his 

congregation in Kilconquhar, the Free Church preacher and social reformer, Thomas 

Guthrie, each month in 1863 was contributing a series of articles to Norman 

Macleod’s magazine Good Words.234  Only one of the sermons, on the parable of the 

leaven, mentions the Kingdom of God in any detail.  Here Guthrie says that if the 

Kingdom is not in the heart it is nowhere.  Flint too referred to the Kingdom in the 

human heart, but, there is no hint in any of Guthrie’s sermons that he envisaged the 
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Kingdom of the heart acting as leaven in society as well on the individual.  There is 

also a rather chilling contrast between a reference to a starving person in Guthrie’s 

sermon on the parable of the sower in Good Words, and a similar illustration in one of  

Norman Macleod’s articles three years later, quoted above.235  Whereas Macleod uses 

the story about the suicidal man to illustrate the power of palliative pastoral care, 

Guthrie is much more concerned with conversion.  He describes an old, grey, dying 

woman “stretched on a pallet of straw, covered only by some scanty, filthy rags, with 

no fire in the empty chimney and the winter wind blowing in cold and fitful gusts 

through the broken battered window….It was important to turn to the best account the 

few remaining sands of life, so I spoke to her of her soul, told her of a 

Saviour….raising herself on her elbow, with chattering teeth and ravenous look (she) 

muttered ‘I am cold and hungry’.  Promising help, I at the same time warned her that 

there was something worse than cold and hunger.  Whereupon, stretching out a naked 

and skinny arm, with an answer which if it did not satisfy the reason touched the 

feelings, she said, ‘If you were as cold and as hungry as I am, you could think of 

nothing else.’  Guthrie adds “the cares of the world were choking the word”.236 

 

Turning to those in Scotland writing about the Kingdom of God during the period of 

Flint’s career in academic theology, there is little evidence that Flint’s understanding 

of the Kingdom was widely followed  The Presbyterian high Churchman James 

Cooper flatly contradicted Flint’s insistence on the separation of Kingdom and 

Church by telling a congregation in Forres,  “Our Lord’s favourite name of the 

Church is the Kingdom – the Kingdom of God or the Kingdom of heaven”237  In an 

earlier, sermon, preached when he was minister in East St Nicholas in Aberdeen, 
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Cooper describes the Church as “the Kingdom which he founded for diffusing his 

faith and building up his people”.238  In 1895, Cooper spoke to a Church of England 

clerical society in Hampshire, and said that we “have known ourselves by no name 

save that which describes us as part of the one Kingdom and body of the Lord Jesus 

Christ”.239  In his introductory lecture as Professor of Church History in Glasgow, 

Cooper says of the Church “which Christ Jesus loves as a man his own flesh” that it is 

“the city of God on earth and the Kingdom of Heaven on earth”.240 

 

James Candlish,241 Professor of Systematic Theology in the Free Church College in 

Glasgow, gave the Cunningham lectures in 1884 on the Kingdom of God.  He does 

not accept the view which he attributes to Schleimacher and Schweitzer that what has 

been traditionally referred to as “the invisible Church” is in fact the Kingdom of God, 

but he argues that if God’s Kingdom includes more than the functions of the Church, 

then there should be a similar distinction between the Kingdom of God and the 

invisible Church, and the Kingdom should embrace more than the those who are 

complete in Christ and who form the Kingdom of God.242   

 

He notes that it has often been assumed that the terms “Church” and Kingdom of 

God” are synonymous; 243 and while, he says, “of late, however, the notions of the 

Church and the Kingdom of God have been not only distinguished, but by some 

entirely separated from each other; it has been held to be of great doctrinal 
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significance to maintain the distinction”, 244 Candlish himself agrees with Flint that 

they are not identical.  However he does not go as far as Flint in asserting the primacy 

of the Kingdom of God.  Neither Church nor Kingdom can supercede the other “as 

some in modern times are disposed to discard the doctrine of the Church invisible for 

that of the Kingdom. Both have a solid foundation in the New Testament; but as the 

one is a religious and the other a moral notion, the doctrine of the Church invisible is 

necessary to preserve its truly Christian character, while the idea of the Kingdom of 

God has its chief value and use in affording an adequate category under which to 

unfold the body of Christian duty”.245 In a passage which echoes Flint’s 

understanding of the breadth of the Kingdom of God in relation to the Church, 

Candlish writes “The distinction is not that the Church is external, and the Kingdom 

of God spiritual, for each has both characters; but that the Church describes the 

disciples of Christ in their character as a religious society, the Kingdom of God as a 

moral society.  The special functions of the  Church are the exercises of worship, and 

have to do with the relation of men to God; those of the Kingdom of God are the 

fulfilment of the law of love, the doing of the will of God in all departments and 

relations of human life”.246   When Candlish describes the Kingdom of God as not 

simply one in which people combine to realise the expression of God’s righteousness 

but one in which people are united to God, it is not clear whether he envisages that 

unity with God as being a conscious unity, which would exclude Flint’s 

understanding of the Kingdom of God at work amongst those who would not 

acknowledge it. 
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Candlish’s colleague in the Free Church College in Glasgow, the New Testament 

scholar A. B. Bruce also published a book on the Kingdom of God: one which 

brought him into conflict with the Free Church the year following its publication in 

1889, mainly because in it he repeated a conviction he had earlier expressed in The 

Miraculous Elements in the Gospels,247 that the Gospels were not inerrant.        

 

Bruce regards the Kingdom of God as an ideal, “like Plato’s Republic”248  to be 

realised nowhere on this earth.  But because Christianity always works indirectly, 

through idealism, there is always a tendency to overlook the impetus to social 

improvement in the teaching of Christ.  Bruce is as determined as Flint to separate in 

practice the Kingdom of God from the ecclesiastical world.  There is no merit in 

“mere ecclesiasticism”249  “I certainly believe that there are many more unpolished 

diamonds hidden in the Churchless mass of humanity than the respectable Church-

going part of the community has any idea of.  I am even disposed to think that a great 

and steadily increasing portion of the moral worth of society lies outside the Church, 

separated from it not by godlessness but by exceptional moral earnestness”.250   Bruce 

regard the Church and the Kingdom of God as two “categories” which do not entirely 

coincide, even when the Church is at its highest and best.  Like Flint he regards the 

Kingdom as “the larger category”.  Like Flint also, he insists that the Kingdom of God 

includes many outside the community of faith,  though he uses a global reference 

rather than Flint’s reference to the work of legislators and artists in society to make 

the point.  The Kingdom, he says “embraces all who by the key of a true knowledge 

of the historical Christ are admitted within its portals; but also many more, the 
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children of the Father in every land who have unconsciously loved the Christ in the 

person of his representatives, the poor, the suffering, the sorrowful”.251  Should the 

visible Church fail to be true to its calling, then it will disappear “leaving the spirit of 

Christ free room to make a new experiment, under happier auspices, at self-

realisation”.252 

 

After some years as a parish minister in Crieff and then as Professor of Systematic 

Theology in the University of Aberdeen, William P. Paterson succeeded Flint as 

professor of divinity in Edinburgh in 1903, and he most clearly followed his former 

teacher in his teaching about the Kingdom of God.  In a paper on “The Vocation of 

the Church”, delivered to the first Church of Scotland Congress in 1899, at which 

Flint himself was a speaker,253 Paterson states at the outset that “the end of the 

Church, expressed in most general terms, is the advancement of the Kingdom of 

God”.  But he immediately qualifies that statement by saying, in language very 

similar to Flint’s, that there are other institutions, such as the family, schools and the 

state which are also instruments for the advancement of the Kingdom of God.254    

Paterson is particularly critical of the idea, often expressed by James Cooper, that the 

Church exists to continue the role of Christ as prophet, priest and king.  To carry out 

the orders of the king is not to rule, nor is a prophet’s mouthpiece a prophet.255 

 

It is in its social involvement, Paterson says, that the Church continues Christ’s 

spiritual mission,  and like Flint he does not regret that the Church’s historic mission 
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to care for the poor and needy, which was often fulfilled by organisations the Church 

either created, or inspired, has been taken over by secular agencies. Paterson 

distinguishes between agencies for the relief of the poor and the upkeep of hospitals, 

which the Church had directly created, and other areas of social concern, like the 

provision of sick pay or the reform of housing conditions, where he believes the 

Church’s message had inspired secular involvement.   The growth of secular agencies 

involved in social reform  is less a matter for regret than for “thankfulness  that she 

has educated the State, with its more adequate resources, to admit, at least in an 

elementary form, the responsibility for the relief of the poor”..  Paterson applauds the 

fact that the state, whose conscience has been educated by the Church, now regulates 

working hours, and protests vigorously against circumstances“where the material 

environment of a part of the population is recognised to be such as to render human 

beings practically inaccessible to her spiritual ministry, or where the conditions under 

which the work of the world is done are such as to make a Christian life a virtual 

impossibility”.  It is the Church’s duty to inform the civic conscience and so educate 

the state “ to make use of its power, its wisdom, and its resources for the advancement 

of the Kingdom of God. 256 

 

Flint’s continuing  teaching on the Kingdom of God 

Flint’s views on the Kingdom of God were not ones he modified on mature reflection 

He expressed  them frequently throughout his career, and often in identical ways.  

There are three sources which enable his continuing interest in and reflection on the 

Kingdom of God to be traced: first, there are Flint’s papers in Edinburgh University 

Library containing his lectures;  secondly, there are references to the Kingdom of God 
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in three of his published works apart from Christ’s Kingdom on Earth: Socialism 

(1894), Sermons and Addresses (1899), On  Theological, Biblical and Other Subjects 

(1905); and  thirdly there are the  records of various conferences and congresses 

which were conducted by the Church of Scotland at whichFlint was an invited 

speaker. 

 

Flint’s Lecture Notes 

While it is clear from the lecture notes on the Kingdom of God that Flint relied very 

heavily on material from 1865 book of sermons, there is a lecture in the New College 

Library collection on the Kingdom which appears to be a new introduction to the 

theme.257  In this lecture, Flint begins by stressing the view which he expressed so 

forcibly in Christ’s Kingdom upon Earth, that Kingdom and Church are neither co-

terminous nor of equal importance.  He says the fact that Jesus made many references 

to the Kingdom,  compared to his very few references to the Church indicates that the 

Church and its teachings are to be derived from his teaching on the Kingdom, and that 

any theology which emphasises the priority of the Church is out of keeping with the 

spirit and emphasis of Jesus’ teaching.    The Sermon on the Mount,  Flint goes on to 

say,  describes the Kingdom of God as an essential present power in the life of the 

religious man, primarily expressed in certain graces, and, being therefore spiritual, 

cannot either be defended or defeated by the weapons of this world. 

 

The Kingdom of God in heaven and on earth are one, and the Kingdom in heaven can 

only be entered through the Kingdom on earth.  Interestingly, Flint says that it is the 

Kingdom (and not as in Matthew’s Gospel, 258 the Church) against which the gates of 
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hell will not prevail.  Repeating his argument for the development and growth of the 

Kingdom from primeval times. Flint says that it is  

incomparably more comprehensive than any earthly Kingdom has  

ever been or can be.  It can be traced in the earliest operations of God’s  

Spirit in the history of humanity; it extends to all the spheres and  

phases of life; it transcends all limits of race and language, of times and  

space; it advances uninterruptedly onwards….Christianity has come to  

bring heaven to earth, to raise earth to heaven, and to unite heaven and  

earth under the one true spiritual government through obedience to 

which alone can the soul rightly and harmoniously accomplish the ends  

of its being.259 

 

So, in this introductory lecture, Flint is indicating his basic understanding of the 

Kingdom: that it is not to be confused with the Church, that it is of the earth as well as 

heaven, and that it is advanced through the work and commitment of individuals who 

are infused with the spirit of Christ. 

 

The Church “may not lay its commands upon other institutions, as if it belonged to the 

Kingdom of God and they not, but has to teach them that, by right if not in fact, they 

belong to the Kingdom of God, as much as itself, that thus awakening them – art 

literature, science, commerce, Government – to a sense of their true dignity, of their 

high vocation, they may walk worthy of it”..  In this, again, Flint is repeating the 

significant passage of his 1865 sermons. 
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When Flint lectured in Edinburgh on the parables of the Kingdom, he largely 

followed both the form and substance of the sermons he published in 1865, though 

there were alterations.  In his lecture on the parable of the sower, Flint omitted a long 

section in which he dealt with the meaning he found in the different kinds of soil onto 

which the seed fell.  The effect of this is to focus more sharply on the idea that in the 

parable the different types of soil represent different types of receptiveness  rather 

than expanding on what these different types of receptiveness might be, and also to 

stress that the division of people absolutely into the good and the evil is unwarranted, 

and that there are differing levels of good and evil in all.  Nevertheless Flint says that 

the parable describes a fundamental difference between good and evil, and so, even if  

worldly men may appear to be good and valuable as men of faith, the difference in 

motivation between the two is vital, and the difference in motivation lies in 

receptiveness to the Gospel. 

 

Flint’s lecture on the parable of the sower as compared to his 1865 published sermon 

indicates sensitivity to a the possible charge that his refusal to identify the Kingdom 

of God with the Church had created the impression that those of a secular disposition 

and vision, whom he had harnessed in the service of the Kingdom, were on an equal 

footing in the sight of God with those whose motivation stemmed from the 

imperatives of the Gospel.  That suspicion is perhaps confirmed by a significant 

alteration between the text of Flint’s sermon on the parable of the mustard seed and 

his lecture on the subject.  In the sermon, Flint speaks very eloquently of how just as 

what changed the landscape of this country from “putrid morasses and gloomy 

forests” was human labour, so advances in social order, civil liberties, science, 
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industry and religion require human effort,260 but this section is omitted from his 

lectures, possibly because, although in the sermon Flint says that the Gospel grows by 

a life of its, own, his stress on human involvement laid him open to a charge of 

detracting from divine inspiration and activity. 

 

In his lecture on the parable of the wheat and the tares. Flint makes one significant 

departure from the text of his sermon on the subject.  He repeats the points he made 

that God and Satan are in conflict over the field of the world, and that the wheat and 

tares are people not doctrines.  However, when he repeats the sermon’s statement that 

the Kingdom of God is where good seed is sown,261 not a mixture of wheat and tares, 

in his lectures he says that this shows that the Kingdom of God, which is where pure 

seed is sown, cannot be confused with the visible Church, which is made up of the 

good and the evil, the elect and the unelect, and he says to his students what he did not 

say to his congregations, that “it is amazing how St Augustine, Luther and Calvin, and 

hosts of commentators should….have insisted that Christ meant that the field is the 

Church, and should have been surprised when they were reminded that ‘the world’ is 

not ‘the Church’”.262  In his lectures, Flint is sharpened the focus on the difference 

between Kingdom and Church. 

 

Comparing Flint’s sermon on the parable of the leaven with his lecture on it, there is a 

small, but very significant alteration in wording.  In both,  Flint says that “the 

Kingdom of God is in the heart like leaven hid in meal”.  in the sermon,  he says that 

“the doctrine of the Cross is indeed in a heart as leaven  in meal….you cannot see it.  

You cannot touch it.  It ferments within, concealed from feeble human sense.; a secret 
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power of life at the centre of the soul; a silent unobtrusive power slowly but surely 

working its way outwards”.263  However in his lectures, Flint makes the subject of this 

secret, silent, unobtrusive power not the doctrine of the Cross but the Christian life.  

There is no evidence at all that the evangelical emphasis in Flint’s preaching, which 

he demonstrates in his sermons on the parables of the treasure hid in a field and the 

pearl of great price, decreased at all, but changing the analogy in the leaven from the 

“doctrine of the cross” to “the Christian life” is consistent with Flint’s emphasis that 

there is considerable significance in stressing a distinctively Christian element in the 

life of the Kingdom.   It is tempting to ask whether Flint substituted “the Christian 

life” for “the doctrine of the Cross” hidden in the human heart because the idea of a 

hidden doctrine of the Cross is reminiscent of Luther’s theologia cruces, hidden from 

philosophical enquiry.  That connection might have led to the conclusion that Flint 

embraced Luther’s idea of two Kindoms. 

 

In his lecture on the parable of the leaven, Flint omits from his sermon text a long 

introduction to an important passage in which he argues with an imaginary critic, who 

says he has no interest in the effect of the Kingdom on society for what matters is its 

effect on the soul.264   The effect of this again, as with the alteration from “the 

doctrine of the cross” to “the Christian life”, is to strengthen the parable’s emphasis in 

the lectures on the effect of the Kingdom on society in comparison to the emphasis in 

the sermon which maintains more of a balance between the Kingdom’s effect on the 

individual and the community to which the individual belongs. 
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The Kingdom of God in Flint’s later published work 

Robert Flint’s major publications in the years following his appointment to the chair 

of divinity at Edinburgh in 1876 were his two series of Baird lectures, on Theism 

(1877) and Anti Theistic Theories (1879) and his biography of Giovanni Battista Vico 

in 1884, and the following year Socialism.  Flint’s study of socialism265 was based on  

a series of eight articles he wrote for the magazine Good Words, published in 1890-

91.  At that time, Good Words was edited by Norman Macleod’s younger brother, 

Donald.  The articles themselves originated in a series of lectures Flint gave to 

working men in Edinburgh some years earlier. 

 

Where in the sermons on Christ’s Kingdom upon Earth, and in his Edinburgh 

University lectures students Flint was general in his handling of the Kingdom of God, 

in Socialism he is much more specific about what he regards as the appropriate 

contributions of Church, clergy and Christians to the Kingdom of God, which he 

stresses once more “is not identical or coextensive with the Church”.266  He is 

particularly critical of what he regards as the socialists’ belief that the Kingdom of 

heaven can be established on earth by reorganising the means of production, 

distribution and exchange,267and their assumption that the advancement  the Kingdom 

of heaven on earth can begin in the external world and not, as Flint always 

maintained, in the human heart.268 

 

Flint is convinced that the Church is the most powerful social agency in the world, 

and that no social evil could resist it if the whole Christian community were to 
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commit itself to the Church’s social mission.  It is therefore the specific role of the 

clergy to remind Christian communities of their call to social mission, 269 which, 

particularly, is to address the issue of the unequal distribution of wealth which 

industrialisation has exacerbated. 270  Rather than seeing manual labourers in Marxist 

terms as being oppressed and defrauded of the rewards of their productive power,. 

Flint regards them as never before so conscious of the value of their labour and their 

contribution to society: so much so that there is a danger of unreasonable claims being 

made.271  He questions, however, whether a minister ought to use the pulpit to 

propound his views on social and economic questions because “the Gospel does not 

contain solutions of these problems (and) those who pretend that it does make claims 

on its behalf which can only tend to discredit it”.272  As we shall see this is a view 

which was widely held by some of those within the United Free Church in the early 

20th century who wanted to restrict the areas of public policy on which ministers 

might comment.   Flint specifically advises the clergy to observe neutrality in 

industrial disputes, and advises caution in intervening in them.273 The Gospel lays 

down general principles from which pulpit comment on any social question is always 

appropriate, 274 but Flint warns against imagining that these principles encourage 

uncritical support for working class causes.  On the other hand he warns equally that 

those who use the Church for unwarranted social control or to bolster class interests 

are farthest of all from the Kingdom of God.275   Flint concludes that  

 

the Church is bound to do her utmost to make the State moral and  
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Christian.  This requires her to maintain her own independence; to take  

no part in questions of merely party politics; to keep free if possible from  

the very suspicion of political partisanship; and to confine her efforts,  

when acting within the political sphere, to endeavouring to get the law of  

her Lord honoured and obeyed in national and public life.  She must be 

subject or bound to no party, but rise above all parties, in order that she  

may be able to instruct, correct and rebuke them all with disinterestedness  

and effectiveness.276 

 

Four years after Socialism was published, Flint produced a collection of his sermons 

and addresses,277 delivered over the previous twenty years, and many of them 

continue to stress aspects of the Kingdom of God on earth which Flint had introduced 

in Christ’s Kingdom upon Earth.   The most noteworthy references to the Kingdom of 

God comes in a sermon he preached in St Giles’ Cathedral during the General 

Assembly of 1881.  As has already been noted, one of Flint’s constant themes was 

that Jesus spoke so little about the Church and so frequently of the Kingdom, that the 

doctrine of the Church must emerge from the doctrine of the Kingdom,  It is highly 

significant that when invited to preach before the General Assembly this theme 

occupied an important part of the sermon.  “The Church” he told the commissioners t 

the Assembly “exists solely for the sake of the Kingdom; it accomplishes its end only 

in the measure in which it extends and builds up the Kingdom of God on earth.  To 

identify it with the Kingdom is to confound the means with the end – to disregard the 

very letter of Christ’s teaching – to contradict its whole spirit and character – and to 
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deny His real claims to kingship”.278  In another sermon preached in St Giles’ on the 

occasion of the meeting of the first General Council of the Presbyterian Alliance in 

1877, Flint tells the international gathering that social questions are more important 

than ecclesiastical ones,279 and that Church unity is something which ought not to be 

“striven for” but should emerge through the principle of growth, by which it reflect 

the principle at the heart of the Kingdom of God.280In a sermon to which Flint 

attaches no specific date or occasion,  he repeats his view that God’s Kingdom is not a 

matter of “Churchly organisation” but consists of the Christian characteristics of 

humility, meekness and hatred of sin.281  The Christian must subordinate everything to 

the one great cause, the coming Kingdom of God. 282  In a sermon preached in St 

Cuthbert’s Edinburgh during the General Election campaign of 1894, Flint said that 

the only consideration for a Christian in discharging his duty of voting must be the 

contribution a candidate might be expected to make towards the advancement of the 

Kingdom of God.283  He used a sermon to the National Association for the 

Advancement of Art to repeat his favourite view, that  the contribution of art and the 

artist has considerable social significance, and as such it advances the Kingdom of 

God.284  Preaching in St Leonard’s Church in St Andrews,  about Martha and Mary, 

Flint reiterated his conviction that “the one thing needful”285 is for each individual, 

“undismayed by opposition and unwearied by failure, to advance, each of us in our 

own sphere, that Kingdom of God, which is righteousness and peace and joy”.286 
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After his retiral in 1902, Flint published a collection of academic papers.287 One of 

these papers, deals with “Christ our King”,288 and consists entirely of material he had 

already published about the nature of the Kingdom.  Another, “Christ’s teaching as to 

the Kingdom of God” attempts in more detail than Flint had elsewhere done,  to 

examine the concept of the Kingdom of God from a biblical perspective.  He points 

out that Jesus did not provide a formal definition of the Kingdom, but did regard it as 

necessary to point to the characteristics of the Kingdom, which Flint says are the 

surrender of an individual to the will of God, repentance and faith.  Jesus teaching 

about the Kingdom was original in three respects: the Kingdom was connected to 

Jesus’ own messianic consciousness, he revealed God as Father, and his miracles 

showed the nature of the Kingdom. 

 

These two papers provide evidence that Flint continued to regard the Kingdom as an 

important topic to be dealt with, but neither of them add anything to what Flint had 

already published, and the latter paper is, for someone of Flint’s theological 

originality, remarkably cautious and conservative in its approach to biblical 

scholarship.  He was, of course, suspicious of “higher criticism” and advised divinity 

students that “it is not the work of the Christian minister to discuss in the pulpit, and 

before people who cannot possibly judge of them with adequate knowledge, the 

hypotheses debated in the schools of biblical criticism”. 289  Even so it is remarkable, 

for example, that over twenty years after the Free Church scholar Robertson Smith 

questioned whether Jesus’ attributing the authorship of the Pentateuch to Moses was 

sufficient grounds for accepting it, Flint does so without reservation, and that his 

somewhat pedestrian references to Mark’s messianic secret being to avoid confusion 
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with more triumphalist messianic expectations takes no account of Wrede and his 

work with which Flint would have been familiar.  These papers, however,, show that 

Flint continued to regard his views on the Kingdom of God as requiring constant 

restatement.  They show that while the main aspects of the Kingdom of God,  which 

he drew out in Christ’s Kingdom on Earth, and in his lectures,  were repeated, there 

were aspects of them to which he devoted greater explication, and which he 

occasionally refined. 

 

The fact that Flint continued to rehearse his views on the Kingdom of god in works 

like his Sermons and Addresses (1899) and n Theological, Biblical and Other 

Subjects (1905) was important because, as we shall see, in the opening years of the 

twentieth century there was considerable debate within the United Free Church about 

the nature of the Kingdom of God and the part the Church’s involvement in social 

affairs might be expected to contribute towards the advance of the Kingdom.  Flint’s 

continued treatment of the Kingdom of God in his later published work provides one 

academic context within which the United Free Church’s debate was conducted. 

 

The Kingdom of God in Flint’s Contributions to Church Conferences 

Another aspect of that context was the contribution Robert Flint made to two major 

conferences towards the end of the nineteenth century, which also enabled Flint to 

rehearse his view on the Kingdom of God.   Although he was not a member of the 

Scottish Church Society, Flint was asked in 1894 to speak to its conference on the 

subject of the Church’s duty to study social questions.  He says that this duty derives 

from the truths which the Church was instituted to inculcate: first the sovereignty of 

God, which involves the law of God in Christ underlying all secular law, for it is 
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God’s sovereignty which guarantees freedom for people; and second,  the fatherhood 

of God which results in the brotherhood of man; and third, the moral law, which 

protects the individual in society by avoiding the opposite extremes of individualism 

and socialism.  290   While the Church has always has a duty to study social questions, 

Flint says its importance for his day must be stressed because of civil unrest and 

discontent.  In 1893, the year before this Conference was held, there had been a 

National Coal Strike, and the year of the Conference itself saw the depression of the 

agricultural industry in the country reach its lowest point.   Because spiritual force is 

stronger than material force, the state cannot do more than, or even as much as the 

Church can do, and thus the principles of religion and morality which the Church 

exists to promote will eventually be dominant within the state.291  “There can be no 

doubt that the Church should do more than she is doing for the solution of social and 

labour questions than at present, in the sense that she ought to do her duty better, 

present the Gospel with greater fullness and power, push on her Home Mission work 

with increased zeal, strive more earnestly to diffuse among all classes the spirit of 

Christian love and brotherhood, and exemplify more perfectly the beauty of that 

spirit”.292   Flint continues to make it clear that the Church’s duty to study social 

questions and promote social wellbeing is in order to “show forth a Kingdom of God 

which is both in heaven and on earth”293   Flint issues a warning, however: “The 

preachers of past days, perhaps, erred by laying almost exclusive stress on the 

Kingdom of God in heaven.  The preachers of the present day may err by laying too 

exclusive stress on the coming of the Kingdom of God on earth, and so leading some 

to believe that the secularist Socialists may be right, and that there may be no other 
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heaven than one which men can make for themselves here”.  That warning may result 

from Flint’s vigorous opposition to socialism, which as Donald Smith points out he 

defines as “any theory of social organisation which sacrifices the legitimate liberties 

of individuals to the will or interests of the community”,294 and Smith adds caustically 

“Obviously, if readers were prepared to accept that definition of socialism, they too 

had to condemn it as Flint proceeded to do in the remaining 450 pages of his book”.  

It is certainly a warning which would have commended itself to the views represented 

by the Scottish Church Society.  It is significant, however, that Flint was by last 

decade of the century prepared to modify, however mildly, his previously rather 

unqualified enthusiasm for the preaching of the Kingdom of God on earth. 

 

In 1899, Flint spoke at the first of three official Congresses which the Church of 

Scotland held between 1889 and 1904.  His subject was the attitude of the Church to 

social and economic movements, and he begins once more, using material from 

Christ’s Kingdom upon Earth, to describe the Kingdom of God as the underlying and 

unifying idea in both Old and New Testaments, and to stress again that the Church 

exists for the advancement of the Kingdom of God, and is not to be confused with 

it295  Poverty is an evil, and, Flint claims, “as it is always largely remediable, society 

should do its best to remove it”. 296  Neither money itself, nor wages, will solve the 

social problem because economic conditions depend on getting the prior intellectual, 

moral and social conditions right.297  Were the Church more sympathetic to the social 

problem “the Kingdom of God would assuredly make a wonderful advance”.298 Flint 

appeals for the Church to support other bodies which aim at tackling destitution, 
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alleviating suffering and healing disease.  Specifically he asks that Churches might 

devote some of their offerings to these bodies. 299  He gives his endorsement to 

movements such as savings banks, life insurance companies, friendly societies, co-

operatives in industry and the trades unionism, which, “despite errors and evils it may 

have been responsible for” is a necessity.300  Although Flint’s understanding of the 

Kingdom of God was original, it is open to a number of criticisms 

 

First, there seems to be an element of confusion and contradiction in Flint’s handling 

of the themes of Church and Kingdom.   Flint wants to insist  that in advancing the 

cause of the Kingdom of God, the Church has the solution to the social problem, 

while at the same time acknowledging not only that the social problem is extremely 

complex, but that, on his own understanding of the Kingdom, other institutions than 

the Church have a contribution to make to it.  He says, on the one hand, “The social 

question is a vast complex of questions, yet it is a complex unity, a vast organic whole 

of more or less dissimilar parts.  Social problems cannot be solved without reference 

to one another, because society itself, as St Paul so clearly realised, does not consist of 

disconnected individuals, but is, like the human body, a whole composed of many 

members and functions intimately conjoined and wisely co-ordinated with reference 

to a common end”.301  In the light of that complexity, Flint recognises that the 

Kingdom of God similarly involves diverging in its responses to the complexity of 

social problems.  Thus he describes “the Christian answer – Christ’s own answer –“ 

as “Strive in all ways that God’s Kingdom may ever increasingly come in all 

directions”.302  Elsewhere in his address, Flint stresses the multi-faceted nature of the 
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social problem which he says “is a religious one, but it is also an economic, political, 

moral and educational one; by no means merely a religious one, but inclusive of all 

secular agencies, institutions and movements”.303  Such a view also corresponds to 

Flint’s conviction that “the Kingdom of God being thus comprehensive, the attitude of 

the Church to all movements for the amelioration of man’s lot should correspond to 

it”.304  However, on the other hand,  in the same address, Flint uses the term 

“comprehensiveness” in a much more exclusive way. 

             The Church has had clearly revealed to her in broad and definite  

outlines, although not in details, the true and only comprehensive  

solution of the social question.  And from that of itself it immediately  

follows that she has a social mission of immense importance in the  

world, and cannot, without plain violation of duty, feel indifferent to,  

or stand wholly aloof from, any social movements, for they all tend  

either to promote or retard the advance of the Kingdom of God, and  

in so far as they do one or the other, call either for her co-operation  

or her opposition.  Her responsibility in this connection is all the 

 greater, because the solution of the social problem revealed to her 

 is not one solution among many, but is the solution,            the  

one which excludes nothing that is true, andincludes nothing that is false, in 

other solutions which have been proposed.305 [my emphasis] 

 

That seems remarkably like insisting that other solutions, political, economic, social, 

are of value inasmuch as they match the religious solution which, as Flint puts it, “is 

not one solution among many, but is the solution”.  This tension can only be avoided 
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by avoiding the insistence that the religious solution is exclusively the solution.    In 

his sermon on the parable of the treasure hid in a field, which, together with his 

sermon on the pearl of great price are by far the most evangelical of his sermons, he 

speaks of these parables describing “the Kingdom of heaven as it is not to all men, but 

to those only who really find it – who come into possession not merely of some of its 

benefits, but into possession of itself”.  This is a clear indication that ultimately Flint 

equated the expression of the Kingdom with Christian conviction, and the 

contribution to it of those secular agencies as secondary. 

 

There is another area of confusion with regard to whether Flint sees the Kingdom of 

God as having an objective reality or whether it is a way of describing subjective 

religious motivation.  In his references to the Kingdom of God, Flint seems at times to 

be describing an objective reality.  In the critical passage already referred to, the 

Kingdom has an independent nature which is  capable of being “established” by 

legislators, poets, traders and artists.  Flint tells the first Church Congress that “when 

houses of one apartment have ceased to be, God’s Kingdom will have made in our 

land a very perceptible advance”.306  The Kingdom, like leaven “pervades and 

improves society by its own inherent virtue”307  When Flint insists that the Church 

and the Kingdom are to be kept separate, that separation implies that each has an 

existence similar to the other, and when he outlines the consequences of ensuring that 

the Kingdom and Church are kept separate (see above) these consequences reinforce 

that impression.  However, Flint also refers to the Kingdom in terms that make it 

seem little more than another way of describing the motivation of the Christian active 
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in Church and society.  The Kingdom “works in the heart of the individual”,308 even 

in those who are not committed to the Gospel, and any change in society is produced 

“by a complete change on the human heart”.309  Throughout his sermons on the 

parables of the sower and the tares, Flint insists that the categories used in these 

parables refer to individuals. 

 

Third, while Flint insists that the Kingdom and the Church are not the same, it is not 

always clear what the difference is.  He insists that any progress the Church makes is 

not necessarily evidence that the Kingdom has advanced, and, conversely, that the 

Kingdom has been advancing as the Church’s power has declined.310  While Flint can 

trace in some detail how first the state, and then science and literature and the arts 

freed themselves from ecclesiastical control,311 it is not at all clear in what way these 

agencies gaining their freedom from the Church has, correspondingly led to the 

Kingdom of God advancing, other than that “before their independence they were 

related to the Kingdom of God only through their connection with the Church; now, 

since their independence, they may justly claim to be portions of the Kingdom of 

God, each one of them as much apportion of it as the Church itself.  The extent to 

which they are a portion of the Kingdom of God is left unclear with only the general 

comment expressed that “when their aims are good and holy, they are no less of the 

Kingdom of God than (the Church) is”. 312   

 

In his sermon on the parable of the mustard seed, Flint sees evidence of the 

Kingdom’s growth in the Church’s numerical expansion since the first day of 
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Pentecost.313 He outlines his understanding of the development of the Kingdom of 

God in terms of its evolution, but when he traces its evolution he refers to “the 

evolution of doctrines” and “systems of theological science”.314  The evolution of the 

Kingdom of God is traced through the Church’s doctrinal development.  And Flint 

uses the descriptions “outward” and visible”, conventionally used in the distinction 

between the visible and the invisible Church, to apply to the Kingdom of God, 315 and 

he expands on this by saying that “every subsequent period (from the time of the New 

Testament) has presented to us the same mingling of hypocrites and believers”.  316  

Once more he uses the terminology of the Church to describe the content of the 

Kingdom. 

 

Conclusion 

If Flint had not consistently quoted from Christ’s Kingdom upon Earth throughout his 

career, and repeatedly returned to the arguments he advanced in it in publications and 

addresses in the subsequent fifty years, it would be unfair to quote from it as evidence 

of Flint’s mature thought.  The fact that he does make so much use of his first 

publication is not only evidence that he retained the views it contained throughout his 

life, but also evidence that he does not seem to have taken account of biblical 

scholarship’s attention to the Kingdom of God in the years since Flint first wrote 

about it.317  The germ of Flint’s more widely studied philosophy of history was 

contained in The Kingdom of Christ upon Earth.   His view of the Kingdom of God is 

essential to his thinking if, according to his philosophy of history,  Flint is not to 
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regard the diminishing power and influence of the Church in late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century Scotland as evidence of God’s will.  In a passage which has been 

noted by A.P.F. Sell318 and the contemporary theologian John Hick319 Flint wrote in 

his first series of Baird lectures 

 

             Due weight ought also to be given to the circumstance that the system  

of God’s moral government of our race is only in course of development.   

We can see but a small part of it, for the rest is as yet unevolved.  History  

is not a whole, but the initial or preliminary portion of a process which  

may be of vast duration, and the sequel of which may be far grander than  

the past has been.  That portion of the process which has already  

been accomplished, small though it be, indicates the direction which is  

being taken; it is, on the whole, a progressive movement; a movement  

bearing humanity towards truth, freedom and justice.  Is it scientific, or in  

any wise reasonable, to believe that the process will not advance to its 

legitimate goal?  Surely not.320  

 

Flint’s biographer quotes a similar passage from his Croall lectures321 in which he 

describes the philosophical study of history as seeking “to  show that the goal of the 

evolution of life, so far as it has yet proceeded, is the perfecting of human nature, and 

the eternal source of things a power which makes for truth and righteousness”322This 

understanding of history is entirely consistent with the view of the Kingdom of God 

which Flint outlined over forty years earlier, when, in his sermon on the parable of the 
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mustard seed, he expressed confidence in the continuous growth of the Kingdom of 

God. 

 

             We may fail to measure its progress from day to day, because it is not  

rapid but slow, not with observation, but without it.  We may be unable  

to detect that a plant which we looked upon yesterday is larger today  

than it was then, but a month hence the evidences of increase will probably  

be abundant – and if not, at least a year hence.  Still more may we be  

unable to trace the growth of the Kingdom of God if we limit our scrutiny  

to a short period or a narrow one, although a more comprehensive view  

will clearly show that growth has been going on without interruption.   

The life to which it is due has remained ever identical with itself, casting  

off what is false and imperfect, but preserving and unfolding what is true  

and essential. 323 

 

It is clear why Flint regards the Church and the Kingdom as separate, and sees the 

progressive decline of the Church’s direct social influence as a corollary of his 

understanding of the Kingdom.  If the entire divine plan were to be thought of as 

entrusted to the Church, then the progressive decline of its direct influence could only 

have been regarded as the will of Providence acquiescing in the decline of the agent 

of Providence’s own historic plan. 

 

In an essay on the American Walter Rauschenbusch,324 often regarded as the classic 

exponent of the social Gospel, Mark Chapman draws attention to views expressed by 

                                                
323   FLINT, Kingdom, pp 166-7 
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Rauschenbush, which are very similar to those Flint expressed half a century earlier.  

Just as Flint thought the Kingdom occupied a place far from the centre of 

contemporary theology, so Rauschenbusch wrote that the concept of the Kingdom had 

almost “dropped out of Christian vocabulary”.   There is an echo of Flint’s 

understanding of the evolutionary growth of the Kingdom, which inevitably involves 

divergence of functions in Rauschenbusch’s conviction that the Kingdom gave 

“grandeur to the scattered and fragmentary purposes of life by gathering them in a 

single all-comprehending aim”.  Flint saw the Kingdom advancing through the 

individuals inspired by religious faith, as did Rauschenbusch.  Both were sceptical of 

the Church’s claims to be the agent of divine providence, and of socialism’s ignoring 

of spiritual in its pursuit of economic ends, though both were committed to a 

redistribution of wealth. 

 

Flint’s contribution to the later understanding of the social Gospel has been 

underestimated, though he would have argued that the social gospel required a far 

more rigorous theological context than it was subsequently often given..  However his 

understanding of the Kingdom of God was to have an influence beyond academic 

sphere.  C.G. Brown has posited that because Chalmers Godly Commonwealth was 

“outdated, oligarchic, essentially-anti-urban and unworkable”, his successors were 

forced to transform it into something which would allow for co-operation between 

church and civic authorities.  It was, however, Flint’s understanding of the Kingdom 

of God which gave these successors the theological framework without which they 

would have regarded involvement in civil society as a departure from the Church’s 

                                                                                                                                       
324   CHAPMAN., M, “Walter Rauschenbush and the Coming of God’s Kingdom” in BARBOUR., 
R.S., The Kingdom of God and Human Society,  pp 173-189 
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proper role.  Flint was to provide the model which enabled the successors of Brewster 

and Burns, Buchanan and Macleod in the west of Scotland to find a place for social,  
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municipal and statutory responses to the urban crisis within their social theology, The 

work of Norman Macleod’s brother Donald, his successor in the Barony parish in 

Glasgow, John Marshall Lang, and their colleague in the east end of the city, David 

Watson depended on new paradigm  of the Kingdom of God which Robert Flint had 

provided  
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Chapter 3 

THE KINGDOM OF GOD IN THE THOUGHT OF DONALD MACLEOD 

AND JOHN MARSHALL LANG 

 

Introduction 

Norman Macleod’s younger brother Donald became minister of Park parish Church in 

1869, and John Marshall Lang was inducted to the Barony parish in 1873.  They were 

to dominate the ecclesiastical scene in Glasgow during the last quarter of the 

nineteenth century, and play significant roles in the General Assembly. 

 

Donald Macleod was born in 1831 and was almost twenty years younger than 

Norman.   He studied at Glasgow University and, after an assistantship with his older 

brother in the Barony parish,  he was inducted to the borders parish of Lauder in 1858.  

Four years later he moved to Linlithgow, and then, in 1869 to the Park, near the 

western extremity of the city, overlooking Kelvingrove Park and Gilmorehill where 

the new university buildings were nearing completion (they were opened in the year 

after Macleod’s move to Glasgow).  Park Church’s parish was a prosperous area of 

wide streets, grand circuses and spectacular views.     

 

In 1886, the population of the Park parish was 7538,  789 people, were communicant 

members, just less then 10% of the parish population.  The Christian liberality of the 

congregation, (its total givings to the work of the Church) was £3709, the highest in 

the Presbytery of Glasgow.  The nearby congregation of Hillhead was the only other 

congregation whose Christian liberality exceeded £3000.  In 1905, the year Macleod 

retired, the congregation had grown to 901 communicants, with a Christian liberality 
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of £5151, the only congregation in the Presbytery whose liberality exceeded £5000.  

Hillhead’s liberality by then had risen to £4189, the only other one over £4000.  The 

stipend paid to Macleod in 1905 was £1000, an astonishingly high figure at a time 

when the average stipend in the Presbytery of Glasgow was £317325  Macleod retired 

from Park Church in 1905, and died in 1909.   He had taken over the editorship of 

Good Words when his brother Norman died in 1872 and he remained as editor till his 

death.  From 1890-1895 he was Convener of the General Assembly’s Home Mission 

Committee and he served as  Moderator of the Assembly in 1895.  Macleod published 

a volume of sermons in 1893326 which contain a considerable amount of his social 

theology, which he popularised  through commissioning articles from like-minded 

people for Good Words and in the considerable number of articles which he himself 

contributed 

 

John Marshall Lang was born in 1834 and studied at Glasgow University with Donald 

Macleod who described Lang in a fragment of autobiography as “one of my own class 

fellows”.327  The two men were to become good friends and neighbours, Macleod at 1 

Woodlands Terrace and Lang at number 5, and their families saw a good deal of each 

other.  Marshall Lang’s son Cosmo, who became Archbishop of Canterbury, said that 

from his childhood he had a great affection for Donald Macleod.328  Marshall Lang 

had succeeded Robert Flint in the East Church of Aberdeen in 1856, but a period of ill 

health forced him to leave after only two years for the rural parish of Fyvie.  In 1865 

he moved to the newly established parish of Anderston in Glasgow.  After three years 

there, he became minister of Morningside in Edinburgh, and then, in 1873 of the 

                                                
325   Figures taken from the annual Church of Scotland Yearbook, first published in 1886. 
326   MACLEOD, D., 1893, Christ and Society, London (Christ and Society) 
327   SMITH, S., 1926, Donald Macleod of Glasgow, London 
328   Ibid pp 152-3 
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Barony in Glasgow.  He oversaw the building of a new Church on a site opposite 

Glasgow Cathedral. In contrast to the Park, the Barony Parish in 1886 had a 

population of 27, 475 and a congregation of 1945.  Its Christian liberality was £1288.  

In 1900, when Marshall Lang left the Barony, the congregation had risen in size to 

2292 and Lang’s stipend was £872.  

 

In 1890 Lang became Convener of the Assembly’s commission “to enquire into the 

religious condition of the people of Scotland”, set up at the request of Donald 

Macleod’s Home Mission Committee.  His presentation of its annual report “was the 

great event of successive General Assemblies”..329  He was Moderator of the 

Assembly in 1893.  In 1900 he was appointed by the Crown as Principal of the 

University of Aberdeen. Marshall Lang delivered the Baird Lectures in 1901330 on the 

role of the Church in society, and, also like Macleod, outlined a social theology in 

speeches in the courts of the Church. 

 

The publications of the two men which summarise their social theology  reveal their 

debt to Flint.   Marshall Lang’s Baird Lectures survey the history of the Church’s 

social teaching from Jesus until the author’s own day and then examine what for 

Marshall Lang were the primary social issues: the extent of poverty and socialism and 

some reactions to them, secular and Christian. 

 

Donald Macleod’s understanding of the Kingdom of God is most compactly 

expressed in the volume of sermons, Christ and Society.  Five of the sermons are 

specifically about the Kingdom of God, but there are illuminating references to this 
                                                
329   COOPER, J., “John Marshall Lang” in Dictionary of National Biography , 2nd Supplement, pp 
414-5 
330   LANG, J.M., 1902, The Church and its Social Mission, Edinburgh. (Church and Social Mission) 
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conception in several of the others.  Macleod’s biographer describes Good Words 

under his editorship as “attaining its high water mark of popular interest and 

prosperity”. Initially published by Strahan as a monthly magazine priced sixpence, it 

was latterly published by Harmsworth as a weekly at twopence before finally being 

closed down  It was started at a time when Sunday was strictly observed and Good 

Words  “carried with it an atmosphere which made it acceptable in homes that 

demanded ‘Sunday reading’.  With the ensuing change in the habits of the people, the 

magazine ceased to have a raison d’etre”. 331 

 

Although Macleod and Marshall Lang are frequently linked together as joint 

representatives of a new attitude within the Church of Scotland towards social reform, 

the two men were in fact different in their approach.  Marshall Lang, for example,  

was a high Churchman, while Macleod criticised anything that could be described as 

“ritualism”.  Marshall Lang saw social conditions in terms of the broadest issues they 

presented, while  Macleod much more in terms of the individuals they affected.   

While both men analysed and criticised society, and both expressed sympathy for 

those marginalized in society, Marshall Lang tended to stress the social analysis 

whereas Macleod vividly described the conditions in which the poor were forced to 

live.  Through the pages of Good Words, Macleod addressed a far wider audience 

than Marshall Lang. 

 

Macleod’s and Marshall Lang’s links with Flint 

Marshall Lang, Donald Macleod and Robert Flint were contemporaries at Glasgow 

University.  Flint’s biographer quotes Macleod as saying “Dr Flint and I were at 

Glasgow College together, but were never class-fellows; he was about three years my 
                                                
331   SMITH, S.., Donald MacLeod of Glasgow p 15 
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junior, but I came to know him well as he was intimate with several of my student 

friends who used to gather in the picturesque court of the old university in the High 

Street”.332  Marshall Lang and Flint were born in the same year and were closer 

contemporaries at Glasgow.  Flint succeeded Donald Macleod as missioner in the 

Barony and shortly afterwards became assistant minister there.  He was clearly close 

to the whole Macleod family, and was to give a lecture on Norman MacLeod333 in 

which “his critical spirit is for once in abeyance, and every line pulsates with approval 

and admiration”.334  It is significant that while most contemporary assessments of 

Norman Macleod’s ministry in the Barony single out his parochial organisation, and 

even describe it as the best organised parish in Scotland, this is an aspect of Norman 

Macleod’s work which Flint ignores, suggesting a difference of attitude between Flint 

on the one hand and MacLeod and Marshall Lang, on the other,  who were deeply 

concerned with how mission, evangelism and social care could be expressed through 

a territorial ministry, on the other.   Nevertheless, in Flint’s lecture about him,  

Norman Macleod’s social concern is singled out for special mention. 

 

In a speech in 1894 Flint referred to Donald Macleod’s recently published Christ and 

Society, coupling it with Brooke Foss Westcott’s earlier Social Aspects of 

Christianity.335  Flint said that the two works “are greatly more valuable than they 

would have been if their authors had shown a less exquisite sense of knowing always 

where to stop; and such a sense, only attainable in due measure by assiduous 

thoughtfulness, is probably even more necessary in addressing congregations 

                                                
332   MACMILLAN Life of Flint,  p 49 
333   FLINT, R., 1883 “Norman MacLeod” in  Scottish Divines, St Giles’ Lectures,3rd series, 
Edinburgh  
334   MACMILLAN, Life of Flint., p 80 
335   WESTCOTT, B.F., 1887, The Social Aspects of Christianity, London. 
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composed of the poor and labouring classes than those which meet in  Westminster 

Abbey or the Park Church”.336 

 

As Flint’s successor in the East parish of Aberdeen, Marshall Lang would have been 

well aware of the impact of his predecessor’s sermons on the Kingdom of God.  Flint 

and Marshall Lang were both members of the General Assembly’s Home Mission 

Committee under Macleod’s convenership.   Flint thus had sufficient links with 

Donald Macleod and Marshall Lang to justify the presumption that when the two men 

took up their ministries in Glasgow they were well aware of Flint’s ground breaking 

work on Christ’s Kingdom on earth.  

 

Although Marshall Lang’s scheme of Baird lectures is very different from that of 

Robert Flint’s series of sermons, there are a number of similarities.  Like Flint, 

Marshall Lang is extremely critical of socialism both on economic grounds and 

because it lacks a religious impetus without which both Flint and Marshall Lang 

believed it was deficient.  Twice Marshall Lang acknowledges that he is drawing on 

arguments advanced by Flint: once when Flint dismissed definitions of socialism such 

as “every aspiration towards the amelioration of society” as largely meaningless; and 

again when Flint criticised socialism because “it leaves out of account God and divine 

law, sees in morality simply a means to generate happiness, and recognises no 

properly spiritual and eternal life.  It conceives of the whole duty of mankind as 

consisting in the pursuit and production of social enjoyment.  Hence its ideal of the 

                                                
336   The Scottish Church Society Conferences, 1st Series, 1894 p 70 
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highest good, and consequently of human conduct, is essentially different from the 

Christian ideal, and thus it necessarily comes into direct conflict with Christianity”.337 

 

Just as Flint insisted that when the Gospel changes human hearts then the result is a 

complete change in society, so Marshall Lang wrote “A regenerated society means 

regenerated persons; persons with a right spirit in whom there is a supreme power 

making the life consistent”.338   Both Flint and Marshall stress the freedom of the 

individual.  Flint argues that science, literature and art had to free themselves from the 

domination of the Church which had illegitimately asserted its authority over them in 

defiance of its commitment to freedom.  “Protestantism” he claims, “by laying down 

the principle of private judgment, declared the individual man free – declared the 

spiritual independence of man of everyone but his God”.339  Marshall Lang is less 

inclined to criticise the Church.  “Society took the individual in hand and allowed him 

only so much as it judged to be for the good of the governing classes…..we now 

recognise that in human nature there is a charter of freedom for everyone and that 

everyone born into citizenship is entitled to the opportunity of exercising and 

fulfilling his capacities, intellectual, moral and volitional”.340 

 

Although Marshall Lang’s historical survey of the historical development of the 

Church’s social theology is considerably deeper than Flint’s, Marshall Lang shares 

Flint’s view of history that “all that is true and healthy is ever struggling upwards to 

completer realisation”. 341  They both share the view, which, as we have seen, Patrick 

Brewster took too,  that the periods when the Church exercised most political power 
                                                
337   LANG, Church and Social Mission, p 277 
338   Ibid., p 274 
339   FLINT, Kingdom p 68 
340   LANG, Church and Social Mission p 5 
341   Ibid., p 42 
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were the times when it was least faithful to its commission, when the Church, as 

Marshall Lang puts it “in borrowing the clothes of the Empire, exchanged the 

imperialism of truth for that of worldly power”.342 

 

Marshall Lang shares with Flint the view that the Kingdom and the Church were not 

coterminous.  He writes that the Kingdom of God “is not an exclusive Church-State.  

It is not a State with such distinct political outlines that men shall be able to explain 

‘Lo, it is there!’  Neither is it a mere hazy cloudland.  But it is free from the 

complications of human governments and ambitions.  It is an ethical commonwealth, 

descending from God out of heaven, that it may pervade and sanctify and enrich all 

nations and people in all their life.  It is to take shape in his Church, though, in its full 

and proper glory it transcends the Church”.   This is hardly as strong as Flint’s (and 

later Macleod’s)  vigorous repudiation of any identification of Church and Kingdom, 

and Marshall Lang is less enthusiastic in regarding endeavours outside the Church as 

contributing towards the coming Kingdom.  He acknowledges “the motive of much of 

the humanitarian effort of the day is not a distinctively Christian motive” and that 

“men and women realise the characteristic forces of religion, (and) find a religion for 

themselves, in their idealisations, their art, their science, their work”.  However he 

believes that those whose motives are not distinctively Christian  are nevertheless 

unconsciously influenced by Christian thought, and that if they were to make a 

Christian commitment that would provide a context which would give their scientific 

and artistic interests a richness, which, without that commitment their secular 

endeavours lack.  343 
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Flint had written that “to set up the Kingdom of God is indeed to plant Churches, but 

to do vastly more than that – even to alter the whole dispositions and activities of a 

people,”344 and Marshall Lang too was concerned not with “ecclesiastical constitution 

and history, but the social service of the Christian collectivism…..the purpose being 

to indicate the relation of Christian ethics and manifestation of the life of man, or, as 

otherwise it might be stated, to the betterment of the individual as well as of 

society”.345 

 

Macleod’s sermons are much more political in content than Marshall Lang’s lectures 

in that he criticises specific practices like the production of goods cheaply being only 

possible at the price of low wages, or commercial malpractice. Like Marshall Lang, 

Macleod recognises that politically the doctrine of laissez-faire has been abandoned in 

the passing of legislation protective of the weak, but he is far more critical of  what he 

sees as economic laissez-faire.  “Laissez-faire, or in other words, ‘Leave alone, do not 

interfere, let evils work their own cure’ is but an equivalent for the ‘Survival of the 

Fittest’ of the Naturalist; and this implies the correlative sinking, suffering, and social 

destruction of the weakest “.346 

 

Although, along with Flint and Marshall Lang, Macleod attacks socialism for 

neglecting God and, in its extremer forms, for destroying individual liberty,  he is 

more sympathetic to some of the aims and ideals, and less inclined to see individual 

liberty as always desirable.  “The exaggeration of individual freedom, each unit being 
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guided by self-interest, thus leads to a half-concealed warfare, and to the excitement 

of those passions which warfare of every kind is sure to generate”.347 

 

Macleod is also far more critical of the Church than Marshall Lang.  Social theology 

played a far greater part in Macleod’s overall theological outlook than it did in 

Marshall Lang’s, and Marshall Lang’s liturgical interests were never shared by 

Macleod, who constantly attacks what he frequently calls “ecclesiasticism”.  “Those 

very Christians who, within the sphere of ‘religion’ busy themselves with 

ecclesiasticisms and theologies, or theories and signs of Salvation, have all the while, 

in other spheres, fought and do fight a continual battle against God, and conduct 

social, commercial and political life on principles which are in direct antithesis to the 

laws of Christ’s Kingdom”.  348 As well as claiming that society is founded on 

selfishness, he blames its ills on “Christians who go to Churches and repeat creeds, 

and are more or less busy about the redemption of their own souls (but) have scarcely 

ever attempted to bring into play the mighty spiritual powers which God has armed 

them with, and commanded them to employ; and…..have consistently and continually 

fought against his laws, and done just the very opposite of what Jesus Christ set forth 

as the rules of his Kingdom”.349   He insists that “it would be no exaggeration were 

the words ‘social inequality’ written over the doors of the vast majority of  our 

Protestant Churches, so exclusively do they seem to be reserved for people who are 

‘better off’ or those at least who can appear there in ‘Sunday clothes’”.350  In the light 

of passages such as those quoted, it is remarkable that, given the extremely well-off 

congregation to whom these sermons were preached, that he could dedicate Christ 
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and Society to his congregation “in affectionate remembrance of a ministry of nearly 

twenty four years, during which, owing to kindness of its members, not an incident 

has occurred to mar a harmony characterised by perfect confidence and warm 

personal friendship”.351 

 

Macleod’s references to the Kingdom of God very often reflect themes developed by 

Robert Flint.  Flint introduced the theme of the Kingdom of God as not occupying “in 

modern religious systems and modern religious life a position similar to the one it 

holds in the Bible.  It is central there, but is very far from being central in 

contemporary thought and practice”.352  After a brief summary of Jesus’ references to 

the Kingdom of God in the first sermon specifically on the theme, Macleod echoes 

Flint’s view.   “When we take such a review, however imperfect, of the position 

which this Kingdom of God occupies in the teaching and claims of Christ, we may 

well be struck by the contrast which the prevalent tone of modern thought presents.  I 

should say that the doctrine of the Kingdom of God is as markedly absent from 

ordinary preaching as it is emphatically present in the gospel of Christ”.353 

 

Macleod’s use of the analogy with evolution and his understanding of historical 

development are similar to Flint’s.  Macleod says that science and religion both testify 

to progress, as does the history of civilisation towards the attainment of an ideal 

human  society, a movement, as often unconscious as it is conscious, towards the 

establishment of the Kingdom of God on earth.354  
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Just as Flint saw that evolutionary growth implied “increasing divergence and 

definiteness of parts and functions”355 and thus preserved individuality, so Macleod 

recognises the element of diversity produced by the seed-like principle” of the 

Kingdom of God, which means that “the individual retains his natural characteristics; 

he continues to be imaginative or intellectual, clever or the reverse”.356   

 

Both Flint and MacLeod find in the incarnation and the pattern of Jesus’ life the same 

illustration of a view of the Kingdom they share.  Dealing with the parable of the 

mustard seed357 Flint refers to the “unobtrusiveness of Jesus and his poverty, sorrows 

and suffering of Jesus as “the little seed-corn which had to be dropped into  the 

ground and die ere the earth could bear a harvest of righteousness and peace.358   

MacLeod says of Jesus that “He had come to bestow a new life, to implant principles, 

to give vitality to the diviner part that is in man, and through the growth of this life 

from within, outward confusion would gradually change into order, the law of God  

would become the law of heart and life, until the glory and goodness which dwelt in 

Himself would be reflected in humanity, and the reign of God be established in  

conscience and will”.359  That the two men should use the incarnation as illustrative of 

the parables in which Jesus referred to the growth of the Kingdom from unpromising 

beginnings, and as evidence of that principle at the heart of their understanding of the 

Kingdom of God, it shows Macleod’s considerable dependence on Flint not only in 

interpreting the Kingdom of God but in sharing a Christological interpretation of the 

parables. 
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Macleod and Flint also make use of evolution in their understanding of the 

development of the Kingdom.  As already noted, Macleod shares with Flint an 

understanding of the pervasive effect of the Kingdom of God within society, even 

where the influence of the Kingdom would not naturally be expected to be found.     

Flint writes “From first to last, from the beginning of human history until now, the 

immense majority of our race have set before them ends of their own, narrow and 

mean schemes merely for personal good; and yet although it has been so, and in the 

midst of confusion, tumult and war, the progress, order, plan I speak of has been 

slowly and silently but surely built up”.360  Forty years later Macleod was to write: 

“The true measure of the advance of his Kingdom, as distinct from any 

ecclesiasticism, is to be found in the extent to which the spirit of Christ is carried into 

every sphere of interest and duty.  For while modern society is certainly to some 

extent chargeable with such breaches of Christ’s law as have been sketched, yet were 

society resolved into its component parts we would discover a great deal that is 

apparently sincerely religious in the individuals who compose it”. 361 

  

Just as there are similarities in what Flint and Macleod see in the parables of growth, 

so in their treatment of the parable of the leaven they both see the same principle 

involved.  Flint says “Leaven changes the nature, yet does not change the substance of 

the meal.  Meal leavened remains meal, but endowed with new properties, and 

adapted for new uses.  It acquires another character, another appearance, another 

fragrance and taste.  So the Gospel does not destroy any inherent power or faculty of 

the mind, but gives to all its powers and faculties a different character, a new 
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direction”.362   Macleod points out that the leaven “does not destroy the meal but fills 

it with new properties.  The individual retains his natural characteristics; he continues 

to be imaginative or intellectual, clever or the reverse; but there has been breathed 

into his nature a new spirit.  The society which has similarly been affected may retain 

art, literature, commerce, politics, but these different spheres of influence become 

charged with a new moral life, for the generosity, truth, purity and goodness of Christ 

impart their own nature, even as the leaven gives its flavour to the meal”.363   The 

conclusion of that passage is an expansion of what Flint had written about the Gospel 

imbuing “by its spirit all the laws, institutions and usages of society”. 

 

Despite their differences of view and style, Marshall Lang and Macleod’s social 

theology owes much to the views of Robert Flint.  There are, however, two further 

views which Marshall Lang and Macleod held firmly, which are entirely dependent 

on Flint’s insights, and which were crucial for their ministries and for the lead they 

gave the Church.   

 

Flint insisted that the Kingdom of God and the Church are not co-terminous, and that 

the Church shares the journey towards the Kingdom of God with other institutions 

and movements.   For Marshall Lang and Macleod these views had become 

axiomatic.  Given that Macleod was so critical of the Church, there was little 

likelihood that he would confuse the Church with the Kingdom of God, which, he 

says,   “grows with the deepening of the Christian spirit and its increase in society.  

The Kingdom of God is therefore wider than the Church”. Macleod says.  “The rules 

and institutions which belong to ecclesiastical organisations cannot determine that 
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which is the spirit of a society, rather than a system of creeds and observances”.364   

Marshall Lang similarly takes the view that “it is the mission of (the) Church to 

realise on earth” the Kingdom of God,365 though in its life the Church “is a society 

which should mirror the divine order, the Kingdom of God”.366 The Kingdom of God 

“is a society with the tokens and characteristics of a society.  But it is free from the 

complications of human governments and ambitions.  It is an ethical commonwealth, 

descending from God out of heaven that it may pervade and sanctify and enrich all 

nations and peoples”.367 

 

Flint had also insisted that to establish the Kingdom of God is “to alter and transform 

the whole dispositions and activities of a people.  This is not to be done exclusively 

through the Church,”368 and so he assigned to legislators, poets, artists and others a 

role in the establishing of the Kingdom of God.  In similar vein, Macleod says the 

Kingdoms of the world are not primarily the political but “the moral forces and 

interests which bear sway  over human life.  There is the Kingdom of Commerce, 

with its penetrating influences, the Kingdom of Science with its vast interests, the 

Kingdom of Literature, of Art, of Public Opinion, all of which govern in that inner 

sphere which gives shape to history and character to movements. 369   

 

With as much force as Flint, Macleod harnesses the secular in the cause of the 

Kingdom of God and condemns the dismissal of contributions towards the Kingdom 

as “profane” simply because they do not stem from a religious motivation.  “Instead 
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of a healthy rejoicing in the good news of the Kingdom, and seeing in the gifts of 

civilisation tokens of a divine order asserting itself above the chaos of lawless forces, 

religion has behaved too much like the Pharisee, fencing itself behind traditional, and 

often purely conventional, distinctions, and standing aloof when it should have fallen 

gladly into the ranks and led the advance along the whole line of human progress”.370 

 

Quoting St Luke, “the Kingdom of God cometh not with observation”, 371 Marshall 

Lang writes that the Kingdom “comes and it is advanced…..through transformations 

of character, individual and national, effected by the diffusion of those educative, 

disciplinary and ameliorative influences which tone and determine the civilisation of 

the world”.372  And among these “ameliorative influences” he specifically mentions 

the arts and  sciences, where “the ultimate aim of all real knowledge and of all truth 

is the making of life worthier and wealthier.  The work of the student is coming ever 

more fully in line with the efforts of those who, as philanthropists, as educationists, as 

members of corporations, as politicians, are bent on reducing the occasions of evil to 

individuals and of loss to the community, and on a more effective application of the 

laws and the constituents of social righteousness”. 373 

 

It was this understanding of the Kingdom of God as including far more than the 

religious or the ecclesiastical which Marshall Lang and Macleod owed substantially to 

Robert Flint, and it was the category which enabled Lang and MacLeod to break out 

of the theological straightjacket which had restricted earlier Churchmen.   The 

predecessors of Macleod and Lang  had expressed as much concern for the poor and 
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their conditions, but could not see any means of improving conditions other than 

converting the poor to the Gospel and involving them in the life of the Church 

through building more and more Churches As Donald Smith has put it, they wanted 

“to bring the Gospel to bear on the unchurched masses by means of a greatly extended 

and revitalised parochial system.  The Church still believed that it was possible by this 

means to win back the estranged masses of the people to a life of respectable morality, 

personal piety and ‘sabbath day regularity’.  Such a ‘christianization would, at the 

same time, inevitably raise the social and economic condition of the masses”.374    

 

Good Words and Donald Macleod’s Social Theology 

Donald Smith has observed that “Reflecting the views of its editor, this magazine 

[Good Words] consistently displayed broad liberal sympathies in relation to 

contemporary social issues.  Macleod’s own editorials were particularly noteworthy in 

this regard”.375  In various places he quotes widely from the 1885 monthly and 

occasionally from the 1881 editions of the magazine to illustrate that judgment.376  

However it is clear from a closer examination of Good Words that Macleod developed 

his social theology not just, or even especially in the magazine’s editorials.  It took 

Donald Macleod some time to stamp his own editorial authority on Good Words in 

the editions following the death of his brother Norman in 1872.  For several years the 

rather couthy, kailyard style of the magazine under Norman Macleod’s editorship 

continued under his brother’s  but by 1880 Donald Macleod had begun to introduce 

more socially relevant stories into the magazine.  In addition the serialisation of 

novels by authors such as Charles Kingsley, and short stories, as well as biographical, 

historical, scientific, geographical and religious sections, Donald Macleod introduced 
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a section including social commentary.  The contributions on social issues which 

Donald Macleod included fall into two categories: those which expressed very general 

views the need for social engagement and those which provide information on or 

descriptions of specific social problems or projects, and of those a majority reflect the 

contributor’s personal knowledge or experience. 

 

Typical of the more general contribution, was one on “The Relation of Religion to 

Secular Life”377 by Revd Principal George Grant of Kingston College who, echoing 

Macleod’s criticism of ecclesiasticism, writes of the harm done by identifying religion 

with religious formalism, and insists that the effect of religion should permeate the 

whole of life through the commitment of individuals to it    Religion is not about 

rules, nor even a book, but “a new fact that occupies the heart and moulds the 

conduct”, a description which would have perfectly fitted Macleod’s view of the 

Kingdom of God.  An article on “The Sacredness of the Secular Calling” emphasised 

the incarnational basis of the commitment to secular life.  “The body is of God, the 

needs and occupations of this earthly life are of God, the domestic, social, and 

political life of man is of God; there is but one thing that is not of God in the world, 

and that is the heart which is set on worldly things”. 378  And a similar stress is made 

in an article “The Consecration of Daily Life”:  “The principles of Christianity in 

nowise institute or sanction a confusion in the relative values of secular and religious 

acts and thoughts.  The principle is, indeed, enjoined, of a consecration of our entire 

life to the glory of God, and in the greater matter the lesser is necessarily included – 
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duties connected with our daily wants and necessities, as well as the aim and purpose 

of  our highest spiritual endeavour”. 379 

 

Typical of the hortatory style of general article was one in 1892 by George Matheson, 

the blind hymn writer, by then minister in St Bernard’s,  Edinburgh, who wrote of 

poverty in the light of what he regards as a false view of the parable of Dives and 

Lazarus380 which criticises Dives for being sceptical about life after death. “The sin of 

Dives was not scepticism, not unbelief, not failure to lift his eyes beyond the seen and 

the temporal; it was failure to turn his eyes downward to those who suffered and 

toiled below.  The sin of this man was uncharitableness”.  In language remarkably 

reminiscent of Donald Macleod’s frequently employed description of the hard-pressed 

family, Matheson goes on to illustrate this by a contemporary precis of Dickens’ A 

Christmas Carol:  

             He makes the ghost carry him, not down into hell, but up to the  

topmost garrets of the great struggling towns of earth, up the storeys  

of Whitechapel, of the Canongate, of the High Street of Edinburgh,  

of the wynds of Glasgow, of all the places where men weep and toil.   

He shows him the poor seamstress wearing out her eyes in struggle to  

support an aged mother, or the tiny little child dying of consumption  

which is really only the want of nourishment, and whom a little food  

would raise up to life and joy.  He bears him into dens of squalour, into  

haunts of poverty, into scenes of misery381 
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The basis of Flint’s later work on Socialism appeared in eight contributions to Good 

Words in 1890-91. 

 

Valuable as these general articles no doubt were in outlining the basic themes of a 

liberal social theology, Donald Macleod published articles which dealt with very 

specific social issues or introduced the readership to personal experience of social 

problems. 

 

In 1887, Sir John Lubbock, MP, later first Barony Avebury, who Theodore Hoppen 

describes as belonging “among a wide range of writers on social evolution,”382 

contributed an article on the early closing of shops, which pointed out that it was 

“very inconsistent that a girl in a factory or workshop should be forbidden to work 

more than fifty four hours in the week, while the hours of her sister in a shop often 

ranged as high as eighty to eighty five” 383 and Lubbock’s article contains in full the 

report of the House of Commons Committee which reported on the author’s attempt 

to extend the provisions of the Factory Act to shops.   A similar article in 1892 

surveyed the variety of income levels and conditions in the hotel and catering trade.384 

And in 1887 readers were told of the conditions experienced by the North Sea fishing 

fleet.385  Articles on the condition of prisons and prisoners frequently appeared.  S. R. 

Hole, the Dean of Rochester, described the conditions he saw in Milbank and 

Pentonville prisons and made a special plea for help to be given in the rehabilitation 

of prisoners after release, and asked for the establishment of a Prisoners’ Sunday.  

“This, at all events is in our power; let him who has done nothing for these poor 
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prisoners do something now, and let him who has done little, do more”.386  An article 

in 1901 highlighted the plight of children in prison, pointing out that since the passing 

of the 1870 Education Act the number of children in school had increased four times 

and in that period the number of child prisoners had halved.  The article examined 

some examples of the treatment of child offenders on the continent, and 

recommended that young people should be tried in a special youth court, expressing 

concern that there were no special children’s officers appointed to act as counsel for 

children, to enquire into the problems of delinquent children or occasions of 

truancy.387  The work of the St Giles Christian Mission in helping discharged 

prisoners on release was described in an article in 1887.388  There are contributions 

describing and commending the work of Savings Banks, 389 advocating allotments390 

and examining hostels for vagrants, 391 which concluded “Money in plenty is made 

out of tramps’ hostels, and yet as little as possible is done for the comfort of those 

who patronise them”.  Social experiments such as restaurants for dockers392 both to 

provide healthy food and to dissuade from visits to public houses are described, and 

socially important professions are encouraged.393 

 

Two articles in 1894, perhaps surprisingly, provided a fairly sympathetic account of 

anarchists’ meetings.   An anarchists’ club in Whitechapel was described as “exactly 

like a Church soiree.  There is apparently the same respectability, the same easy, 

simmering excitement, the perfect confidence in the absolute rightness of their 
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purpose in meeting together,” and the author concluded that “anarchism is the 

exaggeration of the idea of Liberty just as socialism is the exaggeration of the idea of 

Equality.  Both have parted company with each other and with Fraternity”.394  Later in 

the same year David Watson, whose social theology will be examined below395 gave 

an account of a Scottish anarchists’ meeting, involving representatives of the 

Independent Labour Party, Watson reached this critical but almost appreciative 

conclusion: “Just as a carbuncle proclaims disorder in the human body, so anarchy 

proclaims some disorder in the body politic.  The first thing needful is a careful 

diagnosis of the disease; the second prompt and skilful treatment.  The industrial 

classes of Great Britain are only awakening to the sense of their power.  Once they 

fully realise it, will they abuse it?  I do not believe they will”.396  Given the 

widespread suspicion in religious circles of socialism at the time, and in particular of 

the Independent Labour Party, the publication of these articles clearly indicated a 

more sympathetic tone than was typical of the Church. 

 

In 1894, E. C. Tait proposed specific legislative changes for improving housing 

conditions.  He recommended that before any house building was started, a certificate 

should be granted by a qualified surveyor “to prove that the site….was properly 

drained”; before any house was let a certificate would be required from a qualified 

architect that there were efficient drains and a proper water supply; and that during 

tenure the landlord would be legally required to put right any failings.  He also 

proposed the appointment of a district surveyor and district architect, and the 

establishment of planning regulations.  “At present as regards building every one does 

what is right in his own eyes; and this would answer well enough if we were snails, 
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each filling his own dwelling and carrying it about with him; but as we build for 

others, and the sanitary conditions of our houses may affect the whole community, it 

behoves the community to see to it that they are not left to the mercy of ignorance and 

rapacity”.397     The fact that, under an Act of 1892,  Town Councils in Scotland,  were 

required to appoint a burgh surveyor to oversee paving and draining and other works 

does not detract from the practical vision contained in this article.   It was some time 

before burgh architects were appointed, and the author’s belief that historic cities 

should not be spoiled by “ugliness and bad taste” and speculative building subjected 

to standard of “good style in architecture” given practical and legislative expression.  

 

It was clearly Donald Macleod’s intention not only to provide articles which analysed 

or described social issues, but also ones which provided social commentary based on 

personal experience.  For example, in 1901, J Albinson described an experiment in 

Dumfriesshire, where a five-hundred acre farm was first leased and then purchased by 

several well-known Glasgow philanthropists,  including Sir John Stirling Maxwell, 

and a “labour colony” was established.  Unemployed men were assessed in Glasgow 

and, if found suitable, sent to the farm to work.  “In the four years of the colony’s 

existence nearly two hundred men have passed through its doors, the majority of 

whom have been placed into respectable and permanent situations”.398  In 1898, the 

Duchess of Somerset described the conditions she saw in a tour of a city workhouse, 

the wards for infirm old women and men, and the maternity wards, 399  and she then 

proceeded to criticise the inclusion together of those whose “vice” had led to their 

condition, and those whose suffering, she said,  was through no fault of their own.  

She strongly recommended that the two be not included together.  As for provision in 
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the workhouse for the young, she wrote “The young of the poor, no less than the 

young of the rich, from their earliest years require love and tenderness.  This is what 

the workhouse lacks”.  And Duncan Cumming, who had personal experience of the 

workhouse from inside contributed his reflections in 1901  “It is not given to everyone 

to realise by experience what parish relief actually means,” he wrote.  “The rich are 

content to believe it to be a wise provision of a beneficent nation for the comfort and 

well-being of its poor, while those for whom it is intended look upon it with such 

horror and loathing……when I found myself destitute and friendless in the streets of 

London, I knew no more about the workhouse than that whenever I had heard it 

mentioned it was with the sneer of contemptuous pity, and now, when I found myself 

face to face with dire poverty, I shrank from getting closer to it”.. Cumming goes on 

to describe appreciatively an average day in the workhouse, from rising at 6.45am, 

through the various work allocated - stone breaking - picking apart old rope -  

fieldwork and gardening - types of  domestic activity - to evening leisure time, and 

meals which he found acceptable.  “There are all sorts of people to be met with in a 

large workhouse…..Besides the ordinary day-labourer and street-hawker, you may 

find among the crowd that throngs the day-rooms at night, walking about in listless 

vacuity, or sitting at the long tables reading or playing at draughts – decayed actors, 

journalists, lawyers, many old soldiers and a few sailors, commercial men, yes, and I 

grieve to say it, a broken-down clergyman or two.  The rough and foul-mouthed 

graduate of the slums is also to be met there, especially during the winter months, but 

his life is not made too easy for him”. 400 
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A number of points can be made about Donald Macleod’s editorial role in choosing 

these articles, and others similar to them, for publication  First,  the articles reflect and 

confirm what Macleod believed about the Kingdom of God.  Macleod believed that 

the Kingdom of God was advanced when the spirit of Christ was carried into every 

sphere of interest and duty.  The examples of projects to alleviate the conditions of the 

poor, or proposals for the improvement in society’s provision for them,  were for 

Macleod examples of “the spirit of Christ” at work in the secular world.  Second,  the 

articles conform to Macleod’s conviction that contributions made in the secular world 

have their own integrity and validity in relation to the Kingdom of God.  That is,  

these contributions do not require some ecclesiastical or biblical connection.  They are 

allowed to speak for themselves without any necessity to “baptise” them before they 

can be properly incorporated in the work of the Kingdom of God.  Third, the articles 

are consistent with Macleod’s favoured style of drawing the needs of the poor and the 

disadvantaged to the attention of his audience or congregation.  In speeches and 

sermons Macleod frequently adopted a narrative or descriptive style, and the 

contributions which he solicited bear that stamp also.  In this regard Macleod was 

ahead of his time in recognising and the stories of,  by,  and about the poor are as 

important contributions to the advance that the Kingdom of God as are the more 

objective and inellectual analyses of the issues involved.  Fourth, there is a clear 

connection between material solicited by Macleod for Good Words, and the sort of 

evidence of experiments which were brought to the notice of Glasgow Presbytery’s 

Housing Commission.  E C Tait’s article on legislative changes he proposed to 

improve housing conditions is reflected, as we shall see, in evidence given to the 

Commission, and the establishment of labour colonies, which were described in 1901 
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by J Albinson forms one of the important recommendations of the Housing 

Commission. 

 

Donald Macleod’s social theology found expression not only in the character of the 

contributions he commissioned for Good Words but also in his own articles, many of 

which reflect important aspects of that social theology.  Each monthly edition of Good 

Words contained “Sunday Readings”, one for each Sunday, sometimes contributed on 

a monthly basis, but often covering several months or a year.  .  It is quite clear that 

these Sunday Readings were edited versions of sermons preached by clergy in their 

own pulpits.  Donald Macleod’s sermons on the Kingdom of God which appear in 

Christ and Society were originally published in a  shortened form in Good Words in 

five articles for June 1892401, and in the year 1897 he contributed a Sunday reading 

for each Sunday of the year,402 which provide considerable evidence of his theological 

position in general and his social theology in particular.  Macleod also contributed 

single articles from time to time.  For example, in 1881, just as the magazine was 

bearing the mark of his editorship, he contributed two articles on the theme of 

whether society was Christian. 

 

The category of the Kingdom of God, and the distinction which Macleod makes 

between the Kingdom and the Church,  are significant themes in the articles he wrote 

for Good Words and there is evidence of this not only in the series of articles 

specifically dealing with the Kingdom (already examined when dealing with their 
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later publication in Christ and Society)403  but in references to it when Macleod is 

ostensibly writing on other topics.   

 

In an article in 1897 entitled “Is society Christianised?” Macleod asks “Were St Paul 

to revisit the earth, and to contemplate the actual state of European society, we 

wonder how far he would recognise the characteristics of the Kingdom of God for 

which he laboured?”404  Despite the fact that  the Kingdom of God is not a theme 

which is prominent in the Pauline literature, Macleod maintains elsewhere that the 

coming of the Kingdom of heaven on earth is one of the ends for which Paul cared.405   

Macleod likes to contrast the Kingdom of God with a Kingdom where worldly wealth 

and power exist.  For example in a comment on the commercial world “and assuming 

that it is composed chiefly of men professing to be governed by the principles which 

Christ inculcated, we may ask how far there is a proportionate importance attached to 

them, such as he attached to that Kingdom whose primary reward is righteousness, 

and that other Kingdom whose primary rewards are success, money and power which 

wealth bestows?”406   Reflecting on the Nunc Dimittis Macleod again affirms in strong 

terms his commitment to the Kingdom of God where again its poverty is contrasted 

with power and materialism of the world which he sees marked by a European arms 

race, divided Churches, philsophical scepticism and social inequality, and he 

comments that“we cannot help asking whether we have any tokens of the 

establishment of the Kingdom of God on earth.  But to cease to believe is to perish 

spiritually.  We are saved by hope and can labour with heart only in proportion to our 

faith in the possibility of human salvation.  If we yield to the base pessimism which 
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pours the bitterness of its gall over every attempt to bring in the golden year of our 

God, our own lives will degenerate”.407 

 

Despite such occasional bouts of pessimism, Macleod’s contributions to Good Words 

reflect his confidence that humanity will progress to a Kingdom of God on earth.  In 

the second of his articles in 1881 on whether society has been Christianised, he 

criticises an understanding of the atonement which suggests that the final work of 

Christ leaves nothing for an individual to do.  “This projection of salvation into the 

next world renders religion so unreal in the present world as to deprive it of its proper 

influence…..One of the first things which may strike a reader of the Gospels is the 

great importance our Lord attaches to the present life.  He tells us, indeed, very little 

regarding the next world but an immense deal about how we ought to live in the 

present”.408 

 

In a series of Sunday Readings on Socialism in September 1897, Macleod asks, as his 

brother Norman had done in an article published during his days as editor of Good 

Words409 what would be seen if the Kingdom of God had arrived and the Christian 

ideal was realised in society.   

             Schools and colleges would tell of the widespread desire for knowledge; 

 railways and telegraph would speak of far-reaching intercourse; factory  

and workshop would reveal industry and ingenuity; the multitude and  

frequent shabbiness of modern Churches in contrast to the grandeur of the  

few old cathedrals would indicate the change from the power of the  

priesthood to individualism, or perhaps from dependence on a ritual  
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to a more purely spiritual worship.410 

 

Good Words contains clear references to Macleod’s distinction between Kingdom and 

Church.  Sometimes the distinction is explained, as when he says that “the Church is 

the divinely instituted society through which the Kingdom of God is promoted” 

whereas “by the Kingdom of God we understand the reproduction of the Spirit of 

Christ in man….it is the spirit of a life, rather than an institution.  It is goodness rather 

than a ritual”.411  At other times the difference is posed more pithily and using typical 

language: “To what extent would our Lord, if he came among us, trace the influence 

of the religion he came to establish?     Standing in the midst of a society, the very 

breath of whose life was ecclesiasticism and theology, (Jesus) told them ‘they knew 

not the Father’”.412  And to those who regret that “it is the civil government and not 

the Church; the municipalities and county councils and not the county councils, which 

are ameliorating the conditions of the people”, Macleod relies on his conviction that 

the Kingdom of God is realised through its pervasive effect on individuals to reject 

what he regards as the false antithesis of secular activity and religious goal.  But he 

takes the argument further than that.  The new sense of public duty may be inspired 

by Christian ideals, but it is not to be assumed that the Church’s role is itself to bring 

about specific proposals which stem from inspired Christian ideals.   “Better that 

sanitation, housing of the poor, recreation, brightening of life by art and such like 

matters – all closely related to social well-being – should be the result of a nobler 

public life having been awakened in the community and expressed through its civil 

government, than that they should be the work of Churches and ecclesiastics, who 
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would probably accomplish them much less efficiently”.413  Specifically Macleod 

encourages religious people to take far more interest in “the things which might 

brighten the lives of the people of our land” and “in the question how the people can 

best be taught to enjoy the brightness and beauty of life,  how their holidays can be 

made real festivals, and how under the gloom of our climate and the monotony of toil, 

more opportunities may be given for the refreshment of healthy relaxation”.414 

 

The idea of progress, for which, like Robert Flint, Donald Macleod sees evidence in 

the Darwinian theory of evolution, is essential to the view of the Kingdom of God 

which Macleod develops in Good Words.  He says that just as in Genesis the spirit of 

God moved to bring order out of primeval chaos, so religion relies on “a similar 

foundation, for it rests on the faith that God’s Kingdom must come, that spiritual law 

and order will take the place of the confusion of evil, and that all things are moving 

towards this end.  The prayer ‘thy Kingdom come’ is the highest aspiration of the 

religious spirit.  We feel that the spirit of God is even now working in us for the 

production of that order, and that every struggle after its accomplishment forms part 

of that mighty work which, commencing in the natural world, shall have its perfect 

fruit in the spiritual”415 – a passage which could well have been written by Robert 

Flint. 

 

Donald Macleod had a preacher’s gift for word-pictures and a journalist’s flair for 

vivid language, and in Good Words both came together when he contrasted riches and  

poverty.   In a series of Sunday readings on the theme of “The Way, the Truth and the 

Life”, Macleod tackles the exclusive claims of Christian salvation, which can be seen 
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as implying that it is the socially secure who are guaranteed salvation “while the poor, 

lying huddled away in dens of suffering, who have scarcely ever heard the name of 

God, except as an oath, and who in their penury may be fighting a battle against 

temptation and sin, of which the wealthy pietist can scarcely form a conception, are to 

be doomed eternally because they never had believed in Christ as ‘the way and the 

truth and the life’ – the Christ whom they know scarcely anything about?”416  

 

Following the passage quoted earlier about what changes would be observed if the 

Kingdom of God arrived on earth, Macleod continued in language sufficiently strong 

to merit fuller quotation: 

             Methinks it would be a sad verdict which would be given when the  

contrast between the housing of the poor  and of the wealthy was 

considered; when the dens and rookeries were observed here, and the  

palaces of millionaires there; when the magnificence of the piles  

consecrated to commerce, to the banks and exchanges, was duly weighed  

as against the garret of the ‘sweater’ and the cellar of the starving; or  

when the eye of the future antiquarian fell on the hundreds of houses  

dedicated to the sale of intoxicants and to other forms of vice; or when  

he examined the character of our products and compared the scamped  

work of our handicraft with the faithfulness evident in that of other  

generations, every unseen detail being as perfectly finished as what was  

meant to catch the eye…..Are those monuments stamped with the character  

of the Christian ideal that was professed, or do they indicate a mere  

struggle for success and for wealth, in which those who won the prizes  
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kept them to themselves, and left a fearful wreckage of poverty and  

coarseness to perish in its own dens?  Would not the verdict be that  

the dominant idea of this civilisation of ours was money-making and  

selfish indulgence rather than that of the Kingdom of God417 

 

Writing about the Magnificat, Macleod ironically pictures well off congregations 

singing about the rich being sent empty away, and adds “without a hint of political 

intention (Jesus) pronounces woes on the rich and blessings on the poor…..It is the 

persistence with which similar lessons are taught by Christ which has led some 

modern critics to imagine that these sayings represent no more than the class 

prejudice of a Galilean peasant and the jealousy entertained by a villager respecting 

those that were better off”.   However, Macleod insists, since the epistles continue the 

same theme,  it must be intrinsic to Christianity that the need and hunger which are 

present in poverty is what distinguishes the poverty which Christ blesses from the 

pauperism which is to be challenged.418  

 

It is important to realise that Macleod is not arguing that Christ’s blessing of the poor 

is purely typological.  “Great wealth securing gratified tastes, amusement, power, 

pleasure is apt not only to engross the interests, but to raise a man above those felt 

needs which drive others in their despair to God”.419   Macleod moves from his 

conviction that it is the sense of need which the poor exemplify,  and  which Christ 

blesses, to say that civilisations similarly crave new advances and fresh achievements, 

for example, in the field of social welfare, , and through the struggle to meet these, 

society develops.   Thus social need becomes the promoter of political progress.  This 
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is an important aspect of Macleod’s social theological method which, in one sense is 

totally incarnational, but,  as well as applying what he believes about the Kingdom of 

God to the life of the world, Macleod is equally willing to use what he believes about 

the life of the world and how he sees social progress occurring and advancing to 

illustrate aspects of the coming Kingdom of God. 

 

Macleod’s tendency to contrast the Kingdom of God with the spirit of this world has 

already been noted.  That contrast is frequently expressed in terms, if not of class 

tension then at least of class difference, where he compares the hard toil of the manual 

labourer with the relative ease of others..420  Macleod puts it very forcefully in two 

other articles in Good Words.  Writing about the comparative influence of heredity 

and environment, he criticises the willingness of society “to permit masses of our 

people to grow up, generation after generation, under conditions wherein their 

physical and moral degradation has been almost assured” and he points out the 

hypocrisy of criticising the moral degradation while allowing the conditions to 

produce it to exist.  Thus he writes that “the luxury and idleness of Belgravia are just 

as unwholesome as the misery of Whitechapel.  The abominations of the fashionable 

world are as destructive – perhaps more so – than those we mourn over among “the 

lapsed classes”.421  Sixteen years earlier, Macleod had written  “The man of wealth, 

and the lady of rank and fashion, who live as separate from those of a lower social 

scale, as the high caste Brahmin does from the Pariah, may be full of a certain 

religious sentimentalism and zealous for the specialities of their favourite Church or 

worship.  The merchant whose mind is absorbed with gain, and whose transactions 

may not always be quite regular if tested by the standards of unblemished honour, 
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would not only be indignant of any doubt were thrown on the Christian character, but 

as the world has frequently seen, he may be a religious professor, famous for his long 

prayers and strict observances”.422  Later he was to write of class distinctions, “There 

are many forms of inequality which are not necessarily inherent in society, nor in 

harmony with its ideal, and which it ought to be the work of the Christian spirit to 

remove…..The social demarcations which permeate every grade of life in this country 

often present features as cruel, groundless and even absurd as the petty tyrannies of 

caste in India”.423 

 

As well as commissioning Robert Flint’s articles on Socialism, Macleod himself 

wrote about it.  He was sympathetic to legislative social provisions which he describes 

as coming under the broad term “State compulsion”424 and he describes the socialist’s 

dream as “a noble one”, but he sees an element of compulsion as almost inherent in 

socialism  “Christ would first create the spirit of brotherhood, and through its power 

enforce the duties of property; but they first confiscate the property and then compel 

brotherhood by regulation of police, or, as the French epigram puts it, ‘Be my brother, 

or I will shoot you!425  However Macleod was not afraid to write about “the socialism 

of the New Testament”426 a fact which Donald Smith recognises as showing “the 

considerable extent to which representative Christian social thought had altered from 

earlier in the century”.427 
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Marshall Lang was similarly sympathetic to aspects of socialism.  Its ideals were in 

sympathy with the social ideals of Christianity.  Its belief in state intervention 

coincided with the views  of those who saw the need for rapid government initiative 

and action in the social sphere, and it envisaged a social salvation which attracted the 

support of others “who have yet no fellowship with its ulterior aims, with some of its 

cardinal principles, and with the methods whereby it proposes to apply its principles 

and carry out its aims”.428   He criticised the Marxist measuring of “value by manual 

toil” for “to place this toil in the seat of authority is surely to contract the horizons of 

life and to set up an irrational touchstone of worth”.429  He rejects socialism’s attacks 

on property.430 And while he recognises that socialism is a rebellion against the 

selfishness of capitalism, he insists that such selfishness is not typical.431  However he 

is prepared to make the generalisation that the brotherhood of socialism is based on 

class, 432  whereas Donald Macleod is more willing to stress class divisions.  In their 

view of socialism, Macleod tends more to approve with qualifications while Marshall 

Lang tends to disapprove with occasional plaudits. 

 

Macleod and Marshall Lang’s Views Compared and Contrasted 

Macleod and Marshall Lang are frequently cited as together being responsible for the 

change in the Church of Scotland’s attitude to social questions.  A.C. Cheyne has 

written of the late nineteenth century Church’s willingness to express concern for 

those he describes as “at the bottom of the social heap, “The outstanding instances of 

this preparedness probably came from the Auld Kirk’s Glasgow Presbytery, where 

men like Marshall Lang and Donald Macleod brought about a whole series of reports 
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and debates on bad housing and its religious implications”.433  In his very significant 

article in 1977 Donald Withrington refers to the work of the Church of Scotland’s 

Presbytery of Glasgow, “led by Lang and Donald Macleod”,  as illustrating “the 

changing climate of the late 1880s” towards social issues. 434  Donald Smith links the 

Moderatorial addresses of the two men, Lang’s in 1893 and Macleod’s in 1895,  as 

displaying “much more advanced social views” than the addresses of their 

predecessors which were “largely unaware of the challenge which the social, political 

and economic changes of the period presented to the Church”.435  S. J Brown 

describes Macleod and Lang as “Christian progressives (who) shared a new 

appreciation for the role of social environment in shaping individual character.  They 

recognised that overcrowding, poor diet, and the drabness of slum life could ensure 

moral and spiritual defeat for all but the strongest or most fortunate, and that 

individual vices, especially intemperance, were frequently more the effects than the 

causes of poverty”.436 

 

Macleod and Marshall Lang were at one in recognising the extent of poverty within 

the city of Glasgow, for which they both use the image of the Upas Tree, which, 

according to legend, was believed to have the power to destroy other growths for a 
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radius of fifteen miles.437  However they disagreed, sometimes publicly and sharply 

about whether intemperance was the cause or the consequence of poverty.  Macleod’s 

view was expressed in a powerful passage in a speech he made to the General 

Assembly of 1888 which requires full quotation not only to convey a sense of 

Macleod’s use of vivid imagery, but because the images he employed in this speech 

he was to use several times in expressing his sympathy for the man, and, very 

significantly, the woman, who found release in drink, for which so many Churchmen 

condemned them. 

             Think of the life of many a working man, coming home from his day’s  

hard labour, tired and depressed, to one of these houses.  It may be  

that the wife has a washing, and the atmosphere is full of the steam of  

the washing tub, and of the clothes hung up to dry, and she, poor soul, is  

perhaps irritable and tired also; the children, as children always are, are  

noisy and restless; the baby, whom the mother scarcely has time to  

attend, crying and fretful in the cradle.  What can a man in these  

circumstances do?  Do you expect every evening the sweet picture  

presented of the book taken down to read, and a recreation in the one- 

roomed house of ‘The Cotter’s Saturday Night’?  Alas!  The room up  

several stairs in a close in Glasgow is a different affair from the cottage  

in Ayrshire, amid fresh air and a thousand outside beauties.  Where is the  

man to go for relaxation, or rather for escape from the state of things I  

have pictured?  If he goes to the ‘close-mouth’ or to the street to smoke  

his pipe, he is met by the chill air of the foggy frosty night and an  

atmosphere laden with the smoke and fumes of manufactories.  Where  
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is any resource to be found?  Need I answer?  The only resource he finds  

is too frequently the public house.  Or I ask you to imagine the life  

of the labouring man’s wife?  She may be, as many of them are, a woman  

who has been trained to method and system, and who can make the  

fireside bright for her husband; but how many of these poor mothers,  

with the very best intentions, have not been so trained?  They  

are overwhelmed with toil – children to clothe, babies to feed, houses to  

tidy, the washing, cooking and the thousand little economies of one who has  

to manage a little wage, making it meet house-rent, school-fees, and  

a thousand petty expenses – these accumulating a burden of care upon what  

is often a feeble frame and nervous temperament, produce naturally 

prostration and despair, and a craving for anything which will break up  

the monotony of ceaseless activity, and afford some stimulus and  

excitement to raise her, even momentarily, above herself.  She is also led  

to the terrible resource of strong drink.  Fathers and brethren, you  

remember the story of Bunyan, who when he saw the man brought  

to execution, said ‘There goes John Bunyan, but for the grace of God’.   

Dare we, as we contemplate the trials of our poorer brethren, and the  

sins of intemperance into which they are so often betrayed, assume  

the Pharisaic attitude of those who thank God that they are not as those  

who have so fallen in the battle of life.  Nay, rather but for the grace of God 

and for the circumstances in which by his mercy we have been placed,  

would we be better than they?438 
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These were images and pictures Macleod was to repeat in a speech on non-Church-

going at the General Assembly of 1889439and they also formed part of a sermon on 

intemperance in Macleod’s Christ and Society.440  Marshall Lang seconded Macleod 

in the 1889 debate, but said he wanted to qualify a number of Macleod’s remarks..  

He referred to what Macleod had said about intemperance being caused by poverty.  

Marshall Lang “thought the order might be inverted, and that it might be said that 

poverty was caused by intemperance…..he thought that if they were to lock up the 

public houses, they would remove a large amount of temptation which surrounded the 

poorer classes”, to which Macleod retorted “It was all very well to say ‘shut up the 

public houses’ but did anyone fancy for a moment that intemperance could be cured 

by that?”  Marshall Lang was as inclined to stress the significance of intemperance as 

a cause of poverty as Macleod was to minimise it.  In a debate in the 1891 Assembly 

Macleod referred “to the evil effects of overcrowding and to the way in which 

drinking habits followed upon the misery of the home,” whereas Marshall Lang 

insisted that wherever his commission had visited “there stalked the giant form of 

intemperance.  Again and again they were told that the Church, or any philanthropic 

society might do what they liked, but so long as they had a public house for every 120 

or 160 of the population, their work would be useless”.441 

 

Donald Macleod and Marshall Lang’s differing attitudes to the relationship between 

intemperance and poverty comes out in the books which express their social theology. 

The two men disagreed on abstinence.  Although refusing to comment disparagingly 

on those who support total abstinence, Macleod wrote  
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             I am not a total abstainer, and I decline to be so on principles which  

have commended themselves to me both from reflection and  

experience…….I claim for myself what I accord to others – the liberty  

of judging and of acting according to conscience.  The course I take  

in this matter is what I believe to be not only in harmony with the teaching  

and example of Christ, but involved in the very spirit of the  

Christian religion, whose object is to train men to the right use of freedom,  

and to the exercise of self-control, or, in other words, Temperance”.442   

 

Marshall Lang, however, supported the position that  

             in view of the temptations to which multitudes are exposed, of the misery  

and shame associated with the quaffing of ardent spirits, it is expedient,  

in the exercise of Christian liberty, to forego a right to the use, not  

merely, perhaps not at all, for personal safety, but rather for the sake of  

others, so that the protection and helpfulness of the covenant of Christian  

brotherhood may be more effectually realised, and the protest  

against indulgences which lead to intemperance may be emphasised”.443 

 

However,  the two men understand each other’s point of view.  Although Marshall 

Lang insisted that “the wretched dwelling, with all its attendant features, is largely a 

consequence of intemperance, he realised that “there can be no doubt also that it is 

largely a cause of intemperance”.  And although Donald Macleod  believed that “there 

are social causes which, to the shame of the Christian community still exist” he 
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nevertheless poses the question “What is the chief cause of pauperism?” and answers 

“Drunkenness”. 444  And both men agree that the provision of more wholesome 

alternatives to the public house is an essential measure to combat drunkenness.  

Macleod asks,  in his supportive way,  what produces drunkenness: “May we not 

safely assert that among other causes this one may be named – that we have been 

fighting against God, we have been neglecting those laws of his in human nature 

which make men crave for some brightness, some alleviation of its hardship, some 

change from its monotony, some excitement to deliver for a while from its dullness 

and despair?  What do we give them?  Little or nothing…..We ought to supply them 

with healthy mental change and healthy amusement”.445  And Lang, in more 

judgmental vein writes  

             The charm of the public house is largely owing to its being a place  

where men can congregate, gratifying their social instincts, and breaking  

the dull monotony of life.  If we would save men from the dangerous, we  

must supply the wholesome and really creative sociality.  Do as we will,  

to many the superior place, with the superior entertainment, will have no 

 charm.  Those who have toiled in the endeavour to reach persons who 

 frequent the smaller drinking-houses, and to give them a better variety  

for their leisure hours, know how disappointing thetoil is.  The men most 

 wanted prefer to snug in their old haunts446 

 

Macleod’s speech to the  1889 General Assembly stressed three of his favourite 

themes.  “During the Glasgow exhibition”,  Macleod said, “when there was music in 

the open air, when that music was listened to not merely by visitors from other places 
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but by the working men and the poor, the police had to report that many of the public 

houses of Glasgow had almost been empty.   We had to recognise the sacredness of 

amusement”.  Marshall Lang, however, “questioned whether the poor took advantage 

of the amusements provided, or of the parks which were to be found in the 

neighbourhood of our large towns”. 

 

Macleod had criticised the increase in Sunday working, not on the grounds of 

sabbatarianism but because working on Sundays deprived those who had to work in 

very poor conditions and surroundings during the week of the opportunity to enjoy 

leisure time, and in particular the provision of transport on Sundays which Macleod 

was well known for supporting.  In dealing with Sunday working, Marshall Lang 

made a barbed criticism of Macleod, who had been a supporter of Sunday transport so 

that those in cities might enjoy the countryside.    “Dr MacLeod referred to Sunday 

labour, which was a great and growing evil, and there was no class for whom he had 

greater sympathy than the conductors and drivers of the tramway cars, and he urged 

that they should not give an example in this matter that they ought not to do”. 

 

Granted that Marshall Lang had, on two occasions in the General Assembly heard a 

version of Macleod’s evocation of this scene, and may have read it in Macleod’s 

book, his reference to the working man’s need for recreation is highly critical.  

“Where food is insufficient, where squalor reigns, where the atmosphere is vitiated 

and unwholesome, the craving to get out, to realise some additional sensation, some 

fuller life, leads to the only appreciated source of the desired stimulus.  And a reckless 
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unconcern for all except the gratification of the moment is a concomitant of habitual 

poverty”.447 

 

Although Macleod and Marshall Lang both regarded the improvement of social 

conditions as necessary to combat non-Church-going, they were at one in still 

regarding a reformed territorial parochial system as indispensable and workable.  In a 

lecture in the winter of 1885-6, Donald Macleod said that “if the terrible social 

problems which present themselves in all our great cities, are to receive a solution at 

the hands of the Christian Church, it can only be by the revival of the efficient and 

thorough work which an endowed territorial system is alone fitted to furnish”.448 He 

then went on to say that the weakness of the parochial system lay in the quoad sacra 

parishes and burgh Churches which relied on seat rents set by the town councils,  and 

where the minister “becomes the minister of the congregation which he has attracted, 

and not the minister of the parish”.449  As a result, Macleod concluded that “in most of 

our large cities the parochial system can scarcely be said to exist”.450  In his speech to 

the General Assembly of 1888, introducing the overture from his Presbytery Macleod 

again argued that “the Church at large should make the parochial system more 

efficient”. 451 He once more criticised the quoad sacra Churches and their ministers 

who spent their time entirely on people living outside the parish.  “What time can a 

minister with a thousand communicants find for territorial work?  And even if he does 
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territorial work, where could he put the people of the district if they wished to come to 

a Church which is already fully let to others”.452 

 

Marshall Lang, in his 1901 Baird Lectures insists that “a thorough system of 

ministration – a division of the country into small areas or territories, each provided 

with a machinery by which, in dependence on God’s spirit, the blessings of religion 

can be diffused, and the aims of the Christian society can be realised” (i.e. the 

parochial system) is “indispensable” to “the social efficiency of the National 

Churches”.453  But Lang had to be convinced that reform of the parochial system or 

the abolition of seat rents was necessary for what he called the “social efficiency” of 

the Church.  In a sermon preached to the Synod of Glasgow and Ayr in 1887, the year 

after Macleod had urged an overhaul of the parochial system, Marshall Lang said, 

with regard to combating the drift from the Church:   

             Proposals of one kind and another are mooted – the readjustment  

of our parochial system, the abolition of seat rents in our Churches,  

the increase of endowments, the origination of a Church army in the  

likeness of the English Church army.  These are among the suggestions  

which have been made.  With regard to them I shall only submit that,  

before deciding on any plan involving departure from lines hitherto  

observed or the disturbance of parochial arrangements which have  

received the recent sanction of the Church, [my emphasis] it would be  

well that the General Assembly should appoint a Commission,  

including trusted clergy and laity, to inquire into the causes of the  

alienation of so many of her people, and to consider what, in connection  
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with the territorial principle, the parochial economy of the Church,  

and the whole dispensation of the gospel in the land, might be done, or  

should be done, so as, by the blessing of God, to make the ministrations  

of religion more adequate to the want, more effectual for the good of 

the nation”.454 

 

Just a few months before that sermon was preached, there was an incident in the 

Presbytery of Glasgow which illustrates well the caution of Marshall Lang as 

compared to a more radical approach by Donald Macleod.   At its meeting in 

December 1886, Robert Thomson, Minister of Ladywell, proposed that there should 

be a collection in all the Churches in Glasgow and the neighbourhood to assist the 

unemployed.   Donald Macleod seconded the motion but Marshall Lang, while 

confessing “tenderly sympathetic feeling for the unemployed” argued that “this 

motion might defeat the  object it had in view” and instead he proposed that the 

Presbytery appoint a deputation to represent the condition of the unemployed to the 

Town Council.455 

 

Macleod and Marshall Lang had somewhat different expectations of what could be 

achieved through ecclesiastical effort or even reform.  Lang was optimistic that social 

conditions would be improved through converting people by means of the parochial 

system.  He wrote:  

             In aiming at the conversion of the individual soul, the Church is  

really aiming at and promoting social good; every one who welcomes  

Christ as the light of his seeing becomes necessarily a force economically  
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and morally gainful to the world…A man may be improved through  

the improvement of his environment – assuredly, he will be deteriorated  

when he is left with a wretched environment, - but the improvement  

coming from without will be effectual only when there is an  

improvement coming from within…..the social happiness desiderated  

is possible only through such a renewal of the will as shall deliver a true  

self-love, perfected in social fellowships and disciplines, from a love  

of self which separates from one’s neighbour.  Permanently elevated  

life implies the moral dynamic that Christianity specially contemplates”.456 

 

That statement can be contrasted with what Donald Macleod said in his St Giles’ 

Lecture on the Parochial System:  

             Let us make allowances for the agencies at work within and  

without the Church.  Do not let us detract from the good which  

may be accomplished by city and other missionaries, Bible-women  

and visitors, many of whom are filled with a true enthusiasm.  Do not  

let us depreciate the value of the volunteers, male and female, who go  

down to the poorest and to the worst with the loving message of  

Christ, declared in many ways besides that of dogma.  We know how  

much the communityis indebted to them, and a thousand other agencies,  

for daily ameliorations of the worst conditions of society.  But we would  

be untrue to our convictions, if we did not proclaim our belief that,  

beneficial and numerous as these operations are, they do little more  

than scratch the surface of the great social problem”.457 
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It is true that Macleod goes on to contrast the voluntary efforts of those to whom he 

referred with an endowed territorial system “by which the services of the best clergy 

can be secured, and their energies fully devoted to a locality, into every moral crevice 

of which they can bring the saving influence of the gospel to bear”458.  He was indeed, 

like Marshall Lang, a defender of the territorial parochial system, and it would have 

been surprising at a time when talk of disestablishment was common and pressure on 

the national Church from United Presbyterians and the Free Church was considerable, 

had they not found it necessary to defend the system on which the national Church 

was based.  But the difference in emphasis between the two is still remarkable. 

 

The greatest difference in emphasis between Marshall Lang and Donald Macleod was 

in what they thought the aim of social reform was to achieve.  In his sermon to the 

Synod of Glasgow and Ayr, Marshall Lang made it clear in the text he chose: “they 

need not depart”, that his aim was to encourage a return to the Church..   Speaking to 

the 1889 General Assembly he said that “he believed that the cause of non-Church-

going was to be found as much in the Church as in the social surroundings.  He 

believed that it was not so much the masses who had forsaken religion, as religion that 

had not gone to the masses”.459 

 

Again, there is a contrasting difference in emphasis with Macleod, who said at the 

same Assembly that “he would like to get the opinion of the people, of working men, 

on the subject of non-Church-going”460.  “If we are entering on this battle against the 
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evils of society for the object merely of getting our Churches filled and our Church 

statistics run up; if in going to the people we give them the slightest suspicion that the 

chief end we have in view is to get them to go ‘to our Church’, we will fail and 

deservedly fail”.  True: Macleod goes on to say that it should be irrelevant which 

Church people go to, but in his emphasis he envisages a wider social purpose: “that 

we, as a National Church, care chiefly for the good of the nation; that we desire ‘not 

to be ministered unto but to minister’”.461 

 

Conclusion 

The social theology embraced by Donald Macleod and John Marshall Lang, expressed 

in terms of society’s progressing towards the realisation of the Christian vision of the 

Kingdom of God reflected was an ideal vehicle to reflect precisely the mood of 

confident optimism of the Glasgow of the late nineteenth century, whose growth, in T 

M Devine’s judgment “stood out in the colossal and continuous nature of its 

exuberant growth,”462where “by 1913 Glasgow and its satellite towns in the 

surrounding region of intensive industrialisation produced one-half of British marine-

engine horsepower, one third of the railways and rolling stock, one-third of the 

shipping tonnage and about a fifth of the steel”.463   

 

A Kingdom-based social theology was able to take and to give an account of  both the 

positive contribution towards social improvement which growing municipalisation 

made, and also to describe and condemn the social conditions which were believed to 

be a denial of the anticipated progress towards the Kingdom of God. 
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Donald Macleod and Marshall Lang presented their support for improved social 

services and expressed their criticism of social conditions from the standpoint of this 

social theology, though both in the terms in which they outlined it and in the 

emphases they placed, there were differences between the two men’s views.  They 

differed on their view of the Church, on specific social issues such as temperance and 

Sunday transport, , and on the class divisions in society.   

 

The difference in emphasis in the two men’s ways of describing the Kingdom is also 

reflected in the way they write about it.  Marshall Lang saw the Kingdom of God in 

wide, sweeping terms, and so his social theology is similarly inclusive and general, as 

well as being expressed in broad generalisations.  Donald Macleod would have agreed 

with Blake that good must be done in minute particulars, and so the articles he 

commissioned for Good Words, and those he wrote himself, reflect a view of the 

Kingdom of God advancing slowly by the sort of small advances of which the 

material in Good Words is a practical example. 

 

Both Macleod and Marshall Lang were strong supporters of the parochial system.  In 

his address as Moderator of the 1893 General Assembly, Marshall Lang said “The 

Territorial or Parochial Economy, honestly, faithfully worked, is the best means of 

securing…..warm, strengthening food for the masses.  And of this economy the 

Church established and endowed is the safeguard”.464   Two years later, in his 

closing address to the Assembly of which he was Moderator, Donald Macleod said 

“Our Endowed Territorial system…..has been the source of untold spiritual good to 
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the country.  We therefore hold and make plainly known that we would consider 

union too dearly purchased by the loss to our country and to religion of such potent 

factors for the evangelisation of the land and the security of the State”.465 

 

It is not clear why Macleod and Marshall Lang, who both insisted, following Robert 

Flint, that the Church and the Kingdom of God were not to be equated, and who both 

regarded artistic, literary and scientific movements as having a part to play in the 

advancement of the Kingdom God along with the Church, should regard the 

established Church of Scotland’s endowed parochial system as the strongest defence 

against the forces which would hinder the Kingdom’s advance.  The arguments both 

of them advanced against the case being which was being made at the time for 

disestablishment and voluntaryism may or may not have been valid, but these 

arguments seem strangely inconsistent with their support for regarding the Kingdom 

of God as being brought closer by a wide spectrum of interests and institutions.  

 

More pragmatically, however, Macleod and Marshall Lang continued to give their 

support to the parochial system while recognising it was failing to meet the needs of 

the age.  In his Moderatorial address, Marshall Lang  described the parochial ministry 

as “too wooden in present administration.  It wants in the flexibility of life.  It wants 

in adaptiveness to the complex civilisation which we have to consider.  It does not 

make allowance for the wide breaking loose from traditional ways which 

characterises our generation”.466  In other words, the ministry on the parochial model 

was out of date.  And when Donald Macleod addressed the Assembly as Moderator he 

was highly critical of the gathered congregations which were undermining the 
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parochial system which he supported, and argued for either the appointment of 

Superintendents, or for considerably more intervention by presbyteries, to counteract 

the inefficiencies of the parochial ministry.467  Both men appear to have been 

wrestling with social problems, but determined to preserve the parochial system as the 

best way by which the Church could respond to them.  If they relied on a (by then) 

questionable structure inherited from the Church’s past to deal with the housing 

problem, that problem itself, while for Marshall Lang and Donald Macleod a present 

reality, was one which was being replaced by other issues which a contemporary 

social theology had to face.  And neither of them provides much evidence of 

addressing these newer issues.  For example, during the 1880s, the “Woman 

Question” was emerging.  Lesley Macdonald has written that “it did not occur to the 

great majority of Scottish Presbyterians, male or female, to challenge the paradigm of 

domination which shaped the official life of the Church”.468   Neither Macleod nor 

Marshall Lang were alive to that challenge.  When Marshall Lang first raised the issue 

of the Church’s response to the depression of 1879 in the Presbytery of Glasgow, his 

motion praised “the efforts of ministers and Kirk Sessions to meet the prevailing 

distress” but mentioned “the efforts of ladies in providing food and clothing”.469   

When Donald Macleod preached on social inequality, there was no mention of the 

political inequality of women.  

 

Leah Leneman has drawn attention to a group of Church leaders, including Marshall 

Lang, “all of whom were in favour of extending the franchise to women”470  Leneman 
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is bases this view on a review in The Glasgow Herald of a book containing the view 

of Church leaders, and published by the Central Committee of the National Society 

for Woman’s Suffrage. However, that review states “J Marshall Lang, while 

expressing sympathy for the movement  so far as giving women ratepayers the 

franchise – not married women – would draw the line at women being returned to 

parliament.  He would have women, married or unmarried, on questions of social 

reform and the Church on the grounds that women are more vitally interested, even 

than men, in all the concerns of religious life and the home”. 471   To describe this as 

being “in favour of extending the franchise to women” is somewhat disingenuous. 

 

Donald Macleod shows no evidence of being interested in women’s political 

advancement, though, in the extract already quoted, 472 and as already noted, he does 

express a sympathy for the married women who finds the pressure of the home 

driving her to seek relaxation in drink.  Macleod also expresses considerable support 

and sympathy for women workers paid little to ensure cheapness. 

             Not long ago I found here, in Glasgow, a girl of apparently eighteen  

folding up a pile of embroidered skirts – richly embroidered with a  

pattern executed by the sewing machine.  She was about to take these to  

the warehouse that employed her, and on my asking what she received  

for her work, she replied fourteenpence the dozen, supplying her own  

thread and liable to have the work thrown back to her in the case of  

the slightest flaw being discovered.  Looking back on this picture of  

sore trial, I imagined that other picture when the same garments  
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would be exposed in the warehouse windows as extraordinary bargains.473 

 

It was perhaps easier for Donald Macleod to be supportive of, and patronising towards 

the eighteen year old Glasgow girl than to consider what his social theology had to 

say to the ‘Woman Question’.   

 

The other important contemporary issue on which both Marshall Lang and Donald 

Macleod are silent is Irish immigration and the consequent growth of the Roman 

Catholic population of Glasgow which rose by over 100,000 between 1870 and 1900, 

with the number of priests in the archdiocese rising from 74 to 234.474  It is the  

assessment of T M Devine that the lack of adequate educational provision and the 

constraints of poverty and discrimination in the job market help to “explain why 

upwards social mobility among the Scoto-Irish was still very limited” ; and that “the 

Irish immigrants and their descendants seem to have developed almost a distinct and 

introverted ethnic community”.475  Neither in the works of Macleod or Marshall Lang 

is there the same expression of sympathy for the Irish as there is for the indigenous 

working class. 

 

Part of the explanation for the social theology of the two men failing to address what 

were emerging as serious issues for west of Scotland society lies in the fact that what 

Donald Withrington describes as Macleod and Marshall Lang’s “crusade to improve 

the housing of the urban poor” was, in their view, “a practical means of confronting 

vexed problems of the ‘lapsed thousands’ in Glasgow and elsewhere, by helping to 

bring into being such improvements in the conditions of urban living as would give 
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mission and evangelicalism a  more reasonable  if not a more certain chance of 

success”.  The Presbytery of Glasgow’s concern for housing was in the interests of 

evangelism.    As the role of women in the Church was both defined and stereotyped, 

there was no need to support the emancipation of women in its cause, and, if the thesis 

which C.G. Brown has consistently argued is correct, every reason not to!   As  Irish 

immigrants clearly did not offer fertile ground for protestant evangelism, their social, 

educational and political welfare was not a priority.  The failure of those with social 

vision to address these questions may well have contributed to what Brown calls “the 

secularisation of social prophecy starting in the 1890s”.476 

 

Historians of the period have been right to link together the names of Donald Macleod 

and John Marshall Lang, but these historians have tended to assume a common social 

theology than the evidence suggests.  Both men were powerful speakers and 

accomplished writers, and so historians have tended to form their views on the basis 

of the published works and speeches of the two men.  This, however, may have led to 

ignoring the influence and impact of a contemporary figure who did not occupy their 

place in Church’s rhetoric, but who played an equally significant part in the 

Presbytery of Glasgow’s part in the Church’s response to the urban crisis.   
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Chapter 4 

 

THE CHURCH’S RESPONSE TO GLASGOW’S SLUM HOUSING 

 

Introduction 

The second half of the nineteenth century saw the expansion of municipal activity on 

both sides of the Atlantic, as Bernard Aspinwall has traced in his Portable Utopias.     

Because of its industrial and commercial life, Glasgow had earned the title of  “the 

second city of the Empire”;   on account of the responsibility which the Corporation 

of Glasgow had assumed over so many areas of the city’s life, Glasgow had also 

become known as the “Model Municipality”.477   

 

In 1888, six million people visited an exhibition of Science and Art, held between 

May and November,  opened by the Prince and Princess of Wales,  and twice visited 

by Queen Victoria.  The exhibition, which occupied sixty four acres of land in the 

city’s west end was held for two main reasons: to emphasise Glasgow’s imperial 

status and municipal achievements, and to raise money for an art gallery and museum 

to house the city’s considerable collections.  In conjunction with the exhibition, the 

city also hosted meetings of the British Medical Association, the British 

Archeological Association, the Library Association and the Institute of Naval 

Architects. 

 

In the same year as the exhibition, the Church of Scotland’s Presbytery of Glasgow 

set up a Housing Commission to investigate living conditions in the slum properties 
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of which the six million visitors to the showcase exhibition doubtless saw little.  As 

the size of the city grew with the increase of migrants from the highlands and Ireland, 

the population of the old city moved westwards, leaving the new working class to 

occupy the area of the old city centre, where there were two types of housing 

available: ‘made down houses’ and the typical Glasgow tenement.  The ‘made down 

houses’ had once been occupied by Glasgow’s middle class.  Each room in these 

detached houses became a separate house, and was then often sub-divided.  The 

Glasgow tenement was  a three or four storey building.  It was entered through a 

common close or passage which met a communal staircase, which, in turn led 

upwards to individual houses, and downwards to underground cellars which were 

often used to provide accommodation, and to  and a back court, originally intended to 

provide space for recreation and drying washing, but had frequently been built on to 

provide further dwellings. 

 

Description of the housing available in the old city centre in the last quarter of the 

nineteenth century does little to convey the appalling conditions in which people were 

forced to live.  Very little light made its way into the houses.  Walls were damp, roofs 

leaked, staircases and passages were dilapidated, ventilation utterly inadequate, the air 

rancid from inefficient drains.  Families lived and slept in one room, Siblings slept 

with parents.  32% of all children who died in Glasgow before the age of five died in 

one-roomed houses compared with 2% in five roomed houses.478   Children were at 

risk from sexual exploitation and incest was common.  Frederick Engels’ description 

in 1844 was still accurate later in the century: 
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             I have seen human degradation in some of its worst phases, both 

 in England and abroad, but I can advisedly say, that I did not believe,  

until I visited the wynds of Glasgow, that so large an amount of filth,  

crime, misery and disease existed in one spot of any civilised country.   

The wynds consist of long lanes, so narrow that a cart could with  

difficulty pass along them; out of these open the ‘closes’ which are  

courts about fifteen or twenty feet square, round which the houses,  

mostly three or four storeys high, are built; the centre of the court is the 

dunghill, which probably is the most lucrative part of the estate to the  

laird in most instances, and which it would consequently be esteemed  

an invasion of the rights of property to remove…..In the lower lodging  

houses, ten, twelve or sometimes twenty persons, of both sexes and all  

ages, sleep promiscuously on the floor in different degrees of nakedness. 

These places are generally, as regards dirt, damp, and decay such as no  

person of common humanity would stable his horse in”.479 

 

Gradually the Church of Scotland’s Presbytery of Glasgow put pressure  to bear on 

the expanding local authority to take steps to tackle the problem of slum housing, 

particularly in the area which had once been the centre of the old town, but now was 

in the east end of the expanded city where there were 88 acres of densely populated 

slum dwellings.  There were almost 20,000 “ticketed houses” in the city, containing 

less than 2000 feet of cubic space.  On each door, a small metal ticket showed the 

total cubic content and the number of people who were legally permitted to live 

inside.  A minister who visited a considerable number of these houses reported that 
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“some extraordinary cases of overcrowding were found – the occupants hiding 

sometimes from the night inspectors in cupboards, in presses, under beds and even on 

the housetops”.480  Despite the conditions in which they were forced to live, working 

people were often hostile to the improvement of their conditions which was often 

perceived as the intrusion of the state or the municipality into their lives. 

 

Initially the Presbytery sent deputations to the magistrates, but in 1888 the Presbytery 

appointed its own Housing Commission, a move which was not entirely altruistic: the 

Presbytery believed that poor housing was a contributory factor to non-Church going.  

The work of the Commission has been widely linked to the names of Donald Macleod 

and John Marshall Lang, but it was a largely ignored minister from the centre of the 

east end slum area, Dr Frederick Lockhart Robertson who proposed that the 

Commission be set up and who chaired it.  It has not been sufficiently recognised that 

the members of the Commission were by not all members of the Presbytery, but 

included those with expertise in health, housing and sanitation.  The Commission 

concluded that it was the function of the Corporation to insist that all houses should 

be made habitable and clean and the function of the Church to encourage the poor to 

lead decent, clean lives.    As a result of one of the Commission’s strongest 

recommendations, the Glasgow Workmen’s Dwellings Company was set up, again 

largely due to pressure led by F L Robertson.  The company was formed by public 

spirited citizens in 1890 with capital of over £40,000, and a dividend limited to 5%.  

The company bought and renovated blocks of slum property as well as erecting new 

tenements, and rented houses to unskilled labourers earning around £1 per week. 
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Early in the twentieth century, the Corporation of Glasgow set up its own Municipal 

Commission on the Housing of the Poor, chaired by Sir Samuel Chisholm.  

Presumably because of the work done by the Presbytery’s Housing Commission, the 

Church of Scotland was neither formally represented on the Municipal Commission, 

nor did it give evidence.  However the minister of St Mary’s Free Church in Govan, 

Revd Robert Howie was a member of the Municipal Commission and the Free 

Church Presbytery submitted evidence, which was presented to the Commission on 

the Presbytery’s behalf by two ministers, Revd Gilbert Laurie and Revd William 

Ross.  They were examined by the Commission, and gave evidence of practical steps 

to alleviate poverty taken by them.   Their evidence makes clear that there was a 

considerable difference in emphasis between the attitude of the Free Church in 

Glasgow to housing and the Church of Scotland.    The Free Church was much more 

inclined to place the blame for overcrowded conditions on landlords and factors than 

the Church of Scotland, and there was clearly no doubt in the Free Church’s mind that 

drink was the principal factor in urban poverty.  The Free Church’s tendency to be 

critical of landlords is understandable, granted the Free Church’s  strong support in 

the highlands, following the Clearances, and the large numbers of migrants from the 

highlands to Glasgow, who brought with them to the city their hatred for landlords.  

On the other hand, the Church of Scotland’s reluctance to admit that intemperance 

was a contributory cause of poverty and poor housing is explicable, given the Church 

of Scotland’s reliance on support from the Conservatives, whose ranks included those 

prominent in the profitable liquor trade,  in opposition to the disestablishment views 

of the Free Church, and the support for disestablishment within sections of the Liberal 

Party. 
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The Glasgow of Macleod and Marshall Lang’s Day 

 Sydney Checkland has described the Glasgow where Macleod and Marshall Lang 

ministers as “prosperous and proud”, which, “in the generation or so after 1875 

presented a picture of impressive well-being and confidence”.481   The entrepreneurial 

spirit of shipbuilders such as the Connells, the Elders and the Lithgows, combined 

with the availability of coal and iron in close proximity and the skills of the workforce 

enabled Glasgow to become the prime area for shipbuilding in Britain, and allowed  

the regional economy to flourish. By 1870 half of those employed in the shipbuilding 

industry in Britain worked on Clydeside.  When the world economy went into 

recession in the 1880s, the engineering and shipbuilding industries became 

increasingly dependent on naval rather than mercantile contracts where they faced 

considerable foreign competition.  The expansion of the chemical and engineering 

industries was made possible by a constant supply of labour from immigration from 

the highlands and Ireland.  The population of Glasgow increased between 1871 and 

1901 from 477,744 to 761,709.  The city was, however, a place of huge differences in 

income and class divisions., though there was little evidence of class conflict, largely 

because the city’s geographical structure separated the well off and the rich from the 

poor, who were mainly concentrated in the slum areas around the old city centre, 

where Robert Buchanan and Norman Macleod had ministered and to which John 

Marshall Lang was called in 1873. 

 

The years during which Marshall Lang and Donald Macleod were colleagues in 

Glasgow saw the expansion of municipal activity and control at first under the Lord 

Provost, Magistrates and Council of the city of Glasgow, which, in 1895 became, by 
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act of parliament, the Corporation of the city of Glasgow.    The Glasgow City 

Improvement Act of 1866 set up a City Improvements Trust.   The preamble to the 

Act stated that “it would be of public and local advantage if various houses and 

buildings were taken down, and those portions of the city reconstituted, and new 

streets constructed…….and several of the existing streets altered, widened and 

diverted, and that in connection with the reconstitution of those portions of the city, 

provision were made for dwellings for the labouring classes who may be displaced on  

consequence thereof 482 

 

Although the Act of 1866 authorised the Trustees to erect, and seemed to contemplate 

that they would erect new buildings on the lands acquired by them, this power 

practically remained unexercised until 1889.  It would appear that the Trustees,  after 

clearing away the dilapidated and insanitary buildings from the land acquired by them 

within the compulsory areas,  expected that the land would be taken up by private 

enterprise for the building of model dwelling houses and business premises, at prices 

which would largely recoup the ratepayers for the expenditure which they would have 

to bear by way of assessments.  The City Improvement Trust  was empowered to 

demolish ninety acres of houses and buildings around the old city centre, and replace 

thirty nine new streets and alter twelve others to provide houses for “the working and 

poorer classes”.  Another Act of 1871 continued the provisions of the act to cover 

areas not bought up and extended he time-limit for their purchase.483 

 

The City Improvement Trust seems to have been successful until the collapse of the 

property market in 1878 and the failure of the City of Glasgow Bank.  Builders were 
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no longer willing either to feu or to buy land, and many properties bought for 

demolition and redevelopment were left standing.  Housing activity resumed in 1888 

and by 1894, almost all the land purchased through the City Improvement Trust had 

been built on.  As a result largely of redevelopment the population of the area around 

the centre of the old city dropped by 50,000.  Between 1871 and 1884, seven model 

lodging houses were built, and in the Saltmarket a “family home” was established 

providing accommodation for workers who had been widowed and whose children 

had had to be locked up in their homes when their father went to work, but now could 

be supervised. 

 

Meanwhile other significant areas of the city’s needs were either being taken over by 

the municipal authority or started by it.  The beginnings of the city’s art collection 

was housed in the mansion house of Kelvingrove in 1870, which was extended in 

1876.  Work on a new museum and art gallery was begun and it was opened in 1902.  

The first tramway line was municipally constructed and opened in 1872 and the 

tramway system developed rapidly thereafter. In 1871, Stirling’s Public Library was 

combined with the Glasgow Public Library,  The Mitchell Library, gifted to the city,  

opened in 1877 housing 14,000 volumes.  By 1885 there were 62,000 volumes and 

468,000 books issued to readers. In 1901 Andrew Carnegie gave the Corporation of 

Glasgow £100,000 to provide eight libraries within the city and another five around it.  

The Glasgow Police Act of 1866 authorised the provision of public baths and 

washhouses.  The first swimming baths were opened in 1878.  The first steam fire 

engine was introduced into Glasgow in 1870 and the magistrates authorised the first 

electric fire alarms to be erected in a town or city in the United Kingdom in 1878.  An 

act of 1866 empowered the magistrates to provide lighting for streets and common 
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tenement stairs, and all the lighting of the city and its suburbs was vested in the 

municipal authority in 1869.  By 1870, the Lord Provost, Magistrates and Council 

were empowered to provide electricity for the whole city, to cleanse all streets and to 

control cattle, horse and fish markets and every slaughterhouse, and the four existing 

parks became municipal property in 1878.  In 1870 there were 774 hospital beds; by 

1912 the number had risen to 1362. 

 

It is against the background of this almost frenetic increase in municipal activity that 

the pastoral  ministries of Donald Macleod and John Marshall Lang were exercised, 

and their social theology was expressed and developed.  

 

Early moves in the Presbytery of Glasgow 

Attention has already been drawn to the recognition by Cheyne, Smith, Brown and 

Withrington484 of the part played by Marshall Lang and Donald Macleod in drawing 

the Church of Scotland’s attention to the urban crisis through their involvement, first 

with the Housing Commission set up by the Presbytery of Glasgow and later in the 

General Assembly committees which relied on and pursued the work of the Glasgow 

Presbytery Commission.  Insufficient notice, however,  has been taken of the moves 

in the Presbytery which led up to the appointment of the Housing Commission and 

which reveal the extent to which neither the Presbytery not the congregations within it 

were over enthusiastic supporters of Marshall Lang and Donald Macleod 

 

In the late 1870s the shipbuilding industry was experiencing one of the major cyclical 

depressions which occurred from 1822.  “Given the integrated economic structure that 
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had developed in the west of Scotland, cyclical depressions in shipbuilding had 

serious knock-on effects on related industries”. 485  On 6 November 1879, Marshall 

Lang moved that the Presbytery  

             express their deep regret on account of the now long continued  

            depression of trade and commerce of the city and the widely prevalent  

            distress caused thereby..  They desire gratefully to acknowledge the  

            prompt and  judicious action of the civic authorities in the relief of  

destitution……Further they record their sense of the generosity and self- 

denying labours of many, especially the efforts of ladies in providing food  

and clothing.  And in view of the scarcity of labour and the suffering  

which it is feared may be experienced during the ensuing winter,  

while recognising the efforts already made by ministers and Kirk Sessions  

to meet the prevailing distress, they recommend them to exercise a special 

 watchfulness over the poor of their parishes and congregations and to  

take such measures either through special organisation or otherwise as  

shall aid the deserving in their temporarily difficult time.486 

 

In his speech to the Presbytery, Marshall Lang asked that the “warmest 

congratulations” be expressed to the Lord Provost and the magistrates for the “prompt 

action” they had taken to enable £27,000 to be spent on helping 40,000 people.487  

Robert Thomson of Ladywell Wellpark, who had been Principal of Carlton Academy 

where Robert Flint was a pupil,  opposed Lang’s motion.  488  Thomson had been 

heavily involved in politics, and had been elected MP for Kilmarnock Burghs in 1868 
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but did not take his seat, and returned to the ministry.    He wrote a life of Robert 

Flint.  Flint’s official biographer claims that Thomson “made a speciality of modern 

languages, and it was under him that young Flint began the study of French, probably 

also of Italian”.489  Thomson was a belligerent character, who was described in a 

contemporary journal as having “become a constant attender at  Presbytery meetings 

where, although he never speaks in the sense of addressing the reverend court, the 

deep bass of his whispers to his neighbours, the muffled thunder of his guffaws, 

sometimes the long-drawn regurgitations of his breath as he reposes peacefully in a 

pew, echo again along the roof of the session house of the Tron Kirk”.490  Thomson 

wanted the Presbytery to go much further than expressing regret at the depression and 

applauding palliative measures taken by the Corporation.  He said that Marshall Lang 

had dealt with the issue of unemployment “in a sentimental way” which would do 

little to relieve the conditions of the poor.  With typical pugnacity he claimed that it 

was unfair that the poor received so little when the officials of the Corporation who 

administered relief were paid between £1500 and £3500 a year, and he asked that 

Kirk Sessions within the Presbytery be asked to approach Glasgow Corporation with a 

view to using the city’s  Common good Fund to meet the needs of the poor and 

thereby “diminish the rates…..and reduce the salaries of overpaid officials”.  

Although Donald Macleod did not want to be associated with attacks on the 

administration of funds for the poor, he argued that, rather than using officials of the 

Corporation to assess levels of poverty and therefore of assistance, it would be better 

to form an association of the best men to inquire into the individual circumstances of 
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the poor,  They would be kindly rather than appear suspicious.  And, Donald Macleod 

concluded, Kirk Sessions had benevolent funds and they should use them. 491  

 

Although Marshall Lang’s motion was approved, asking Kirk Sessions to exercise a 

special watchfulness over the poor of their parishes and congregations and to take 

measures to aid the deserving poor, it does not seem that Kirk Sessions were 

assiduous in undertaking this responsibility.   None of the minutes available for the 

Kirk Sessions within the established Presbytery of Glasgow refers to any discussion 

following the approval of Marshall Lang’s motion.  Since it only called on Kirk 

Sessions “to exercise a special watchfulness over the poor” perhaps discussion was 

not anticipated. 

 

At its meeting the following month, Thomson tried again to move that in the light   of 

unemployment in Glasgow the Presbytery should memorialise the government to give 

help to the unemployed and the Town Council to utilise the city’s common good fund 

to provide work for the unemployed, but he was  defeated in an obviously poorly 

attended Presbytery by 15 votes to 3. 

 

At a meeting on 11 October 1882, the Church of Scotland Presbytery of Glasgow was 

informed that a letter had been received from the Clerk to the Free Church Presbytery 

of Glasgow,  William Scrymgeour,  proposing the setting up of a joint committee of 

the two Churches to tackle the question of non-Church going. Scrymgeour was, 

significantly, minister of Bridgegate Free Church of Scotloand, where, in 1873, he 

had succeeded Dugald McColl, author of Work in the Wynds, which highlighted the 
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social and housing conditions in the area. Marshall Lang supported the approach from 

the Free Church and moved that “in the light of the non Church-going masses and the 

problems of last winter, being of the opinion that the territorial system, as presently 

existing, if carried out according to the original design, is the only one that can deal 

effectively with the non Church-going population, the Presbytery are ready to join in 

any effort for the more complete development of that system, and therefore if the 

proposed co-operation is to be in this direction, taking the existing territorial system 

as a basis of co-operation, the Presbytery, on receiving an assurance as to that effect, 

will cordially accept the invitation to appoint a committee”.492 

 

However Marshall Lang’s motion was opposed by two ministers who had originally 

been ordained into the ministry of the Free Church but had joined the Church of 

Scotland, James MacNaught of Abbotsford and Peter MacLachlan of Newlands. 

MacNaught was ordained and inducted to the Free Church congregation of Maitland, 

whose Church building was opened in 1862.  In 1873 he and the congregation moved 

from the Maitland building in Rose Street to a new one in Devon Street, and in 1876 

joined the Church of Scotland. MacLachlan had been ordained and inducted to 

Hillhead Free Church in 1859.  He resigned, and began mission work in the east end 

of Glasgow, and formed a congregation of the Free Church in London Road in 1874.  

He joined the Church of Scotland in 1876 and was inducted to Newlands, a Free 

Church congregation in the east end which joined the Church of Scotland a month 

before MacLachlan’s induction. MacNaught and MacLachlan moved that the 

Presbytery recommend that ministers of the Church of Scotland should co-operate 

practically  with those of other denominations in the matters outlined in Scrymgeour’s 
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letter but that the national Church’s Presbytery of Glasgow should appoints its own 

committee to investigate non church-going  

 

Marshall Lang’s motion was carried by 12 votes to 9 and Marshall Lang himself was 

appointed Convener of the “Co-operation Committee”, with Donald MacLeod a 

member of it. Four months later, Lang moved on behalf of his committee that 

Presbytery, having received a scheme of co-operation, should “recommend ministers 

and Kirk Sessions to co-operate as far as practicable with representatives of other 

Churches”.   Thomson of Ladywell Wellpark moved that co-operation should be 

restricted to ministers without involving Kirk Sessions.  However,  only he and his 

seconder, an elder named Stewart, voted for his motion which was defeated 26-2.  An 

examination of the Kirk Session records for the period, however, shows no evidence 

of any Kirk Session taking up the matter of co-operation at a local level. 

 

On 1 December 1886, the Church of Scotland’s Presbytery of Glasgow approved that 

“a deputation be appointed to wait on the magistrates of Glasgow with the view of 

representing the condition of the unemployed, expressing the hope that instant action 

will be taken for the relief of the deserving, and further giving the assurance that the 

Presbytery will heartily co-operate with them in their efforts in that direction”.  Lang 

was appointed to lead the delegation, which included Donald MacLeod and reported 

the following month. 

 

Lang was absent when the next stage of Glasgow Presbytery’s involvement with 

housing conditions was reached.  From November 1887 until July of the following 

year he was on leave of absence, undertaking a visiting ministry at the Scots Church 
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in Melbourne.  At its meeting on 17th April 1888,  the Presbytery of Glasgow 

considered an overture which it was proposed to present to the General Assembly of 

that year. The overture listed a number of factors which those who framed it believed 

contributed to non Church-going – insanitary conditions and poor housing, 

intemperance, lack of educational and social facilities – and commended as conducive 

towards higher Church attendance “the application of fresh Christian methods, along 

with the efficient working of the parochial system”, and it sought to have the whole 

subject remitted to the General Assembly’s Home Mission and Life and Work 

Committees.  These committees were to report to the 1889 General Assembly but in 

the meantime were given powers “to approach Presbyteries and Kirk Sessions, and to 

aid them, should it be thought necessary, in organising voluntary effort on the part of 

members of the Church, or in employing ministers and evangelists eminently 

qualified who shall assist when requested by Presbytery or Kirk Session, in whatever 

way shall appear best; and further instruct all inferior courts to use all diligence in the 

promotion of everything which is likely to improve the physical, moral and spiritual 

condition of the people”. 493  Although the overture was approved, and duly presented 

in the Assembly by Donald MacLeod, it was not passed by the Presbytery unopposed.  

Two different proposals, each of them attempting to separate the examination of 

social conditions from the issue of non Church-going were submitted to the 

Presbytery.   One of them came from Dr Frederick Lockhart Robertson, minister of St 

Andrew’s Parish, who, along with Donald MacLeod and Marshall Lang, was a 

member of the Assembly’s Home Mission Committee.  Robertson was seconded by 

Hugh Park of Cumbernauld. They moved that the Overture be not transmitted to the 

Assembly but “that a committee be appointed….to seek the counsel and co-operation 

                                                
493   Minutes of the Presbytery of Glasgow, 17 April 1888 , Strathclyde Regional Archives, 
CH2/171/25 
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of laymen of knowledge and experience to place themselves in communication with 

the magistrates, the officers of public health and the Improvement Trust, and 

endeavour, in conference with them, to frame a scheme in which the work of the 

Church may be brought into harmonious action with the work of the magistrates, for 

improving the dwellings and the social and moral habits of the people”.494 [my 

emphasis] “If Presbytery transmitted the overture” said Robertson, “it was admitting 

that it was at its’ wits end” and he suggested that “the Assembly would simply remit 

the matter to the Home Mission Committee, the bulk of whose members were country 

parsons who did not know one tenth part of the conditions of the problem that 

members of Presbytery knew themselves.  They would call for answers to certain 

questions.  The results would be tabulated and the whole matter ultimately find its 

way to the waste paper basket”.495   An alternative overture was proposed by Dr 

Robert Stewart of St Mark’s,  who described the physical, social and moral conditions 

of the majority of people as such that they “render their attendance on religious 

ordinances a moral impossibility, and incompatible with the common decencies of 

life”.  In order that the “best thought and highest wisdom of the national Church” 

could be consulted, Stewart’s overture wanted a Social Schemes Committee 

established by the Assembly “whose soul function would be to deal with the social 

conditions of the people.  “What did it matter” Stewart asked the Presbytery, “if their 

worship was pure, that the doctrine was sound, if they could do nothing to mitigate 

this terrible evil.  Who was to play the part of the good Samaritan?  Was it the local 

authority or the government alone?  It would be a bad thing for the Church of she let 

that part be played by other parties more than by herself. 496  Dr Robertson’s motion 

                                                
494   Ibid 
495   The Glasgow Herald, 18 April 1888 
496   Ibid 
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received one vote, Dr Stewart’s three, and the remainder of the Presbytery voted for 

the committee’s overture 

 

Donald MacLeod was appointed by the Presbytery to speak to the overture at the 

General Assembly.  In doing so, he drew attention to the “suggestive coincidence” 

that in Glasgow there were 120,000 not going to Church and, according to the medical 

officer for the city, 126,000 living in one room.  He accepted that intemperance might 

be a cause, but “if intemperance is often the cause, I assert it is  often the 

consequences of these conditions of living”.  And he was sharply critical of quoad 

sacra Churches and claimed that “these are parish Churches only in name, and that 

they have become this from the system of seat-letting on which they all depend.  The 

effect is such that the Churches belong to the seatholders and not to the parishioners, 

and the minister belongs to the congregation and not to the parish”.497 

 

The General Assembly of 1888, as a result of the overture from Glasgow Presbytery,  

issued this injunction: “having taken into consideration the information regarding the 

causes of Non-Church-Going, commends the subject anew to the consideration of all 

inferior courts, and particularly invites and enjoins Presbyteries, after special enquiry 

and conference regarding the non-attendance upon ordinances within their several 

bounds, and the causes which contribute to it, to take such action as seems possible 

and desirable, and to report to next Assembly, through the Home Mission Committee, 

the conclusions to which they have come, and the practical measures they have 

                                                
497   MACLEOD Non-Church-Going and the Housing of the Poor pp 8, 11, 14  The version of his 
speech to the General Assembly, published by Donald MacLeod omits several of the more startling 
passages quoted in The Glasgow Herald’s report of the speech the following day.  See below for an 
account of some of the differences. 
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adopted”.498  The Assembly at which Donald MacLeod spoke to his Presbytery’s 

overture was the first one since the death of the convener of the Home Mission 

Committee Dr Kenneth Phin of Galashiels, who had chaired the committee for twenty 

five years and was also leader of the General Assembly from 1879 until his death.   

There was little surprise when Donald MacLeod was invited by the 1888 Assembly to 

succeed him as Convener of the Home Mission Committee five days after MacLeod 

presented the overture499  In undertaking the remit given to it, the Home Mission 

Committee sent out a questionnaire to all presbyteries.  27 Presbyteries made no 

return, most them in rural areas, and only one from west central Scotland. 500  43 

Presbyteries believed that Non-Church-Going did not constitute a problem within 

their bounds.501  11 Presbyteries recognised Non-Church-Going as a serious.502A wide 

variety of alleged causes of Non-Church-Going are cited in the Presbytery responses: 

intemperance (42 presbyteries), Sunday working (9), ignorance (5),  poverty (31), 

indifference to religion (39), housing of the poor (11),  scepticism (8),  pernicious 

literature  (7), migratory habits (13),  parental neglect (6), seat rents  (10),  parishes 

too large (2), unsuitable worship (3), transference certificate system (4),  lack of 

attraction of the young (6), sectarianism (13), distance from Church (7),  absence of 

the territorial system (3), overwork. (2). 

                                                
498   Reports of the Schemes of the Church of Scotland, 1889, p 389 
499 MacLeod presented the Presbytery’s overture on May 30 and the Committee with responsibility for 
conferring with the Home Mission on the appointment of a Convener reported on June 4 that it 
recommended the appointment of Donald MacLeod who “addressed the house and intimated his 
acceptance of the appointment”.  (Reports of the Schemes of the Church of Scotland, 1888, p237) 
500   Peebles, Haddington, Duns, Chirnside, Kelso, Jedburgh, Selkirk, Annan, Lanark, Dunoon, 
Abertarff, Dunfermline, St Andrews, Arbroath, Kincardine O’Neil, Deer Turrif, Forres, Chanonry, 
Dornoch, Skye, Uist, Cairston, North Isles, Lerwick, Burravoe, and Olnafirth  (Reports of the Schemes 
of the Church, 1889, p 391) 
501   Biggar, Dalkeith, Earlston, Lochmaben, Langholm, Annan, Wigtown, Kikcudbright, Paisley, 
Dumbarton, Inveraray, Kintyre, Islay and Jura, Lorn, Mull, Dunkeld, Auchterarder, Stirling, Dunblane, 
Kirkcaldy, Cupar, Meigle, Brechin, Fordoun, Aberdeen, Alford, Garioch, Ellon, Fordyce, Strathbogie, 
Aberlour, Abernethy, Elgin, Nairn, Inverness, Dingwall, Tain, Caithness, Lochcarron, Kirkwall, Forfar, 
Penpont, Tongue. (Reports of the Schemes of the Church, 1889, p 392,3) 
502   Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dalkeith, Stranraer, Ayr, Irvine, Greenock, Hamilton, Dundee, Lewis, and 
Dumfries (Reports of the Schemes of the Church, 1888, p 392) 
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Marshall Lang returned from Australia in July 1888 and, as Convener of the 

Presbytery of Glasgow’s Committee on Life and Work became heavily involved in 

framing the response of the Presbytery to the Home Mission Committee’s injunction 

to presbyteries.  Three conferences were held with congregations in December 1888 

and January 1889, and on 6 February 1889 Lang presented a report on the features of 

the conference, and moved that it be accepted as a provisional report of the Presbytery 

“and sent to ministers and Kirk Sessions to be considered at an early date and the 

results returned to the Presbytery by the end of April”.503  It is clear from the report on 

the conferences that “intemperance was universally admitted to be a main cause both 

of the poverty of which the miserable home is a sign, and of the non-Church-going 

within the bounds”.  The report urged that the Church should not be content with the 

general recommendation of temperance but urge a more effective control of liquor 

traffic”.  On the question of housing, the report argued that the Church should provide 

the facts about housing conditions in order to increase public awareness of them and 

recommended that a Commission be appointed to  inquire into the housing of the poor 

in the city”. 

 

At its meeting on 5 December 1888, the Presbytery met in conference session to 

discuss two issues: how to reduce the evils of intemperance and improve the social 

and physical conditions of the poor, and also how the worship of the Church might be 

made more “influential”.  In fact the Presbytery spent all the time available discussing 

housing conditions and had to postpone the discussion on worship until the next 

meeting. 

                                                
503   Minutes of the Presbytery of Glasgow, 1888, Strathclyde Regional Archives, CH2/171/25 
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At the April meeting, Robertson had asked for a Commission to be appointed rather 

than approve the terms of the overture to the General Assembly, but on this occasion 

his motion that the Presbytery appoint a Commission was not presented as an 

alternative to any other course of action.  The Commission should not, Robertson 

argued, consist solely of members of Presbytery but of others with expertise who 

could establish whether it was poverty, or something more than poverty, which led 

people to live in some of the conditions which existed within the city.  Robertson 

specifically had in mind that Dr Russell, of the corporation’s sanitary department, 

should be a member of the Commission and although he did not join, he provided 

information for it.  Robertson concluded by asking “whether it was poverty or 

something more than poverty which led people to live in (appalling) conditions.  The 

Church had a duty to bring the facts to people’s attention”.504  Revd Robert Pryde of 

Townhead immediately rose to say that Robertson had been “too diplomatic” in not 

blaming intemperance for poverty and poor housing, a view which was shared in the 

debate by ex Bailie Gray and Marshall Lang.  Gray, however, went on to illustrate the 

significance of poverty in the housing issue by referring to  the Corporation’s own 

property, improved under the Improvement Trust  The Corporation, he said, owned 

property in the Drygate where the rent was £6 for a single room and over £9 for a two 

room house.  In the Saltmarket (Robertson’s parish) a one room and hall cost £8 and 

£11 for a two room.  These were far beyond the means of certain classes in the 

community.  Gray continued, “In 1873-4 there were 12,000 houses under £4 rent and 

70,000 under £10 rent.  In the present year there are 7,600 under £4 and £70,000 

                                                
504   The Glasgow Herald, 6 December 1888 
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under £10, an increase of only 8,000 although the population of the city had increased 

by 80,000”.505 

 

In the course of the debate, Marshall Lang proposed an important amendment to 

Robertson’s motion, which Robertson agreed to accept.  Marshall Lang argued that 

the Commission should have representatives from the Presbytery of the Free Church 

and from the two Presbyteries of the United Presbyterian Church, which served 

Glasgow. 506   Revd Dr John Watt of Cadder said that the parochial system had broken 

down as “ministers and Kirk Sessions had gone all over the city to get a 

congregation” which then had no personal commitment to the congregation’s parish 

area”.   Donald Macleod deplored what he called “the poor attendance when so 

important a subject was being discussed, reflecting the lack of interest which is seen 

in the failure of many Kirk Sessions to discuss the subject or the reports sent to them. 

 

This was a significant debate in the history of the Church of Scotland’s response to 

urban conditions for a number of reasons.  First, it shows the extent to which, despite 

the information which the Presbytery was getting, there was still an underlying 

assumption, both in the terms of the motion which was discussed and the speeches 

made during the debate, that intemperance was the main contributory cause of poor 

housing conditions.  There has been a tendency to assume, because the early moves in 

Glasgow Presbytery led to the important appointment of the Housing Commission to 

a recognition that there were economic and structural causes of poverty,  that 

assumptions about personal irresponsibility had been abandoned.  Clearly this was not 

                                                
505   Ibid 
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so, though it is implicit in Robertson’s motion and in what he said in his speech that 

he did not accept this explanation.  Second, the Presbytery acknowledged that it 

required the expertise from outside the membership of the Presbytery, and that the 

ministry did not require to be heavily represented.  Of the twenty five members of the 

Commission, only seven were ministers:  Marshall Lang and Donald Macleod, John 

Macleod of Govan, David Strong of Hillhead, John Watt of Cadder, John Murray of 

Calton and James Paton of St Paul’s.  Four of them, Marshall Lang, John Macleod, 

John Murray and James Paton ministered in parishes with areas of extremely poor 

housing.  There were sixteen laymen on the Commission. W. T.  Gairdner was the 

Professor Emeritus of Medicine at Glasgow University and a former medical officer 

of health for the city.  James Gray was a hatter, J. H.  Dickson was a merchant and W. 

R. W. Smith was a yarn agent.  However all three were members of Glasgow 

Corporation.  J. Cleland Burns and Leonard Gow were shipowners, W. Graham and 

Nathaniel Spence were accountants, though Spens resigned from the Commission on 

moving to London.   J. Honeyman was an architect, William Jolly was a schools 

inspector, David Murray was the Dean of the Faculty of Procurators, A. J.  Hunter 

was Secretary of the Glasgow United Trades’ Council, James Parnie was a partner in 

a firm of accountants and property agents, Sir John Cuthbertson had been MP for 

Kilmarnock Burghs and was  Chairman of the Glasgow School Board.  and William 

Smart was the first Professor of Political Economy at Glasgow University, and, 

according to C.G. Brown “the great catalyst to the municipal ideal in late Victorian 

Glasgow.  Brown goes on to say that Smith’s advice was sought by the Presbyterian 

churches and that he “instigated” the Presbytery of Glasgow’s Housing 

Commission.507 It will be shown, however, that the credit for that, however, belongs 

                                                
507   BROWN, C.G., “To be aglow with civic ardours” in Records of the Scottish Church History 
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to F.L. Robertson.  William Baird belonged to the Baird family of steel producers.  

Donald Smith may be right to say that twenty one of them “rejected socialist 

proposals that the corporation build houses and let them to the poor at rents they could 

afford”508 but it is surely of some significance that the Presbytery which then, as now, 

was heavily weighted towards the ordained ministry rather than the eldership, chose 

to give the Commission an overwhelmingly lay, expert majority, and include 

members from other Presbyterian denominations.  In recognising the contribution 

towards a more humane society of those who worked in secular employment, and in 

insisting that the Church’s job was to establish facts and present them to those in 

authority, Robertson was echoing the clearly stated views of Robert Flint over a long 

period of time.  Third, the debate shows that although the Presbytery’s Housing 

Commission is almost always associated with the names of Marshall Lang and 

Donald Macleod, the part played by Revd Dr Frederick Lockhart Robertson has been 

neglected. 

 

Lockhart Robertson was the son of the President of the Royal College of Surgeons of 

Edinburgh.  After an assistantship in Ayr, he was minister of Bonhill and then of the 

Middle Parish in Greenock.  He was variously described as “a man of broad and 

statesmanlike outlook”,509 “inclined to take a rational view of things”,510  and 

“specially solicitous for the welfare of the poor in his own large parish”.511   In a 

profile of Robertson shortly after he was presented to St Andrew’s parish in 1872 by 

the Town Council and inducted the following year, Robertson’s reputation for social 
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concern and action was given as the reason for the decision to present him and to call 

him.512   

 

Robertson used to describe himself as “minister of the Saltmarket”, an area of the old 

town centre which contained both dilapidated single room homes and tenements 

which had already been renovated. 513  It was an area which had once housed the 

Glasgow middle class whose formed homes, now subdivided, provided the sort of 

housing which became the main focus of Robertson’s ministry in Glasgow. 

 

When Robertson arrived in Glasgow, his energies were first devoted to restoring the 

fabric and interior of St Andrew’s.  Initially, he believed this would attract the poor to 

the Church, and dismissed the fashionable view that the poor should be served by 

missions spawned by parish Churches.  “These mission Churches of ours” he said “do 

not reach except to a very limited extent , the lowest stratum of the working 

population, and I think that any experiment is warrantable, any experiment that man 

may fairly try, to drag these human beings out of the filthy dens in which they live, 

and place them in a clearer atmosphere, and in this way imbue them with some sense 

of the love and greatness and majesty of Almighty God514  Robertson discovered, 

however,  that the restored St Andrews was not a place where the poor felt 

comfortable, and although, like Norman Macleod before him he preached to his 

congregation only in the forenoon and held evening services for the parish poor, these 

services did not have the effect he though they would..   It is reported that he then 

virtually gave up pastoral work, which he employed assistants to undertake at his own 
                                                
512   The Bailie, No 70 p 2 
513   Ibid 
514   THOMSON, A History of St Andrew’s Parish,  p 41 
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expense, and, began to question his vocation, which is thought to lie behind his 

decision, having accepted a call to St Giles’ Cathedral in Edinburgh, to withdraw his 

acceptance on the day of his admission in 1877.   

Robertson involved himself in work beyond his parish and the Church.  When the 

City of Glasgow Bank collapsed in 1878, it was Robertson who moved that the bank 

should be wound up and proposed the relief fund which was subsequently established.  

In a speech which reflected his commitment to secular involvement as a religious 

vocation, he said “I shall, saving my sacred office, divest myself of every other duty 

and trust, and devote my time and attention to forwarding the success of such a 

scheme, believing that in doing my humble duty to lessen the appalling pressure of 

this calamity on many sorrowing hearts, I am serving my Maker and my Master just 

as truly and well as when I am preaching the blessed Gospel”.515  Robertson also took 

a considerable interest in education.  The Endowed Institutions (Scotland) Act of 

1882, and, through its executive, the Balfour Commission, had simplified and 

reorganised  local schemes.  In Glasgow a large number of local bequests were 

reorganised under three trusts.516  It was Robertson who formulated the scheme which 

combined the bequests, and he became secretary of three of the trusts which were 

established.517  Following the Glasgow Exhibition of 1888, the funds which accrued 

were handed over to an Association for the Promotion of Art and Music in Glasgow, 

and Robertson became secretary of it.  Apparently there were occasional complaints 

made to the Presbytery about Robertson’s “pluralities”, but “the Church courts 

refused to listen to them”.518   
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As has been noted, it was Robertson who proposed the appointment of the 

Presbytery’s Housing Commission, and he was to chair it.  There will be a fuller 

examination of the Housing Commission and what it produced below,519 but, in 

support of the contention that Robertson’s contribution is crucial, it is necessary to 

trace now the part he played he played in introducing one of the strongest of the 

Commission’s recommendations, which was subsequently endorsed far more widely 

than in the Presbytery of Glasgow.  As Bailie Gray pointed out in the debate which set 

up the Housing Commission, most of the good property for rent cost far more than 

many of the poor could afford.  The Housing Commission’s main recommendation 

was the establishment of an association, supported by public spirited individuals, to 

purchase and renovate property which would be available for low rent to the 

deserving poor.  It was Lockhart Robertson who raised this in the Commission, and, 

despite a certain lack of enthusiasm among some witnesses piloted it through the 

Commission and beyond. Robertson put the question to Thomas Binnie, a Land 

Valuator: “Suppose a company were to buy property in the east end of the town, about 

Bridgeton and other localities, at the present low price, and were to put it in perfectly 

good order, adding sanitary conveniences where they are needed, and ventilating it, 

and selecting the tenants, and take some interest in the tenants; do you think it would 

be a reasonably profitable undertaking?”   Binnie replied that “it would yield a 

moderate interest and would do no good, because you say you are going to select your 

tenants, and for selected tenants there is no want of proper provision now”.   

Robertson then said that the commission had heard evidence that among the 75,000 

people who lived in what was called “ticketed accommodation”, i.e. single room with 

a small cubic footage, there is a considerable number of decent, industrious poor, but 
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Binnie insisted that there was sufficient housing available for the respectable poor.  

Robertson persisted,  asking whether if housing could be provided at the rent being 

paid for ticketed accommodation, £4 or £5 a year, but in ventilated houses with proper 

sanitation, that would bring in a modest return on the investment, but again Binnie 

insisted it would “not do good”.520  Another Land Valuator was similarly 

unenthusiastic, but a Sanitary Inspector, Mr Fife was asked by Robertson, “Do you 

think, from your general knowledge, that it would pay a company to purchase 

tenements, consisting of houses of several apartments, and to reconstruct them into 

workmen’s houses, upon a wise and intelligent plan?”  Fyfe replied, “Oh yes, it would 

pay very well to do that”. 

The Commission’s report concluded that  

             an Association could be conducted profitably, on the footing that 

             the properties are acquired at a moderate price; that they are carefully 

             managed; that the tenants are selected, and efforts made to improve their 

habits and soften their manners, and to encourage them in the way  

of well-doing, either by caretakers, or lady visitors.  The properties to be  

dealt with are situated in localities which workers have selected as  

most suitable and convenient for their requirements.  Tenements of this  

class could be purchased on moderate terms.  An Association  

holding contiguous blocks could managethem more advantageously  

than a person owning a single tenement.  The Commission are supported  

in this conclusion by what has been accomplished on a small scale  

by the proprietors of such tenements.521 
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The Commission heard evidence in public sessions held in Hutcheson’s Hall, less 

than a mile from the areas of housing which most concerned it.  The hearings were 

reported fully in the following day’s Glasgow Herald.  The work and report of the 

Commission will be discussed more fully below, but it is important to point out here 

that the most thorough examination of witnesses was led by Robertson, as in the case 

cited of his interrogation of Thomas Binnie. It was he who conducted the principle 

examination of Dr Russell, the medical officer of health, Andrew Wallace, the 

Inspector of the Poor for Govan Parish, Messrs Binnie, Smellie and Fyfe on the 

proposal already mentioned to create an Association to purchase tenements, and it 

was Robertson who ensured that the statistics presented to the Commission were 

vividly illustrated by asking the Assistant Sanitary Inspector, Hugh Wood, to describe 

in detail an average night’s work for him.   Compared to the evidence of clear 

preparation which the press reports indicate that Robertson had done, and the depth of 

his questioning, the contributions to these public sessions of the other members of the 

Commission, including Marshall Lang and Donald Macleod were insubstantial. 

 

It was Robertson who presented the Commission’s report and findings to the 

Presbytery at a specially convened meeting on 15 April 1891.  Robertson again 

concentrated on the condition of most housing available to those whose income was 

less that £1 a week.  The first formal proposal which he mentioned was the formation 

of an Association to purchase and renovate property and let it at affordable rents.  

Second, he commended the proposal for the establishment of labour colonies.  Then 

he referred to the need to provide refuges to provide temporary accommodation for 
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the decent poor “and take them out of the mass of depraved and dissolute people with 

whom they were at present compelled to live”.522 

As a result of the Presbytery’s discussion of the report, the Commission was given 

authority to air the issue of housing conditions in a wider context.  A meeting of 

interested organisations such as the Merchants’ House, the Trades’ House, the 

Landlords Association, the Trades Council and the Charity Organisation Society, 

along with representatives of other denominations, the Free, the United Presbyterian 

and the Episcopal Churches  was held on 5 December 1891, chaired by the Lord 

Provost, and again it was Robertson who spoke to the Commission’s findings, and 

specifically asked that the meeting create an organisation which would arrange a 

conference to further take further the concerns of the meeting.  That conference was 

held on 22 March 1892 and was chaired by Robertson.  It heard reports from sub-

committees which had examined the feasibility, for example, of the establishment of 

labour centres and a housing association such as Robertson had consistently 

advocated,  and also what forms of recreation ought to be offered in city parks.   

 

On 13 May1892 a large public meeting was held in the St Andrew’s Halls.  Over one 

hundred leading Churchmen, industrialists, figures from the city’s commercial and 

public life were on the platform.  A large attendance of the public was present to hear 

the MP, J G A Baird, one of the Bairds of Gartsherrie, move the motion that an 

Association for improving the conditions of people by means of labour centres, better 

housing and recreation be formed.  Baird said that as a result of the work of the 

Presbytery “we cannot plead ignorance now”.  The motion was seconded by Lord 

Rosebery, who was the principal speaker of the evening.   Rosebery, a Liberal 
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imperialist,  was widely regarded at the time as “the heir apparent to Gladstone”.  523  

He had already served a short time as Foreign Secretary in Gladstone’s third 

administration and was shortly to do so again in his fourth, and was to serve as Prime 

Minister from 1894-5  When he spoke to the Glasgow meeting he was Chairman of 

the London County Council.  “Things are not as they should be anywhere” Rosebery 

told the meeting, “but they are still less well than they should be in Glasgow which 

has taken the lead in this great municipal movement for the raising of the conditions 

of the working classes”.  He was particularly concerned to stress the high death rate, 

but added that even worse than the death rate was “that helpless, hopeless 

class…..which cannot and will not work, and breed a race as shiftless and helpless 

and degraded as themselves”.524  Although on this occasion he seems to have 

succumbed to the popular view, he was not always inclined to do so.  For example in 

an earlier speech he had “condemned the puritan obsession with the drinking habits of 

the working class”, perhaps, in part, in an attempt to gain the support of the liquor 

trade.  525 

 

Rosebery was followed by Robertson, who addressed his favourite topic of those 

“respectable and self-respecting people, many of them fresh from the country, earning 

sixteen shillings or eighteen shillings a week” and for whom there was no decent 

housing available.  He said that the Churches were working together with the 

Corporation and civic authorities to organise associations to purchase property, to 

reconstruct it and to put it in a sanitary condition.  Following Robertson’s speech Sir 

William Arroll proposed that the meeting commend the new association to the 
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liberality of all and ask for pledges of financial support from those who were pepared 

to be patrons, pledging £100 in the first twelve months, or guarantors for lesser sums, 

or annual subscribers.  Lord Rosebery was elected President of the Association and Dr 

Flockhart Robertson its Chairman.   

 

Just over six months later, Robertson died.  Perhaps because he did not live, and the 

work of advocating the improvement of housing within the Church was taken over by 

Marshall Lang and Donald Macleod in the General Assembly, the part played by 

Flockart Robertson has not been recognised.  His name, however, should be linked 

with those of Marshall Lang and Macleod, as it was in the General Assembly of 1891, 

when the report of the Presbytery’s Housing Commission was laid on the table.   It 

was Robertson who presented the Report to the General  Assembly. Following 

speeches by Marshall Land and Macleod, the Moderator  said that “very rarely in the 

history of any Parliament or Convention or Assembly had three more able, more well-

informed or more thrilling speeches been made upon a more momentous subject, 

closely touching the deepest welfare of the Church and the land, than the three 

addresses to which they had just listened”.526   

 

The Presbytery of Glasgow’s Housing Commission 

The Commission initially worked through four committees, one “to collect and 

classify the information already existing in printed form”, a second “to obtain and 

classify information regarding remedial measures already attempted in Glasgow and 

elsewhere”, a third “to consider the method of procedure and to make arrangements 
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for the taking of evidence”.  The fourth was by far the most important.  Its remit was 

“to select representative blocks of dwellings in Glasgow to be specially visited and 

reported upon, so as to bring out information as to (1) the wages of the occupiers of 

single rooms; (2) the rents; (3) the ground annuals or fees payable and the taxes; (4) 

the habits of the ‘people’ and (5) the returns to the proprietors.  Both Marshall Lang 

and Donald MacLeod were members of this committee,527 which asked Dr Russell of 

the Sanitary department to select blocks of tenements which were then visited and 

reported on by the committee, recording the number of people in each house, the 

occupation and income of the householder, and the cubic footage of the property.  The 

whole Commission took evidence from the Sanitary Department, the Inspectors of 

Parochial Boards, Landlords and House Factors representatives of the City 

Improvement Trust, and others in nine public sessions between 16 December 1889 

and 20 March 1890.  The Commission concluded that improved conditions brought 

about by the work of the Improvement Trust and the erection by the Corporation of 

lodging houses had considerably reduced the mortality rate.528   Housing had been 

constructed but made available for rents considerably higher than could be afforded 

by those with a weekly wage of £1 or under, whose housing particularly concerned 

the Commission. 

 

The Commission reported that there were 35,892 one apartment houses in the city, 

54,960 two apartment, of which 23,228 were under the special supervision of the 

Sanitary Department on account of their size in relation to their occupancy by 75,000 
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people.529  While the Commission was sitting, the Police Act 1890 was passed.  This 

Act included a provision preventing landlords from altering premises to increase 

accommodation without permission of the Dean of Guild Court.   

 

In the light of the powers given to the Corporation to insist on improvements to 

properties, and restrictions on the number of tenants, the Commission considered that 

there was a danger “that many blocks of buildings  occupied by the very poor might 

be thrown into the market by trustees, bondholders and other persons who were either 

unable or unwilling to face the expenditure, which in many cases must be 

considerable, of refitting and reconstructing them”.  This the Commission said would 

be a “calamity” and, as already noted, it proposed that an Association for Providing 

Improved Dwellings for the Poor” be set up to co-operate with the Police Board to 

purchase and renew properties.530 

 

The other recommendations of the Housing Commission included a proposal that 

labour colonies should be set up, where work, such as fishing and basket making,  

would be provided for those who wanted it because nothing hindered mission work 

more than unemployment.  It is worth noting that the year before the Commission 

reported, Donald Macleod’s Good Words contained an article describing a labour 

colony in Dumfriesshire.531   The Commission also proposed the establishment of 

“labour reformatories” where those who were regularly found guilty of drunkenness 
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attached to the door indicating the number of people who could be legally accommodated in the house.  
These became known as “ticketed houses”. 
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or petty criminality would be sent for one or two years so that they might learn the 

habit of work.  The year before the Commission reported, Charles Booth had 

published In Darkest England and The Way Out.  The Commission’s  report included 

references to his support for reformatory labour colonies.532  Marshall Lang’s Baird 

Lectures, which we delivered in the same year as the Commission reported and its 

conclusions published drew heavily on Booth’s works.533  The problem of vagrancy 

was highlighted and an act to control it proposed.   

 

While the Report of the Commission has rightly been recognised as a considerable 

advance in the practical expression of a social theology, a number of aspects of the 

Commission’s work and conclusions require to be stressed more than they have been.  

First, two of the members of the Commission entered caveats.  Dr Murray, the Dean 

of the Faculty of Procurators submitted a very technical memorandum giving reasons 

why land should not be taxed on its capital value, and William Jolly, the schools 

Inspector, thought that the Commission had been too influenced by the views of the 

landlords, and ought to have made the case for municipal housing.  The only person 

who argued before the Commission for municipal housing was Bruce Glazier, the 

secretary of the Glasgow branch of the Socialist League, and, as already noted, 

Donald Smith’s principal criticism of the commission was that it did not argue for 

this.534  There is more than a little justification for Jolly’s complaint that the vested 

interests of landlords and factors were given undue attention.  In reporting the first 

meeting of the Commission, the Glasgow Herald, after listing the members of the 

Commission present, recorded “The Glasgow Landlords Association was  represented 
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by Mr James Murdoch, writer; and Mr Guthrie Smith, writer, appeared on behalf of 

the House Factors Association”.535  These two bodies were represented at all the 

subsequent meetings of the Commission.  The Landlords and House Factors 

Associations not only attended the Commission’s meetings and cross-examined 

witnesses.  They themselves gave evidence to the Commission.  At the Commission’s 

hearing on 8 January 1890, the City Assessor, James Henry, said that he did not 

entirely blame tenants for the dirty condition of single apartments as tenants did not 

know whether they were to occupy them for a month or for a longer period, and he 

suggested that the city’s sanitary department should have the power to size and 

whitewash premises, the cost of which should be met by a one and a half penny per £1 

levy, half to be paid by the landlord and have by the occupier.    Guthrie Smith for the 

House Factors Association then argued that “the effect of the legislation you advocate 

would be to cause the thrifty, cleanly poor to rely on the sanitary authorities to clean 

their houses”. 

 

At the same meeting of the Commission, Guthrie Smith was followed by James 

Danksen, President of the Glasgow Landlords Association, who said that “generally 

the housing of the working classes is “satisfactory” but in the old city “not what it 

might be”.  It was absurd, he said, to claim as Dr Russell had done,  to connect the 

death rate with single roomed houses.  He objected to a proposal which had been 

raised by the Commission to have caretakers in tenements, and also to the compulsory 

introduction in every house and flat of WCs and sinks.  “There is a class of tenants” 

he said, “that are very ignorant and destructive, and not only do they not know how to 

use these conveniences but would be certain to abuse them”.  Danksen also said that 
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his association objected to the Health Committee of the Town Council being given the  

right to close accommodation it considered uninhabitable without appeal, a power 

already exercised by the health Committee in Edinburgh.  He was not in principle 

opposed to an association to purchase property and let it at affordable rents, but he 

rejected municipally provided housing, saying that “is not the legitimate business of a 

Corporation” and  he argued that the City Improvement Trust should be wound up.  

“Rents could be reduced” Danksen seriously submitted “if all rates, taxes and fees 

were abolished and the condition of people’s behaviour improved”.536  

 

When Danksen returned to the Commission to be cross examined eight days later, he 

was severely criticised by Councillor William Smith, who in 1879 had been 

responsible along with the Chief Officer of Health, Dr Russell, for promoting an order 

through the Town Council regarding the amount of ventilation required in each house, 

and who at the time of the Commission’s hearings was a member of the Town 

Council’s Sanitary Committee  Smith at the outset alleged that Danksen’s evidence 

had been “entirely an ex parte statement in favour of the landlord”, which provoked 

Donald Macleod to demand that such statements should not be made of someone’s 

evidence.  Smith forcefully questioned Danksen about whether there was a small 

number of landlords who were “negligent, obstructive and niggardly”, to which 

Danksen replied “I do not know them but I believe they exist”. Smith asked whether 

the existing laws were sufficient when it had taken him ten months to have a water 

closet installed in a house.  Danksen thought they were.  Smith then questioned 

Danksen about the quality of complaints about landlords made to the Commission 

many of which Danksen had said were “trivial” and about whether the Landlords 
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Association put any moral pressure on bad landlords, to which Danksen answered that 

the Association didn’t exist “for moral suasion”. Danksen was then asked by Smith 

about whether the inference, drawn by Dr Russell,  of a connection between the death 

rate and overcrowding  was wrong, and Danksen insisted it was.  Smith’s questioning 

was certainly vigorous, but it was frequently interrupted by members of the 

Commission either suggesting that Danksen did not need to answer a question, or 

alleging that the questioning was unfair or an answer given satisfactory.  Donald 

Macleod, Marshall Lang, Robertson and Paton all intervened in a manner protective 

of Danksen and critical of Smith.   The frequent applause which is referred to in press 

reports as  following both these interventions, and statements made by Danksen 

suggests that supporters of the landlords were in the public seats.  This led one person 

to point out that applause was unfair as there were those who disagreed with Mr 

Danksen but who remained silent.  The series of exchanges explains why Smith 

entered the caveat he did, and perhaps justifies the comment of a Mr J.  Shaw 

Maxwell of Elmbank Crescent, who wrote to The Glasgow Herald,  claiming that 

representatives of factors, feuars and landlords “have had a remarkably fine 

innings”.537  The Commission’s report expressed sympathy for the grievances of the 

landlords, and in particular their complaints about the wanton destruction of their 

property by tenants, and  the cost to landlords of evicting tenants.   However,  it 

balanced this sympathy with callsto force landlords to install sanitation into houses 

with a hope that tenants could be coerced by law to keep properties clean.538 

 

The second thing to stress about the Commission’s work is that its conclusions are 

very balanced despite the sort of evidence which the Commission heard, not only 
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from those with a vested interest in supporting the existing situation, including 

Danksen, and  Land Valuators, Thomas Smellie and Thomas Binnie, but also from  

James Motion and Andrew Wallace, Inspectors of the Poor for Barony and Govan 

Parishes respectively.  Smellie’s and Binnie’s evidence with regard to the forming of 

an Association to purchase property and let it at an affordable rent has already been 

noted.  Smellie also did not believe that the Corporation should have additional 

powers to insist on structural alterations to property, while Binnie regarded the 

installation of WCs in small houses in tenements to be detrimental to the health of the 

tenants. In response to a statement by Binnie that tenants should be  educated to 

appreciate the value of a good house.  Lockhart Robertson,  from the chair,  asked 

how this could be done.  Binnie  replied that eviction would teach them the lesson.539 

James Motion  told the Commission that “a great deal of existing pauperism was due 

to intemperance, vicious living, early marriages and heredity.  It was a rare case to 

find in the poor house working men or women who had good characters”.  Questioned 

by Marshall Lang about his belief that “outdoor relief was demoralising” to the poor, 

Motion answered that he regarded the statement as “generally right”, and in reply to a 

question from Donald Macleod, he said that “it was anomalous that the law should 

allow people to bring up illegitimate children to become charges on the rates, without 

any punishment being inflicted”.  Andrew Wallace’s opinion was that the bulk of 

pauperism resulted from “drink and other vicious conduct.  When Lockhart Robertson 

queried Wallace’s view that sanitary inspectors should have the right to enter a 

workman’s house and examine bedclothes and linen for cleanliness, Wallace insisted 

that they should have the right to inspect anything they wished, and when William 

Jolly asked whether it would not improve conditions if lodgers were forbidden, 
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Wallace answered that to forbid lodgers would materially decrease the owner’s source 

of income.540 

Although the Commission disregarded some of this more extreme evidence it must be 

recognised that the Commission did not entirely avoid some of the frequently 

expressed views about pauperism being largely due to intemperance.  The 

Commission concluded that it was “strongly impressed with the opinion, stated again 

and again with precision and distinctness, that drunkenness is the prolific source of 

the major part of the poverty, wretchedness and discomfort which exist, and the 

disastrous cause of the wreckage of life.  Witness after witness tells with doleful 

iteration the same tale”.541   In that conclusion, the Commission was taking the view 

frequently expressed over the years by Marshall Lang and others.  However, in an 

attempt to balance the views of Marshall Lang with those of Donald Macleod, the 

Commission’s report went on: 

            Drunkenness cannot be regarded as an isolated fact.  The question  

is a grave one, whether poverty with its chilling influences, scanty food  

and clothing and the miseries of life, lead to drinking; or whether  

drinking is responsible for these distressing results.  It would seem  

that they mutually act and react on each other.  Physical exhaustion  

and the want of nutritious food, and the discomforts of home life,  

undoubtedly produce a craving for stimulants.  That craving indulged  

in, no less certainly aggravates the evils all deplore.542 
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In dealing with the availability of alcohol, the Commission again strove to maintain a 

balance between Macleod’s and Marshall Lang’s differing emphases.  It concluded 

that there were far too many outlets for the sale of spirits, but that restricting the 

number of public houses was insufficient.  “The localities where the poor are housed 

cannot but produce a depressing effect on the spirits. [sic]   There are quarters in the 

city – sterile, forlorn, and sordid – the grim surroundings of which must exert a 

baleful influence, an influence no less baleful because it is exerted silently.  Men’s 

lives are dull, grey and monotonous, broken only by wild outbursts of dissipation”. 543 

The Commission, thus, accepted the conventional wisdom that drunkenness was the 

cause of poverty, but it recognised the pastoral sensitivity which Macleod had always 

sought to express. 

 

The Commission also reiterated the conventional ecclesiastical wisdom that while 

social conditions required to be improved, to be fully effective they needed to be 

accompanied by commitment to the Church.  It should not be forgotten that the stated 

reason for setting up the Commission into housing in the first place was not social 

concern but missionary and evangelical aims which were thought to be hindered by 

housing conditions.  The Commission stated that it could not  

            but emphatically repeat that, in their judgment, whilst the housing  

of the poor may be improved and their surroundings made wholesome  

by the expenditure of time and treasure, these efforts will be futile unless the 

moral and social habits of the poor are also reformed.  This can only  

be effected by bringing to bear on them outside influences of a moral,  
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social and spiritual kind.  The Commission, with even more marked emphasis, 

reaffirm that this work is specially the work of the Christian Church.   

It is her high mission to regenerate the world and fashion the social life  

after a higher pattern.544 

 

The Commission however recognised that it had to strike another balance: between 

the evangelical and social mission of the Church and so it added 

 

The Church, in her mission to the poor, has largely restricted herself  

to the preaching of the Word and the distribution of doles in the shape  

of coin or clothing.  The preaching of the Word must remain in the  

forefront for nothing less potent than the virtue of the divine life can  

lend strength to the enthralled soul to grapple with the passionate  

impulses which move it to evil; but, combined with the preaching of the  

Word there must be wise efforts of a social and economic kind.545 

 

While clearly the evangelical and social roles of the Church are both being affirmed, 

it is difficult to escape the impression that, at least in the Commission’s report, the 

latter receives greater emphasis than the former, 

 

The undoubted importance of the Commission’s recommendations regarding the 

establishment of a housing association,  the creation of labour colonies and the 

provision of municipal mortuaries should not obscure the more populist suggestions 

about labour reformatories and the spectre of vagrancy. 
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It would be unrealistic to expect a Commission at the turn of the twentieth century to 

have anticipated the present-day belief that in investigating poverty and poor housing, 

evidence might be sought from those in poverty or living in the sort of housing 

conditions being examined.  It has to be acknowledged, however, that the 

Commission took quite significantly advanced steps both in ensuring not only that it 

took evidence with specialist knowledge, but that it obtained first hand experience of 

housing conditions through the visits of members to housing selected by those with 

day to day experience.  In the evidence heard, moreover, efforts were made to ensure 

that the plethora of statistics provided and recorded were supplemented by the 

personal accounts of those who gave evidence.  Two specially significant examples 

should be cited.  As has been noted, there was considerable scepticism expressed from 

some who gave evidence about the value and viability of the sort of housing 

association which Flockhart Robertson successfully  advocated.  However, a former 

Bailie of the city was able to give evidence about his own scheme to purchase and let 

at low but still profitable rents.  Mr Farquhar, a member of the Town Council from 

1874 to 1883, and for nine years a member of both the Health Committee and the City 

Improvement Trust told the Commission that he owned a number of room and kitchen 

and single apartment houses.  “He purchased a property (in Bell Street) set it in 

thorough order, and substituted iron bedsteads for the enclosures which formerly 

served the purpose.  He spent fully half the original costs in these improvements, but 

having acquitted the property at a moderate price, he had no doubt it would be a 

profitable investment”.546  When Hugh Wood, the Assistant Sanitary Inspector, gave 

evidence,  he submitted a table showing the results of the previous year’s inspection 
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of ticketed houses.  Flockhart Robertson then asked him for “an account of your 

experiences in the course of a night’s work”.  Wood reported on a visit to 2 South 

Stirling Street where there were 20 dwellings, 8 single apartment and 12 two 

apartment.  All the single apartments had been converted from previously much larger 

homes. 

There were no sanitary conveniences provided in these homes.  The  

first house visited was that of a labourer in which were the tenant and  

his wife and two children and the wife’s brother.  The man and his wife  

and the two children lay on the floor in a recess bed in the wall, and the  

wife’s brother lay in a corner with a sack to cover him.  There was very  

little furniture in the house. The house only contained cubic space  

for 2 ½ adults and the inmates were equal to 4 adults.   

 

Wood went on in similar vein to describe conditions in seven other houses he visited 

in that one night. 

 

A special meeting of Presbytery was held on 15 April 1892 to receive the report of the 

Housing Commission.  The debate which took place  illustrates the extent to which 

the Presbytery’s interest in housing was confined to a few individuals, led by Marshall 

Lang, Macleod and Robertson.  After Robertson had introduced the report, Donald 

Macleod spoke, highlighting the problem of what he called “an army of 135,000 

vagrants, living on the alms often extorted by false representation and not infrequently 

by threats”.  John Macleod of Govan then spoke about the Commission’s advocacy of 

public mortuaries and Marshall Lang said that he thought it was fruitless to discuss 

“the abstract question” of whether the poor house led to the public house or the public 
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house to the poor house”. 547  There were only two other speakers.   Robert Thomson 

moved that the Presbytery declare the Commission’s report deficient because it did 

not examine the causes of the housing crisis, but his motion failed to find a seconder, 

and William Brownlie, the minister of Lenzie who claimed that “wages had gone up 

but rents had not gone up, and the working people had acquired habits of luxury”. 

 

 

The United Free Church and the Municipal Housing Commission 

In 1900, the Free Church and the United Presbyterian Church united to form the 

United Free Church of Scotland.  Two years later,  following on the work of the 

Presbytery’s Housing Commission, the Lord Provost of Glasgow set up a Municipal 

Commission, which reported in July 1904.  There were a number of palliative 

measures proposed for the improvement of existing housing, but the principal major 

recommendations were that the Corporation itself should obtain statutory powers 

“providing for a less cumbrous, expensive and dilatory process of acquiring property 

for clearing and housing purposes”.  548   The most serious overcrowding in Glasgow 

was caused by what were called “back lands”, a tenement built  in what was intended 

to be the open space behind another tenement.  Specifically the demolition of all 

“back-lands” was urgently proposed “by steady, continuous and rigorous enforcement 

of  the existing powers of the Corporation; and that powers should be obtained, if 

necessary, to prevent back lands, which have been closed against human habitation, 

being used as stores or other business premises”.549 
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The Commission recognised that if its recommendations with regard to back lands, to 

increasing the minimum cubic footage permissible for a one roomed house, to 

preventing the occupation of insanitary premises, and to a more rigorous use of the 

corporation’s powers to prevent overcrowding were all to be carried out, there was 

likely to be a considerable amount of hardship.  Several thousand people would be 

made homeless.  The Commission therefore recommended the building “of tenements 

of one and two apartments, to be reserved exclusively for respectable people of the 

‘poorest class’…..preference being given to those dispossessed and to the most 

necessitous.   It was the Commission’s view that one or two roomed houses to be let 

at very low rent would produce an income capable of paying all economic charges. 

For those who were considered “dissolute” much simpler basic accommodation was 

recommended by the Commission, so long as prospective tenants showed evidence of 

the willingness to reform.  While the Presbytery of Glasgow’s Housing Commission 

had not proposed municipal housing, it had heard considerable evidence that low 

rented housing would be an economic proposition and it is reasonable to conclude that 

the proposal of the Lord Provost’s Municipal Commission was the extension of the 

scheme which had been widely aired in evidence of and discussion in the report of the 

Presbytery’s Housing Commission. 

 

The Church of Scotland Presbytery did not give direct evidence to the Lord Provost’s 

Commission, though several members of the municipal commission were elders of the 

Church.  However the Lord Provost’s Commission provides some evidence of the 

United Free Church’s attitude to housing. for the United Free Church Presbytery 

submitted evidence550and two ministerial members from the Free Church tradition of 
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the now United Free Church Presbytery, Revd Gilbert Laurie of Fairbairn U.F. 

Church in the eastern area of Bridgeton, and Revd William Ross of Cowcaddens gave 

verbal evidence in support of the formal submission of the United Free Church 

Presbytery.  which was examined by members of the Commission  Although at its 

meeting on 6th May 1902 the United Free Church Presbytery had “resolved to ask that 

the Presbytery be represented on the Municipal Commission on the housing of the 

poor”,551 the Presbytery itself did not submit evidence but remitted it to Laurie and 

Ross, and two other ministers, Robert Campbell and James Law to give evidence, but 

only Laurie and Ross did.552 

 

Laurie gave evidence that in his experience there was a “very large number” of able 

bodied men, paid less than £1 per week who found it very difficult to find housing at 

affordable rent,553 and of “decent, poor people who could afford, say, 9s a month 

[who] cannot get these houses”.554  He was of the view that the Corporation should 

provide some housing555 for those who cannot pay more than 10s a month for a single 

room.  This proposal came under severe criticism from Professor Glaister, who had 

been a member of the Church of Scotland Presbytery of Glasgow’s housing 

commission, on the grounds that land could not be obtained sufficiently cheaply to 

make this an economic possibility.  Nonetheless,  it received support in the 

Commission.556 
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Laurie’s evidence was very critical of landlords, insisting that those who charged 10s 

a month and more for “single rooms with bare walls” were considerably 

overcharging, and that property which had become dilapidated in the quarter of a 

century since Laurie came to Glasgow had risen in rent.557   Landlords permitted 

overcrowding; indeed, Laurie described a single tenement occupied by 120 people.558  

Tenements built in back lands could not be inhabited with any decency.559  There 

were also underground dwellings which, in Laurie’s view were insanitary and were 

not visited by sanitary inspectors.560  Landlords did not provide adequate factoring of 

their accommodation which resulted in undesirable tenants being allowed free rein.  

There ought to be far more protection for “the decent, quiet, respectable poor”.561  

Laurie proposed that there ought to be a Fair Rents Court, along the lines of the 

provision for assessing the rental of crofts or assessments of urban property.  Laurie 

was as critical of the Churches’ lack of involvement as he was of the landlords’ 

approach to their responsibilities. 

             I had enormous faith in education before the [1872] bill was passed,  

and I thought that here was salvation; but I find that education does not in  

the slightest degree touch this question.  I find this, that one-third or one- 

fourth of my people have been reclaimed, not by education, but by the  

Gospel.  Then I find that there is a great deal in the way of coming in and  

distributing charity…..A congregation should deal with their own people;  

help the congregation to help the poor but do not put in a wedge between  

the pastor and his congregation and people.  If this Commission could by  

any means awaken our Churches to grapple with that question they would  
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be going a long way to solve the question.562 

 

This represents not only Laurie’s personal opinion.  In the precognition statement, 

submitted in the name of the Presbytery, but never approved by it, 563 :the statement is 

made: “The Churches have been neglecting their duty, and have not been grappling 

with this section of the people as they should do.  They have been for many years 

standing aside and leaving this portion of the people to any society that chooses to 

deal with it.  The Churches ought to tackle this piece of work vigorously”. 564Under 

examination by the Commission, Laurie made it clear that what he meant by the 

Churches neglecting their duty is the failure to operate efficiently the territorial 

system.  He was asked how the Churches could help the Corporation tackle the 

housing problem: 

             I have no doubt whatever that would be done if we followed the old  

Scotch method of parochial work.  He people are perfectly open to  

personal dealing.  I know nothing better than Dr Chalmers’ territorial  

work.  Take a limited number.  We have been working after the imperial  

idea, and it is sheer nonsense.  We are spending money and energy in  

taking the city into our arms.  We should just say ‘Here is a district; let  

us work it.’  If the Churches were to do that it would pay and raise  

the people.565 

 

Laurie was asked the question which had concerned the Church of Scotland 

Presbytery’s Housing Commission, and on which Donald Macleod and Marshall Lang 
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had differing views, whether drink was the cause or the effect of poor housing and 

squalid conditions or the effect. He took the view that it was “sometimes a cause and 

sometimes an effect.  I certainly think that drink is the most powerful element, but at 

the same time if you don’t  put people into a position where they can breathe fresh air, 

then that works into drinking”.566  However, Laurie later explained that while he 

recognised the significance of drinking, which, he said, was prevalent “among those 

who win good wages”, he was concerned about the housing available for those on 

small incomes.  “The class I am aiming at, which I think has most need, is the class 

composed of mill girls, widows, and old people, who do not drink, a very large class 

who are suffering through downright poverty, and who are not brought down by 

drink,  who are unable to pay the price demanded just now for a room or a room and a 

kitchen…..and who are unable to pay the price demanded just now for a room or a 

room and kitchen”567 

 

The other member of the Free Church Presbytery to give evidence to the Municipal 

Commission was William Ross, minister of Cowcaddens.  His experience in the north 

of the city made him less enthusiastic for the work of the City Improvement Trust 

than the Church of Scotland Presbytery’s Housing Commission had been.   Ross’s son 

wrote “The worst day, socially and morally, for the district came when the City 

Improvement Trust cleared out a large number of the dens and rookeries in the region 

of the Saltmarket.  The people who inhabited them were forced to find another shelter, 

and many of them trecked north-west and settled down in the Cowcaddens district”.568 

Ross disagreed with his colleague Gilbert Laurie on the question of whether drink was 
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a cause or an effect of squalor.  “Drink is in the smallest possible degree an effect, so 

small that it is scarcely worth mentioning”569   Ross however was a lifelong supporter 

of temperance.  He became Secretary of the Free Church Temperance Society which 

was revived in 1874, and held high office in the temperance movement’s Order of 

Templars, serving as Grand Templar and Chief Templar for the World.  He also 

served as Convener of the Free Church’s Temperance Committee. 

 

Ross became minister of Cowcaddens Free Church in 1883, after a long ministry in 

Rothesay.  His background and interests clearly committed him to recognising the 

influence of drink as the cause of social deprivation.  While he was always willing to 

express his temperance convictions, his social involvement was by no means 

restricted to the rhetoric of blame.  During his ministry a medical mission was based 

in his Church and in ten years over forty thousand people, who did not necessarily 

have any connection with Cowcaddens Free Church,  were treated free of charge by 

Dr Muir Smith who was available every Monday, Wednesday and Friday afternoon.  

He had the frequent assistance of medical students.  

 

In his evidence, Ross described other experiments in social involvement which he 

called “pioneer mission”, where two women were paid to settle in the heart of slum 

communities which experienced a frequent turnover of population “because, as the 

people improve, they remove elsewhere to more comfortable quarters.  The results 

have been very remarkable, so much so that if I had the means, I would establish a 

mission in every slum district like that”570.  While it is clear that Ross’s eventual aim 

is to encourage involvement with the Church, it is equally clear that he saw social 
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involvement and improvement as a step towards this in its own right.  Ross advocated 

other social improvements: the municipal provision of libraries,571  the creation of 

savings banks572and believed that tenants should be allowed, where they wished, to 

purchase their houses at a slight increase on the annual rent.573   

 

Ross began his long precognition statement to the Municipal Commission by 

outlining what he regarded as the five principal causes of “the lamentable condition of 

things…..The first and most important of these causes is unquestionably the drink 

system, consisting of drinking customs and the drinking trade”.  He claimed that in 

the forty years of his ministry in Cowcaddens, “upwards of forty thousand people [a 

figure separate from those said to have attended the medical mission] have come into 

Cowcaddens Church to take the temperance pledge, and with a desire to escape from 

the thraldom of drink and the sad consequences that follow”.574  Ross wanted a series 

of curbs on the drink trade including a sharp increase in the tax assessment on public 

houses,575  a ban on the granting of licenses in new buildings,576 and encouragement 

to  proprietors to refuse tenancies to anyone employed in the drink trade.577  “All 

inspectors, caretakers, medical men and others occupying official positions shall be 

abstainers”.578  In addition to drink, Ross listed as factors contributing to social 

deprivation the lack of space, thriftlessness, heredity and hopelessness.579  In his 

evidence Ross advocated the destruction of slum property and rebuilding on the 
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sites.580 Ideally Ross wanted new housing to be built by wealthy philanthropists.581  2   

He also supported municipal housing and, only as a last resort, the establishment of a 

large-scale co-operative society. 

 

In a number of areas, the evidence presented by the United Free Church Presbytery 

through the testimony of Laurie and Ross contrasts with the views of the Church of 

Scotland’s Presbytery in the report it adopted from its Housing Commission.  First, 

the scale of the work done differs considerably.  The United Free Church Presbytery 

relied on the experience of the two men who gave evidence to the Municipal 

Commission, while the Church of Scotland Presbytery’s Commission, as we have 

seen, included people of expertise and influence and took evidence from a wide 

selection of interested parties.  The extent and breadth of the Church of Scotland’s 

Commission’s report may, however, have had a drawback which contributed to a 

second area in which the two Churches’ positions can be contrasted. 

 

Precisely because the Church of Scotland’s Housing Commission contained 

prominent businessmen and provided facilities for Landlords and Factors 

Associations to be present, its final report shows evidence of its reluctance to be 

severely critical of those who administered houses for let.  The two men who gave 

evidence on behalf of the Free Church Presbytery to the Lord Provost’s Commission 

clearly felt no constraint in being acutely critical of landlords.  Gilbert Laurie 

expressly agreed that he sided with the tenants against the landlords and that rents 

were generally unfair because they were too high,582  and frequently badly factored.583  
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Where a house was “filthy and miserable”, Laurie told the Commission, “I say that 

the fault lies, in the first instance, with the factor or the person who manages the 

property”.584  William Ross singled out the frequent  charging of high rents for 

unhealthy properties585 and advocated the radical step of making landlords entirely 

responsible for the good conduct of those to whom they let houses.586  

 

While fact that the evidence from the United Free Church relied heavily on the 

experience of individuals enabled it to focus its criticisms more sharply perhaps than 

the Church of Scotland’s Commission was able to do, it had the drawback of enabling 

William Ross to concentrate so heavily on the question of drink and he did not 

develop to the same extent other practical proposals he made. These he regarded as of 

secondary importance.  The final report of the Lord Provost’s Housing Commission 

recognised “the close connection there is  between the unhappy condition in which 

thousands of their fellow-citizens are housed and the drinking habits in which so 

many of them indulge” and it concluded that “improved housing conditions seem all 

but hopeless while this state of matters prevails”.  It recommended that “the number 

of licensed houses in working class districts should be greatly lessened, and that the 

granting of licenses in new districts should be discouraged.587 As this was the 

penultimate recommendation of the Commission it is difficult to avoid the impression 

that there was something of the payment of lip service in its inclusion. 

 

A very significant point of contrast between the conclusions of the Church of 

Scotland Commission and the evidence from the United Free Church Presbytery lies 
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in the attitude towards the Church.  The Church of Scotland Presbytery of Glasgow’s 

Housing Commission barely mentions any criticism of the Church at all, whereas both 

Laurie and Ross make a major point of it.  William Ross criticised the Church of 

Scotland because its congregations “would not take the trouble” to become involved 

in social problems588 while the United Free Church, “not supported by the 

State…..has just enough to do to preserve its own organisation and cannot afford, so 

to speak, to take the necessary steps to meet the condition of things.  Anything the 

United Free Church had been able to do had been done “by the aid of generous and 

Christian people who had compassion on that class of the population”.589    Ross was 

particularly scathing about “west end congregations who play at missions to relieve 

their own consciences.  Their visitors  go about, not with the object of raising the 

community, but with the object of doing what they say is Christian work.  They pay 

and provide charity out of pure sympathy without regard to causes, to righteousness 

or the results, and they make people dependent”..590  [My emphasis]  Ross’s comment 

that the charitable efforts of these west end congregations produced a dependency 

culture raises the possibility that his concentration on the issue of drink, and his 

advocacy of solutions with little chance of implementation, distracted from more 

critical comments on deprivation.  The distinction  he appears to be making between 

“raising the community” (such as was seen in his evidence of the effect of his 

‘pioneer missions’) and “Christian work” was an important one which deserved more 

attention than it seems to have received. 

 

The evidence given by Gilbert Laurie and William Ross was not the only contribution 

of the United Free Church to the Lord Provost’s Commission on Housing,  Revd 
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Robert Howie, minister of St Mary’s U.F. Church in Govan was a member of the 

Municipal Housing Commission.  Howie had been close to Robert Buchanan, and was 

ordained and inducted as minister of the Wynd in 1860.  In two years he  had built up 

the numbers from one hundred and ten when he arrived to over seven hundred.  He 

moved to another area close by,  to establish Trinity Free Church, which began life 

with over four hundred members from the Wynd.591 In 1872 he was persuaded by the 

wealthy shipowner, John Stephen to establish a Church in Govan, St Mary’s.  While 

there, he was involved in the starting a total of forty four new congregations, whose 

buildings cost in excess of £300,000.  Howie was convener of the Free Church 

General Assembly’s Home Mission Committee from 1897. 

 

Robert Howie’s concern to reach the unchurched is seen not only in his involvement 

in considerable Church extension, but in the study he undertook of those throughout 

Scotland who had no Church connection592 and which estimated that in the city of 

Glasgow there were 420,000 “Churchless”.  He was to make use of his statistical 

ability in arguing for a different approach to house building than those the Municipal 

Commission was eventually to recommend.   

 

The minutes of the Housing Commission refer to two attempts by Howie to have the 

Commission’s eventual findings altered in two significant ways, both of them 

unsuccessful.  First, he failed to have a recommendation that the Corporation should 

provide one or two lodging houses in different districts of the city  for “poor 

couples”593 altered to include a stipulation that the couples be married.594  Second, he 
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also failed to persuade the Commission to include a recommendation that it would be 

preferable to build municipal housing in the suburbs rather than in inner-city areas.  

When the Commission’s final recommendations were being drawn up, Howie asked 

that his signature  should bear a caveat that he approved only with reservations that 

this proposal had been dismissed as “irrelevant”.595  When this was refused, he 

declined to sign the report. 

 

The Glasgow Herald published a letter from Howie on 1 August 1904.  In it he argued 

that the Commission should have paid more attention to the statistics of migration to 

the suburbs.  In the ten years before additional suburban districts were annexed to the 

city, the population of the city had risen,  by 10.27% from 565,710 to 623,829  In the 

same period the population of the suburban areas added had risen by 49.29% from 

92,363 to 137,883, and the population of some parishes within Glasgow (Glasgow, 

Govan, Eastwood, Cathcart and Rutherglen had dropped by 219,556 or 34.16%.  

Howie claimed in his letter that if the Corporation secured ground in the suburbs for 

municipal housing, then the ratepayers and not private landowners would benefit from 

the increased value of the land which would follow the extension of the tramways 

system to these areas.  The Corporation would therefore be able to build cheaper 

houses than it could in the inner city,  where more existing housing would become 

available for let as people moved out to the suburbs.  Howie produced figures which 

showed that the demand for larger accommodation within the city was decreasing and 

was being fully met by private enterprise. 
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Conclusion 

It is perhaps unfair to suggest that writers on  this period have exaggerated the part 

played by Donald Macleod and John Marshall Lang in awakening the social 

conscience of the Church of Scotland, establishing the Presbytery of Glasgow’s 

Housing Commission, and publicising its work nationally.  The part they played was 

extremely significant.  Both men were national figures of considerable importance 

and reputation.  Both were to become Moderators of the General Assembly.  Macleod 

was an outstanding preacher and orator and Marshall Lang was a powerful 

intellectual.  They were able, therefore, to command attention and respect for the 

Housing Commission,  and, equally important, for the social theology which lay 

behind it. 

 

The part played by Frederick Lockhart Robertson has been almost totally ignored in 

the literature of the Housing Commission.  Only David Watson even mentions his 

chairing of the Commission.596  As has been shown, his contribution to the cause of 

better housing for Glasgow went far beyond that.  Robertson clearly did not possess 

the oratorical gifts of Donald Macleod or the intellectual credentials of Marshall 

Lang, but his determination and organizational ability were essential to the Housing 

Commission’s work.  The evidence given to the Commission reveals the extent to 

which Robertson piloted through its most widely accepted and effective 

recommendation, the proposal for a housing association, which resulted in the 

Glasgow Workmen’s Dwelling Company, with a capital of over £40,000 and a 

dividend limited to 5%.  It bought and renovated twenty six slum properties and was 

responsible for erecting six new tenements.  Tenants were largely unskilled labourers 
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earning around £1 per week.  The Company owned 677 houses providing 

accommodation for 2900 people.597   

 

The subsequent history of the wider support given to the Housing Commission’s 

proposals, first through ecumenical conference and then in a huge public rally, and 

Robertson’s tireless involvement in that process has not been fully recorded.  .  It is 

very obvious that while Robertson was active in the year or so after the public 

meeting in the St Andrew’s Halls, the work delegated to committees went ahead at 

some pace, but with Robertson’s illness and then death, the pace slowed considerably. 

 

The reputation which Donald Macleod and John Marshall Lang had at the time  has 

allowed the assumption to be made that the Housing Commission was a reflection of 

the Presbytery of Glasgow’s commitment to the social theology which the two men 

promoted.  However there is evidence of considerable apathy in the Presbytery when 

housing was under discussion, and there is certainly no evidence that the Kirk 

Sessions who were asked, first for comments and later for discussion of the issues 

involved took on the work with any great seriousness.   

 

The concentration on the part played by Macleod and Marshall Lang has had another 

consequence: the assumption that the Presbytery’s Housing Commission was a 

committee composed of members of the Presbytery, a fact which C.G. Brown notes in 

passing.598  It included, as has been noted, men who were not members of the 

Presbytery, but whose expertise was sought on behalf of the Presbytery.  This does 

not detract from the credit which the Presbytery deserves for setting up the 
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Commission; on the contrary, it reveals its determination to give the Commission’s 

work and eventual proposals both authority and credibility.  It is significant that while 

Marshall Lang proposed that there should be an ecumenical dimension to the 

Commission, it was F. L. Robertson’s motion which secured that people with 

professional experience of housing, health and sanitation were members of the 

Commission. 

 

Donald Smith’s comment that the Commission’s recommendations were 

“disappointing” and that members of the Commission “rejected socialist proposals 

that the corporation build houses and let them to the poor at rents they could 

afford”599 is too dismissive.  It downplays the impetus which the Commission’s 

recommendations gave to the public debate on the housing issue.  It ignores the 

support which the Commission gave to other forms of municipal involvement in 

housing, such as lodging houses. And it fails to recognise that the final 

recommendations of the Commission show that it was prepared to ignore a good deal 

of the conventional argument, for example about the contribution of drink to poverty. 

 

There was more than a little ecclesiastical self-interest in the proposal to set up a 

housing commission.  Bad housing was perceived to be one of the main causes of 

what was termed “non Church-going” and the Church of Scotland Presbytery’s initial 

interest in the housing issue was with a view to improving Church attendance, and, 

the moral issues raised by the difficulty of maintaining “decency” in single room 

houses.   
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It is true that the Commission allowed representatives of the professional associations 

of landlords and house factors to be represented at all the meetings of the Commission 

and to comment on evidence given to the Commission with which they disagreed, and 

to that extent the Commission’s work is open to the charge that it was unduly 

sympathetic to the position of the landlords.  This is one of the areas in which the 

evidence of the Church of Scotland Presbytery differs from the evidence of the Free 

Church Presbytery to the Municipal Housing Commission.  There was no-one in the 

Free Church in Glasgow of the stature of Macleod or Marshall Lang or with the 

dogged commitment of F L Robertson.  The United Free Church Presbytery did not 

prepare its evidence on housing conditions as assiduously as did the Church of 

Scotland Presbytery.  The United Free Church Presbytery at this time was more 

concerned to debate the issues surrounding the theological views of A. B.  Bruce and 

Marcus Dods. 

 

Gilbert Laurie and William Ross were far from reluctant to criticise landlords and 

place blame for housing conditions at their door.  They were also less impressed than 

the Church of Scotland’s Commission with the work of the City Improvement Trust. 

 

If the Church of Scotland’s Commission disappointed Donald Smith because it 

rejected the provision of municipal housing, the same charge cannot be levelled at the 

Free Church Presbytery’s contribution to the Municipal Housing Commission , which 

Smith does not acknowledge.  Robert Howie of the United Free Church proposed 

municipal land purchase and house building.  Perhaps because of William Ross’ 

temperance background, stress on the effect of drink was much more to the fore in the 

Free Church’s submission to the Municipal Commission. 
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With the death of F. L. Robertson, and the involvement of Macleod and Marshall 

Lang on the wider stage of the Church of Scotland’s General Assembly, the focus of 

the Church’s attention to the housing problem moved from Glasgow Presbytery to the 

General Assembly, while in the west of Scotland, the exploration of social theology 

was taken up by ministers of the United Free Church, William Dickie of Dowanhill 

600in the west end of Glasgow, and Scott Matheson of Dumbarton, (from the United 

Presbyterian tradition)  William Clow (from the Free Church tradition) and David 

Watson,  who combined the practical commitment of a Church of Scotland minister in 

the east end of Glasgow with the ability of an able theological mind. 
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Chapter 5 

 

THE KINGDOM OF GOD AS THE CONTEXT OF SOCIAL REFORM 

 

Introduction 

 In 1909, the General Assemblies of the Church of Scotland and the United Free 

Church in 1909 took the first official steps towards reunion.    A conference of two 

hundred and ten representatives of the two Churches took place on 9th November 

1909.601  On St Andrew’s Day 1900, exactly three weeks after the first meeting of 

representatives to explore the issues involved in reunion, another conference between 

the two Churches took place to review the social work of the two Churches.   By 

1909, there had already been co-operation between the Churches in the field of social 

work,  for example in response to the welfare needs of those in Glasgow affected by 

the down-turn in trade that year.      The Church of Scotland had opened  a Labour 

Home for destitute men in Edinburgh.  This was shortly followed by similar homes in 

Glasgow, Dundee and Ayr.  The Church of Scotland established a firewood factory in 

Glasgow, so that when its homes were full, men could work a four hour shift to earn 

sufficient money for two meals and a ticket for a bed in a model lodging house.  

Every night after midnight, five hundred men were fed under a railway arch in the 

east end of the city at a soup kitchen run by the Church.  Homes for destitute young 

men were opened in Glasgow and Paisley, as well as in Dundee and Aberdeen.  

Bureaux for unemployed women were opened in Glasgow and Edinburgh and a farm 

acquired at Bridge of Allan to train unemployed young men for farm work.  Although 

the United Free Church had not made the same progress in practical social work, it 
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was decided, as a result of the conference, that there was a danger of work being 

duplicated, and so it was decided that the Church of Scotland  should continue to put 

its emphasis on practical social work, while the United Free Church would become 

more involved in social theology and social criticism.602 

 

Towards the end of his survey of social criticism in the Scottish Churches, Donald 

Smith concludes that “the U.F. Church was the first of the Scottish Churches to 

recover, in its corporate capacity, its prophetic witness, and to engage in genuine and 

consistent social criticism”.  603Smith traces in some detail the debates which took 

place in the United Free Church General Assembly between 1906 and 1911 and 

which led to establishment of a Special Committee on Social Problems which, 

according to its terms of reference,  

by conference with Presbyteries, employers,  masters’ federations,  

Chambers of Commerce, Trades Councils and other labour  

organisations, would keep the Church informed on industrial and  

social problems.   It would arrange for the presentation and discussion  

of labour and social questions from the Christian point of view at  

meetings of existing organisations, wherever opportunities arose…..It  

would negotiate for the formation, for joint action where possible, of  

joint committees of Presbytery and other organisations which strive  

for the welfare of the various classes of the community…..It would  

keep a watchful eye on Social Legislation, get in touch, as occasion  

arises, with such Departments of State as the Local Government Board,  
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the Board of Trade and the Home Office.604 

 

The reports and proceedings of the U.F. Assembly, culminating in the establishment 

of the Committee on Social Problems also, as Smith points out, “reveal the strong 

cleavage that had by this time developed between the progressive and conservative 

elements in the Church – between those who wished the Church to work for a 

reformation of the social and economic structures of society in order to  achieve a 

more Christian social order, and those who held the Church’s only task was to preach 

the Gospel to individuals, leaving it to redeemed individuals to create a more 

Christian society”.605   What is important, for the purposes of this study, is to trace 

how the U.F. Church’s increasing involvement in social questions was expressed 

through the use of the idea of the Kingdom of God, and how the cleavage in the 

Church’s attitude  between the progressive and conservative elements derived from 

differing, and often somewhat confused views on the Kingdom of God. 

 

Inevitably the reports to the United Free Church’s General Assembly are less definite 

about the Kingdom of God than the views of the individuals whose often conflicting 

opinions the Reports had to reconcile.    It is clear that there was a variety of views 

about the Kingdom of God being propounded at the beginning of the twentieth 

century.  These are explored through the writings of four ministers who lived and 

worked in the West of Scotland, whose congregations and parishes were very 

different, whose motivations varied considerably, and who represent the spectrum of 

views on the Kingdom which the United Free Church’s General Assembly attempted 

to hold together, 
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David Watson was a Church of Scotland minister in the east end of Glasgow. He 

combined an intense pastoral concern with an ability to reflect on the theological and 

pastoral issues of social justice in a deprived area.   William Clow came from the Free 

Church tradition of the United Free Church  and his pastoral charge was a newly 

establish congregation in Glasgow’s west end where both socially and politically he 

was at home, and his social theology reflected the individualism and the confidence of 

Glasgow’s merchant class.  Scott Matheson and William Dickie both came from the 

former United Presbyterian Church.  Matheson was a town centre minister in 

Dumbarton and linked the benefits of municipalisation to the value of civic religion, 

while Dickie’s congregation had transported from an urban area to the then suburbs, 

and he himself struggled to combine the evangelical emphasis on individual salvation 

with the local Church’s social concern. 

 

An examination of their respective social theologies will illustrate the variety of views 

about the Kingdom of God which the General Assembly of the United Free Church 

struggled to describe and so provide a context for its social criticism.  It was being 

pressed to decide whether the Church’s role in advancing the Kingdom of God was an 

active, participatory one in which the Church provided the means to attempt to reduce 

poverty and homelessness; or whether it should adopt an inspirationally participative 

role, working to produce Christian people who would carry the social implications of 

the Gospel into the places where they had influence; or whether the Church had an 

institutionally prophetic role, critical of all it regarded as retarding the Kingdom of 

God.  These roles were not, of course, mutually exclusive, and indeed it would have 

been possible for the Church to adopt all three roles, but different social theologies 

often appeared to adopt one of these roles at the expense, almost, of the others 
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David Watson 

David Watson was minister of the parish of St Clement’s in the east end of Glasgow 

for forty two years.  In 1886 he was called to what was then a chapel-of-ease with a 

membership of three hundred, and by the time he celebrated his semi-jubilee there in 

1911, the congregation numbered well over one thousand.606  S J Brown describes St 

Clement’s under Watson as “a model urban working class Church”.607    Two 

experiences fired Watson’s social concern.  When he was a student at the University 

of Glasgow, the Liberal MP John Bright was elected Rector of the University.  

Watson was present at Bright’s Rectorial Address and later said that he would never 

forget Bright’s final sentence, “I see before me men, women and children, hungry, ill-

clothed, wan and wretched, passing on in never-ending and ghastly procession from 

the cradle into the grave”.   Watson said that Bright’s speech “made him a housing 

reformer”.608  The other experience which convinced Watson of the need for housing 

reform was the time he spent as probationer minister in Paisley, in the same 

congregation and parish where Robert Burns had been minister.  Watson wrote “It 

was while visiting from door to door in the poorer parts of the parish that I came up 

against the housing problem and the slums of Paisley, which were terrible beyond 

anything I had seen in Glasgow”.609  Watson wrote a series of unsigned articles for 

The Paisley Gazette. 

             I told what I had seen – dark hovels, damp walls, rotting floors,  

dripping roofs, unsafe stairs with greasy ropes for banisters up which  

I had to pull myself – many of them overcrowded with aged men and  
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women, delicate consumptive young men, palefaced bloodless women,  

and puny children, most of them subsisting on a miserable pittance.  That  

was how the Paisley poor lived, within a hundred yards of decent streets  

and comfortable homes.  I gave abundant instances and pictures from  

life.  The articles appeared every Saturday for several weeks and created  

a sensation.610 

 

David Watson had great respect for Robert Flint611 and he also had strong links to 

both John Marshall Lang and Donald Macleod. 612   The names of both Flint and 

Marshall Lang appear in advertisements commending one of Watson’s books.   

Watson’s parish was close to the Barony, and Watson was a considerable admirer of 

Marshall Lang, whom he described as among “the outstanding platform speakers in 

Glasgow” and who was “marked by intense moral force”.613   Watson says that 

Donald Macleod and Park Parish were among those who helped him in the early years 

of his ministry.  The Park congregation not only financed a parish sister and provided 

a considerable number of the lady volunteers,  who were a customary way of better-

off congregations helping poorer parishes, but Watson also received  support from a 

prominent Glasgow accountant, and leading elder in Park Church,  A. J. Ferguson,  

who became a close friend.  

 

“During the first twenty years of his St Clement’s ministry” writes Donald H Bishop,  

Dr Watson visited regularly and gave brief addresses at many  

of the iron, brass, electricity, cotton and jam factories in his parish.   
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The addresses were heartily welcomed by the employers…..The  

workers responded readily and attended the meetings, leading Dr  

Watson to report to the Kirk Session (in May 1906)  that his ‘visits  

to the Public Works in the district had been very successful, the  

members present and attention given being most encouraging”.614  

 

Watson became closely involved with the Charity Organisation Society615 and he was 

instrumental in founding the Scottish Christian Social Union, and was its President 

from 1901 to 1938.  He was active in the Church of Scotland Presbytery of Glasgow’s 

Committee on Social Problems, and in 1907, when the Committee was investigating 

lodging houses and farmed out houses, Watson personally visited both each night for 

a week, between 9.00pm and 2.00am, if not in disguise then certainly not recognisable 

as a minister. He was later to describe the farmed our houses as “in many instances a 

brothel, pure and simple)616 One of the results was Glasgow Presbytery’s Lodging 

House Mission, which had considerable success in providing meals and welfare 

services, and continues to do so to this day. 617   

 

In 1909, following trade depression and consequent unemployment, the Church of 

Scotland and the United Free Church in Glasgow combined to raise funds to meet the 

needs of those in distressed circumstances.  Watson was closely involved through his 

Presbytery’s Committee on Social Problems.   
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             Never were funds better administered.  There was no hint of patronage.   

 It was a case of one member of a family helping another.  Never, in my 

 experience, were so many decent poor people (who would have died rather 

 than have advertised their necessity) helped, without being pauperised, or 

 dishonoured in their own eyes.  In was an object lesson in Christian solidarity 

 of priceless value today, when, unhappily, East End Churches have all the 

 poor, and West End Churches have none.  The responsibility of the latter for 

 the poor is none the less, but all the greater on that account.618 

 

Watson was involved in the planning of the four Church of Scotland Congresses 

between 1899 and 1904,  one of which, as has been noted, was devoted to the social 

responsibility of the Churches and addressed by Robert Flint. Watson gave evidence 

to a Royal Commission on Housing.   He was to be vice-convener and then convener 

of the General Assembly’s Committee on Social Work from 1904 to 1935.   When he 

retired as Convener of the Committee, the General Assembly recorded that “by his 

published works, his written articles, his pulpit addresses and his public speeches, Dr 

Watson has done more than any other man to impress upon the mind and heart of their 

people the social implications of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.  He is now recognised as 

speaking with the voice of authority on all aspects of the social question”.   Fittingly, 

the Moderator in 1935,  who expressed the thanks of the General Assembly and who 

said that for thirty one years Watson had been “the life and soul” of all the aspirations 

of the Social Work Committee, was John Marshall Lang’s son, Dr Marshall B 

Lang.619   
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If Watson’s social commitment and concern were fired by his early experiences as a 

student and probationer, it was informed by the practicalities of his ministry in 

Glasgow’s deprived east end.  As well as the regular and systematic visitation of his 

congregation, he visited the parish of 9000 from door to door.  He pioneered the 

holding of what today would be called Harvest Thanksgivings to put slum-dwellers in 

touch with nature.  He started a Rambling Club “to take the young men away from 

their sordid surroundings”.  He established a clubroom in two single apartments, with 

a piano and a library and games such as draughts and dominoes.  He opened a play 

group for children.  He was a member of the Housing Committee of the Kyrle Society 

which managed the property purchased and renovated by the Glasgow Workmen’s 

Dwelling Company. 

 

Not surprisingly for someone who was an admirer of Robert Flint and who had close 

contact with both Donald Macleod and Marshall Lang David Watson’s writings 

reveal both his preoccupation with the idea of the Kingdom of God and its influence 

on his ministry and social concern.   His understanding of the Kingdom was clearly 

closely worked out theologically.   Although it is not expressed in a systematic 

treatment of the theme, it is possible to draw together into a coherent picture the 

various elements in his thinking about the Kingdom,  and its implications for the 

Church and consequences for society.. 

 

Watson starts from the conviction that the Church has not sufficiently preached about 

the Kingdom of God, and should don sackcloth in repentance.620  Since the Church is 

the agent of the Kingdom, responsible for its advance, the Church is also responsible 
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for any failure to advance the cause of the Kingdom.621 However Watson sees a sign 

of hope in that “the rediscovery of the Kingdom of God has been the greatest 

theological achievement of our day”.622   The result of the Church’s failure to preach 

about the Kingdom is the Church’s encouragement of social stratification, deference 

to wealth and rank,  and neglect of social justice. 623  The result of the rediscovery of 

the doctrine of the Kingdom is that the era of the Social Question began and the 

Church was committed to social transformation.  “Men are now practically 

unanimous” he writes,  “in their conviction that social salvation, which is deliverance 

from all that hinders the perfection of society, lies in the practical application, and 

working out, of Christian principles”.624  Like Flint, Watson believes that the 

Kingdom of God will come on earth, and will involve a redeemed environment as 

well as redeemed individuals,625 and so the Kingdom is far wider than the Church, 

because it will include nations and Churches.626  Like Flint also he believes the 

Kingdom will arrive through a process of evolution under divine control.627 

 

Watson’s reliance on Flint is most clearly seen in what he says about secular agencies 

contributing to the advance of the Kingdom of God.   He points out that science, by 

leading to improvements in science and sanitation, by providing labour-saving 

devices and inventing forms of transport, and by enabling industry  better to create 
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and society better to distribute wealth, “provides the material framework for the 

Kingdom of God”.628   Watson goes on to list contributions other than the overtly 

religious to the Kingdom of God in terms which are virtually a commentary on the 

passage quoted  from Flint:629 

 

            The contribution of literature has been its powerful portrayal of  the  

ideal social state and its incisive criticism of those evil conditions  

which hinder the ideal.  The contribution of philanthropy has been  

its strenuous and magnificent achievement in the sphere of practical 

helpfulness and social amelioration……The contribution of legislation  

lies in the many effective curbs it has placed upon human selfishness,  

cruelty and greed, and the many stimuli it has supplied to fair dealing  

and righteous conduct.  The contribution of art has been its unwearied 

insistence on the eternal worth of beauty, and its everlasting appeal to  

the spirit of man.  The contribution of commerce is the emphasis it lays  

on human solidarity, interdependence and mutual aid.  The contribution  

of industry is its affirmation and demonstration of a truth which we forget  

at our peril, that upon work honestly and faithfully performed, and duty  

nobly done, must rest any true city or Kingdom of God.630 

 

However all these secular pursuits will achieve more if dedicated to the Kingdom of 

God than they will achieve for the Kingdom if pursued for their own sake.  “Art for 

the Kingdom of God’s sake will achieve greater things than art for art’s sake”.631 
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The social nature of the Kingdom of God, according to Watson, stems from two of 

Jesus’ institutions: the Lord’s Supper and the Lord’s Prayer.  The Lord’s Supper 

involved a divine society committed to love and service.  “We have by no means 

exhausted the full social import of the sacramental meal instituted by our Lord Jesus 

Christ”.632   He maintains that just as the Lord’s Supper makes use of material things 

for spiritual ends, so the social gospel of Christianity requires the Christian use of the 

material environment for people’s spiritual development and well-being.633The social 

implications of the Lord’s Prayer are contained in its constant use of plural pronouns.  

The initial emphasis is on the Fatherhood of God “while the subsequent clauses 

emphasise social progress, social order, social duty and social worship”.634 

 

Watson also derives his understanding of the social nature of the Kingdom of God 

from the Apostles’ Creed, where the Fatherhood of God, the social expression of the 

faith at Pentecost, and the Communion of Saints all point to it.   The forgiveness of 

sins is the inspiration of the Church’s ministry to “the social derelicts and human 

wreckage of our complex and strenuous civilisation”,635  while the doctrines of the 

resurrection, judgment and immortality imply that the present life is a preparation, and 

therefore “everything which stunts character, handicaps life and hinders the free and 

harmonious development of personality should be removed”.636 

 

Watson, however, criticises the creeds for being too “metaphysical”, with subtle 

theological definitions but no reference to the Kingdom of God, or social duty.  He 
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explains that the creeds were written to address issues which were disputed, but the 

unchallenged doctrines such as the Kingdom of God and its social implications are 

implicit in all the articles of the creed.637 

 

Interestingly, Watson only turns to the explicit teaching of Jesus about the Kingdom 

of God after he has found evidence for it in the Church’s liturgy and creeds.  This is 

because Watson believes that he no longer needs to argue for the place of the 

Kingdom of God in the Church’s life and thinking.  Nevertheless, he wants to avoid 

unnecessary tension between the two and so sees the broad outline of the Kingdom 

implicit in and consistent with what the high Churchmen of his day viewed as the 

Church’s essential functions, the provision of worship and the promotion of creedal 

faith..  Watson also wants to derive from the teaching of Jesus the aspect of the 

Kingdom which most caused division in the Church of Watson’s day: its social rather 

than its individual character. 

 

In 1905, when Watson published Perfect Manhood, he was of the view that the 

Kingdom of God would be achieved through the efforts of individual Christians.     

“The goal or objective of all social effort,” he wrote, “is the realisation of the 

Kingdom of God on earth, but it is becoming increasingly clear that our way to the 

Kingdom is through the individual”. Echoing exactly the words of Robert Flint, he 

added, “Socialism has done one excellent service: it has taught us the eternal value of 

individualism”.638  However Watson was later to modify his view of the individualist 

route to the Kingdom of God. 
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Michael McCabe has argued that “progressives like Watson were not critical of 

individualism as such, but they were concerned that over-emphasising it in politics 

had resulted in discrimination in favour of the rich and well-off to the detriment of the 

welfare of the poor and working classes”.639  He uses the passage quoted above, in 

which Watson says the way to the Kingdom is through the individual [his emphasis] 

as evidence of Watson’s belief in the conversion of individuals as a prerequisite of the 

Kingdom’s advance.  However the quotation comes from Watson’s 1905 Perfect 

Manhood and Watson very soon revised his view.   He compared Jesus’ teaching to 

an ellipse with two foci, (which he borrowed from Ritschl) one focus was the 

individual soul and the other was the Kingdom of God.  “The first of these has had 

full justice done to it; the second has never had”.640  So Watson described the 

individualist route to the Kingdom of God as a “spent force”.641  “It was the exclusive 

emphasis laid upon individual redemption, and the neglect or misapprehension of the 

Kingdom which wrought the mischief”.642  And he stresses that Jesus “enunciated 

certain great fundamental principles which were bound eventually to undermine every 

social wrong and transform society”:643  social righteousness, mercy, brotherly love 

and sacrifice and service.  

 

Watson describes the Kingdom of God as “spiritual and universal”,644 and as 

involving the regeneration of the earth.  However, when he contrasts the spirituality 

and the materialism of the Kingdom, he is not contrasting pietism with social action.  

The “material Kingdom” which Watson says Jesus rejected is not therefore to be 
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thought of as indifferent to the conditions of this world, but rather a Kingdom in 

which Jesus refused “to seize the throne and crown himself King”.645   And when 

Jesus said that his Kingdom was “not of this world”, he did not mean that his 

Kingdom had no implications for society, but that it came from the divine order.  “It 

was of heavenly origin, not earthly.  But its sphere was and is emphatically this world, 

and the realisation of this truth would bring a new redemptive force into the social 

order”.646 

 

As we will see,  there was disagreement within the Churches at the time not only 

about the final nature of the Kingdom of God but also about the means by which it 

was to be achieved.   Watson believed that it “will not come through any merely 

economic change, urgent as that may be, but through the return of the nation to the  

living God”.   There were those who insisted that the only way the nation would 

return to God and so approach God’s Kingdom was through the efforts of Christian 

individuals, inspired in their witness by the preaching of the Christian Church.   

Watson takes such views one stage further and he envisages the Kingdom of God 

being reached by more than individuals’ actions.  He recognises a role for the Church 

as an institution in the advancement of the Kingdom.    As well as fulfilling their 

Christian witness, individual Christians mould and form Christian opinion, and in turn 

Christian opinion transforms society.  “That is how the Kingdom will come”.647  

However, in addition to the transforming of society through influence, Watson insists 

that Christian effort and energy have to be expended in the cause of the Kingdom.  

This may take the form of philanthropy, or social improvement, or a moral crusade or 
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direct social reform.648  As a matter of priority, however, Watson calls for  “the best 

men, not only progressive but distinctly Christian” to become involved with the care 

of the poor, the management of education and the control of municipal affairs.649  .He 

would like to see a sense of stewardship which recognised that “money and gifts and 

influence and life itself are a solemn trust from God the Giver of all, to be 

administered in the interests of his Kingdom,” as well as  a greater concern for moral 

evils and a keener interest in social problems.650     

 

Watson understands that Christian witness and opinion are forged within the 

institutional Church.  When he turns to the role of the Church in the advancement of 

Christ’s Kingdom, Watson gives it a central place: it is the divine instrument of 

human redemption, 651and its main business is through its worship to advance the 

Kingdom of God,652 which should be “worked for as well as prayed for”.  Moving to 

the more specific role which he sees for the Church in the advancement of the 

Kingdom of God, Watson outlines a role for the Church as custodian of social 

welfare.  He says, with regard to the housing question in which he was so interested, 

that “it is the duty of the city to see that the citizens are properly housed, and it is the 

duty of the Church to see that it is done”.653   However Watson expresses the common 

view of the time that the Church must not commit itself to any particular economic 

theory or political solution. 

It is the duty of the Church to lay down broad principles of  

righteousness – individual, civic, social and national – to affirm  
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the solidarity of mankind, and that it is not well with the whole so  

long as any section of the community is weak, socially insufficient,  

underpaid, ill-housed, and deprived of the opportunity of living as  

full, healthy and happy life.654 

 

And, in rhetorical mode, Watson insists that the Church’s duty to the incoming 

Kingdom is to articulate “that divine discontent with the existing order which is the 

guarantee and the impelling motive of all true reform”.655 

 

David Watson’s coherent connection of social theology to pastoral practice makes 

him a very important figure in the development of the Church of Scotland’s 

engagement with social issues.   Despite McCabe’s insistence on Watson’s 

evangelical individualism, Watson’s  social theology is open to the criticism that he is 

places insufficient emphasis on individual sinfulness.  He writes, for example 

We have not sufficiently realised how largely moral evils spring  

from unchristian social conditions.  We have too often been content to say  

that they spring from a depraved heart, without inquiring too minutely into  

the cause of human depravity.  It might surprise some to learn that the devil  

or original sin had less to do with it than the slum and the public house.656 

 

“Less to do with it”, perhaps.  In wanting to provide a counterbalance to the tendency 

to blame poverty on individual fecklessness and irresponsibility which was a view 

given considerable expression in evidence to the Housing Commission set up by the 

Church of Scotland Presbytery of Glasgow, it is understandable that Watson is 
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tempted to underplay the role of human sin.   When he gave evidence to the Royal 

Commission on Housing in Scotland, Watson was closely questioned about his view 

that social conditions effectively outweighed all other factors in their effect of the 

individual character.  When asked if he agreed that “no matter what you do by 

personal influence, by every improvement in life that you can bring to bear, you are 

still faced with (the results of overcrowding)  on the individual character?” Watson 

replied “There is no doubt about that”.  And when he was asked to say that family 

improvements would achieve nothing without better housing, and whether he would 

support that from his own experience, Watson said simply “Yes”.657  Watson is 

therefore led to an optimism about improving society which could be regarded as 

unrealistic.  Again, in evidence to the Royal Commission, he said that if there were 

better housing for the poor, supervised by caretakers, “you would have very few of 

these destructive tenants.  You would again educate, you would pull up these social 

laggards, that class is the problem with us.  The educative process would by and by 

result in eliminating or abolishing the class altogether”.658    Those destructive tenants 

who did not respond, Watson said, he would send to a labour colony for life.   Where 

parents are constantly drunken or vicious, children should be removed from their care 

and reared by the state.659   Watson’s optimism about the effect of slum clearance 

was, however, tempered by a degree of realism.  “I should like to sound a note of 

warning with regard to the future” he wrote in 1901.  “While improving insanitary 

areas the authorities should keep a sharp look-out, and make sure that similar areas 
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are not being allowed to spring up elsewhere, or the whole weary  process of pulling 

down and clearing out will have to be gone over again”.660   

 

Watson’s understanding of the Kingdom of God as essentially pervasive means he has 

to rely on a number of assumptions which were to prove over-optimistic.  He has to 

assume that the Kingdom’s transforming power will bring about improved social 

conditions which, in turn, he assumes will produce regenerated lives.  To be fair to 

him, at the time he wrote there had not yet been a sufficient amount of rehousing and 

improved housing for the discovery to have been made that these social improvement 

did not always result in the sort of reformed society that Watson envisaged.  

 

However, even by the political circumstancesof Watson’s day, one aspect of his 

attitude to the Church’s involvement in the political arena is unrealistic.  He believed 

that “if great questions involving grave moral and social issues were disentangled 

from party, and placed separately before the country, say by referendum, the Church 

might then intervene and throw the whole weight of her influence openly on the side 

of righteousness”.      He does not, however, make clear how moral and social issues 

could be separated from party politics if, as was so often the case, party divisions 

often reflected opposing attitudes on moral and social issues.  G R Searle, surveying 

what he calls “the years of crisis” between 1908 and 1914, regards the various 

movements which put pressure on the Liberal Government – Irish Republicans and 

Irish Loyalists, syndicalists and suffragettes – as exhibiting “a strain of moral 

absolutism”.661  Far from it being possible to remove moral issues from the world of 

party politics, moral issues were invading that world.  Nor does Watson explainhow 
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the Church could apply the weight of her influence when the Church itself was 

divided on moral issues.   

 

William M Clow 

William Clow was the first minister of Stevenson Memorial Church in the west end of 

Glasgow.  Though born in Glasgow he received his schooling in New Zealand and the 

united States and then graduated  in arts and divinity at Glasgow University.  He was 

minister in Lanarkshire, Aberdeen and Edinburgh before being inducted to Stevenson 

Memorial in 1902.  In 1911 he was appointed to the Chair of Practical Training and 

Christian Ethics at Trinity College in Glasgow, of which he became Principal in 1922. 

Clow was someone of impeccable evangelical credentials, and close to a number of 

the United Free Church leaders.  For example,  Dr George Reith of the College 

Church, whose members had contributed considerably to the building of Stevenson 

Memorial, was instrumental in bringing Clow from Edinburgh. 

 

Clow had no sympathy with the view that the Church had a duty to be socially 

involved.   He regarded the conferences on social issues which both the United Free 

Church and the Church of Scotland ran in the early years of the twentieth century as 

of no value. “Nothing comes out of the papers which are read and the keen criticisms 

which follow”.662   Clow said ministers must avoid using the pulpit to discuss public 

social issues.663  He refused to allow any prophetic role to the preacher, insisting that 

if a minister wishes to follow the example of  Isaiah, Amos or Hosea, he must “resign 

his charge and devote himself to what he is entitled to say as a high and honourable 
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and Christian service”.664  The suggestion made in the United Free Church Assembly 

that divinity students be introduced to the disciplines of sociology and social relations 

is summarily dismissed as “nonsense”.665 

 

Because the courts of the Church, Presbyteries and the General Assembly, according 

to Clow, have a responsibility for the oversight of the Christian life of the members of 

the Church, they may have a responsibility to explore public issues.   But the 

discussion of political questions must be avoided because they are divisive and there 

are other forums where such discussions can more appropriately take place.  

However,  

 

            the Church court has a duty of pronouncing upon the ethical  

import of all proposed legislation, of all civic regulations, and  

of the administration of the law of the land.  It should insist that  

economics must be ethical.  It should insist that laws shall not  

imperil the liberty of conscience, or the freedom of religion.  It should  

insist that no legislation shall encourage any laxity, or self-indulgence,  

or discourage the finer instincts of the people,  where there are laws  

of commerce which break Christ’s commandments. Where there are  

customs which injure the young, oppress the feeble, wrong the poor,  

corrupt either the minds or the bodies of those who toil, where there  

are tyrannies of rich over poor, or of poor over rich, where there is  

any invasion or infringement of ethical righteousness by the laws of the  

land, or in their administration, there the voice of the Church, by its  
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courts, should never fail to be heard..666 

 

That passage illustrates perfectly the confusion in Clow’s whole social theology.  The 

passionate rhetoric demanding that the voice of the courts of the Church be heard 

where there is social injustice is as impressive as that of any who would have 

regarded themselves as theological critics of Clow.  However, Clow immediately goes 

on to indicate that the right of the Church courts to speak on political and social issues 

is qualified.  “But this voice must speak only within the sphere of ethics, and any 

heady denunciation of riches as riches, employers as employers, or of workmen as 

workmen, is an offence against society and against the command of Christ”.[My 

emphasis] 667 

 

Clow also opposed  relatively moderate areas of social improvement or reform.  He is 

unsympathetic to appeals for shorter working hours.  “This cry for leisure is overdone.  

It is in some cases only the cry of laziness disguising itself.  Men used to speak of the 

dignity of labour.  They now covet the dignity of idleness”.668   He dismissed the 

products of the  1906 Liberal government, like the Old Age Pensions Act and the 

Insurance and Employment Act as “enforced by organised labour endeavouring to 

adjust our present industrial order”.669   For Clow, few who joined Co-operative 

Societies were inspired by the movement’s ideals.670 

 

Clow published Christ  in the Social Order in 1913 but as will be clear when the 

attitude of the United Free Church’s General Assembly to the Kingdom of God is 
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traced below it reflects views he had held for some considerable time.  He says that he 

writes against a background of social unrest, to which the relationships of wealth to 

poverty, capital to labour and women to work all contribute,671 and the capacity of 

these relationships to contribute to social unrest has been accentuated by the 

prevalence of pity, and the extension of the franchise.  Pity expresses itself in 

compassion for the poor.  “I do not say that compassion is to be condemned.  But it 

should be a commonplace that those who act only from emotion often fail in wisdom.  

As often they disregard the great principles of justice and helpfulness. They merely 

please themselves”.672  The extension of the franchise means that “the discontented 

have votes”. And political parties “are chary of talking blunt wisdom to the masses 

possessed of an enormous aggregate vote”.673   Only “armchair enthusiasts” really 

believed in profit-sharing as a means of bringing capital and labour together..674 

 

Clow approaches social issues from an entirely different standpoint and with a totally 

different set of presuppositions than did David Watson.  Their understanding of the 

Kingdom of God and the Church’s part in it have little in common, except the belief 

that the Church is not to be identified with the Kingdom,  and that the Church shares 

with other agencies the task of working towards the Kingdom of God.   In a book of 

sermons he produced just as he was preparing to leave Stevenson Memorial Church 

for Trinity College, Clow repeats the view which Flint expresses in the Kingdom of 

Christ upon Earth that “whenever men regard  the Church and the Kingdom as one, 

they lead themselves and others astray”, but Clow means something very different by 

this from Flint.    Other organisations such as the family and the city, the university 
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and the state can and should contribute to the coming of the Kingdom.675  However 

Clow makes it clear that within these organisations, only individuals who have faith 

and become obedient to God are capable of contributing towards the Kingdom.676   

This does seem to raise the question of whether it is meaningful for Clow to say that 

the Church and the Kingdom are not identical, if, in fact he allows only those in other 

organisations and institutions who are Christians to contribute towards the Kingdom.  

It is certainly a very different view of the role organisations other than the Church can 

play in working for the Kingdom of God from the view Flint held.  Flint believed a 

contribution could be made by secular agencies towards the Kingdom of God without 

the agencies being staffed by Christians.   

 

Clow admits that there are difficulties in uncovering Jesus’ social ideals. Jesus was 

not a systematic thinker, nor aware of modern conditions, nor a social reformer.  

However he is sure that that Jesus taught that the basis of the Kingdom of God was 

“an inviolable individualism”. 677   Clow deduced that the Hebrew social ideal was 

“that life can be lived rightly only on the basis of an inviolable individualism.  That 

basis Christ accepted and enforced.  Nothing is more certain than his jealous regard 

for and impassioned interest in the individual”.678  Clow believes that exegetically and 

historically the Kingdom of God can only be realised through individual hearts and 

lives. 

 

            Some are eager to try any method which promises to remedy  

some of the glaring wrongs of the time.  Others are angry with  
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the rich and their ways.  Others are envious of their soft lives  

and dainty luxuries.  Others are filled with a keen pity for the poor  

and their dark and narrow homes.  Others are moved by a desire  

to advance Christ’s Kingdom by amending that social order which  

so grievously hinders it…..They are like people who suffer from an  

obscure disease, and run off to any fair-spoken vendor, who  

proclaims his drug as a peculiar remedy.679 

 

So Clow concludes that it is the Christian citizen’s duty as “a citizen, and a resident in 

a parish or district, and a voter, unsparingly (to) devote himself to realising the 

Kingdom of God”.680 

 

Clow insists that Jesus envisaged a spiritualised Kingdom of God.  It  does Jesus a 

grave injustice to claim that Jesus “posed as a social reformer, and ignore the mass 

and weight of his teaching which gives that statement the clearest denial.681”What 

Jesus did was to plant the seed within men’s hearts of a new social order.682   

However Clow is quite clear about what did not interest Jesus concerning the new 

social order he envisaged.  Jesus was not interested in the distribution of wealth.683   

He never confused justice with equality.684  Neither poverty nor riches played a large 

part in his teaching.685   He dismissed earthly goals as things the Gentiles seek,  and 

no part of the Kingdom of God.686  He refused to deal with the issue of capital and 
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labour in any form in which it was presented to him.687   He condemned covetousness 

in rich and poor, but did not condemn wealth.688 Dealing with the tendency of Luke’s 

Gospel to record Jesus passing severe judgments on the rich and expressing a 

favourable attitude to the poor689 Clow prefers Matthew’s spiritualising of the saying, 

believing that Luke misinterpreted Jesus by thinking he referred to material poverty 

whereas Matthew correctly realised that Jesus meant poverty of spirit.690   On the 

other hand, according to Clow, “Jesus regarded riches, when honestly and honourably 

gained, as an achievement”.691  He would not approve of an attack on wealth. 

That is neither just ethics nor wise economics.  He would not  

sanction a law which would rob the individual of his liberty, even  

although it be a liberty to suffer, unless and until that liberty becomes  

a menace to the well-being of others.  He would not distribute, as he  

did not distribute, frequent, or easy, or indiscriminate charity.  He  

would endeavour to bring both the richer and the poorer, the employer  

and the employee into a new relationship to God and to each other 

…..He would say both to capital and to labour, to rich and to poor,  

            to master and to servant, to the man of many talents and the man  

            of few, as to the man and the woman – ‘What God hath joined  

together, let not man put asunder.’692 

 

Jesus, Clow says,  would not abolish capitalism because there is no reason to imagine 

that Jesus believed in economic equality693 and because Jesus’ parables and dealings 
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with people of wealth show that he realised that the capitalist is essential.694   Clow 

derives from the parables of the pounds and the talents, of the labourers in the 

vineyard and the  unmerciful servant respectively his belief that Jesus laid obligations 

on the capitalist: honest and honourable service, generous oversight of labour and 

self-sacrifice on the occasion of need.695 

 

Because of what he understands to be the teaching of Jesus about the Kingdom of 

God’s relationship to social problems and issues, Clow will not allow the Gospel to be 

used in the cause of social improvement.  The argument that environmental conditions 

influence spiritual commitment is not one that Clow appears to accept.  “Every man 

who knows the poor can recount  numberless cases of homes, as holy as the home of 

Nazareth, maintained on less than £1 a week”.696   The view that very low income 

provides a disincentive to spiritual growth and development was one which, as has 

been already noted, was regularly used as an argument for the Church’s involvement 

in the improvement of social conditions.697   Clow was someone who was inclined to 

state his case in terms of debating points, and this may be one.  Although he dismisses 

those who think that faith cannot thrive in poor conditions on the basis that everyone 

knows holy homes surviving on less than £1 a week, he nevertheless states 

categorically that “the man who has not a living wage is preventedfrom entering 

Christ’s Kingdom, or attaining that character which Christ declares to be the supreme 

achievement in life.  If a man has not a decent living wage, he is deprived of the 

conditions of a healthful and moral life”.698 However, Clow immediately goes on to 
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state that in his view a “living wage” is not the same as the minimum wage being 

demanded by many labour politicians and trade unionists.699  Despite this tacit 

acknowledgement of the effect of social conditions on spiritual attitudes, Clow’s 

opposition to the Kingdom of God being achieved through a social gospel is absolute 

because the only environment which is detrimental to faith and to purity is the 

environment of moral evil, not of industrial hardship”.700 

 

When,  in the context of his individualist social theology, Clow says that the role and 

function of the Church is to be “the special agency designed to bring in the Kingdom 

of God”701 it is not surprising that the role he sees for the Church is “to win men to 

Christ, to bring them into touch with God, to refine and perfect their character so as to 

make them citizens of the Kingdom”.702    Thus the Church’s priority is “not to make 

laws, not to lobby public questions, not to pronounce on the matter of hours and 

wages, not to play policemen in the streets, but to make men of faith”.703   Continuing 

his theme of the individual’s responsibility for advancing the Kingdom, Clow says 

that the second duty of the Church “is to expound the principles taught by Christ and 

to apply these principles to the lives of men”. 

Were every Christian man living in the world with eyes open  

both to good and evil, his conscience quickened top see the path  

of his own conscience, and his will strengthened to walk in it,  

the strife between capital and labour would not last for a week, and  

the revolt of woman, seeking a worldly sphere and a selfish  
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economic independence, would die within every Christ-like heart.704  

 

Clow’s social theology is outlined in a book he published in 1913, Christ and the 

Social Order.  The date is significant.  In the years leading up to the outbreak of the 

first world war, Britain faced several crises.  Some of them were parliamentary, 

arising first from the House of Lords’ rejection of Lloyd George’s “People’s Budget” 

of 1909 and then from the conflict between Lords and Commons culminating in the 

Parliament Act of 1911.  Parliamentary conflicts sometimes matter less to the public 

than those involved in them imagine, but the two elections of 1910, brought about by 

the constitutional crisis contributed to a sense of instability in the country.  The death 

of the popular Edward VII and the accession of George V, who was perceived to be 

much more distant, added a further element of uncertainty.   

 

In addition to the destabilising effect of the constitutional crisis there was continuing 

uncertainty over the future of Ireland as the government introduced a third Home Rule 

Bill.  There was always concern about the future of the north of the island in the west 

of Scotland, but the Irish question posed a wider question for Scotland if, as was 

claimed, sixty two of the seventy two MPs for Scottish constituencies supported 

Home Rule for Scotland. 

 

From 1905, syndicalists began to urge that Trade Unions should work towards taking 

power at local and national levels through federations of unions at a local level 

becoming the local authority for the area, and a national congress of all unions 

becoming the government.  The Trade Unions control of different industries would 
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come about, so the syndicalists believed, through a series of strikes, culminating in a 

General Strike.  Those who took the syndicalist threat seriously found a good deal of 

evidence to justify their fears in  strikes in all the major industries after 1910, and 

1913, the year Clow published Christ in the Social Order, according to G.R. Searle, 

there was a record number of 1497 strikes and unemployment rose to 11.3%705 Later 

the same year the Riot Act had to be read in Liverpool and the army was deployed in 

Liverpool and South Wales.    Clow was writing, therefore, at a time when, in Searle’s 

judgment, “the country appeared to be on the verge of civil war”.706 

 

In addition to the widespread industrial unrest, there the “Women’s Revolt” became 

increasingly militant after 1910, the year in which Emily Dickinson was arrested 

attempting to set light to a pillar box in Parliament Street in London with paraffin.  

The following year stones were thrown at the Prime Minister’s windows.  In 1913, 

suffragettes damaged the orchid house in Kew, set fire to a railway carriage and 

bombed Lloyd George’s home.   And in that same year Emily Dickinson threw herself 

under the King’s horse at the Derby.  Clow was writing at a time of suffragette 

violence which had become very serious. 

 

Clow was a conservative, and his congregation in Glasgow’s west end was a 

comfortable middle-class one, drawn from the terraced houses which had been built to 

the north of Great Western Road, and the tile-lined red-sandstone apartment blocks of 

north Kelvinside.  It is not difficult to imagine the anxious response to the growing 

series of crises which were evidence of the sinful world’s need of redemption which 

was so often the theme of Clow’s sermons. 
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If David Watson is open to the criticism that his social theology is over-optimistic, 

William Clow’s is even more so.   Convinced that histoprically all social 

improvements have followed religious revivals, he virtually makes religious revival a 

condition of social progress.  “In these revivals, the Church concentrated her energies 

upon her own supreme business.  She brought men to Christ, and she laid upon them 

the sacred duty of the Christ-like character.  When that had been done the generation, 

so renewed in spirit, rose up with a new moral passion, to reform, in the social, 

industrial, economic and political spheres the wrongs then seen and hated”.707    

Despite his citing of Slave Emancipation or Factory Acts as evidence of the individual 

Christian’s ability to bring about social change, Clow seems to have little sense of 

contemporary structural and institutional vested interest in maintaining conditions of 

poverty which, Clow maintains is largely due to three individual causes: drink, 

improvidence and sloth.  Nor does he recognise the complicity of members of the 

Church, through property ownership, in poor housing conditions. 

 

As has been noted, Clow allows that Church courts have the right to pronounce on the 

ethical implications of political actions.  However he would forbid ministers from 

publicly discussing social or political issues   It seems inconsistent to deny to 

ministers the right to speak on social problems, while expecting them to remain silent 

in the Church courts, where they had the right to speak.  Even if Clow is 

distinguishing between what he regards as permissible at a Presbytery meeting and 

what he would allow in a pulpit, the public would not be sufficiently perceptive to 

recognise the significance of the different contexts.  It is also difficult to understand 
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how the ethical implications of social issues and legislation can be separated from 

their political context in such a way as to allow the Church to comment on the ethics 

but not the politics. 

 

Clow insists that only the contributions of committed Christians in the secular world 

can be regarded as contributing to the advance of the Kingdom of God, which would 

seem to suggest that Clow regards the Kingdom of God as in some way restricted 

entirely to motive and not to result.  Clow says that institutions other than the Church, 

such as the city, the university and the state,  can and should contribute to the coming 

of the Kingdom,” but if only the municipal, educational and legislative achievements 

of committed Christians can make a contribution to the \Kingdom, , it is not clear 

what status he would give to the achievements of which would be regarded as 

contributing towards the Kingdom but have been achieved without a Christian 

commitment and whether what would be contributions to the advancement of the 

Kingdom of God if brought about by Christians cannot be considered as contributions 

towards the Kingdom if the result of the actions of those who do not subscribe to the 

faith. 

 

A Scott Matheson 

Scott Matheson was one of the ministers most sympathetic to socialism.  His book 

The Gospel and Modern Substitutes708 originated in a series of lectures he gave on 

Sunday evenings in September and October 1888 in Dumbarton, where he was 

minister of Dumbarton High Street United Presbyterian Church.  They were published 

the following year in the magazine The Christian Socialist.709   Matheson, who joined 
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the United Free Church in 1900along with his congregation published two more 

substantial works, The Church and Social Problems710 and  The City of Man.711  The 

City of Man is a review of various social experiments, such as the Garden City, and an 

argument for a considerable extension of municipalisation into such areas as school 

meals712 and milk shops in order to guarantee the quality of milk for children,713  

inadequate parenting,714 the acquisition and development of land for housing,715 and 

improved sanitation.716   Matheson is a great admirer of the municipalisation which 

has taken place in Glasgow where he was a UP minister before moving to Dumbarton.  

“The Corporation of Glasgow” he says, “is now the Mecca of the municipal 

reformer”.717   Matheson’s support for municipalisation is expressed against the 

background of his conviction that Christianity offers “an ideal civic creed” which 

fashions the ideal citizen718  because Christ’s preaching of the Kingdom of God was 

intended to have political implications. 

The New Testament reveals the Kingdom of God as the Kingdom  

of Heaven upon earth, and the Sermon on the Mount is the manifesto  

of its Citizen-King.  For every Christian the question comes to the  

front: ‘Is the Sermon on the Mount a fantastic theory or a working  

programme of life?’  To academic minds it seems a beautiful ideal  

hovering over our earth, of a kind with Plato’s Republic, never  

realised and perhaps not meant to be realised…..Christ meant his  

laws and relations of the Kingdom to be a guide for conduct, and he  
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is no Christian who does not strive for their embodiment in every  

social sphere.719 

 

More than Watson or Clow, Matheson senses a need to assert the earthly nature of the 

Kingdom of God.  He says that when Jesus said that his Kingdom was not of this 

world, he meant that the Kingdom’s authority and principles did not derive from this 

world’s understanding of power or on any human wisdom.  He certainly did not mean 

that the Kingdom of God should not be involved in every aspect of life on earth.  “The 

ideal ever shining before us is a vision of the city of God – not something to be taken 

up into the far-off blue, but to be now and here as soon as possible on this solid 

earth”.720   The eschatological emphasis which has been thought in the past to be a 

determining principle of the Kingdom of God requires now to be modified so that the 

emphasis is laid on justice, love and brotherhood here on earth.  “The Kingdom of 

God is the leaven which Christ says shall yet penetrate and transform society in every 

possible sphere of life”.721 

 

Matheson therefore applauds the theological shift from doctrinal to ethical issues.  

The chief strength of Jesus’ teaching about the Kingdom of God is its ethical content, 

but there has been a tendency in Britain to regard ethics as no more significant than 

pagan morality.  The Kingdom of God envisages progress not as “individualistic but 

socialistic” and therefore the ethics of the Kingdom have to do with social cohesion 

rather than personal morality, according to Matheson.722  This is summed up in the 

Golden Rule of doing to others what we would have them do to us, and so, crucially 
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for Matheson, individualism becomes the consequence of the Kingdom’s ethical 

stress on social justice, not the inspiration for it.  Thus he combines the individualism 

that is to be found in the Gospel and therefore in the Kingdom of God with the social 

involvement which Matheson wants to stress, and to which individuals, affirmed 

within the community are further to promote  “Justice includes the free play of 

individual character, the equal right of each to realise his nature and be what God 

meant him to be; it also includes that each man counts one, and nobody more than 

one; while it rises out of individualism into the great thought of the community and  

sets forth fellowship, brotherhood and co-operation.723 

 

While Clow and to some extent Watson envisage the primacy of individual salvation 

which then results in an individual’s commitment to social justice and the promotion 

of social cohesion, Matheson sees individual salvation as well as individual potential 

arising out of the Kingdom of God.  The Church must show “that ‘the Gospel of the 

Kingdom of God’ contains not only the promise of individual salvation [my 

emphasis] but likewise the clue to all social and economic difficulties”.  So Matheson 

concludes that far from being a distraction from the real evangelical purpose of the 

Church, an involvement with social problems gives the Church an opportunity to 

commend the Gospel as being the power of God to social and personal salvation. 724 

The Church’s involvement with social problems, arising from the imperative of the 

Kingdom of God is not, as critics have said, the substitution of material concerns for 

the true spiritual Gospel.  According to Matheson, the reverse is the case.  A concern 

for social problems is an antidote to the commercialism and materialism of the day.725 

So the Church’s duty is to pursue social and ethical developments with vigour, to 
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learn to support the best interests of humanity as they are taught through the social 

sciences, to preach the social gospel and to share with people the conviction “that the 

Gospel……is something far broader, more human and more divine than its best 

exponents have yet revealed”.726   However Matheson believes that the Church has 

not yet grasped principles of social justice which, he says, are “wrapped up” in the 

Gospel of the Kingdom of  God, and so the Church has not yet understood the 

principles of a potentially reconstructed society which the Church has to teach.727 

 

Because there is a relationship between the duties of the individual as citizen and the 

Christian’s commitment to the Kingdom of God Church and State have mutual duties.  

The Church has a duty to train its members and the State to train its citizens to do 

justice to the principles which they share and on which a stable and righteous society 

can be established.   Therefore the whole machinery of the State should be devoted to 

supporting the Church’s manifesto for the Kingdom of God, while the Church should 

set no limits to its influence. 

No limit should be set to the sphere of her action; no department of  

life should be passed by.  Industry, home life, civic statesmanship, politics,  

the world of science and art, of literature and recreation – her gracious  

concept of the Kingdom of God should permeate and purify all.  If the  

Church set herself to this task, backed by no authority but divine truth  

and constrained by no motive but divine love, her citizens could  

permanently lift the whole of public life from the quagmire of  

selfishness, secularity and animalism in which it is stuck, could make  

national religion a paramount fact, and change a nation of traders  
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and seamen into a commonwealth of patriotic and Christian citizens.728 

 

This vision of a return to a form of Godly Commonwealth is a firm feature of 

Matheson’s social theology.  It stems from his conviction that Church and State, 

Christian congregation and civic municipality are two sides of one reality which is 

ultimately theological; that the religious and secular world owe to each other duties of 

mutual obligation because, in the final analysis, their aims are the same.  So Christ’s 

social ethic and the ideal civic creed are identical. 

 

Because Matheson is such an admirer of municipal development and civic 

involvement, he embraces totally the Flintian doctrine that the Church must welcome 

and promote all secular movements and organisations that advance the Kingdom. 

It will be the duty of the Church to welcome such democratic  

institutions as village, municipal and county councils, and use them  

as fit organs for realising Christian ideals, and carrying out such  

operations as the housing of the poor and temperance reform.   Such  

powers are likely to be given to these councils, and when they come,  

the Church should have its members taught in the obligations of  

Christian citizenship, and ready to play a yeoman’s part in the cause of  

social progress.  From the pulpit men should be urged to volunteer for  

Christ’s service in municipalities and village councils just as they are  

urged to come out for service in the Sunday School and Home Mission  

work.729 
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Two practical applications of Matheson’s understanding of the Kingdom of God 

should be noted.  First, the Kingdom belongs to both men and women, who, he says, 

are equal and this equality “has been universally violated, almost entirely ignored”.730  

There must be equality of opportunity, especially in education   “Women should not 

be debarred from any educational advantage, from any sort of culture that if fitted to 

elicit, balance and complete their gifts of mind and heart”.731.  In particular, Matheson 

believes women have a particular place in the medical profession.732  However 

“woman’s Kingdom is the home; her highest office is that of wifehood and 

motherhood”.733  Second, Matheson believes that it has been the fault of English 

economists to concentrate on wealth creation rather than wealth distribution734 and 

that how best to redistribute wealth – which is the way to deal with poverty735 - is the 

primary task of the present generation of economists.736 

 

As we have noted,  Scott Matheson sees the Kingdom’s  stress on individualism and 

the pursuit of the individual’s potential as a consequence of the Kingdom’s principles 

of social justice.   What he says about both the role of women and the redistribution of 

wealth illustrates the dynamic he envisages.   The principle of social justice is 

expressed through wealth distribution because it makes it more likely that individuals 

will achieve their potential.   “Why are 200,000 producers of wealth paid so small a 

proportion of the wealth they produce,” he asks,  “that they are obliged to rent one-

room houses and live in surroundings that prevent decency, morality and health; that 

cause 82% of their children to die before they are five years old; and that abridge their 
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lives to an average of twenty five years, as compared with an average of fifty years 

for the upper classes?”737    And the principle of equality of opportunity for women 

and men is a principle of the Kingdom of God precisely because it enables women to 

cultivate their potential and through achieving it make their own contribution to the 

commonweal .738 

 

Matheson’s synthesis of the role of the individual and of society in social progress is 

an impressive one, and his knowledge of contemporary social experiments is wide.  In 

two respects, however, he succumbs to a certain romanticicism.  He is a passionate 

supporter, for example,  of the Garden City, which he would like to make “a stepping 

stone to some higher and better form of industrial life”.739  He is lyrical about the 

garden suburb, “a “garlanded chain round the metropolis like Hampstead Heath and 

others made possible (which) enables people to live ten or twenty miles amid the 

beauties of the country and to come backward and forward to town for business”.  It is 

something of an exaggeration to draw a comparison between the Garden City or 

suburb and the new Jerusalem of the Book of Revelation, with a pure river, and trees 

on either side of the street.  “Sceptic after sceptic” Matheson says, “has sneered at the 

heavenly Jerusalem as a piece of vulgar jewellery – a caricature which betrays a 

lamentable absence of the power of vision”.740 

 

Matheson is similarly romantic about the “model municipality” of Glasgow, and in 

particular the “deepening and purifying of the Clyde” which made shipbuilding 

possible, the provision of a clean water supply from Loch Katrine, the housing 
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achievements of the City Improvement Trust, and “its perfect service of sanitary 

inspection.  ”741   The “wonderful” tramways, “improving” parks, “distinguished” 

policy of the ownership of public utilities, “the elevation” of city life would all be 

enhanced if the city would adopt a clear policy of town planning.   The Glasgow of 

1910, although clearly developing as a modern municipality, still displayed evidence 

of social deprivation and contained areas of great poverty, and the gap between these 

and the suburbs which Matheson extolled was being widened by the very 

achievements which he praised.   Matheson does not appear fully to have realised this.   

 

The reason for this may lie in the other area of his thought where Matheson’s 

romanticism is clear.   The secular municipality which he admires so much has, in 

Matheson’s view a theological goal, the city of God, the Kingdom of God.  “Any 

social order must stand in some veritable connection with the higher law of heaven.  If 

it would be true and permanent it must recognise the presence and power of the living 

God.”742   And so Matheson’s Kingdom of God turns out to bear a remarkable 

similarity to Thomas Chalmers’ godly commonwealth, which the process of 

urbanisation had made it impossible for Chalmers to transfer from the rural economy 

of Kilmany to the urban situation in Glasgow.  Despite Matheson’s  praise for it, 

municipalisation was not going to make the godly commonwealth any more easy to 

achieve  

 

William Dickie 

William Dickie brings this study full circle, for he was born in Paisley Abbey 

Schoolhouse five years before Patrick Brewster’s death.  After ministries in Paisley. 
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Rosehearty and Perth,  Dickie was inducted to Partick Dowanhill Church in Glasgow 

in 1889.  

 

Dickie’s ministry saw the Dowanhill area of Partick grow from the village it was 

when he went there to a west end suburb when he left, and his ministry had to cope 

with the social problems which the absorption of the area in greater Glasgow brought 

with it.  Almost immediately after his induction he started a club for young working 

men.  “There are thousands of young men and women, ” he wrote, “who parade our 

city streets for three or four hours every evening from want of some place to which 

they might possibly resort”.743  As well as recreational facilities in a gymnasium the 

club provided tuition in such skills as woodwork and fretwork, and educational 

classes in, for example, chemistry. 

 

As well as involvement with his congregation’s social outreach, Dickie was  

appointed in 1909  Convener of the Unemployed Committee of the United Free 

Church, which combined with the Church of Scotland Presbytery of Glasgow to 

alleviate the social distress caused by trade depression and the resulting 

unemployment.  In this role he found himself involved  with David Watson of St 

Clements’ in Glasgow’s East End.   

 

Dickie’s social theology is contained in his The Christian Ethics of Social Life, 744 

which originated as a series of sermons in Dowanhill U.P. Church.  The social 

problem was being discussed mainly along “economic, civic and materialistic lines” 
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and Dickie wanted to examine the issues from the standpoint of Christian ethics.745 

Unlike Matheson, Dickie’s standpoint is entirely individualistic.  At the outset he 

writes that he sees the individual at the centre of four concentric social circles – the 

family, the Church, society and humanity, and the social problem arises as a result of 

the individual’s relationship to these four circles.746   Interestingly, he does not 

envisage the Church encompassing “society” and “humanity” but rather the Church as 

part of both.    However Dickie is aware of the tension between the individual and the 

social aspect of the Kingdom of God, with the Church on the one hand preaching 

individual salvation while losing the social ideal of the Kingdom, or, alternatively, 

identifying itself with social movements and losing the stress on individual 

salvation.747   Dickie’s resolution of the tension takes the route of individual salvation 

leading to social reform.    “There can be no doubt” he says “that Christ’s appeal was 

intensely personal”.  His call to repentance and demand for conversion were 

individualistic.748   There is no possibility of the regeneration of society until the 

individual is regenerated.749  Social ideals will be achieved “by the new life pulsating 

through the veins of redeemed men”.750 

But there can be as little doubt that Jesus had in view a social aim.   

The individual was part of a great social organism, and between the  

part and the whole there was constant interaction.  In becoming a citizen  

of the Kingdom a man not only adopted a new relation as an  

individual to the King, but he entered into a new relation to all his  

fellow-subjects and into a new relation to all his fellow creatures.   

                                                
745   DICKIE, W., 1926, History of DowanhillChurch, Glasgow, p 122 
746   Ibid., p viii 
747   Ibid., p 127 
748   Ibid., p 128 
749   Ibid., p 41 
750   Ibid., p 43 
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A self-centred, self-complete life was not possible.751 

 

Although Dickie envisages the social ideals of the Kingdom of God being realised by 

redeemed individuals, he does not, like William Clow, assume that a regenerated 

society can be left to individuals who have been saved.  Like Matheson, he envisages 

a dynamic relationship between the two.  For example, Dickie says that although the 

Christian must work for social reform “he must go deeper  than and beyond the mere 

social reformer.  He must aim at the regeneration of men”. 752   That view introduces a 

expectation that as well as individual salvation being the engine of social reform, 

social reform can be the agent of spiritual regeneration.  While an individual was to 

work for the Kingdom of God, in that pursuit the highest form of individuality is 

achieved.  And a new social environment is required in which the redeemed 

individual can flourish.753 In an important passage for understanding Dickie’s view of 

the dynamic relationship between individual salvation and social reform, Dickie says 

unexceptionally that the salvation of the individual is a means to the salvation of 

society.  But then he goes on 

If we regard salvation as an act of grace it is thoroughly individualistic  

- a transaction between God and the soul.  If, on the other hand, we  

regard it as a process of grace it is thoroughly social – transaction between  

the regenerated soul and society.  Man is saved by God in society and for 

society.  The salvation of the individual apart from any relations or  

obligations to his social environment is not the normal method of Christ.  He 
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appeals to the individual to “repent” but he urges the appeal with the 

announcement that “the Kingdom of God is at hand”.754 

 

Thus Dickie can make the extremely strong statement that “individual salvation is lost 

if social obligation was ignored”.755    

 

Like almost everyone who wrote on the subject by this time, Dickie accepts that 

Kingdom and Church are not identical, but the Church “is the divinely appointed 

agency by which the Kingdom of God is to be realised in the world”.756  It is the 

Church’s role firstly to regenerate the individual, then to hold up high social ideals 

and in this way the Kingdom grows sporadically all over the world 

Given two or three met in the name of Christ, then Christ is there,  

and where the King is the Kingdom has come.  In his presence and  

fellowship the social ideals of the Kingdom fill the air, fire the  

imagination and impel to realisation.  Others are attracted and respond,  

and the Kingdom expands – not by the accretion of men as they are,  

but by assimilation and transformation, as each enters into allegiance to  

Christ and becomes a new man.  He becomes one of the brotherhood  

which acknowledges its obligation not only to those brothers who are  

within but to the possible brothers who are without; for the new social ideal  

of brotherhood has within it a thirst for spiritual and social dominion  

which can never be satisfied until the Kingdom of Jesus Christ is  

coextensive with the world.757 
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To describe the sort of individual he envisages both transforming and being 

transformed by a renewed society within the Kingdom of God, Dickie introduces the 

category of “social sainthood”.  Social saints “are to be the living social sources, who 

are to multiply themselves in all to whom they impart the new life,” 758 and to 

translate the mind of Christ “into the whole practical life of the age – into laws, 

institutions, commerce, literature, art’ into domestic, civic. Social and political 

relations; into national and international doings – in this sense to bring in the 

Kingdom of God”.759 

 

Dickie does not say in The Christian Ethics of Social Life that the book is a series of 

sermons he preached, though he does in his history of Dowanhill Church.760   Unlike 

Watson, Clow and Matheson’s works, allowance has to be made for pulpit rhetoric.  

For example, to insist that everyone’s life is lived within four concentric circles, the 

second of which is the Church is explicable if the audience is a Christian 

congregation.  It would be naïve to make that claim, even in the early years of the 

twentieth century, if the intended audience was far wider. 

 

Dickie makes the usual distinction between the Church and the Kingdom of God, 

which, Dickie says, drawing on the parables of the Kingdom,  is a subtle influence 

like leaven, growing, like the mustard seed, expanding so that all can find shelter in its 

branches, a net enmeshing all sorts and conditions.   However Dickie the preacher 

immediately elides the difference he has just stated.  “It is the Church which hides the 
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leaven in the meal, puts the mustard seed into the ground, casts the net into the sea, 

sows the good seed in the field”.761 

 

Given that Dickie’s aim was to encourage his Dowanhill congregation to share his 

concern for a better society, it is possible that the view he expresses that Jesus’ 

teaching of the Kingdom of God is more concerned with duties rather than rights also 

reflects the nature of the audience to whom he originally addressed the sermons.  

Jesus, Dickie observed,  

does not instigate the poor to insist upon their rights.  He insists  

upon the rich remembering their duty as stewards of the good things of  

God.  He says nothing of the wounded traveller’s right to be succoured by  

the passing priest of Levite, but he commends the Samaritan for  

discharging his duty to humanity by his neighbourly service.  He does not 

 preach the slave’s right to liberty, but he preaches each man’s duty of  

love towards all.  He will do nothing to help one enforce high rights to  

a family inheritance.  He warns the complainer against the sin of  

covetousness.762    

 

Similarly the difference in emphasis between saying that society is regenerated 

individually “through faith in, and submission to Jesus Christ”763  and that “individual 

salvation is lost if social obligation is ignored”764 may again reflect the requirements 

of different sermons and what Dickie perceived to be the needs of a very evangelical 
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congregation of well-off people who had moved from the urban environment of 

Partick to the western extremity of the city.   

 

The Kingdom of God as the Currency of Debate 

Robert Flint continued to state his view about the Kingdom of God right up until his 

death in 1910.  Probably one of the reasons for this was that the Kingdom of God 

continued to be the focus of debate, particularly within the United Free Church, and 

so Flint’s re-statements of his views on the Kingdom were made not in theological 

isolation but in the context of ongoing controversy. 

 

Throughout most of the early years of the twentieth century, the Convener of the 

United Free Church’s Home Mission Committee, and then of its Committee on Social 

Problems was Robert Drummond, minister of Lothian Road U F Church in 

Edinburgh.   In his autobiography, he wrote of having had as convener “a glorious 

battle to fight against conservative obscurantism”.765 

The more our spirits are saturated with our Lord’s conception of  

his own mission to bring in the Kingdom of God, the more we  

realise that Christianity is as essentially social as it is intensely  

individual, the more also we will feel that for the prosecution of its  

mission, it must deal with social evils as they hinder its progress.   

We will feel that we are as truly carrying on Home Mission when  

we are moving local authorities to remove a slum as when we are  

preaching the need for the cleansing of the heart and renewing of the  

spirit.766 
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Drummond was undoubtedly committed to the social implications of the Kingdom of 

God.  In this work it becomes clear that his understanding of the Kingdom of God 

differed from that of Watson, Clow, Matheson and Dickie in four significant respects. 

 

In 1900 Drummond published the Kerr lectures on the early Church  which he had 

delivered that year,767 Drummond recognises that the phrase, the Kingdom of God,  

was regularly used by Jesus but he believes infrequently as Jesus’ministry progressed 

and seldom in private conversation with his disciples.768   From this Drummond 

concludes that it is a mistaken interpretation of the teaching of Jesus that the Kingdom 

of God “can be made to appear as a chief category in Christ’s thought”.769   The 

phrase receded in importance for Jesus, and was replaced by others, and so it is not 

surprising that the Kingdom of God was not important in the view of the early 

Church.770 

 

Second, Drummond argues that Paul subsumed the doctrine of the Kingdom of God 

into his understanding of what it means for a Christian to be “in Christ”, and Paul’s 

Christology generally.    “As the Christ therefore came into prominence, the need to 

enlarge on the Kingdom vanished”.771   So, while Drummond recognises that the 

Kingdom of God is both spiritual and social, it becomes in his thought more 

metaphorical than real. 
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Third, although insisting that Kingdom and Church are separate, Drummond comes 

very close to regarding them as sharing an identity.  “There is”, he observes,  

little difficulty in recognising how close is the connection between the  

Church and the Kingdom of God.  On their ideal side, and in so far  

as they express the thought of the community, they are identical.   

Where they diverge is in the fact that on Christ’s lips in Kingdom the  

emphasis is thrown on King and Constitution, in Church it is on  

the community in which the king’s writ runs.  In the Church the  

Kingdom finds an embodiment of itself ever more complete as the  

community grows, and at the same time an instrument for its own  

extension.772 

 

The final difference in emphasis between Drummond and those of his contemporaries 

whose views have been examined is that Drummond sees the realisation of the 

Kingdom of God as the initial move towards a Kingdom which is far more 

eschatological and apocalyptic.773 

 

In view of these published views of 1900 on the Kingdom of God, it is surprising to 

find Drummond, in introducing the first Report of the Committee on Social 

Questions, saying “It has long seemed to me that the great social awakening of the 

present day is the fruit of the renewed interest in the teaching of Christ which some 

forty years ago accompanied the recognition of the place which the Kingdom of God 

had in his teaching”. 774   However it should be recognised that the serious difference 

of emphasis had not emerged in the United Free Church General Assembly in 1900 
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when Drummond delivered his Kerr Lectures.  By the time the Committee on Social 

Problems was formed and reporting,  there was a need to defend the significance of 

the Kingdom against the views of, for example, William Clow.  In the same 1911 

speech, Drummond went on to say that the recognition of the place of the Kingdom of 

God in the teaching of Jesus “was enormously advanced in our own land by our late 

Professors Bruce and Candlish”.  A comparison has already been made between the 

views of Candlish and Bruce on the Kingdom of God, and those of Robert Flint, 

which predate the writings of the two Glasgow Free Church teachers by over twenty 

years775  It is perhaps understandable, but less than fair, that Drummond should 

attribute the interest in the Kingdom of God to their work rather than Flint’s.  

 

In his 1911 speech, Drummond goes on to describe the hostile reaction of those who 

preached the Kingdom of God on earth as “grown cold religiously and given over to 

materialism”.   He says that critics of the Free Church scholars like Bruce and 

Candlish, who saw the Kingdom of God as an important theme in Jesus’ teaching 

were “exalting the King and belittling the Kingdom” when they insisted that it was 

Christ’s headship of the Church which mattered,  If the Church would only people in 

touch with Christ then they would discover “the fatherhood of God and a brotherhood 

of men rich enough in spiritual content and affection to secure that the Kingdom will 

come, and the will be done in earth as in heaven”.  In other words, they believed that 

individual conversion would guarantee the Kingdom.  But Drummond concludes that 

the evangelical and social Gospel go hand in hand towards the Kingdom of God. 
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The tension between the two emphases in the Kingdom of God, evangelical and 

social,  runs through all the reports and debates in the U.F. Assembly between 1904 

and 1911, and most often takes the form of the differing view on whether the Church 

should act in conjunction with secular and municipal authorities or whether the 

Church’s role is entirely separate, distinct and to be kept apart from political policy 

and activity. 

 

As we will see, there is evidence of  the tension between the differing views of the 

part the Church played in advancing the Kingdom of God in the early debates of the 

United Free Church General assembly but it was in 1908 that they flared into open 

conflict.  That year the Life and Work Committee was instructed to draw up a clear 

statement of the Church’s doctrine of the Kingdom of God, and to report the 

following year, 

 

The timing is significant.  The 1909 General Assembly was to meet against the 

background of the huge expansion of social welfare legislation undertaken by the 

Liberal Government since 1906, and in particular Lloyd George’s People’s Budget 

which he outlined a month or so before the Assembly met.   

 

The Liberal Government’s welfare programme started the year it was elected when it 

permitted local authorities to increase rates in order to subsidise school meals.   The 

Old Age Pensions Act of 1908 was providing a modest,  non-contributory pension of 

five shillings a week for more than million people over the age of seventy by 1911.  

The National Insurance Act of 1911 enabled all workers between the ages of sixteen 

and seventy, whose earnings did not reach the income tax threshold to claim sickness 
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benefit in return for a contribution of four pence a week from men and three pence a 

week from women, with contributions also from employers and the state.  The Act 

also provided that those in seasonal or cyclical employment would be provided with 

an income of seven shillings a week for up to five weeks of unemployment in each 

year in return for a contribution of two and a half pence from each employee. 

 

Those in the Churches from the days of Patrick Brewster onwards,  who had been 

expressing concern for the old, the sick and the unemployed were bound to regard 

these measures as of enormous importance.  Those who saw the alleviation of poverty 

and the improvement of social conditions as steps towards the establishment of the 

Kingdom of God on earth will have regarded the government’s social welfare 

legislation as the sort of “good laws” which Robert Flint had argued contributed 

towards the Kingdom’s advance.  Those, like Scott Matheson and David Watson who 

believed that a redistribution of wealth within the nation will have welcomed the 

element of redistribution in Lloyd George’s People’s budget, which both increased the 

standard rate of income tax and imposed a tax of six pence of every pound of income 

above £3000 of those whose total income exceeded £5000.  And those, like Marshall 

Lang in the Church of Scotland and William Clow in the Free Church, who 

represented a large body of opinion which traced social deprivation to excessive 

alcoholic consumption will have applauded the increased taxes on beer and spirits.  

Some, however, may have entertained a degree of anxiety that if the state moved 

irreversibly into the area of social welfare, the role of the Church as the traditional 

provider of support for the poor would be eroded. If the Kingdom of God was to be 

defined in terms of meeting social needs, there might prove to be a decreasingly 

important part for the Church to play in advancing that Kingdom.  These 
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considerations underlie the debates on the Kingdom of God which the United Free 

Church of Scotland began in 1904. 

 

The report of the Life and Work Committee to the General Assembly of 1904 

expressed the view that co-operation with other agencies did not imply a questioning 

of the Church’s unique answer to social problems.  “While we join with every 

movement, political, economic, social, which is fitted to improve the material 

condition of the poor by lessening their burden or increasing their comfort, we feel 

that the problem of poverty can only be solved by getting back to the moral 

foundations on which all human well-being can alone rest”.  Human conditions can 

only be equalised, the Report concluded, by heavenly consolations.776   The Convener 

of the Life and Work Committee, Dr John Smith, anticipated that the Committee’s 

examination of the social influence of Christianity might take two or three years but 

meanwhile asked the Assembly to “commend to ministers and office-bearers earnest 

consideration of the causes of poverty, and in particular the means whereby the 

destitute and fallen may be recovered to virtue and true religion”.777 

 

The Life and Work Committee report to the Assembly of 1905 was less proprietorial 

but still rather patronising when it stated, “The Church recognises the authority of 

municipalities in their own sphere, and appreciates the value of their service to the 

common weal.  Organised for the spiritual welfare of the people, the Church is free to 

welcome all light upon social problems, and improvements in social methods, by 

which obstacles may be removed, better conditions of living may be secured, 

prevailing evils may be lessened or removed, and her members may come, as for 
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social so for spiritual ends, into helpful and sympathetic contact with the masses of 

the people”.778   The seconder of the report, Dr Joseph Corbett, who had been 

convener of the Home Mission Committee of the United Presbyterian Church, insisted 

that a deeper commitment to faith would encourage Christian activity in the social 

field, and both would “hasten the coming of the Kingdom of God”.779 

 

The Life and Work Committee Report to the General Assembly of 1906 contained the 

first formal suggestion that the Kingdom of God was to be reached through individual 

effort and activity, and the first acknowledgment of the tension that was to come 

between the evangelical and the social Gospel.  Of social issues, the Report said that 

while  “many of the problems lie entirely within the civic sphere, and must be dealt 

with by magisterial enactment, the Church has a well-defined function in moulding 

public opinion and in holding forth higher ideals.  If the State and municipal councils 

are to do the work, the Church, through her people, must insist upon the election to 

public boards of men and women who fear God and love righteousness.  Nor must the 

demand for reforms be uttered in timorous or feeble tones”.780  This was a clear 

expression of the view that the Kingdom of God will be realised through the faith and 

commitment of Christian individuals in their capacity as concerned and responsible 

citizens.  The Report also indicated that the improvement of social wellbeing in itself 

was insufficient.  Improved conditions were necessary but without people renewed by 

the grace of God,  social improvement would not be achieved.  “The Church must not 

stop at social work, but bring to (people) the Gospel…..which is still the only 

effective power for social regeneration”.781 
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In 1907, the Life and Work Committee brought the tension between the two views of 

the Church’s role in social problems openly into its report.  There was a discussion of 

“Institutional Churches”, which had been pioneered in America, and which made use 

of Church buildings to provide recreational and leisure facilities, educational and 

social opportunities for the underprivileged.  The Report questioned whether the sort 

of direct involvement in providing resources to combat poverty had been fully 

considered but stated that it would probably be concluded that the Church’s role and 

responsibility “is more in the direction of inspiring its members to promote and 

support such agencies in their capacity as citizens”..782  While recognising that to 

some, active involvement in social issues appeared to display a lack of confidence in 

the inherent power of the Gospel and salvation by grace alone, the Life and Work 

Committee rejected that view, claiming to have evidence from an experiment in social 

mission in Manchester that “Everything is done with the Kingdom of God in view”. 

 

Although Reports to the United Free Church General Assemblies on social reform 

from 1904 to 1907 referred to the Kingdom of God, these Reports stimulated very 

little by way of debate. The  Life and Work Committee reported on housing 

conditions in 1905 and 1906, and was working on a report on sweated labour for 

1908,  and despite the hinting at division on its practical response to the social 

question in the Report of 1907,  so long as the reports and speeches did not tackle the 

theology which lay behind the reports, then tension which was later to be expressed in 

very different views of the Kingdom of God did not emerge.  References to the need 

to study the issues and educate the Church on the problems were unlikely to provoke 
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any debate, and so long as what required to be done was left suitably vague, unlikely 

to produce disagreement.   These were years when the General Assembly of the U. F. 

Church used the language of the Kingdom of God in its debates on social issues, but 

more as a rhetorical device than a theological reality.  This was shown very clearly in 

David Paulin’s speech to the General Assembly of 1907.   “Anyone who has seen, as I 

have, the listening faces of hundred of men, turned towards one as he speaks earnestly 

and simply of the things pertaining to the Kingdom” Paulin said, “must be satisfied 

that the movement [towards it] is one that should receive our  unqualified and 

enthusiastic approval…..We believe that by the guidance of the Spirit of God, our 

Church will in time arrive at a clearer comprehension of its duty in regard to methods 

of Christian work, which are full of interest, and which are fraught with great 

possibilities to the Kingdom of God”.783 

 

However, eight  Synods and Presbyteries were not prepared to give the Life and Work 

Committee time to await the Spirit’s guidance, and they overtured the 1908 General 

Assembly asking for a fresh look at how the Church fulfilled its social mission, and 

perhaps the appointment of a specially qualified person to guide the Home Mission 

and Life and Work Committees in this area.  However the debate on the overtures on 

social work took place against the background of a speech earlier on the same day by 

William M Clow, which attacked the fundamental principle of the Church’s direct 

involvement in social issues.784  George Reith, who edited the Reports and 

Proceedings of the United Free Church General Assembly and also published his 

personal reminiscences of each of them from 1900 to 1929 described part of Clow’s 

speech as “in very poor taste” and Clow himself as “a minister whose gifts and graces 
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were honoured by all, but who had an unfortunate tendency to make tactless and ill-

advised remarks”.  Clow had been chosen to second the adoption of the Home 

Mission Committee Report.  Astonishingly, he said that he was opposed the views of  

Dr Robert Drummond, the Convener of the Home Mission Committee, who had 

presented the Report, and, he supposed, from many others in their conviction that the 

Church should deal with “such questions as the housing of the poor, and the poverty 

of the home, and the squalor of the cities”.  He said that the business of the Church 

was conversion and after conversion better social conditions will come.  “I, for one, 

fear lest this straining of men’s minds towards the state of the body politic and the 

condition of labour and the homes is not perilous and injurious to our one paramount 

duty – the proclaiming of the Gospel of Christ our Lord.  Clow went on to claim that 

the Salvation Army won its reputation for its concern for people’s spiritual condition, 

not their physical welfare.  “They have fallen from that high ideal.  They are now 

giving the strength which they once expended in bringing people to Christ, to 

establishing bureaux and labour homes, to colonising and to hotels and banks”.  Clow 

claimed that a glance at the sermon titles in Church advertisements in Saturday 

newspapers would show that those he described as “weak men” were seeking popular 

approval by preaching about the housing question or the condition of the poor.   

 

Towards the conclusion of his speech, Clow picked up on a distinction made by 

Robert Drummond in his opening speech between  the Christian Church and the 

Christian people.  The Christian Church’s function is to make Christian people.  The 

Christian people’s function is to engage in the agencies and activities of the secular 

world.  “What Christian people ought to do and can do, the Christian Church need not 

attempt.  There are other societies divinely ordained [my emphasis] to do these works 
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of righteousness besides the Church.  There is the Christian state, the Christian city, 

the Christian family.  There are many other organisations and societies.  I take a part 

so far as I can in all of these, but I am not going to call upon the Christian Church to 

take up the special work of the Christian state, the Christian city or the Christian 

family.  Its own function is nobler and more imperative”.  It is a measure of Clow’s 

conservatism, and his failure to read the signs of the times that he could speak of a 

“Christian” state or city when in reality it was no longer possible to do so. 

 

As was  clear in the examination of Clow’s main contribution to social criticism, 

Christ and the Social Order, Clow’s distinction between the function of the Church 

and the Christian person depends on a doctrine of the separation of Church and 

Kingdom as absolute as that held by Robert Flint, though involving a differentiation 

of functions which Flint would not have accepted.785 

 

Clow’s speech to the 1908 General Assembly was important for a number of reasons.  

Those who wanted social and political engagement had seized the initiative by 

overturing the General Assembly.  Clow’s speech on the Home Mission Committee 

Report, which preceded the the debate on the overtures,  guaranteed that the debate on 

the overtures would not be a repeat of the earlier Assemblies’ bland discussion but 

would be conducted at a level which revealed the wide gap there was between those 

responsible for bringing the overtures to the Assembly and people like William Clow.  

Secondly Clow’s speech became a rallying cry for those who agreed with him to be 

more vocal in the expression of their deep reservations about the course of action on 

which the Church seemed up until then to have been set.  And thirdly, despite the 
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George’s Reith’s comments about Clow in his reminiscences of the United Free 

Church Assemblies, the speech gave Clow a prominence which until then he had not 

had.  Three years later, when there was an election in the Assembly for the Church’s 

Chair of Practical Theology in Glasgow, between Clow and Robert J Drummond, the 

Convener of the Home Mission Committee, whose report sparked off Clow’s speech, 

Clow won very clearly – an indication not only of his new importance but also of the 

level of support there was for his opposition to the more extreme social activists in the 

United Free Church. 

 

Donald Smith’s judgment on the debate of 1908 is that “judging from the speeches, 

the two elements appeared to be fairly well balanced in the General Assembly”.786  

However of the twelve speeches made, nine were in favour of approving the 

overtures, differing only on which committee ought most appropriately to consider 

them.   Smith says that as the result of this debate “the Assembly took the notable step 

of instructing the Life and Work Committee to investigate some of the leading social 

questions of the day and to report on them to the next Assembly”, and he goes on to 

say that the result is an apparent contradiction of the view of George Reith in his 

reminiscences of United Free Church Assemblies. 787 Reith had written that the 

overtures and the reports of the Home Mission and Life and Work Committees, and 

many of the speeches on the debates they raised, introduced a new note that the call 

for social reform was almost a preliminary to the Gospel.  His judgment was that 

many members of the Assembly  

felt that though the projects of social service were excellent in their  

way, and appealed to some of the best instincts of good men, there  
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was a real danger that the primary function of the Church to press the  

Gospel on the individual conscience would tend to become of  

secondary importance.  To get at the mass through the individual  

rather than seek the individual through the mass seemed to them to be 

supremely the method of Christ, which his disciples were bound to  

follow.  The above remarks are not so much matter drawn from  

Assembly speeches as reflections of talk amongst the members afterwards 

in the freer environment of intercourse in the corridors and the smoking 

room.788[My emphasis] 

 

Donald Smith is inclined to dismiss Reith’s judgment as a reflection “of Reith’s own 

conservative social bias than of the feelings of the Assembly as a whole” in favour of 

Smith’s  judgment that the 1908 Assembly took a notable step.  789  However although 

Reith’s attitude was clearly very similar to Clow’s, Reith is a shrewd commentator on 

the UF General Assemblies, who was able to recall matters which were popularly 

received in the Assembly.  It seems unlikely that he would have invented a mood, 

critical of the developing attitude towards social questions if he had not sensed it 

himself.  Crucially, Smith prefaces his remarks about the new note he recognised in 

1908 by saying “It was not as yet very clear but it became clearer in subsequent 

Assemblies: the call for social service as almost a necessary preliminary to the 

Gospel”.790   It was Clow’s alerting of the Assembly to this new note, and the 

groundwell of support for him which Reith sensed in the corridors and the smoking 

room, which justifies the conclusion that the 1908 Assembly’s decision was less 
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clearly a commitment to an involvement in social reform than the reports it enabled to 

be produced in subsequent years, or indeed the speeches which were made, critical of 

Clow’s views,  would seem to suggest. 

 

After the overtures had been introduced to the Assembly, Dr Thomas Whitelaw of 

Kilmarnock said he agreed with Clow that the solution to social problems lay with the 

state, but the Church had a responsibility too.  While the Church’s proper function is 

to preach the Gospel of Jesus Christ 

and to make men and women good citizens as well as heirs of the  

Kingdom of heaven, and that her gospel contains the  divinely 

appointed panacea for the ills of life – of society no less than of the  

individual – she ought also to remember that she can do much to help  

on the solution of these problems, and to set up the Kingdom of heaven  

upon earth by shedding the light of revealed truth on the problems in  

question, and by lending a hand to all efforts that seek the betterment  

of society.791 

 

Later in his speech Whitelaw again cited Clow’s insistence that the primary function 

of the Church is to preach the Gospel, which is the only panacea for society’s ills.  “I 

am however one of those who think the Church of Christ cannot shake herself free 

from a large measure of responsibility for these problems”.  Whitelaw was followed 

in the debate by Scott Matheson of Dumbarton, whose views, as has been noted, 

reflected a view of the Church’s role in the promotion of the Kingdom of God, very 

different from Clow’s.  Matheson too agreed that the Church’s first duty is “to preach 
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the Gospel of the grace of God and uphold it as the most powerful corrective of social 

ills”.  He quoted a member of the U.F. Presbytery of Dumbarton, in its debate on the 

overture it sent to the Assembly as expressing the fear that social issues lay outside 

the province of the Church which is a spiritual body existing to meet spiritual needs.  

“I would state it differently,” Matheson said,  “and from the standpoint of the 

Kingdom of God, say that the Church is a spiritual body for social ends, designed to 

embody personal and social righteousness on the earth, to link the old evangel to 

social elevation,  to weld together and the forces of spiritual revival and social 

reform”.792  Professor J Y Simpson of New College proposed the setting up of a 

specific department of Church and Labour within the Church.  While not mentioning 

Clow by name, he addressed “those who say that such enquiry and such setting right 

of social wrong is no part of the Church’s mission” and he replied that that the Church 

of the New Testament had grown and flourished under conditions which demanded 

that primitive Christianity addressed social issues.  “Which suggests” Simpson went 

on, in language very similar to Robert Flint’s 

that in the re-discovery and reinterpretation of its social obligations,  

the Church of the twentieth century may be born anew……if Jesus Christ  

be the king of all life, surely the Church, as working for him, should  

demand that all life obey Christ and the political, social and industrial  

spheres are a great part of human life.  Christ really meant his Kingdom  

to come on this earth, and all Kingdoms of this earth, including the  

Kingdoms of trade, industry and politics, were to become a portion of his 

Kingdom.793  
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Rev Frederick Rae of Beechgrove Church in Aberdeen made the most direct attack on 

Clow, who, he said reflected “a traditional view of the Church to this problem, which 

he hoped they were leaving behind,794 and Thomas Binnie, a Glasgow elder who had 

given evidence to the Presbytery’s Commission on Housing,  gave Clow most 

support.  He thought the Church’s business was “to lay down principles and leave 

men to carry them out”.795   Dr James Wells of Pollokshields supported the overtures, 

but saw no connection between what Jesus said about seeking the Kingdom of God 

and the solution to social problems.  He had started his ministry in the Wynds of 

Glasgow “alongside humble men and women but who had great spiritual power.  

Their living faith in Christ developed every noble impulse.  They solved social 

problems without saying a word about them.796   

 

Later on during the 1908 Assembly, the report of the Life and Work Committee 

which dealt with the issue of sweated labour was proposed by Professor George 

Adam Smith of Glasgow, who continued the criticism others had made of Clow’s 

speech.  He said 

I am one of those who deprecate the opposition that some have  

sought in this Assembly to raise between evangelistic and social work 

…..It has been said that the Church should leave a very great deal  

to the Municipality and the State.  Moderator, I am one of those  

Church-workers who would leave just as much as possible of this kind  

of work to forces and individuals outside the Church.  But when you  

have done that, when you have left all you can with a good conscience  

leave of social work, because individuals or institutions or societies  
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outside the Church are taking it up there still remain in the experience  

of those who have been privileged to look into the needs of work in  

this direction – there still remain needs of social work which no one  

else than the Church is fulfilling, and which therefore stand out  

as the Church’s particular duty. 797  

 

By the end of the 1908 General Assembly the lines of conflict had been drawn.  It is 

clear from the contributions to the various debates that both sides of the divide had 

accepted without question two of Robert Flint’s fundamental convictions, perhaps as 

expressed by someone from the Free Church tradition like A.B. Bruce, but first 

expressed by Flint in his sermons on the Kingdom of Christ:  first,  that the Church 

and the Kingdom of God were not one and the same, and that the Church’s role was to 

work towards the Kingdom; and secondly that other agencies, municipal, secular, 

social and political all had contributions to make towards that Kingdom of God.  The 

issue which divided the United Free Church was whether the Church’s role was an 

actively participative one, organising itself measures of social reform, contributing 

itself to the palliative measures required to ease the extremes of poverty or 

homelessness, or an inspirationally participative one, creating the sort of Christians 

who would carry the social implications of the Gospel both into the Council Chamber 

and into the slums.   

 

The Report of the Life and Work Committee to the following year’s General 

Assembly attempted to provide a definitive and inclusive statement about the nature 

of the Kingdom of God.   The Committee had been asked by the 1908 General 
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Assembly “to take into consideration in what ways the Church may best show her 

sympathy with, and lend assistance to the various movements that aim at the 

betterment of society” and in particular to consider Professor J.Y. Simpson’s proposal 

that a Department of Church and Labour be established.  Clearly the Committee 

realised that its specific responses to these remits would depend on an answer to the 

question which the Assembly had never resolved of what the Church’s role was in the 

establishment of the Kingdom of God.  Various conferences were arranged with 

secular agencies and socialist organisations in order further to gather the facts 

regarding poverty and industrial unrest, a series of sub-committees was appointed to 

look into specific subjects such as whether economics and sociology should be 

introduced into the training for the ministry and the propriety of establishing a Church 

and Labour Department, the problem of unemployment and the consequences of 

farmed-out houses.  The first sub-committee was given the task of outlining Jesus’ 

social teaching, which the sub-committee recognised at the outset was contained in 

Jesus’ proclamation of the Kingdom of God.  The Committee therefore outlined what 

it understood Jesus to have meant by the Kingdom of God.798 

 

It is clear from the language used throughout the document that the prevailing view in 

the sub-committee, and certainly the one which the main Life and Work Committee 

endorsed in its report to the 1909 General Assembly was a view of the Kingdom 

which would not have caused much anxiety to William Clow.  At the outset the 

Kingdom is described as a “spiritual reality..  It is a society composed of children of 

one Father.  This experience of sonship is Christ’s first requirement.  All his social 

aims and hopes are based on his demand for this personal, spiritual regeneration.  And 
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the preaching of the Kingdom is therefore the proclamation of the power of God’s 

grace to  deal with the needs of the world”.   To balance the individualism of this 

initial statement, the report then goes on to say that the Kingdom of God is also a 

social ideal.  In rhetorical language somewhat reminiscent of the references to the 

Kingdom in the early debates in the United Free Church on social reform, the 

Kingdom is described as “a brotherhood, a society of men and women living simple, 

happy free lives, serving one another in love.  It is a regenerated social system”.   The 

social gospel is Jesus’ prediction of the consummation of his Kingdom.  The 

statement goes on to say that Jesus intended the social ideal o his Kingdom to be 

realised gradually through his disciples, and by his Spirit working through them.  The 

aim of the Kingdom is social regeneration as well as spiritual renewal. 

 

Donald Smith describes this statement as clearly displaying the influence of the new 

social and theological liberalism, largely because the statement goes on to infer from 

the initial description of the Kingdom of God that there are “elements in the present 

economic system which make the life Christ calls men to live hardly possible – such 

as unduly low wages, sweating of labour and oppressive conditions of 

work….Extreme inequalities of wealth and poverty…..can hardly be said to reflect the 

mind of Christ (and) so far as modern conditions foster the alienation of industrial and 

other classes from one another, the whole spirit of Christ’s words is against these 

conditions”.799  However the statement is much more of a compromise with the 

conservative element in the Assembly than Smith’s judgment implies. It is true, as 

Smith says, that the statement contained criticism of the present social system, but the 

United Free Church Assembly, as well as the Church of Scotland’s Assembly, had 
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previously criticised low wages, sweated labour, poor working conditions, and 

extremes of wealth and poverty.   The significantly conservative element in the 

statement was that it envisaged the eventual reform of these elements through the 

action of individuals.  Social regeneration was to be achieved by Christ’s disciples, 

and the Church’s role was primarily to make disciples.   In the references to the 

Kingdom of God as a spiritual and a social ideal, the statement is theologically 

specific in relation to the spiritual ideal.  Everything depends on personal, spiritual 

regeneration.  This contrasts with the vague, utopian language in which the Kingdom 

as a social ideal is expressed – “a society of men and women living  simple, happy, 

free lives”.   While there is indeed criticism of the existing social system, it is notable 

that in the specific references to the Kingdom of God there is no mention of 

commitment to social justice in the present, nor to the alleviation of social distress or 

the reforms of social structures, which speakers in Assembly debates had described as 

integral to the Church’s role in the establishment of the Kingdom. 

 

The 1909 General Assembly set up a Special Committee on Social Problems to 

pursue among other issues, whether a Department of Church and Labour should be 

established,.  This committee produced an interim report the following year, asking 

for more time.  However,  two Glasgow elders, Buyers Black, described by Donald 

Smith as “a prominent figure in the Tory party”800 and John Stephen, the shipbuilder 

tried to abort the proposal.  In what Reith described as “an animated debate”, they 

unsuccessfully attempted to persuade the Assembly to “decline to authorise any 

committee to interfere in the name of the Church with Labour and economic 

problems, or with duties pertaining thereto, which properly devolved on individual 
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citizens or on the State…..The vote showed an overwhelming majority in favour of 

the Special Committee’s proposal”.801 

 

It was the Report of the Home Mission Committee in 1908 which provoked William 

Clow’s attack on the Church’s growing involvement in social issues as a departure 

from its primary task.  The Secretary of that Home Mission Committee, Dr John 

Young, was the Moderator of the 1910 General Assembly and devoted almost the 

whole of a substantial opening address in the Assembly of that year to the subject of 

the Church’s social concern within the context of the Kingdom of God, for the 

establishment of which, he said, the Church must attempt great things802 because for 

Jesus, the Kingdom was the primary object of life.803  So “what men talk of as the 

social problem is the religious problem of the day – primarily a problem for the 

Church”.804 

 

Young was determined to defend the view that the nature of the Kingdom of God 

required the Church to be involved in social issues.  “The Church and nation” he said, 

have suffered much from the tacit assumption that the religious and the secular life 

can be lived in separate compartments, that religion may be kept apart from business 

transactions, from social relations, from civic duties and from political opinions”.805   

He argued that there were poor industrial and labour relations because “the Church of 

Christ has been too content to assume that large departments in private and public life 

are outside its sphere of influence, and has failed to declare the whole counsel of God 

as revealed, in its bearing upon social and civic relations, upon trade and industry, 
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upon the economics and politics which rule the lives of men and of nations”.806   He 

vigorously defended politics as a Christian vocation and asked  “Why should politics 

be generally looked upon as ‘knavish tricks’ except that they rhyme so in the national 

anthem?”807   

 

Young’s speech, however, was a very carefully crafted one.  For every reference to 

the Kingdom of God as involving involvement with the secular or political world, 

there was a balancing passage, making clear the limits Young saw to that 

involvement.  However critical the Church needs to be of “social theories and political 

nostrums”, it cannot but be sympathetic to the pleas for justice they contain.808He 

insists that the headship of Christ involves his rule in every aspect of life including 

business and civic life, but the Church has to “teach men to face their duties rather 

than clamour for their rights; to care more for the excellence of workmanship than for 

the standard of wages”.809   The record indicates that this remark was greeted with 

applause.  Young says at one point that “the Church has to do primarily with the 

individual, and to aim at the change of heart which brings him into a right relation 

with God” but immediately adds that the Church cannot be indifferent to the sort of 

housing or the social conditions in which the individual has to live.   A little later in 

his speech the balance is struck the other way round.   

There is no more serious hindrance to the progress of the Church  

 and to the prosperity of the nation than the apathy of Christian  

 men and women in regard to social wrongs.  The Church has a  

 duty to discharge in guiding public opinion and stimulating action  
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 by civic authorities  in regard to matters which affect prejudicially  

 the religion and morals of the community.810 

 

However almost immediately Young goes on to claim that the Church may not be 

able to become actively involved in schemes of social improvement or areas of social 

reform because “it must scrupulously avoid all entanglements with class prejudice  

or party spirit”.  And yet, he continues, the Church “must also stand free from all 

complicity, active or passive, with social, industrial or civic wrong, and it must not 

fail in a clear, out-spoken testimony to the teaching of the word of God in relation to 

every evil or injustice which hinders the establishment of his Kingdom on earth”.811 

 

It is when Young turns to discuss how the Church relates to society that he makes 

clear where he stands.  In matters which involve the Kingdom of God, the courts of 

the Church can only make representations on matters “upon which there is a large 

measure of common agreement”. [my emphasis]   The Church must scrupulously 

avoid even the appearance of trespassing beyond its own province, just as it jealously 

guards its own province against interference with its rights. 

There are not wanting in our day strong temptations placed before  

the Church, and conspicuous instances of their being yielded to, by  

which the Church may be secularised to a larger extent than the  

state or community is regenerated, and there may take place a  

socialisation or nationalisation of religion, at the expense of religion  

ceasing to be a vital and energising force in the national life…… 

Like its Master, the Church must refuse to act as judge and divider  
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in matters that fall to be judged in other courts, to be entangled in affairs  

of state, or municipal politics which do not touch conscience or the  

liberties of Christ’s House, or to be exploited by interested parties for  

secular ends and worldly schemes.812  

 

The reported answer of Jesus when he was asked to adjudicate in disputed inheritance, 

“Who made me a judge or a divider over you?”813 was a favourite text of those who 

wanted to limit the Church’s engagement in secular affairs. 

 

Despite the vigorous attempt to be balanced, Young’s speech to the General 

Assembly cannot be seen as other than an endorsement of the view that the Church’s 

role is to inspire individuals with the Christian motivation to social reform, nor to 

question the structural causes of social problems or to be involved as an institution in 

their solution.   His attempt to achieve a balance at a time when the Church’s attitude 

to social questions was potentially divisive is understandable.  But ultimately that 

balance meant that Young’s insistence that the Kingdom of God required a concern 

for social justice became little more than rhetoric when he envisaged the Church’s 

engagement with society being limited and circumscribed by the need, for example, 

only to comment where there was widespread agreement and his refusal to 

countenance any trespass beyond its own province.   Perhaps Young was unable to 

recognise that the limitations he placed on the Church’s actions effectively 

undermined the claims he made for its engagement with the secular world for the sake 

of the Kingdom of God.  Perhaps he was employing a strategy,  not unknown in the 
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world of ecclesiastical politics, of adopting the language of radicalism while emptying 

it of all real content.  

 

The General Assembly of 1911 continued to display the same degree of tension about 

the Church’s role in social affairs.  Young’s successor as Moderator of the United 

Free Church Assembly in 1911 was the Glasgow Pollokshields minister, Dr James 

Wells, who came from the Free Church side of the united Church.  Wells had been an 

assistant in the Wynd and then minister there between 1862 and 1867, and in 1867 

became minister of the Barony Free Church.  So, as he told the Assembly, he had 

spent a lifetime studying at close quarters the burning social issues of the day.814   He 

said the Assembly should be grateful to those who had brought about a new era where 

“the housing of the poor, the pathetic child-life among them, their hardships from 

uncertainty of unemployment and insufficient earnings, their anxieties about the 

future, their distresses in sickness and old age…..are profoundly influencing the 

legislation of our day”.815   But he was insistent that the best hope for society lay in a 

religious revival and that the tendency to “secularise” the Church in the interests of 

the poor had to be resisted.816   He said that that physical conditions of the poor 

depended on their moral conditions, which in turn reflected their spiritual 

condition.817  He saw little place for prophetic social preaching: 

Christ never directly intervened in the political or economic questions  

of his age.  He refused to be a judge and divider between claimants  

for earthly goods, and he warned against covetousness.  At the same time,  

he and his apostles enforced the civic duties.  It therefore becomes  
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the preacher to expound the social implications of Christianity.  These  

themes, however, are soon exhausted, and the frequent handling of  

them sometimes wearies those who are in complete sympathy with  

the preacher.818 

 

Attention has already been drawn to Robert Drummond’s recognition, in presenting 

the report of the Special Committee on Social Problems at the 1911 General 

Assembly of the importance of the Kingdom of God in the exploration of social 

theology.819   He also drew attention to the clear tension he sensed between his 

Committee and the wider Church.    Speaking to the proposal that a special committee 

of eighteen be appointed with a watching brief over social issues, Drummond asked: 

“But is the Church sure that she has a social mission?  This Committee stands for the 

recognition of it, but the whole movement  of which it is a part is often spoken of with 

suspicion”.820 

 

The suspicion which Drummond sensed is apparent in the support which the Glasgow 

elder Buyers Black found for his opposition to virtually the entire content of the 

Special Committee’s report.  The Special Committee’s proposal that the government 

should be asked to create a tribunal to arbitrate in industrial disputes was deleted, as 

was its request that the Assembly “welcome” a series of booklets it had commissioned 

on social issues, including one written by Robert Drummond.   A proposal to hold a 

Labour week in Glasgow was amended to require the prior permission of the 

Presbytery of Glasgow, and it was decided that the cost of the Labour week should 
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not be met from central funds but the Special Committee would have to raise the costs 

itself. 

 

Evidence of the underlying opposition to Church’s close involvement in social issues 

may lie in the appointment at the General Assembly of 1911 of the Professor of 

Christian Ethics and Practical Training at Trinity College in Glasgow.  There were 

three candidates, but, as George Reith recorded in his reminiscences of the Assembly, 

the choice was in reality between two of them: Robert Drummond and William Clow.  

The majority in the Assembly voted for Clow.821   Granted the high profile which 

Drummond had in the General Assemblies of the United Free Church for several 

previous years, and the significance of Clow’s attack on the drift of Drummond’s 

committees, it is difficult not to see the election of Clow on the floor of the Assembly 

as a further indication of the theological divergence between those who pursued for 

the sake of the Kingdom of God a policy of involving the Church more and more in 

social concerns and those who believed that the economy of the Kingdom required a 

degree of distance between the Church as an institution and the world of secular and 

social affairs.  It is equally difficult not to regard Clow’s success in the election as a 

victory for the latter. 

 

It is possible that, in presenting the various overtures regarding social work to the 

General Assembly of 1908, Revd Colin Gibb of Glasgow – someone George Reith 

describes as having well known socialist leanings822 - may have inadvertently given 

evidence that those opposed to the direction the Church was taking had some 

justification for their view.  He said of the Secretary of the Life and Work Committee, 
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and later of the Special Committee on Social Work, John D Robertson of Leith, who 

had been at college with Robert Drummond,  that two years earlier he had led the 

Church almost unknown to itself, [my emphasis] upon these lines of enquiry and if the 

text of the Report of the Life and Work Committee, for which he was solely 

responsible (had) been in their hands, the overtures would have been differently 

framed”.   Gibb was indicating that the significance of the step which the United Free 

Church took as a result of the overtures in 1908 was already foreseen in the Life and 

Work reports which Robertson inspired.  It is possible that the part Robertson played 

in moving the United Free Church in the direction of social reform has been as little 

recorded as has the pivotal role of his namesake Frederick Lockhart Robertson in the 

Church of Scotland’s Presbytery of Glasgow, but the documentary evidence does not 

exist to substantiate the claim.   

 

There is, however, evidence of John Robertson’s representing the United Free 

Church’s view outside its General Assembly.   In 1912, the Liberal Government 

appointed a Royal Commission to investigate the housing of the industrial population 

of Scotland.  Two prominent members of the United Free Church, the theologian and 

landowner George Freeland Barbour, and James Barr, the minister of St Mary’s 

United Free Church in Govan, who later took over the chair,  were both members of 

the Commission, to which John Robertson gave evidence as, by then, Convener of the 

Life and Work Committee and Secretary of the Social Problems Committee of the 

United Free Church.823 
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Robertson was questioned at the start of his evidence about the view of the United 

Free Church that small and overcrowded houses produce indecency and immorality824 

and he was also examined by members of the Commission (one of them Freeland 

Barbour) who clearly did not think that the connection had been sufficiently 

established.825   Robertson gave evidence concerning the extortionate profits alleged 

to be made through farmed out housing which, he said, contributed to the spread of 

immorality as nightly letting encouraged prostitution, 826 and he was again closely 

questioned about what he would do with those who could only afford to rent a room 

on a nightly basis and what accommodation there was for them.827   Robertson gave as 

his personal opinion that he was opposed to all single roomed houses except for single 

people or couples without children, that for every house with two rooms or more there 

should be a toilet in every house, and a wash-house for every four or five families, 

and when asked how, if the Commission did decide that there should be a minimum 

standard of accommodation such as Robertson suggested, those on low wages could 

afford it.  Robertson’s answer was a state-enforced minimum wage.828 

 

In fact the Commission took the view that rather than the State raise wages 

compulsorily, the State should, for a period of at least fourteen years and acting 

through municipalities, provide housing at affordable rent, though there was a 

minority report from four members of the Commission, including Freeland Barbour, 

which took the view that the local authorities could not bear the cost of housing alone 

and recommended that the State would have to provide subsidies for private enterprise 
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to build houses at affordable, but uneconomic rents.829  It seems very likely that the 

evidence which Robertson gave went far beyond anything the United Free Church 

general Assembly would have been likely to support, possibly further fuelling the 

division on social issues within the Church. 
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Conclusion 

 

Until 1908 there had been a growing consensus in both the Church of Scotland and 

the United Free Church that part of their role as Churches was to engage in social 

issues, to improve social conditions and, wherever possible, to alleviate poverty.  That 

developing social commitment was both mirrored in and stimulated by a parallel 

growth in the Churches’ understanding of the Kingdom of God. 

 

The consensus, however, was breaking down by 1908.  It became clear, especially 

with William Clow’s speech attacking the involvement of the Church in social 

criticism, and the considerable support that Clow received for this position, that 

within the United Free Church there were very different understandings about the 

meaning of the Kingdom of God and its special significance. 

 

S. J. Brown has seen the political divisions following the ending of the war in 1918 as 

significant in persuading leaders of the Church of Scotland and the United Free 

Church to “silence the Church’s call for a new social order”.  He attributes this to 

“post-war exhaustion, disillusionment and anxiety particularly among the middle class 

who made up the bulk of the membership of the two Churches, as well as a reaction to 

social division and industrial unrest”.   He has further observed that 

 

            For the Churches to remain behind their wartime pledges to  

reconstruction would now be to set themselves against the Government,  
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and possibly to alienate middle-class Church members who were taking  

the anti-socialist cause to heart.  In the face of growing social division, it 

seemed that the best course for the Church would be to withdraw from any 

involvement in social reform.  It should proclaim itself neutral on social  

issues and restrict itself to spiritual work830 

 

As we have seen, there is evidence that the commitment to social criticism and reform 

was unravelling in the United Free Church of Scotland from 1908, though the Church 

of Scotland appears to have been relatively unaffected by the tensions which beset the 

United Free Church.  There are a number of reasons for this.  First, the agreement 

broadly to divide the responsibilities of the two Churches, leaving social criticism to 

the United Free Church and social welfare to the Church of Scotland meant that there 

were far more opportunities for strong differences of opinion to appear in debates in 

the United Free Church Assembly than in that of the Church of Scotland.  Second, the 

Church of Scotland, which broadly identified itself with the Conservative Party, was 

less likely to include people who wanted to respond positively and enthusiastically to 

the reforming measures of the 1906 Liberal Government than was  the United Free 

Church.  Third, the United Free Church contained both Conservative and Liberal 

elements in uneasy coalition.  Its ministry included men like the conservative William 

Clow and the moderate socialist A. Scott Matheson, and in the United Free Church 

General Assembly for debate on social issues, divisions over the Liberal 

Government’s social reforms was unavoidable.  Fourth, there was an assumption 

within the Church of Scotland that as an established church, it was part of a 

partnership with civic, industrial and political institutions.  .  In a sense David Watson 
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represented the effortless assumptions of an established Church minister, whereas 

William Clow, William Dickie and Scott Matheson represented a nonconformist 

Church which, though confident in itself, was still struggling to identify what its role 

ought to be within Scottish society.   Fifth, in the tumultuous years between 1910 and 

the outbreak of war it became increasingly clear that social improvements were not 

producing stable conditions.  The dramatic and extensive intrusion of the state into 

social welfare did not prevent a number of serious social and political crises that 

shook the entire edifice of the United Kingdom from about 1910 onwards..  Social 

welfare as a route towards the Kingdom of God was, if not discredited, then at least 

tarnished.  If the expansion of social welfare could not produce a stable and 

harmonious society it was unlikely to bring in the Kingdom of God.    

 

In addition to these factors, the energies of the Church of Scotland and the United 

Free Church became focused on ecclesiastical concerns.  From 1909 until the 

outbreak of war in 1914, and then from 1918 onwards, the movement towards reunion 

grew apace.    As S. J. Brown writes, “in concentrating for so long on the pragmatic 

policies of ecclesiastical union, Church leaders had lost grip with the chief end of the 

Church – as witness to the coming Kingdom of God.831 

 

The unravelling of a commitment to social criticism within the United Free Church 

must also be seen against the background of the unravelling of the easy confidence of 

Edwardian Britain.   In the years leading up to the war there were a succession of 

strikes, there was considerable feminist violence.  Looking back on the period in 

1935, George Dangerfield described 
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Presbyterianism c.1830-c1930” in Scottish Journal of Theology, Vol 44, 991 p 517 
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             the sudden class hatred, the unexpected violence, the irrational moods,  

which makes (the unrest) an essential, a sanguine part of pre-war  

psychology, yet the immediate causes of it have a very different look.   

Grim and grey as they are, they direct us not to life but to death – to the 

unpleasantly decaying death of Liberal democracy.832 

 

In discussing Dangerfield’s view, G R Searle concedes that “there may be some 

substance in the view that between 1910 and 1914 the country was experiencing a 

‘crisis of the state.’”833  The debates in the United Free Church General Assembly 

have to be seen in the context of what Paul Johnston has described in his introduction 

to the 1966 edition of Dangerfield’s book as “a society in process of decomposition”.  

He continues “Its values and attitudes were already being pulverised under the impact 

of new social, political and economic forces”.834 

 

The social, political and economic forces which “pulverised” early 20th century 

Britain were serious labour unrest, the threat of class warfare, the increasingly violent 

suffragette movement and the danger of sectarian civil war in Ireland as a result of the 

third Home Rule Bill.  All of these had an effect on the Churches’ social and political 

concern and commitment and also on the connection the Churches made  between the 

Kingdom of God and developments in society. 
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What C.G. Brown calls “the secularisation of social prophecy”835 led to the moderate 

socialism of men like A. Scott Matheson being identified with much more radically 

socialist elements, and, as Brown puts it, “the rise of militant socialism…..destroyed 

the apolitical Christian-socialist movement within the Presbyterian Churches, and left 

the Church socialists as a politicised and small minority”.836 

 

Middle Class support for Churches advocating the coming Kingdom of God was 

likely to dissipate as moderate socialists became identified with dangerous radicalism.  

At the same time the growth of suburban housing changed the relationship of those 

who moved to the suburbs with urban society and made Churches places for people’s 

leisure activity rather than their commitment to the Kingdom of God. 

As commuters on trams, the inner-city areas were places of work  

from which to retreat at evening time and weekends to more pleasant  

houses and gardens.  Their new Churches came to symbolize their  

prosperity and their cultural concerns, with the Church hall developing  

as a busy recreation centre with an intensive programme of daily events.   

The range of pursuits and organisations catered for all ages and tastes;  

as well as Sunday schools and Band of hope, there were women’s  

guilds, girls’ guilds, fellowships and young men’s and women’s societies 

 providing activities like literary and drama clubs, rambling, summer  

retreats, golf clubs and curling clubs.837 
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Evidence for the Great Labour Unrest is clear in the statistic that between 1909 and 

1912 the days lost in strikes rose from 2,690,000 in 1909 to 40, 890,000 in 1912.  

This increase was caused by a small number of  acrimonious strikes in key  industries 

employing large numbers of workers.  In 1910 there was a strike of miners in the 

Rhondda Valley.  The following year the Sailors; and Fireman’s Union and the 

Railway Workers called national strikes, and troops had to be deployed in Liverpool 

and North Wales.    In 1912 there was a Miners’ strike and then a Dockers’ strike.  

Between 1910 and 1914, membership of trades unions rose by 60%.   

 

G. R.  Searle comments that the Great Labour Unrest had a dramatic impact on the 

governing Liberal Party, and those in it who “saw the advocacy of class conflict as the 

negation of all that (they) held dear – social harmony, consensus resulting from 

reasoned discussion”.  The Great Labour Unrest, however, also impacted on the 

optimistic view of the Kingdom of God held in the Churches.  In 1908, David Watson 

had insisted that “Social unrest is itself a good sign, a mark of vigorous life, not of 

decadence,” and it is a divine discontent with social wrong”.838   A Scott Matheson 

had claimed that “socialism needs to be Christianised and Christianity needs to be 

socialised”.839  But it was impossible to sustain such sanguine views when it appeared 

troops were necessary to restrain social unrest and political violence believed to be 

socialist inspired. 

 

The Liberal government’s attitude to Home Rule also posed problems for those who 

had been able, somewhat simplistically, to identify the Kingdom of God with a 

growing belief in the brotherhood of man under the fatherhood of God.  There were 
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those in the Asquith cabinet who wanted to link Irish Home Rule to proposals for a 

wider extension of home rule within a United Kingdom.   One estimate reckoned that 

sixty of Scotland’s seventy-two MPs supported a Scottish parliament.840  The possible 

fragmentation of the United Kingdom may have reflected one aspect of Scottish 

cultural nationalism  However, paradoxically that same Scottish cultural nationalism 

was also expressed in its contribution to Britain’s imperial identity, and the Church of 

Scotland and the United Free Church both subscribed to imperial identity in the 

missionary activity which they supported, though the United Free Church raised for 

foreign missions twice the amount of the Church of Scotland, and its involvement was 

correspondingly greater.841   Just as the possibility of Home Rule was being discussed, 

the Scottish Churches’ involvement with missionary enterprise within the Empire was 

being highlighted in the Edinburgh Missionary Conference of 1910.  However the two 

Churches had begun to co-operate, uniting their colleges and missions in Calcutta in 

1907, and later dividing responsibility for missionary work East and West Africa 

respectively between the Church of Scotland and the United Free Church.  J. R. 

Fleming comments that there was “little sign that the glow of the enthusiasm for the 

spread of the Kingdom of Christ in distant lands had faded from the consciousness of 

the Scottish Church”,842 but the link between Scotland and these “distant lands” to 

which the Kingdom of Christ might be extended was questioned. 

 

The emergence of an aggressive suffragette movement caused considerable concern  

within the Scottish Presbyterian Churches.  As E. Halevy had pointed out,  suffragette 

violence was becoming widespread by  1912, and even churches were becoming 

targets. 
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            In the theatre, at Church, even at Buckingham Palace, the King  

was roughly addressed by unknown women who rose to denounce  

him as ‘czar’ and ‘torturer’.  Corrosives were placed in letter boxes to  

destroy the correspondence.  Pictures were defaced at museums.   

Buildings were set on fire whether they belonged to notorious opponents  

of feminism or were simply adjacent to a home where a Liberal meeting  

was being held.  Shots were fired at trains.  Then the suffragettes attacked 

Churches in which they placed bombs which did considerable damage.   

Two old country Churches were burnt down.843  

 

The suffragette movement not only caused considerable alarm to the Churches, it 

caused considerable tension within the Churches.   Prominent among those who took 

the lead in the suffragette cause in Scotland were the wives of ministers or women 

who had been missionaries.  Lean Leneman observed  that two women interrupted the 

United Free Church’s General Assembly in 1913.  Later that year three women and 

men caused a disturbance during a speech by the Solicitor General in South Leith 

United Free Church which led the Edinburgh Evening Dispatch to comment that “it 

will be many a day before the extraordinary scenes of disturbance will be forgotten by 

those who were present”.  A few days later suffragettes shouted slogans during. the 

annual kirking of the judges service in St Giles’, where there were to be several more 

interruptions in the following twelve months.   In February 1914 the Church at 

Whitekirk was burned by suffragettes wanting to draw attention to the introduction 

into Scotland of the forced feeding of women protestors in prison, and on 15 March 
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1914 several Churches across the country witnessed demonstrations during 

worship.844  Leneman suggests that Churches were broadly divided between those in 

the west, where there was support for the suffragette movement, and those in the east 

where support was less strong.845 

 

The Scottish Churches’ League for Woman Suffrage included Churchmen of the 

stature of Robert J. Drummond of the United Free Church, and in 1913 every 

Presbytery of the Church of Scotland and the United Free Church was asked by an 

organisation supportive of women’s suffrage to pass a resolution and overture the 

General Assembly in support. 

 

George Reith, reflecting on the effect of the women’s campaign on the United Free 

Church, indicated the level of opposition it encountered and offence it caused when he 

observed that the suffragette agitation had “plunged [the country] into a campaign of 

brawling and outrage”.  He continued, 

These lawless women, who resented, as they said, being classed  

with “imbeciles, lunatics and criminals” were daily guilty of deeds  

            which amply justified the classification.  They had deliberate adopted  

            the policy of the mosquito, secure in the conviction that masculine  

            chivalry, which still survived in spite of their provocative antics, would  

            not proceed to extremes against them.  But when it came to burning  

           down Churches and other buildings, some began to feel  that  

medieval methods of dealing with impossible females were not  
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so unreasonable and unjustifiable as had been generally thought.846 

 

While William Clow was hostile to assertions of women’s rights, it is perhaps not 

surprising in the light of suffragette militancy that many who expressed support for 

women nonetheless wanted them to continue in a traditional role..    Scott Matheson, 

for example,  supported the admission of women to the professions but insisted that 

their principle role should be in the home.  William Dickie extolled the virtue of 

women in the family as one of his four concentric circles of involvement.  While 

David Watson expressed anger at the degrading of women, he begins his examination 

of the social expression of Christianity with a defence of traditional forms of marriage 

and the family. 

 

In the years leading up to the outbreak of war, what C.G. Brown calls “the 

secularisation of social protest” undermined the social protest which had been, 

largely, the expression of a growing social theology within the Churches.  Brown 

writes, “The initiative in social and political action was passing ouot of the hands of 

activists inspired by religion and the bearers of social salvation were now trade union 

leaders, socialist intellectuals and labour politicians”.  847   That would not have 

mattered had these trade union leaders, socialist intellectuals and labour politicians 

not been seen, however accurately, as unsympathetic or hostile to Christian faith.  

Their assumption of leadership in social reform tended to discredit social reform as an 

expression of the Kingdom of God in the eyes of the large number at the time who 

regarded themselves as political opponents of socialism.   
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At the same time, the continued movement of the urban population from inner city 

areas to outlying suburbs, and the consequent concentration of Church life and 

activity where people lived rather than where they both lived and worked tended to 

distance the middle class population from concern with and interest in the welfare of 

the inner city.   Increasingly, especially within the United Free Church, 

congregational life became a focus for social activity rather than evangelical or social 

work.   A Kingdom of God expressed in terms of commitment to the expression of 

social concern and the improvement of social conditions had to compete against an 

understanding of the Kingdom of God defined in terms of individual religious 

involvement with a congregation.  

 

Theologically, a notion of the Kingdom of God expressed in terms of commitment to 

the expression of social concern and the improvement of social conditions - what 

Robert Flint has called “Christ’s Kingdom upon Earth” - also had to compete against 

a growing view of the Kingdom of God as something very different.  Johannes Weiss’ 

Jesus’ Proclamation of the Kingdom of God in 1892, and then in the definite second 

edition of 1900, followed by Albert Schweitzer’s The Quest for the Historical Jesus, 

which appeared in English translation in 1910,  concluded that the Kingdom of God in 

the teaching of Jesus was very far from the realisable goal which Scotland’s 

Churchmen, following Robert Flint, had thought it to be.  It was, rather, thoroughly 

eschatological. 

 

In 1910, as the country began to experience the “crisis of state”, and as the English 

edition of Schweitzer’s  Quest appeared, Robert Flint died.  It is ironic that his 

revolutionary idea that the Kingdom of God would be advanced by, amongst others, 
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“a legislator obtaining good laws”   led to the view that the Church itself had a social 

mission being questioned. Precisely because the state was becoming increasingly 

involved in social welfare, opponents of the Church’s involvement with society were 

able to argue forcefully that there was no longer any need for the Church to be 

involved, or at least to be involved at its current level. 
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CONCLUSION 

This study covers years which saw enormous changes in Scotland  Its population 

more than doubled between 1830 and the outbreak of the first world war,  by which 

time most people in the country were housed in cities.   Whereas only one in eight 

Scottish males had the right to vote after the great Reform Act of 1832, by 1914 the 

franchise had been extended to all adult males and the pressure for women’s suffrage 

was to prove irresistible.   

 

Over the period of this study, the Church’s involvement with the poor changed from  

being a statutory obligation to being a voluntary commitment.  Town Councils and 

City Corporations  no longer had any part to play in the business of the Church.  The 

Church lost its control of the country’s provision for the poor and for education.   As a 

result of the Disruption, the membership of the Church of Scotland dropped by 40%, 

and the established Church was no longer able to claim to be the sole moral voice of 

the nation or the only religious reference point in Scotland’s particular national 

identity. It was much more difficult for the Church to portray itself as a source of 

social cohesion at the beginning of the twentieth century than it was in the days of 

Thomas Chalmers, and with the growing extension of the role of the State the Church 

had to develop social policy and theology as one among many voluntary bodies. 

 

C.G. Brown sees what he calls the “evangelicalism” of the middle classes as the 

means by which the Church came to terms with its changing role within a changing 

society.  “Evengelicalism demanded personal commitment through voluntary effort in 

Sunday schools, Bible classes, tract distribution, home visiting, the temperance soiree, 

and hundreds of other related activities…..Spurning theological debate it called 
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citizens to action in the name of God, the economy and the individual”848  Brown is 

certainly right to point to the growth of congregational activities as a significant 

change in the Church’s role during the latter part of the nineteenth century, and the 

social function which the congregation increasingly played in the lives of church 

members.   Two Lord Provosts of the time, Sir Samuel Chisholm and Sir Daniel 

Macaulay Stevenson wanted to make Glasgow a Christian municipality.  However the 

increase in congregational organisations and the involvement of Christian 

businessmen and local politicians, significant would not have been sufficient in 

themselves to explain why the leadership of the Churches increasingly became 

committed to seeing the Church as an agent of social reform.  Presbyterian Churches, 

which saw themselves as the heirs of the Scottish Reformation required a theological 

justification for regarding conversion and Church membership as no longer sufficient 

agents of individual improvement and social reform.  The leadership of the Churches 

needed to be able to place their response to the changes in society and in the Church’s 

role within a context which gave theological expression to the relationship of Church 

to Society.  If such a context could not be provided, then the evangelicalism of the 

middle classes and the contribution of Christian businessmen involved in local 

politics would not have been able to bring about the social revoloution within what 

A.C. Cheyne called “the transforming of the Kirk”.    

 

Only an unbalanced view of Patrick Brewster ignores the political ineptitude and 

personal arrogance which reduced the impact of his social radicalism, tarnished the 

effect of his personal commitment to the poor, and gave a respectability to the 

rejection of the values he espoused and the causes he supported.   Only too critical a 
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view of Brewster’s contemporaries dismisses the very real contributions both to the 

improving of social conditions and to an engagement with social issues of men like 

Robert Burns and Robert Buchanan, both of whom have unfairly been regarded as 

complacent towards the social conditions of their day.   Only a romantic view of 

Norman Macleod does not recognise that he did not sufficiently recognise that the 

urban crisis required something more radical than a more efficiently organised church 

and social theology needed a more critical vision than continuation of the existing 

structures of society injected with human kindness. 

 

As we have seen, the Church was the prism through which Brewster and Burns, 

Buchanan and Macleod all viewed society, and the changes within it. They believed 

that it was through the consequences of the poor’s conversion,  in response to the 

Church’s evangelism, that people would improve their condition and escape from 

poverty.   It is unfair of Donald Smith almost to imply that mid nineteenth century 

churchmen chose that view from a range of options.  As A.C. Cheyne puts it, 

“because a distinctively Christian approach to commerce, industry and the problems 

of community life was lacking, all tended to be given over to the mercies of 

contemporary economic theory”.849   There was no model available which provided a 

context within which the mid-nineteenth century Church could examine the 

relationship of the Church to such a rapidly changing Society until Robert Flint’s 

theology of the Kingdom of God on earth. 

 

Flint’s initial insistence that the Church and the Kingdom of God were not identical 

was the means by which the Church was released from regarding itself as holding the 
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only key to social advance, and also the context within which the work of other 

agencies within Society, and, eventually the State itself could be harnessed to a 

specifically Christian ideal.   At the time Flint’s separation of Church and Kingdom 

was novel and original.  He lived to see the view become commonplace.  Flint’s view 

of the Kingdom of God as a social rather than an eschatological reality, and his belief 

in the gradual, evolutionary development of the Kingdom of God on earth had two 

effects   First they enabled the Church to regard changes in society not simply as 

pragmatic responses to specific social problems but as part of a divine plan.   So God 

was still working his purpose out.  Second, Flint’s views allowed the Church to regard 

the loss of its role in administering the poor law and in education, and the extension 

first of municipal and then state power not as matters for regret and evidence of 

marginalisation but as developments to welcome and contributions to the Christian 

ideal. 

 

Robert Flint has been regarded as a very significant figure in the history of Scotland’s 

contribution to theology and to the history of ideas.   Christ’s Kingdom upon Earth 

has been virtually ignored, and so the vital contribution which he made to the 

development of the Church’s social theology and practice has been overlooked.   He 

had considerable influence on the thinking of Donald Macleod and John Marshall 

Lang, and he provided the necessary theological basis for their involvement, along 

with F.L. Robertson in an examination of  Glasgow’s housing conditions.   

 

The Presbytery of Glasgow and Macleod and Marshall Lang have been given a great 

deal of credit for the establishment of the Housing Commission.  The support of men 

with such a high profile in the Church and the community was very significant but a 
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number of things require to be noticed.  First,  Macleod was always more radical than 

the cautious Marshall Lang.   Second, Macleod’s and Marshall Lang ‘s views did not 

always coincide.  They differed personally on total abstinence and also, most clearly,  

over the extent to which intemperance contributed to deprivation.  Marshall Lang was 

certain it was a cause, Macleod was more inclined to think it was an effect.  Macleod 

was far more critical of the Church as an institution than Marshall Lang.  The aim of  

minister of the Barony was always to bring more people into the Church whereas the 

minister of the Park always saw a wider ministry than that.  Marshall Lang.   Third,  

the role of Frederick Lockhart Robertson in making the Presbytery appoint a Housing 

Commission, in pursuing what became the central recommendation of establishing a 

Housing Association, and in harnessing wider support up the Commission’s 

conclusions within the city  was crucial and has received no attention.   Fourth the 

Presbytery’s involvement with social issues in general and housing in particular 

caused dissension within the Presbytery, and was the result of a very long, slow 

process of involving the Presbytery in social issues.   There is no evidence that when 

Kirk Sessions were asked either to contribute evidence to or carry out investigations 

for the Presbytery there was any interest at all in doing so, and the debates in the 

Presbytery on housing issues attracted very little interest from the Presbytery’s 

membership.   Involvement in A.C. Cheyne’s “social revolution” in transforming the 

Kirk was very much a minority interest. 

 

Insufficient notice has been taken of the fact that there is evidence to support the 

criticism made at the time of  the  Presbytery of Glasgow’s Housing Commission that 

it was heavily weighted in favour of landlords and their agents, and that, although the 
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Commission was rigorous in its assessment of housing conditions, it still regarded the 

Church’s evangelical role to have priority over any social involvement. 

 

The considerable attention paid to the Church of Scotland Presbytery’s Housing 

Commission has led to the attitude of the United Free Church being underplayed.   

The evidence of the United Free Church was not the subject of as much scrutiny and 

debate within its Glasgow Presbytery as was the established Church’s Housing 

Commission.   However what was said to the Municipal Housing Commission 

indicates at the local level considerable disagreement between the two Churches on 

the Churches’ attitude to social questions and housing, although the two Presbyteries 

still held to the view that the territorial or parochial system was capable of continuing 

to carry the responsibility for the Churches’ urban commitments.  However, the 

United Free Church was much more critical of the Churches’ failure to tackle the 

housing problem, and much less equivocal in condemning intemperance as the 

primary cause of social deprivation.   The United Free Church was also much more 

willing to condemn landlords and their agents than was the Church of Scotland.   

Although the Church of Scotland’s Housing Commission has been criticised by 

Donald Smith for failing to recommend the provision of municipal housing, the 

United Free Church minister on the Municipal housing Commission, Robert Howie, 

argued strongly in favour municipal housing, and for the purchase of suburban land 

on which it could be built. 

 

Robert Flint’s views on the Kingdom of God not only provided the theological 

context in which the Church’s practical involvement in housing in Glasgow could be 

undertaken by those he had influenced.  They also provided the currency of debate 
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about social issues which, in the years which followed the debates on housing in the 

Church of Scotland’s Presbytery of Glasgow and General assembly, moved to the 

General assembly of the United Free Church.   There were a number of reasons for 

this.  Diversity within the United Free Church, resulting from the union of differing 

strands,  was more likely to encourage theological debate than was usual within the 

Church of Scotland.  However the agreement reached between the two Churches in 

1909, that the Church of Scotland should concentrate on social action while the 

United Free Church should primarily concern itself with the expression of social 

theology was pivotal.   

 

The debate about whether or not the Church should be involved in the practicalities of 

social reform was carried out within the context of a debate about the nature of the 

Kingdom of God.  Those who believed that the Kingdom of God was essentially a 

question of personal commitment to God’s revealed vision for the world thought that 

the Kingdom would be advanced through the divinely inspired work of Christians 

undertaking responsibility in society.  Those who were convinced that the Kingdom 

of God required the active involvement of the Church along with other institutions 

within society wanted to commit the Church to specific areas of policy change.  The 

spectrum of views about the Kingdom is seen in the views of David Watson, William 

Clow, Scott Matheson and William Dickie.   Watson is the one of the four who was a 

Church of Scotland minister and he represents the established Church’s conviction 

about the Church’s central, though not exclusive role in the advancement of the 

Kingdom of God, while being totally committed to the social engagement of the 

Church, and convinced of the overarching importance of environmental factors over 

individual ones in causing poverty.      William Clow,  in the United Free Church, 
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represents the clearest opposition to that view, being convinced that the Church’s 

responsibility is only to produce Christians and the responsibility for establishing a 

Christian society rested solely on them.   While the Church of Scotland recognised 

that environmental considerations were significant in determining the level of 

religious commitment, Clow vehemently disagreed, and he saw very little place for 

the involvement of the institutional Church in the advancement of the Kingdom of 

God.     Although Scott Matheson of Dumbarton recognises no limits to the areas of 

society in which the Church has a right to be involved and on which it has a duty to 

comment, uniquely, he  regards the advancement of the Kingdom of God not only as a 

desirable end in itself but one which enables the gospel of personal salvation to be 

preached.   Whereas Matheson sees the transformed society of the Kingdom of God as 

the context within which individual salvation can be preached, William Dickie 

regards the conversion of the individual as the necessary precursor of the regeneration 

of society. 

 

The General Assembly became the focus of debate about the Kingdom of God in the 

early years of the twentieth century These debates not only provided a forum for the 

range of views represented by Watson, Clow, Matheson and Dickie to come into 

contact and sometimes conflict, they also illustrate how the Church’s social theology 

was no longer being developed with reference to the Church itself, but within the far 

wider context of the Kingdom of God.    That context and language for some time 

disguised the radical differences there were in various interpretations of the Kingdom 

of God, and it was only when these became apparent that fundamental disagreements 

about the role and place of the Church became apparent. 
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The conservative William Clow was a pivotal figure in the United Free Church 

General Assembly’s developing understanding of the Kingdom of God and its 

relationship to social issues.   Differences of opinion about the Kingdom of God, and 

therefore about the Church’s social role did not really surface in the debates of the 

United Free Church General Assembly until 1908, when two important developments 

took place.  First, in an aggressive and powerful speech, William Clow delivered a 

strong attack on rhe Church’s Home Mission Committee and its conviction that the 

Church had any business dealing with housing, poverty and squalor.  Second, eight 

overtures specifically requested the Church to examine its social mission and take 

some action in the area of social questions.   Clow’s speech brought the underlying 

differences to a head and ensured that the Kingdom of God would no longer be 

expressed in vague generalities capable of universal assent. 

 

The United Free Church Assembly the following year was presented with a report 

outlining what the Kingdom of God involved.  Donald Smith’s judgment that this 

statement reflects a new social and theological liberalism is less convincing when that 

statement is seen against the range of views which could have been included but were 

not, and in the context of the conflicting views which William Clow provoked.  The 

subsequent debates in the U.F. Assembly in the years leading up to the outbreak of 

war indicate much less enthusiasm for the Church’s social engagement than Smith’s 

view that “the most prominent indication of the social awakening in the U.F. Church 

in the years before the First World War was the activity of the General Assembly 

itself” would suggest.850 Smith goes on to describe the U.F. General Assemblies of 

1909 and 1910 as “witnessing another landmark in the gradual recovery of Christian 
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social criticism”.851   If so, the social criticism was less explicit than than many 

wanted and the landmark less imposing than Smith’s judgment implies.  Certainly 

Clow’s victory over the much more liberal Robert Drummond in the contest for the 

Trinity College chair at the 1911 General Assembly is an indication of the General 

Assembly’s rejection rather than its recovery of social criticism.   

 

Rather than being the exponent of renewed social criticism, the United Free Church 

General Assembly provides evidence of the unravelling of a commitment to social 

criticism in the face of the collapse of Edwardian confidence in the face of  industrial 

tension, labour unrest, suffragette aggression and a politically active labour 

movement, and the theological challenge to Flint’s view of the Kingdom of God on 

earth from Johannes weiss and Albert Schweitzer.   When Robert Flint died in 1910, 

the theological journey he began, and the practical expression of social Christianity 

which he inspired, had come full circle.    

 

 

                                                
851   Ibid., p 343 
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